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LogicSource for NDS for NT Preface

LogicSourceTM  for NDS® for NT is designed for users and administrators wh
have a basic understanding of how NDS for NT works. “Understanding NDS 
for NT Corporate Edition” on page 11, briefly reviews some of the 
fundamental concepts of Redirection and the NDS Local Replica. It then
investigates what occurs graphically during the installation and what that
information is used for. In addition, it covers each tool that ships with NDS
NT.

“NDS for NT Corporate Edition Processes” on page 101, walks you through, 
at a very low level, what occurs during several of the most common proce
that you will encounter. This is done in a graphical way through a series 
flowcharts.  Descriptions of these flowcharts provide additional informatio
about what is occurring. This information was primarily obtained through
debug tools and source code.

“Error Codes for NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition” on page 267, lists 
all of the most common, and many uncommon, error codes that can be 
returned from the various components and tools that make up NDS for N
Corporate Edition. These error codes include a brief description, the pos
cause or causes, and a course of action, where appropriate.

“Troubleshooting NDS for NT Corporate Edition” on page 451, then goes on 
to discuss the most efficient ways to troubleshoot problems you may be 
encountering. This includes valuable information about disaster recovery
manually uninstalling NDS for NT in case of a failure removing the produ
This section should be used in conjunction with “NDS for NT Corporate 
Edition Processes” on page 101 to identify and resolve problems you may 
encounter with NDS for NT Corporate Edition.
LogicSource for NDS for NT Preface �
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“Optimizing NDS for NT Corporate Edition” on page 467, steps you through 
recommendations from Novell® for implementing NDS for NT in your 
environment.  It details complex issues such as replica placement and tim
synchronization so that you can avoid the headaches of redesigning your 
environment after implementing NDS for NT.

Then “Novell Integration with NDS for NT Corporate Edition” on page 475, 
and “Third-Party Integration with NDS for NT Corporate Edition” on page
495, deal with common issues and known problems with integrating NDS
NT Corporate Edition into the complex network environments of today’s 
enterprise corporation. This chapter is useful when planning your NDS for
installation to help you avoid issues with products you may already have
your environment.

Finally, Appendix A, “NDS for Windows NT Top Issues,” on page 503 covers 
the most common issues encountered by Novell customers as of the time
document was published. Many of these issues are also discussed on th
Novell Support Connection (http://support.novell.com) but are discussed in
greater detail here. For the latest information about these issues, visit the
Novell Support Connection and search for the keyword NDS4NT to iden
issues that are identified after this document has been published.  

In addition to the Novell Support Connection, Novell also maintains the C
Solutions Web site for NDS, which contains valuable information about N
for NT. This information includes common problems, many of which are a
covered here, as well as unsupported utilities and suggestions from other NDS 
for NT administrators. 

The information available through Cool Solutions is a good supplement to
document. Use these two sources and the information available through
Novell Support Connection to identify known issues more quickly and des
better implementations of NDS for NT Corporate Edition.
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� Understanding NDS for NT Corporate 
Edition

Novell Directory Services® (NDS®) for Windows NT* Corporate Edition 
(also referred to in this document as simply "NDS for NT") is the fifth versi
of NDS for NT. Since its inception NDS for NT has changed significantly.
the initial release you could use NDS for NT to redirect the Windows NT 
domain to NDS. This eliminated the need to manage your NT domains a
your NDS tree from two separate utilities.

In the next version of the product, the Mailbox Manager for Exchange Se
was introduced, allowing you to manage users and distribution lists in 
Microsoft Exchange Server from NetWare Administrator.

Then, in the third release of the product (version 2.0), the concept of a lo
replica was introduced. For example, the local replica allowed a branch o
that had only Windows NT servers to access a replica of NDS that ran on
local Backup Domain Controller (BDC). 

In the fourth release (version 2.01), Novell® added the NetWare 5TM  version 
of the Novell ClientTM  for Windows NT to the domain controllers, which 
allowed redirection of the Windows NT domain controllers to occur using
Pure/IP, when configured by the administrator. 

With this fifth iteration of NDS for NT, Novell has provided a solution for 
running NDS in an all-NT environment.

Using NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition you can host the Master 
replica of [Root] and create a new NDS tree. This means that even compa
that have no investment in NetWare® can take advantage of the ease of 
administration that NDS offers. In addition, NDS-enabled applications suc
Novell GroupWise® and ZENworksTM  can run in an all-Windows NT 
Understanding NDS for NT Corporate Edition ��
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environment and be supported by the NDS replica running on the Windo
NT server. The local replica technology in NDS for NT Corporate Edition is 
based on the NDS v8 directory. This version of directory services allows 
very scalable and reliable replication of objects.

This chapter provides the information you need to understand the NDS f
Windows NT Corporate Edition product. Certain setup and configuration
issues and instructions are also presented. The chapter presents these t

� “NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Redirection” on page 12

� “NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Local Replica” on page 16

� “NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Tools” on page 17

� “Understanding Mailbox Manager for Exchange” on page 90

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Redirection

The concept of redirection is not new. Novell first used this method to 
intercept operating system calls to the MS-DOS operating system and red
them to the network using the Netx shell. By doing this, an application was 
able to make calls to the network just as though it was talking to the loca
machine. The shell would then redirect the call to the network and send b
a reply to the application. This allowed the application to become networ
aware, just as NDS for NT allows Domain-aware applications to communic
with NDS. 

Using this same idea, Novell has modified NDS for Windows NT so that 
redirects calls that are initially directed to the Security Accounts Manage
(SAM) database to NDS instead. This allows for a single database to hold
necessary information for both the NDS and the Windows NT environme

Prior to installing NDS for Windows NT, the Windows NT domain calls 
operate as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 SAM Architectural Overview

When any application wishes to make a request to the SAM database (de
by the Domain namebase in the figure), the application must make an API
through the SAMLIB.DLL. This is the only published interface through whic
an application can access the information in the Domain.

Once SAMLIB.DLL receives this API call, it makes a Remote Procedure C
(RPC) to the domain controller. If the application is running on the doma
controller, then the RPC is made internally. The RPC communicates with
module called SAMSRV.DLL. This module can be thought of as the 
gatekeeper to the SAM database. In order for an application to get to the 
it must call through SAMLIB, which then talks to SAMSRV.DLL. Once 
SAMSRV.DLL receives the request, the information is retrieved from the 
SAM database and is passed back to the application using another RPC

Novell developed NDS for Windows NT to make sure that all the applicatio
customers currently use will behave just as if they were still talking to the
SAM database in this way.  This was done to minimize the amount of tim
required for testing, installation, and configuration in the customer's 
environment. Once NDS for Windows NT is installed, the process behave
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Architecture

For the application, nothing has changed. When the application requires
information from the SAM database, it makes the same API call to 
SAMLIB.DLL that it made before, and SAMLIB then makes the call to 
SAMSRV.DLL.

This is where the process changes: Novell replaces the Windows NT 
SAMSRV.DLL with the Novell Security Accounts Manager (SAMSRV.DLL)
When the Novell SAMSRV receives the request from SAMLIB.DLL, the 
Domain request is translated to an NDS request. This NDS request is then
out to the nearest replica using the Novell Client for Windows NT. (With ND
2.01 or higher, this replica can also be a local replica.) NDS responds to 
request made by SAMSRV. SAMSRV then translates the NDS response 
to a Domain response and sends that information back to the application

In addition to information stored in NDS, a wide variety of information in 
NDS is also stored in various caches used by the SAMSRV.DLL. These ca
allow NDS for NT to quickly answer requests for users and workstations t
are in cache and prevent a large number of unnecessary NDS requests 
being sent by the Windows NT domain controller. These caches are discu
in more detail throughout the “NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition 
Redirection Processes” on page 101.

Novell Service Pack Sentry Service

Because Microsoft routinely updates SAMSRV.DLL in the Windows NT 
service packs, Novell has had to develop a method to prevent the 
SAMSRV.DLL on a redirected domain controller from being replaced by a
non-Novell SAMSRV. Novell created the Novell Service Pack Sentry serv
for this purpose. The service constantly monitors the SYSTEM32 director
verify that SAMSRV.DLL does not change. In the event that it does chang
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is renamed and the backup copy of the Novell SAMSRV.DLL is copied ba
over so that it is the current SAMSRV.DLL.

If the SAMSRV.DLL were causing a problem or needed to be updated or
removed, you would need to stop the Novell Service Pack Sentry service
then rename or delete the SAMSRV.

NDS for NT Emergency Repair Utility

The NDS for NT Emergency Repair utility (NDS4NTER) is a tool that is us
in conjunction with the Microsoft Emergency Recovery Diskette. The 
Emergency Recovery diskette contains information pertinent to the doma
such as the SID and the registry information. You should run the NDS4NT
utility after repairing the NT installation with the ERD. If you have had to 
rebuild the server from scratch and did not have an ERD, then the NDS4N
utility will not work, because the SID of the domain will be different.

Figure 3 NDS for NT Emergency Repair Utility

NDS4NTER will restore the NDS for NT registry information and then 
attempt to start the NDSSETUP program to finish the re-installation of N
for NT and the re-linking of the server with the Domain object in the NDS tr
For more information see “NDS for Windows NT Emergency Recovery 
Process” on page 149.
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NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Local Replica

Beginning with the NDS for NT 2.0 product, Novell began shipping the Loc
Replica capability with the product. This functionality allows you to host an
NDS replica on the Windows NT server. In 2.01 this functionality was limit
to the branch office scenario as shown in Figure 4:

Figure 4 Branch Office

Prior to version 2.0, anytime a branch office needed information from ND
and no local replica existed, the request had to be sent across the wide a
network (WAN) back to the home office where a replica did exist. This me
extra traffic on the WAN as well as slow performance at the branch office
With version 2.01, you could put a read/write replica on a BDC in the loc
site. This replica would then answer all NDS requests for the objects tha
held.

In NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition, this replica is based on the N
v8 directory. In addition to the new version of NDS, the NDS for Windows N
Corporate Edition removes the dependency for NetWare to exist in the 
environment. This means that a company wishing to implement NDS-ena
applications can use a local replica, create its own tree, and then have th
application use the information stored in the NDS replica.

The NDS Local Replica works by loading the NDS Server Service 
(DHOST.EXE). This service essentially sets up a NetWare Core ProtocoTM  
(NCPTM) server environment. This module is then responsible for allocati
memory and resources to the other modules that it loads. These include
modules such as those shown in Table 1:
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Table 1 Sample DHOST Modules

To load modules inside of DHOST, load the NDS Services Control Panel, 
the appropriate service, and click Start. For more information about the N
Services Control Panel, see the next section. It is important to note that s
the modules launched from within the NDS Services Control Panel are 
running in DHOST’s memory space, they do not have access to the user
network resources.

Once DHOST.EXE is loaded and DS.DLL has opened the NDS database
operation of the NDS replica on NT is the same as if the NDS replica we
being hosted on a NetWare server.  For more information about the opera
of NDS, see LogicSourceTM  II for NDS.

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Tools

Many tools are included with NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition. This 
section describes them, explains their purpose, and shows several of the
options they provide.

Installation Utilities

The NDS for NT Corporate Edition installation is composed of four 
installations, which install the various components that make up NDS for 
The initial setup screen shown in Figure 5 allows you to select which 
components you wish to install.  

Module Purpose

DS.DLL Contains functionality for DS. NetWare equivalent is DS.NLM.

BINDERY.DLL Contains functionality for Bindery Emulation.

MONITOR.DLL Connection Monitor. NetWare equivalent is MONITOR.NLM.

SAPSRV.DLL SAP Agent for NCP server.

DSTRACE.DLL Trace screen to view DS processes. NetWare equivalent is SET DSTRACE=ON.

DSREPAIR.DLL DS Repair for Windows NT. NetWare equivalent is DSREPAIR.NLM.
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Figure 5 Initial Installation Screen

� Install Novell Directory Services

This option installs the NDS local replica so that NDS information can
stored on a Windows NT Server. This installation option requires that
Novell Client for Windows NT be installed. For more information, see
“Install Novell Directory Services” on page 19.

� Integrate Windows NT Domains with NDS

This option installs the NDS for NT redirection capabilities. This will 
reinstall the Novell Client for Windows NT with the one used by NDS f
NT. If you are using a newer client than the Novell Client for Window
NT 4.6 Service Pack 1, you will need to remove it and then reinstall w
an older client because the installation will not allow the downgrading
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the client. For more information about this option, see “Integrate 
Windows NT Domains with NDS” on page 27.

� Integrate Microsoft Exchange Accounts with NDS

The Mailbox Manager option installs the import tool and the snap-ins
necessary to administer the Exchange site from within NetWare 
Administrator. The installation is covered in more detail under “Integrate 
NDS Accounts with Exchange Account” on page 28.

� Install Management Utilities

This option installs the tools necessary to administer NDS for NT. Th
tools installed are ConsoleOneTM  and the NDS for NT snap-ins, NetWare
Administrator and the NDS for NT snap-ins, and NDS ManagerTM  for 
Windows 32. Once the tools have been installed, this installation als
creates a Windows NT share named SYS:, giving the illusion of a 
NetWare server. For more information about this option, see “Install 
Management Utilities” on page 27.

Install Novell Directory Services

The Novell Directory Services installation is the component responsible 
creating the local NDS replica. The process is described on the following
pages, beginning with Figure 6:
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This is the license agreement. When you install the product, read the lice
agreement. If you accept the conditions, you should click Accept. This will 
bring up the following dialog:
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This dialog is used to specify the location where all of the NDS for NT file
will be installed. This includes all of the DHOST.EXE modules and 
supporting files as well as the NDS database files. If the directory does n
exist, you will be prompted to let the installation create the directory when you 
click Next. If it does exist, then when you click Next the following dialog 
appears: 
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Next you are prompted to install the license for the NDS replica. This is 
generally found on a separate license diskette.
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Figure 9 Install Where Screen

You are then prompted to either choose to install the server in an existing 
tree or to create a new NDS tree with the NDS for NT server as the Mas
replica. If you already have an existing NDS environment using NDS for 
NetWare or NDS for NT, you can choose to install to an existing tree. On
you select this, the following screen is displayed:
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Figure 10 NDS Server and Admin Information

This screen allows you to specify the tree and account information. Belo
a brief description of the fields:

� Tree Name

This is the name of the tree you wish to create or log in to. Just as in
NetWare, this name is limited to 48 characters.

� New Server Object Context

This is the name of the server and its context in full NDS name. This na
can be either typeful (that is, cn=server.ou=orgunit.o=org) or typeles
(that is, server.orgunit.org). The name of the server must be different f
the NT server name. By default the installation appends the NT serv
name with "-NDS". 

The server names must be different from each other. If they were the
same, applications requesting the server name would get confused by
servers with the same name.
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� Administrator Information

This set of fields allows you to specify the Admin user information for t
existing tree or new tree. For an existing tree you will be prompted for
password only once instead of twice, because in that case you are log
in, not creating a new Admin account and setting the password.

Once all of these fields have been filled in, click Next. The following dialo
will then be displayed:

Figure 11 Component Installation Screen

This dialog shows you which components will be installed with the NDS local 
replica.  These components are also implemented in a NetWare 5 
environment. The specifics of how they operate, with the exception of th
LDAP services, is beyond the scope of this document.

� LDAP Services

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) Services option 
allows NDS information to be published by and accessed through th
LDAP3 protocol. For more information, see “LDAP” on page 79.
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� WAN Traffic Manager

Allows the replication process to be managed using the ConsoleOne
utility.  This tool allows you to specify when NDS replication occurs, how
much bandwidth can be used for replication, and so on. 

� Secure Authentication Services including SSL

Allows for secure, certificate-based authentication using industry 
standards. This option can be used with LDAP to force LDAP 
communications to be secure.

� Novell PKI Services

Provides certificate management functionality via NDS. This allows y
to manage your SSL and other authentication certificates via NDS.

� Storage Management Services

Allows the NDS replica on the Windows NT server to be backed up b
SMS-compliant backup tools as well as installing the Java-based tools to
back up the database from the NT server without a third-party tool.  
addition a Win32 application is included to perform a backup of the ND
replica information to a file.

After you click Finish, the files required for the NDS replica are copied fro
the CD to the location you specified during the installation. When the file co
is complete, you will see a message that each component is being instal
You will then receive the following dialog:

Figure 12 Installation Complete Screen
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If an error occurred, check the contents of the following files, in the direct
you specified for the NDS files, for error codes and then check Chapter 3, 
“Error Codes for NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition,” on page 267.

Table 2 NDS Installation Log Files

If the installation was successful, you are ready to proceed to “Integrate 
Windows NT Domains with NDS” on page 27.

Integrate Windows NT Domains with NDS

This option installs a new version of the Novell Client for Windows NT an
sets the Domain Object Wizard to auto-start on reboot. Once the installati
successful, you are prompted to reboot and the Domain Object Wizard be
For more information, see “Domain Object Wizard” on page 33.

Install Mana gement Utilities

This option performs a standard application installation of NetWare 
Administrator, NDS Manager, and ConsoleOne. Since these installations
standard Install Shield* wizard, the screen shots are not shown here. Th
wizard simply copies the tools to the NT or NetWare server specified.

If you choose to install the administration tools on the NT server, then th
directory to which you choose to install them is shared as SYS:. This prov
the same look and feel to users, regardless of whether the server is a Ne
or an NT server.

Filename Purpose

DSINSTALL.LOG Used to report error conditions encountered by DSI.DLL. This DLL is responsible 
for the actual replica installation. It is called by the main installation.

LDAPINSTALL.LOG Used to report error conditions encountered during the installation of the LDAP 
component.

NDSINSTALL.LOG Used to report error conditions encountered by the main installation. This is the 
first log file you should check to see which component log files to check for errors.

SASINSTALL.LOG Used to report error conditions encountered during the SAS/PKI installation.

SMSINSTALL.LOG Used to report error conditions encountered during the installation of the SMS 
components.
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Integrate NDS Accounts with Exchange Account

Mailbox Manager for Exchange (MM4XC) allows you to administer your 
Exchange mailboxes from inside NetWare Administrator. At this time no 
snap-ins exist for ConsoleOne. The installation process for Mailbox Mana
is described below:

First you receive two informational messages about known issues and ge
information dealing with MM4XC. Then the license agreement screen is 
presented, and you must accept it to continue. Once you have done this
following dialog appears:

Figure 13 Mailbox Manager Component Installation Screen

This dialog allows you to specify which MM4XC components you wish to
install. These components are:

� NDS Schema Extensions

This option extends the NDS schema to include exchange sites, ser
recipients containers, mailboxes, and distribution lists. You must perfo
this step once per NDS tree. This option requires administrative right
the [Root] of the NDS tree.
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� Snap-in/Import Files

This installs the NetWare Administrator for Exchange .DLL 
(NA4XC.DLL) and resource files, the IMPORT.EXE utility used to copy 
the Exchange site to NDS, and the BACKEND.DLL used to manage 
Exchange database. This must be done for all servers from which yo
wish to run NetWare Administrator and administer the Exchange 
Mailboxes.  As opposed to extending the schema, this option only 
requires that you have the rights to write to the location of NetWare 
Administrator  (SYS:\PUBLIC\WIN32).

This snap-in requires many of the Exchange files, so the snap-in will o
load on workstations where Windows Messaging services have been
installed. Also, it will only load on Windows NT, not on Windows 95 or 
Windows 98.

� Workstation Setup

Adds the MM4XC to the list of installed applications on the Add/Remo
programs control panel. This is a cosmetic step that occurs only on t
workstation from which you install MM4XC.

Once you select the components to install and click Next, the following dia
comes up:
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Figure 14 Mailbox Manager Tree Selection Screen

This dialog is used to select the tree to which you wish to install MM4XC
Select the tree from which you want to manage Exchange. When you cli
Next, the following screen appears:
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Figure 15 Mailbox Manager Context Search Screen

This allows you to specify which context the installation program should 
search to locate servers to which the MM4XC snap-ins can be installed. If
are installing in a large tree, you may wish to choose a container other th
[Root]. When you click Next, the dialog below comes up:
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Figure 16 Mailbox Manager Select Server Screen

This dialog allows you to select one or more servers on which the MM4X
snap-ins should be installed. These servers must have a share called SYS
if they are NT servers you must have a drive mapped to the SYS: share.

NetWare servers always have a SYS: volume, so they do not require a 
mapping. When you click Next, you receive an informational screen allow
you to verify the options. If everything is correct, click Finish. When the 
installation is complete, the following dialog comes up:
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Figure 17 Mailbox Manager Installation Completion Screen

If you choose to run the import utility now, the installation will end and th
import utility will be run. This utility is described later in this chapter unde
“Importing the Exchange Site” on page 91. Otherwise, you can view the error
log or exit.

Once all of the installation options you selected have been completed, yo
ready to move on to the rest of the tools.

Domain Object Wizard

The Domain Object Wizard is the component of NDS for NT responsible 
migrating the users in the Windows NT domain to the NDS database. Th
steps in this process are described below:
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Migration Process

Figure 18 Domain Object Wizard Welcome Screen

First, the initial screen comes up indicating the functions that can be 
performed by the Domain Object Wizard. This screen is all informational a
tells you what the Domain Object Wizard can do. When you click Next, th
decision about which of these functions to perform is detected automatic
See “Domain Object Wizard” on page 188.
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Figure 19 Domain Object Wizard Tree Selection

Next you are prompted for the NDS tree to which you wish to install. If yo
are not logged in to the tree already, you will be prompted by the Novell Cl
for Windows NT to log in. Once you are logged in successfully, you will be 
prompted to extend the schema if this is a first-time installation. In order 
perform this operation, you must be logged in to NDS as a user with 
administrative rights to the [Root] of the tree.
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Figure 20 Extend Schema Screen

You are then prompted to extend the NDS schema to support the NDS fo
objects. The schema extensions are described in Chapter 6, “Novell 
Integration with NDS for NT Corporate Edition,” on page 475.
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Figure 21 Domain Information Screen

You will then be prompted for this information, which is shown in the dial
above:

� Specify the NDS context where you want to create the Domain objec

This field determines where the Domain object will be created in the N
tree.

� Specify the default context where you want to create the new NDS u

This field is filled in automatically with the same container specified i
the first field, but it can be changed if you wish. This field determines
where the wizard will create users who exist in the Windows NT SAM 
and not in the NDS database. These users will then be made membe
the domain group. In addition, User Manager for Domains uses this 
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context when creating users. Users created through the Microsoft too
created as NDS users in this context and then added to the domain g

� Force password sync at next password change.

If this check box is checked, then the next time the user changes eithe
NT domain password or the NDS password the passwords will be 
synchronized. This is performed as described in “Changing the Windows 
NT Domain Password” on page 133 and “NDS Password Change” on 
page 235.

� Expire password during migration.

When this check box is checked, all users who are migrated by the wi
will automatically have their passwords expired. This means that a 
password change will be forced during the next login to Windows NT
NDS. At this next change the password will be synced if the check b
described above is also checked.

HINT: In order for Password Synchronization to work, the user must 
change his or her password at least once. This is due to the fact that 
the NDS password and NT password are both encrypted and cannot 
be read from the other database. To make password synchronization 
useful, you must expire all users’ passwords during the migration.
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Figure 22 Search NDS Tree Screen

The next dialog asks if you want the wizard to search the NDS tree to fin
users who match existing NDS users.

� I want to search for my NT users in NDS.

This option will pop up the screen and ask for the containers you wis
search as well as what should be done for users who exist in the SAM
not in NDS.

� I want to skip the search.

If you select this option, the search is not performed. This means tha
users in the SAM will be created as users in the NDS context specifie
the last dialog. If the users already exist in the NDS tree, errors may o
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Figure 23 Default Options for Migration Screen

This dialog occurs only if you choose to search the NDS tree for users. If 
do not select the search, this and the next two dialogs are also skipped. 
dialog is used to choose the action that should be performed in the even
a user exists in the SAM and not in NDS.

� Create the users.

The user will be created in NDS in the context you specified earlier in 
migration.

� Don't move the users.

An NDS user will not be created for the SAM user. In this case, after 
migration is complete, the users who were not moved will be unable 
log in to the domain.
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Figure 24 Search Container Screen

You are then prompted to choose the containers in the NDS tree you wis
search for user matches. This should be the smallest subset you know th
users exist in. The reason for this is that a compare is run against all use
the SAM and the NDS containers specified. The more containers specifi
the longer the search will take.
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Figure 25 Perform Search Screen

The screen above allows you to perform the search of the containers spe
in the previous dialog. To perform the search, click the Search button. Th
will compare each user in the SAM with the usernames of all users in the
containers you specified. When this is complete, click Next to see the res
of the search.
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Figure 26 Search Results Screen

This is the first dialog you will see if you skipped the search of NDS. If you 
performed the search, then the results of the search are shown. If you sk
the search, then the status of all users will be Create As.

� Default context to create users in

This is the context you specified in the earlier dialog box. This is the 
location in NDS where users with a status of Create As will be create

� User list 

This large field displays the NT user, the status, and the resulting ND
user. By highlighting a user in this list and selecting one of the buttons
the left, you can change the status. The available status options are:

� Create As
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The user will be created as a new NDS user in the tree.

� Associate With

The existing NDS user will be associated with the new NDS Dom
object. This will ensure that the existing NDS user will be able to l
in to the new domain. This is used if the NDS user is the same u
as the NT user with the same name.

� Don’t Move

An NDS user will not be created for this user. This option is not 
available for Administrator or Guest, because these accounts ar
required by Windows NT. Users with a status of Don't Move will not 
be able to log in to the domain after migration.

� Multiple Matches Found

If this status is displayed, there is an NT user with the same usern
as multiple NDS users. In this case, you must click the Resolve Na
button. This button is not shown in the dialog because no multip
matches exist. Clicking this button brings up a dialog allowing yo
to choose which NDS user the NT user should be associated wi

� Show

The Show group allows you to filter the entries that appear in the user
By unchecking the check boxes on each status type, the users with 
status will be removed from the list. This is only a cosmetic change; 
users will still be migrated according to their status.
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Figure 27 Workstation Search Results Screen

By clicking the Workstations tab, the above dialog appears. This tab show
workstations and trusts that will be migrated:

� Workstation List

This box lists all of the objects to move. This normally contains all of t
workstations and trusts in the domain. Workstation accounts are show
the name of the workstation with a dollar sign. Trusts are shown as t
name of the trusted or trusting domain appended with the dollar sign. 
status shows what will occur during the migration:

� Move

The workstation will be created as an IWS:Workstation object under 
the Domain object.

� Don’t Move
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No NDS object will be created for the selected domain or trust. In t
case the workstation or trust will no longer be able to access the 
domain.

The only circumstance under which this option is recommended i
you have workstations that no longer exist. Not moving a trust will 
result in users from the trusted domain being unable to access 
resources in the migrated domain.

� Show

The Show group allows you to filter the entries that appear in the 
workstation list. By unchecking the check boxes on each status type
workstations with this status will be removed from the list. This is only
cosmetic change. All workstations will still be migrated according to th
status.

Figure 28 Migration Summary Screen
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Once you click Next, the dialog above appears. This gives you an overvie
the objects that are about to be migrated as well as status during the migr
Once you click Move, the move process starts. Each user, group, trust, a
workstation is migrated to NDS, and the successes and errors are logge

If errors occur you are given an option to perform a second pass. If the 
migration completes without errors, then you receive the dialog that follo
Once you press Finish, the server reboots and the installation of NDS for
redirection is complete.

Figure 29 Installation Complete Screen

The Domain Object Wizard also performs in the following way on a back
domain controller (BDC):

After the initial reboot of the NDS for NT redirection installation, the Doma
Object Wizard is launched automatically. A dialog indicating the options 
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Domain Object Wizard can perform on a BDC is activated. This is similar
the Figure 18, except that it describes the BDC options.

This dialog provides information about which functions the wizard can 
perform on the BDC. By clicking Next, the wizard checks to see if it needs
install, uninstall, or browse. When you click Next, the registry and SAMSR
are updated and a dialog indicating that it is necessary to reboot is activa

Uninstall and Reverse Migration

In addition to providing the migration function, the Domain object wizard al
performs the reverse migration function. The reverse migration allows yo
take all of the changes made to the domain using NetWare Administrator
move them back to the SAM database in the event that you wish to remo
NDS for NT. The uninstall process is described below:

You launch the Domain Object Wizard from the Start menu and get the s
initial screen as you see during the installation, indicating the functions th
the wizard can perform. This time, however, when you click Next the wiza
is in uninstall mode and so the SAMSRV.DLL is deleted and the registry k
are removed.

You must perform this step on all BDCs prior to performing the uninstall o
the primary domain controller (PDC). Once you have done this, run the wiz
on the PDC. After the initial screen you will receive the following dialog:
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Figure 30 PDC Uninstall Screen

This dialog gives you the following uninstall options:

� Uninstall NDS for NT and include new NDS information in the NT 
domain.

This option allows all of the current information about the domain, use
groups, and workstations to be copied back to the SAM prior to remov
the SAMSRV.DLL.

You would choose this option if, for example, six months from now th
domain were still healthy but you wanted to remove NDS for NT. All of 
the changes you had made for the last six months would be retained

Once the reverse migration completes, then the Domain objects in N
are removed.
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� Uninstall NDS for NT and update passwords from NDS.

This option will copy just the current passwords back to the SAM. Th
means that all new users, groups, workstations, and any modified 
attributes for these users will not be migrated back. In this case the 
changes made since installation will be lost. Do not use this option w
NDS is unhealthy, because the passwords still have to be read from N
Once the passwords are migrated, the NDS objects are deleted.

� Uninstall NDS for NT.

This option reverse migrates the administrator password from the cac
account information. This option requires no access to NDS and woul
used if NDS were unreachable or unhealthy. This option simply repla
the NDS for NT SAMSRV with the original SAMSRV and reverts to th
existing SAM. All changes made since the installation of NDS for NT
will be lost.

Once you make your choice, the uninstallation program will make some 
changes to the registry and SAMSRV and then reboot. 

On reboot you will be logged in automatically, and a DOS window will be 
launched. This DOS window is the output from the REVMIG.EXE. This is t
command line utility that performs the reverse migration if you selected one 
of the first two options. If you selected the last option, this dialog will not 
occur. When this is complete, you will be prompted to reboot one final time
complete the uninstallation.

If you selected the third uninstallation option, the last uninstallation step i
remove the Domain objects in NDS manually. Once this has been comple
the uninstallation of NDS for NT redirection is complete. This step should
done first if the only replicas of NDS you have in your environment are sto
on Windows NT servers.

ConsoleOne Snap-in

In previous versions of NDS for NT, all administration was performed fro
NetWare Administrator. In NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition, the 
administration tool of choice for administering everything that comes with
NDS for NT, except Exchange, is ConsoleOne. 
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The advantage of using ConsoleOne is that it is Java based. This means
as long as an NDS client exists for the platform from which you want to r
ConsoleOne, you can run the same executable. This includes a NetWare
server. There is, however, this one limitation: The NT Tools portion of the
snap-in described later in this section is only available on Windows NT, d
to the RPC calls made.

Domain Object

The first thing you will notice is that the domain has been added as an obje
The Domain object is both a group and a container object. Because of th
when you double-click you will receive a list of subordinates. If you right-
click and select Details, the following dialog is displayed:

Figure 31 Domain Object Identification Page
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This page provides general information about the Domain object. The na
of the object is listed, along with its description and any OEM information t
was retrieved during the migration. There are three check boxes of import
on the lower half of this page:

� Default User Creation Force Password Sync

If you enable this option, then anytime a user is created or added to 
domain, password synchronization is enabled for the user. If you do 
enable this option, then password synchronization does not occur un
you enable it manually for each user.

� Use Default Group Attribute

This option is only applicable if you have an application that requires 
domain to report what the domain’s default group is. For most cases
best to just leave this option turned on.

� Use Fast User Display

When this option is enabled and User Manager is launched, only the
users' names and the groups' names and descriptions are asked for d
application startup. This results in faster User Manager performance
large domains. When you double-click a username, the rest of the 
information will be requested.

To change to the next page, click the down-arrow next to the Domain on
tab. This will bring up a drop-down list that will allow you to choose the page 
to switch to. Figure 32 shows the Intruder Detection page.
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Figure 32 Domain Intruder Detection Page

Because Windows NT intruder detection is domain based instead of use
based, this tab is used to set intruder detection settings. These settings w
used for all Windows NT users who are members of this domain. These 
intruder detection settings do not apply to NDS logins. The dialog is self-
explanatory and provides the same functionality as User Manager for 
Domains. Next is the Replica Advisor page.
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Figure 33 Domain Replica Advisor Page

The replica advisor is a purely informational tool. This shows all of the us
in the Windows NT domain broken down by the NDS partition where the
exist. This information should be used for designing your replication and
partitioning environment. For more information, see Chapter 5, “Optimizing 
NDS for NT Corporate Edition,” on page 467. Next, go to the Members page
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Figure 34 Domain Members Page

This page allows you to add users in bulk; in other words, you can add m
users to the domain without touching the User objects. To do this, click A
and select the users you wish to add to the domain. In addition, if you hav
Use Default Group attribute turned on, the default group will be displayed 
here.

You can also remove users from the domain on this page. When adding 
to the domain, the Master replica of the domain is queried; therefore, it is
necessary to have access to the Master replica where the domain exists
more information, see Chapter 2, “NDS for NT Corporate Edition Processes
on page 101. Next, go to the NT Tools page.
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Figure 35 Domain NT Tools Page

This page is used to launch the Microsoft domain administration tools fro
within ConsoleOne. This allows you to perform operations that currently 
cannot be performed through the snap-in. A brief description of these 
functions follows:

� File and Folder Sharing Wizard

This Microsoft wizard allows you to create shared folders on any mach
in the domain from a central location. It also allows you to assign som
rights to the share. For further information, see the Windows NT help

� Server Manager
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Allows administration of workstations in the domain. Most functions c
be performed through ConsoleOne. The exceptions are promoting a B
to a PDC or performing a full synchronization.

� User Manager

Allows administration of users and trusts. Most functions can be 
performed through ConsoleOne. The exceptions are that trust 
relationships cannot be set up, privileges cannot be assigned, and 
Terminal Server attributes cannot be set. 

� Event Viewer

Allows you to view the System, Application, and Event log of any 
workstation or server in the domain. This is done using RPC calls to
specified workstation. This can also be done by right-clicking the ser
or workstation in ConsoleOne and selecting NT Tools > Event Viewe

The NT Tools tab runs correctly on a Windows NT workstation or server.
you run it from a Windows 95 machine, the NT tools will fail. This is the last 
page of interest on the Domain object.

User Object

The User object contains two new tabs once the NDS for NT snap-ins ar
loaded and the schema extended. The first is the Domain Access page. 
page is shown in Figure 36:
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Figure 36 Domain Access Page

The following are the important features on this page:

� Account Locked

This attribute is set if intruder detection is tripped. If this is checked, 
user is unable to log in to the NT domain.

� Group Memberships

This lists the domains to which the user belongs and the groups with
those domains. Contrary to popular belief, adding a user to multiple 
domains will not allow seamless authentication to those domains in t
way that NT trusts do. This is a limitation of the NT security structure
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In most cases, if you have multiple domains it is best to migrate only
domains containing users and leave the trust relationships intact. Se
Chapter 4, “Troubleshooting NDS for NT Corporate Edition,” on page
451 for more information. Group memberships can be added or remo
by clicking the Add or Remove button.

� Force Password Sync

Specifies that when either the NDS or the Windows NT password 
attributes change, the other should be updated. This ensures that th
password is always the same for all NDS and domain resources.

The other page of importance is the Domain Settings. To get to this page, 
the down-arrow next to the Domain and select Domain Settings. The 
following page appears:
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Figure 37 Domain Settings Page

This page is used to store properties for which there is no NDS equivalent
information about these properties, see the User Manager for Domains h
because these are Microsoft-specific settings. Changes made here will al
shown in User Manager, and changes made in User Manager will be refle
here.

For all other attributes such as time restrictions, password restrictions, 
description, and so on, the normal NDS attribute is used.

Miscellaneous Ob jects

The other objects that are added are the local and global groups and the
Workstation objects. These objects are found under the Domain object. Y
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can add users to groups by selecting the NT group and clicking Add. The
groups do not function as NDS groups; therefore, no NetWare file system
rights can be assigned.

The Workstation objects are for information only. They contain the 
information necessary for the workstation to initiate a secure channel with
domain controller, but this information is not exposed in the snap-in.

The same functionality that exists in ConsoleOne currently exists in NetW
Administrator. However, in the future additional functionality will be adde
only to ConsoleOne.

NDS Services Control Panel

The NDS Services control panel (NDSCONS.EXE) is used to launch the N
Tools. These tools are loaded as .DLLs in the NDS Server memory space
following screen shot shows the interface:

Figure 38 NDS Services Control Panel

The NDS Services control panel looks very much like the Windows NT 
Services control panel and operates similarly. Following is a brief explana
of the features:

� Modules
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This lists the available DHOST modules as well as their status and th
startup type. By highlighting a service, you can change the settings.

� Start/Stop

These buttons allow you to launch the various modules manually. To s
one, highlight the service (such as DSTRACE) and then click Start.

� Startup

This allows you to control whether the services should start manually
automatically when DHOST loads. This is useful if you want a module
start every time the DHOST environment starts. 

Directory Services Installation Module

The Directory Services Installation Module (DSI.DLL) is the NDS 
installation tool. You can use this tool to install or uninstall the local NDS
replica manually. This tool also allows you to extend the NDS schema an
back up and restore the replica for hardware updates and failures. Follow
is a screen shot showing the interface for DSI:

Figure 39 Directory Services Installation Module
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� Install Directory Services onto this server.

Once the initial installation has been done so that the DHOST executa
are available and no replica currently exists, you can use DSI to inst
new NDS tree.

� Install additional schema files.

This option provides the same functionality that the NetWare utility 
NDSSCH.EXE provides. You can use schema files (.SCH) from inside
NDSSCH to extend the schema. These files will extend the NDS sch
to allow custom attributes.

� Remove Directory Services from this server.

This is how an NDS replica is removed from the Windows NT server
This will also remove the server from the tree if other servers still exis
the NDS tree.

� Restore local DS Information after hardware upgrade.

After performing a hardware upgrade, you can restore the NDS repli
database to the server. This allows you to preserve the NDS tree inte
during a hardware upgrade. This uses the information in the 
$HWNDS.BAK file.

� Save local DS Information prior to hardware upgrade.

This backs up the NDS replica database stored on the NT server. Th
similar to the option in NWCONFIG in NetWare. This option creates 
file called $HWNDS.BAK.

� Restore local server information after hardware failure.

Restores server-specific information after a hardware failure from the
$SVNDS.BAK file.

� Backup local server information.

Backs up server-specific information in case of a hardware failure. T
have a complete backup, you must also run "Save local DS informat
prior to upgrading the server hardware" This creates a file called 
$SVNDS.BAK.
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DSREPAIR

The NDS Repair Tool (DSREPAIR.DLL) allows you to perform a repair of t
NDS for NT local replica in the event that it is corrupted or out of sync. Mo
of the functionality in this tool is identical to the NetWare equivalent. A sh
description of each option is listed below:

Partition Operations

Partition operations pertain to specific partitions of the NDS tree. Partitio
operations are accessible by right-clicking the partition or by selecting th
Partitions menu. 

Figure 40 DSREPAIR Partition Menu

The possible options are as follows:

� Report Synchronization Status On All Servers

This option checks the synchronization status of every server that ha
replica of the selected partition. If all the servers with a replica respo
the partition is functioning properly.
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� Synchronize The Replica On All Servers

This option performs a synchronization of the selected partition on a
servers that contain a replica and reports the status.

� Repair All Replicas

This option performs a repair of all replicas on this server. This optio
also checks and validates the information on each server that contai
replica, as well as the IDs of both the remote and local servers. This is
same information that is checked when you select the Unattended F
Repair option from the main menu. In other words, you can run an 
Unattended Full Repair or a Repair Local Database instead of choos
the Repair All Replicas option.

� Repair Selected Replicas

This option performs a repair on the highlighted replica. This option is 
same as the Repair All Replicas option, except that it repairs only th
selected replica. Before choosing this option, you should run an 
Unattended Full Repair or Repair Local Database.

� Repair Ring, All Replicas

This option performs a repair on the replica ring. It does this by validat
the remote server IDs for every server on each replica. 

� Repair Ring, Selected Replica

This option performs a repair on the ring but only for the selected repl
It does this by validating the remote server IDs on the selected replic

� Cancel Partition Operation

This option attempts to cancel a partition operation that was started fo
selected partition. This operation talks to the Master replica, which is
responsible for the partition operations.

Some partition operations might not be canceled if they have progres
too far. Other partition operations, such as the Add Replica Partition 
operation, cannot be canceled.

� Designate This Server As The New Master Replica
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This option designates the local replica of the selected partition as the
Master. Each partition can have only one Master replica, so the prev
Master replica is changed to a read/write replica.

This option is useful for designating a new Master replica if the origin
one is lost. This situation might arise, for example, if the server holdi
the Master replica has a hardware failure and is down for a while or 
indefinitely.

� Display Replica Information

This option displays the distinguished name for the selected replica.
also shows all the replica ring information in the original format that 
NetWare 4TM  used when NDS was first released.

Global Operations

Global operations pertain to the entire database. To perform global operat
right-click NDS Database on Server Name or select the Repair menu. 

Figure 41 DSREPAIR Database Repair Menu

 The global options are:

� Unattended Full Repair

This option performs the following major repair procedures:
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� It repairs the local NDS database, which locks the database dur
the repair operation so that no new database updates can occur
the repair is completed.

� It repairs any NCP Server object's network address by going out 
querying each server. The database is not locked during this 
operation.

� It checks replica rings. The database is not locked during this 
operation.

� It attempts authentication to every server in the ring and verifies
information on the ring.

The log file records all the actions during the Unattended Full Repair
operation. When the repair operations are completed, the log file is 
opened so you can see what repairs were made and check the curren
of the database.

� Local Database Repair

This option repairs the NDS database files stored on the server, allow
you to control all repair operations manually. All of the database che
and repairs described here are included in the Unattended Full Repa
option in the main DSREPAIR menu, using the default parameter 
settings.

The following table explains these options:

Table 3 Local Repair Components

Option Default Description

Lock NDS During the Entire 
Repair

Off The database will be closed during the repair, and no users can 
authenticate to the server. The current authenticated users can 
work. Locking the database will speed up the process but will 
prevent users from authenticating or using NDS from this server. 
When you do not enable locking, the users can work, but the 
server will not synchronize.

Rebuild Operational 
Schema

Off The schema will be checked, and any inconsistencies with 
Novell’s definition will be fixed. This option will not take away 
extensions but will just make sure that the Novell base classes 
and attributes are present and correct.
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� Time Synchronization

The Time Synchronization option contacts every server known to the
local server and requests information about time synchronization, 
Directory Services, and server status. The information is written to the
file. When the operation has been completed, the log file is opened so
can check the status of time synchronization and other Directory Serv
information.

Novell recommends that you monitor and correct time synchronizatio
problems before performing any repair operation. A replica of the [Ro
partition must be on the local server running DSREPAIR for this feature 
to contact all servers in the NDS tree.

Use Temporary NDS 
Database During Repair

Off The normal repair will work on the live database and not make 
copies to a temporary file. When you use the XK* or advanced 
switches, enable this option!

Perform Database Structure 
and Index Check

On This will do a FLAIM-level database structural check and repair of 
indices.

Rebuild the Entire Database On This will read the database and will rebuild the database record 
by record.

Maintain Original 
Unrepaired Database

Off At the end of the repair, it will copy the NDS*.* files to NDO*.*, 
maintaining the original files.

Reclaim Database Free 
Space

Off This will parse through the database and do a garbage collection 
of any free space. It will compact the size of the database.

Perform Tree Structure 
Check

On This will enable the integrity check of the tree structure (parent/
child relationships).

Repair All Local Replicas On This will check and repair the objects in all local replicas. This is 
an object-level check.

Validate Stream Syntax 
Files

On This will find out whether the streams files have referring 
attributes and vice versa. It will remove any orphaned attributes 
(missing streams) or streams (missing attributes).

Check Local References On This will make sure that objects are referring to each other 
correctly. This option should generally be left on.

Exit Automatically Upon 
Completion

Off DSREPAIR will exit totally after it is finished running. This is 
important if you want to start it off and go away.

Option Default Description
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� Report Synchronization Status

This option starts a replica synchronization process for all the partitio
that have replicas on this server. If you want to perform the same 
operation for individual partitions, you need to select the Replica and
Partition Operations option from the Advanced Options menu.

The Replica Synchronization operation contacts each server in each o
replica lists stored on the server. A server does not attempt to synchro
to itself, so the status returned for a server's own replica is the value
"host."

The operation uses the log file to track the actions of the requests an
displays any errors that occur. This operation is a quick and easy wa
determine if the partitions and servers are communicating and 
synchronizing properly.

� Open Log File

This option creates, or allows you to select, an existing log file to wri
DSREPAIR results to. This data can then be reviewed offline.

� Log File Options

This option allows you to specify whether the log should append or 
overwrite the data in the current file. It can also be used to reset the 

Server Operations

Server operations pertain to servers in the tree. To perform server operat
right-click the server or select the Servers menu.
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Figure 42 DSREPAIR Server Menu

The server options are:

� Repair All Network Addresses

This option checks every Server object known to this server and sear
for the server's name in the local SAP table. If the address is found in
SAP table, this address is compared with the value stored by the loc
server. If the two addresses do not match, the address in the SAP ta
assumed to be correct and the other addresses are changed to matc
This operation is performed if you select the Unattended Full Repair
option from the DSREPAIR main menu. 

� Repair Selected Server’s Network Address

This option repairs the highlighted server's network address in replic
rings and Server objects in the local database.

DSTRACE

The NDS Trace Tool (DSTRACE.DLL) allows you to observe background
NDS processes while they are occurring. This is similar to performing a S
DSTRACE=ON at the NetWare server console. Because NDS Trace for 
Windows NT is based on a graphical user interface (GUI), it is somewha
easier to control which options are monitored than in NetWare.
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To configure the options that DSTRACE tracks, you can select Edit > Optio
This will bring up the following screen:

Figure 43 DSTRACE Tracing Options

The options available for tracking are as follows:

� Allocated Memory

NetWare equivalent is +ALLOC. This parameter displays information
about requests made by NDS to allocate memory from the DHOST 
process.

� Audit

NetWare equivalent is +AUDT.  This displays information about NDS
auditing events that occur.

� Audit NCP
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NetWare equivalent is +AUDIT. Displays messages and information 
related to auditing.

� Audit Skulk

The Audit Skulk switch displays error messages and informational 
messages related to the skulker process.

� Authentication

NetWare equivalent is +AUTHEN. Shows the messages that are 
displayed while authenticating connections to the server.

� Backlinker

NetWare equivalent is +BLINK. Displays messages related to 
verification of backlinks and external references. The backlink proce
resolves external references to make sure a real object exists in NDS
real NDS objects, the backlink process makes sure that an external 
reference exists for each backlink attribute.

� Buffers

NetWare equivalent is +BUFFERS. Displays messages related to th
inbound and outbound packet buffers that contain the data being rece
in conjunction with, or in response to, an NDS request.

� Change Cache

This option displays messages related to the NDS change cache.  T
change cache is used by NDS to make multiple changes to the NDS
database files using a single packet.

� Client Buffers

NetWare client is +VCLIENT. This shows all of the packets sent and
received by the virtual client used by NDS. This client is used for 
requesting server-to-server information.

� Collisions

NetWare equivalent is +COLL. Displays messages and error reports
concerning the receipt of an update for an object when the update h
been received previously.
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� Distributed Ref Links

NetWare equivalent is +DLINK. Displays messages and error reports
concerning Distributed Reference Links. Distributed Reference Links 
used in NDS v8 to replace backlinks. They are more efficient and req
less overhead.

� DSAgent

NetWare equivalent is +DSA. Displays messages relating to inbound
client requests and which action is requested.

� Emulated Bindery

NetWare equivalent is +EMU. Displays messages relating to Bindery
Services (emulation).

� Fragmented Requests

NetWare equivalent is +FRAG. Displays fragger debug messages. T
fragger breaks up and rebuilds NDS NCP packets (which can be up t
KB) into packets that can be transmitted on the network.

� Initialization

NetWare equivalent is +INIT. Displays messages that occur during th
process of initializing or opening the local name service.

Messages that check for this flag also commonly check for and require
Miscellaneous DSTRACE flag. Therefore, you should use this flag in
conjunction with the DSTRACE flag.

� Inspector

NetWare equivalent is +I. Displays messages related to the inspecto
process, which verifies the DS name service and object integrity on t
local server. The inspector is part of the janitor process. If errors are
detected, it could mean that you need to run DSREPAIR. Be aware t
messages reported by this process might not all be actual errors. Fo
reason, you need to understand what the messages mean.

WARNING: Use of this flag increases the demands on the source 
server's disk storage system, memory, and processor. Novell 
recommends that this flag not be left enabled unless you are 
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experiencing a problem with NDS that specifically relates to the 
function of the Inspector process.

� Janitor

NetWare equivalent is +J. Displays messages related to the janitor 
process. The janitor controls the removal of deleted objects. It also fi
the status and version of NCP servers and performs other miscellan
record management.

� LDAP

Displays Novell LDAP (NLDAP) server messages. NLDAP is 
responsible for allowing NDS data to be accessible via the Lightweig
Directory Access Protocol v3 (LDAP3). The messages displayed by 
LDAP option are configured in the LDAP Server object in the tree.

� Limber

NetWare equivalent +LIMBER. Displays messages related to the lim
process, which verifies NDS tree connectivity by maintaining the ser
name, address, and replicas. This involves verifying and fixing the se
name and server address if it changes.

� Locking

NetWare equivalent is +LOCKS. Displays messages related to the u
and manipulation of the source server's local database locks.

� Lost Entry

Displays messages regarding the loss of entry IDs. Lost IDs can be 
reclaimed through DSREPAIR by performing a Local Database repa
and selecting Reclaim Lost Entries.

� Misc Distributed Operations

Allows you to trace information about distributed operations in NDS.
This includes some information about sync and other processes.

� Misc Other

NetWare equivalent is +MISC. Displays messages regarding 
miscellaneous NDS operations.
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� Move Object

NetWare equivalent is +MOVE. Displays messages and errors pertain
to partition move operations.

� NCP Client

Shows messages relating to the requests being sent by NCP clients o
network. When used in conjunction with NCP Engine, you should be a
to watch the conversation.

� NCP Engine

Shows messages related to the NCP engine and replies sent to NCP C
requests. When used in conjunction with NCP Client, you should be a
to watch the conversation.

� Partition

NetWare equivalent is +PART. Displays generic messages or error rep
from various sources in NDS.

� Purge

Displays messages related to the purging of NDS object entries. Thi
similar to the janitor switch but provides only purge information.

� Record Manager

NetWare equivalent is +RECMAN. Displays messages related to the
name base transactions, such as rebuilding and verifying the internal 
table and iteration state handling.

� Resolve Name

NetWare equivalent is +RN. Displays messages related to resolve n
requests (tree walking). Resolve Name resolves the name maps and
object names to an ID on a particular server.

� Replication Process

NetWare equivalent is +REPL. Displays messages pertaining to the 
synchronization of replicas. This will show errors that occur when 
replicas of a partition are attempting to sync.
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� SAP

NetWare equivalent is +SAP. Displays messages related to Service 
Advertising Protocol when the NDS tree name is sent via SAP.

� Schema

NetWare equivalent is +SCHEMA.  This tracks the processes dealin
with the synchronization of the NDS schema. 

� Server Packets

Shows all NDS server packets being sent by the server where DHOS
running. This shows only NDS packets.

� Streams

NetWare equivalent is +STREAMS. Displays messages related to th
stream attributes information.

� Sync Incoming

NetWare equivalent is +IN. Displays messages and error reports 
concerning inbound requests and processes.

� Thread Scheduling

Shows information pertaining to threads that have been scheduled an
either waiting or are being executed or stopped.

� Time Vectors

NetWare equivalent is +TV. Displays messages related to the 
synchronization or exchange of the timestamps between replicas. Th
messages display local and remote Synchronized Up To vectors, wh
contain the timestamps for the replica.

� Wanman

NetWare equivalent is +WANMAN. Displays status messages and er
reports concerning WAN Manager*.

In addition to the normal NDS Trace functionality, the Miscellaneous tab 
includes some additional functionality not normally found in DSTRACE for 
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NetWare. This tab will only be available if the NDS database was opened
DHOST. The following screen shot shows the interface:

Figure 44 DSTRACE Misc Options

The available options are:

� Client Bootstrap Addresses

Allows you to specify which protocols should be used by the DHOST
replica for synchronization. In addition, you can select multiple protoc
and a protocol preference.

� Bindery Contexts

NetWare equivalent is SET BINDERY CONTEXT =. Allows you to 
specify the context in the NDS tree that should be used for Bindery 
emulation.

� Start Janitor
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NetWare equivalent is *F. Runs the purger on the external reference
partitions or subreference partitions.

� Start Replication

NetWare equivalent is *H. Forces the heartbeat process to start. This
starts immediate communication to exchange timestamps with all ser
in replica lists. All replicas held by the source server are synchronize

This action also forces the NDS Schema Synchronization backgroun
process to start. This command is useful for starting the synchroniza
between servers so that you can observe the status.

� Check Partition Connectivity

This performs an NDS ping to each replica in the partition or partition
that this server contains to verify that physical access is possible. Th
would fail if DSREPAIR were reporting -625 errors, which would 
indicate a communications problem.

� Check References

This option attempts to check the external references on the server t
validate whether a copy of the real object is available. The NetWare 
equivalent is the "Check External References" option in DSREPAIR.

� Assume All Servers Up

NetWare equivalent is *U. Forces the status in the replica ring for all 
servers to UP. This allows DS to proceed as if all servers were up ev
a server is down. Errors will occur if servers are really down.

� Reply to Get Nearest Server

If this box is checked, then the NT server will respond to Get Neares
Server requests. This may result in a blank RCONSOLE list. If you a
having this problem, you can disable this option.

DSTRACE is a tool you can use to diagnose problems in your NDS tree. 
can then use DSREPAIR to correct them.
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LDAP

The LDAP server that ships with NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition 
allows you to read and modify the NDS database through the LDAP v3 
standard. Many vendors who are developing directory-aware application
have chosen to use the LDAP interface. Because it can be used across m
platforms, these vendors’ applications should work with the Novell LDAP
server as long as it is configured properly. The process of configuring LD
to access NDS is described in the following paragraphs:

When LDAP services are installed on a Windows NT server running NDS
Windows NT Corporate Edition, two objects are created in the NDS tree.
These objects are the LDAP Server object, which handles server-centric
LDAP configuration, and the LDAP Group object, which handles general
and multiple-server LDAP configuration. In NDS for Windows NT Corpora
Edition, these objects are managed through the ConsoleOne administrat
tool.
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Figure 45 LDAP Group Class Map

The preceding screen shot shows the Class Map attribute of the LDAP G
object. This attribute is used to specify which LDAP classes correspond to
existing NDS classes. This allows you to add custom mappings to additional 
classes that may be added to the LDAP schema or NDS schema. 

The default class mappings are created by the installation. This informatio
used when a client requests a read or right of a specific class of object. T
LDAP client requests the LDAP class. The NLDAP server is then configu
to look at the corresponding NDS class and send the information back a
LDAP response.
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Figure 46 LDAP Group Attribute Map

Just like the Class Map attribute specifies NDS classes and their LDAP 
equivalents, the attribute map specifies the NDS attributes that should be
as the LDAP equivalent. This information is again used when a client ma
a request to change or read an LDAP attribute to locate the appropriate 
attribute that corresponds to the requested LDAP attribute.
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Figure 47 LDAP Group General Page

The above screen shot shows the General tab of the LDAP Group objec
includes the following options:

� Allow Clear Text Passwords

Checking the Allow Cleartext Passwords box means bind requests th
include passwords can be sent over non-secure, or unencrypted, 
connections. A cleartext (or unencrypted) password can be captured
network monitoring equipment and can pose a security risk, dependin
your environment.

The default setting for this box does not allow cleartext passwords. T
means that LDAP servers will only accept authenticated connections 
(connections with passwords) on secure (SSL) connections.
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On non-SSL connections, they reject all binds that include password
This means that on a non-SSL connection, only anonymous binds a
allowed. Novell recommends that you only check the Allow Cleartex
Passwords box in areas that don't have security needs or in which th
LAN is extremely secure from unwanted connections.

� Proxy Username

Use the Username option to configure a separate identity (other than
[Public]) for anonymous binds. An anonymous bind is a user connec
that doesn't have a username and password.The Proxy Username is
name of an NDS User object. The Proxy User cannot require a passw
and is assigned to all anonymous binds. The proxy user also should
be allowed to create or change the password.

If you want to limit the locations from which the Proxy User can log in
use the Network Address Restrictions page of NWAdmin to set addr
restrictions for the Proxy User object.

If the Proxy Username box is empty, all anonymous requests are valid
to NDS as the [Public] user. This means that a user with an anonym
connection has NDS public rights, because the same NDS rights gra
to [Public] for LDAP access are also granted to all NDS users.

If a Proxy Username is assigned to the LDAP Group object, all 
anonymous requests are validated to NDS with the proxy username
select. This allows you to create an NDS user who has exactly the ri
you want to give to your LDAP clients.

You can use the proxy username for applications and clients that hav
network rights or password and need basic access to the network. F
example, browsers commonly have public rights. If you want to eithe
restrict a browser's rights or grant a few more to it, you would set it up
use the proxy username with anonymous binds.

LDAP anonymous binds do not have passwords, so any bind that inclu
both a username and a password is treated as an NDS user bind. How
if users do make anonymous requests, then you can specify any ND
username in the Proxy Username box to be used.

� Referral Option

Specifies whether the LDAP server should ask NDS for referral 
information if the specified object or attribute is not present on the lo
NDS server. If this is disabled and the object does not exist on the se
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where NLDAP is running, then LDAP will not be able to return 
information on the object and its attributes.

Figure 48 LDAP Server General Properties

The General tab is the most important tab of the LDAP Server object. Th
LDAP Server General tab has the following options:

� Host Server

This is the server that NLDAP.DLL is running on. This field is normall
filled in during installation.

� LDAP Group
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Determines the LDAP Group object that is used for LDAP configurati
of this server. This is normally set during installation.

� Search Entry Limit

Limits the number of entries returned to a request to some number. T
is set to 0, which specifies unlimited entries by default. This means t
as many entries as can be found will be returned. 

� Search Time Limit

Specifies that an LDAP search of the NDS directory can take up to a
specified amount of time. After this time, the results of the search to t
point will be returned. If no results have been found, then an empty re
will be sent.

� TCP Port

Specifies which TCP port the LDAP server is listening on. The defaul
389, which is the industry standard. Most clients are configured for th
port by default. If you change this, it will be necessary to modify the 
clients as well.

� SSL Port

Specifies which port is used when using the Secure Sockets Layer (S
protocol to access the LDAP server. The default is 636, the standard 
port for LDAP. If you change this, it will be necessary to modify the 
clients as well.

� SSL Certificate

Allows you to specify the NDS certificate object that should be used 
SSL security. This requires that you have created an SSL certificate.
configuration of the SSL certificate is not covered in this document. F
more information, see the December 1998 Novell Research Note.

Once you have configured the LDAP Server and Group options, you can c
the "Refresh NLDAP Server Now" button to update the mappings and ot
information you changed. Otherwise you must stop and restart the NLDA
service in the NDS Services Control Panel. After that is complete, your LD
applications and clients can get information from NDS via LDAP. 
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Bulk Loader

Bulk loader is the NDS v8 equivalent of the NetWare UIMPORT utility. Usin
this tool you can create a comma-delimited file in LDAP Interchange form
(LDIF) and then create users or other objects based on this comma-delim
file. An LDIF file can be created by a wide variety of third-party tools that c
extract information from many different types of database applications. A
screen shot of the interface is displayed below:

Figure 49 Bulk Loader

NOTE: To use bulk loader you must first install, configure, and start 
NLDAP.DLL. This is because bulk loader uses LDAP calls and format to 
perform the import of the NDS objects.

Connection Monitor

The connection monitor allows you to see which entities are attached to the 
local replica. This is similar to selecting the connection options in the NetW
Loadable ModuleTM  (NLM TM) named MONITOR.NLM.
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Figure 50 Connection Monitor

As you can see in the above screen shot, the connection monitor shows w
connections are currently made to the replica on the NT server, which add
they come from, and the connection number. To forcibly detach a connec
you can highlight the connection and click Kill. This utility is especially use
when the domain is redirected, because the Domain object should show 
having a connection to the local replica.

Storage Management Services

The storage management services components are made up of two maj
pieces: the SMS engine and the SMS backup utility. The SMS engine is 
installed as a Windows NT service and is shown as W32 SMDR in the 
Services control panel. When this service is started, SMS-compliant bac
software can back up the NDS replica information contained on the serv

The second component is found in the NOVELL\NDS\SMS directory on 
server where you have installed NDS for NT Corporate Edition. This 
component is a very basic SMS-compliant backup utility called 
SMSENGN.EXE. This tool is used to back up all of, or pieces of, the ND
database contained in the server. The following screen shot shows the in
interface of this utility:
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Figure 51 SMS Backup Utility

The fields contain the following information:

� Server Name

This is the server that will be backed up. This is the NDS server name
the Windows NT server name.

� Target Service

This shows the type of target service agent that is running. This utility w
only allow you to back up and restore the NDS target service. To back
the file system you can install the TSA that comes with the Novell Clie
for Windows NT 4.6 and then use an SMS backup solution.

� Resource Name

Specifies the name of the resource you want to back up or restore. In
case this is the name of the NDS tree.
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Once you have selected the server and service that you wish to back up
are prompted to select the portion or portions of the tree you wish to back
This allows you to back up only specific containers or even just the sche
information. You (or another container administrator) can perform a back
of just your container. The interface for changing what is backed up is sh
below:

Figure 52 SMS Backup Data

When performing a backup or restore, you are finally prompted for the na
of the file to which you want to back up the information. Figure 53 shows the 
backup path screen:
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Figure 53 SMS Backup Path

Once you have selected the backup path, the information in NDS is retrie
by the backup tool and compressed into the specified file. This informatio
can then be used to restore the database if a hardware failure occurs or if
NDS corruption occurs which requires restoring the database.

Understanding Mailbox Manager for Exchange

Mailbox Manager for Exchange is a utility that allows Microsoft Exchange
administrators to manage mailboxes and distribution lists using NetWare
Administrator. This section describes initial setup and administration of th
Exchange Site through Mailbox Manager.
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Figure 54 Mailbox Manager Architecture

Importing the Exchange Site

Once you have completed the installation described in “Integrate NDS 
Accounts with Exchange Account” on page 28, you run the Exchange Import
tool. Run this tool on the Exchange server or on a machine that has RPC a
to the Exchange server and has the following files in the WINNT\SYSTE
directory:

MAPI32.DLL

GAPI32.DLL

DAPI32.DLL

EXCHMEM.DLL

LIBXDS.DLL

The import process is as follows:
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Figure 55 Import Welcome Screen

First the dialog shown in Figure 56 comes up, describing what the utility will
do. This is an informational dialog. To proceed, click Next. At this point th
import tool queries the network for all available Microsoft Exchange Sites
Once all sites have been located, the following dialog is brought up:
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Figure 56 Select Exchange Site Screen

This box contains a list of the Exchange sites found on the network. The
naming convention used is O= Exchange Organization and OU = Excha
Site. You must highlight the site you wish to migrate to NDS and then clic
Next. This brings up the next dialog:
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Figure 57 Select NDS Tree Screen

This dialog asks you to select the NDS tree to which you wish to migrate
Exchange information. Highlight the tree and then click Next. The tree yo
select must be one on which you have run the initial installation.
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Figure 58 Select NDS Container

The above dialog then comes up. This allows you to select the container w
the Exchange Site object should be created. Since the Exchange Site na
often the same name as the domain, it may be necessary to import the 
Exchange site into a different container. If you attempt to import the site i
the same container as the domain and they have the same name, the mig
will fail. Once you have selected the container, click Next.

This brings up an informational message allowing you to verify the settings. 
After verifying that the information is correct, click Next. The following 
dialog appears:
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Figure 59 Completion Screen

Once you click Finish, the import tool begins to read information from the
Exchange directory and creates corresponding attributes for the NDS for
domain users. This means that all users in the Exchange site must have
migrated to NDS for NT using the Domain Object Wizard.

If an error occurs, you can click View Log to view the errors. This option rea
the IMPORT.LOG file in the TEMP directory. See Chapter 3, “Error Codes for 
NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition,” on page 267 for more information.

Administering the Exchange Site Using NetWare Administrator

Once you have performed the import, you must use NetWare Administrato
perform all administration tasks for the imported objects. No ConsoleOne
snap-ins exist at the current time. Changes made in the Microsoft Excha
Administrator tool will not be synchronized to NDS. The major objects th
can be administered by the snap-in are shown below:
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The User object is modified to include the Exchange Mailbox tab and 
attributes. This tab is shown below:

Figure 60 Exchange Mailbox Page

The options available on the Exchange Mailbox are described below:

� Primary Windows NT account domain

This is the Domain object that the user is a member of. Unless the us
a member of a redirected domain, the mailbox cannot be administer
from NetWare Administrator.

� Recipient Container name

This is the recipient’s container that the user is a member of in the 
Exchange site.
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� Home Server

This is the Exchange server where the user's mailbox exists.

The OK button will remained greyed out until all three of these fields are fil
in. These are the required attributes for an Exchange Mailbox. Once you 
created the mailbox, you can manage the mailbox properties by clicking 
Details on the Exchange Mailbox tab. This brings up the following dialog

Figure 61 Exchange Mailbox Details

This dialog is a subset of the Exchange properties that can be administer
the Microsoft Exchange Administrator. Microsoft Exchange Administrator
currently has some functionality that does not exist in the NetWare 
Administrator snap-in. For information about the available properties, see
Microsoft Exchange documentation.
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Distribution List

The next object that can be managed is the distribution list. This object is 
to send e-mail to a group of Exchange users. Following are the properties
are accessible via the Exchange Manager snap-in:

Figure 62 Distribution List Screen

For further information about the properties, see the Microsoft Exchange
documentation. As with users, not all attributes available in the Microsoft t
have been implemented in the NetWare Administrator snap-in.

Exchange Site

The last object of importance is the Exchange Site object. This object is 
container object that contains the Exchange servers and recipients conta
In addition, when you right-click the site and select Details, the following
dialog is launched:
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Figure 63 Exchange Site Screen

The important attribute here is the Default Server. This attribute is used to
the server that will be the default for mailboxes created through User Mana
If this attribute is not filled in, an error will occur when you create users ba
on NDS Template objects that have Exchange Mailbox information associ
with them.

Mailbox Manager for Exchange is useful in allowing you to manage Excha
in addition to NDS and Windows NT. Using this tool will reduce the total co
of ownership and the time you spend administering these three systems
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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� NDS for NT Corporate Edition 
Processes

This chapter details the in-depth processes behind NDS® for Windows* NT* 
Corporate Edition. This includes low-level information about many facets
the product. You should have a basic understanding of NDS for Windows 
Windows NT Domains, and NDS before you proceed. If you do not, see 
Chapter 1, “Understanding NDS for NT Corporate Edition,” on page 11.

Most of the processes documented in this chapter are presented graphica
flowcharts, and are also described in step lists that follow each flowchart
provide details.

The most helpful troubleshooting resource available is a thorough 
understanding of the underlying processes of NDS for Windows NT. The
information in this chapter will enable you to step through the processes to 
identify where problems are occurring. You can then use the information
contained in Chapter 3, “Error Codes for NDS for Windows NT Corporate
Edition,” on page 267 and Chapter 4, “Troubleshooting NDS for NT 
Corporate Edition,” on page 451 to isolate and correct each problem.

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Redirection 
Processes

The redirector allows all domain calls to be transformed into NDS calls; 
therefore, it is not possible to present all possible processes in NDS for 
Windows NT redirection. Instead, this chapter documents the most comm
processes. After you understand the basic processes sufficiently, you sh
be able to use this information to troubleshoot and diagnose problems. T
processes are covered in this chapter:
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� “SAMSRV Initialization Process” on page 102

� “Windows NT Domain User Login” on page 113

� “User Manager for Domains” on page 122

� “Changing the Windows NT Domain Password” on page 133

� “Adding a Trust to the Windows NT Domain” on page 138

In addition to these SAMSRV processes, the “Novell Service Pack Sentry 
Process” on page 143 and “NDS for Windows NT Emergency Recovery 
Process” on page 149 are explained. Many of the processes discussed have
visual output, but they can be seen by taking a LANalyzer trace to verify 
process. In addition, SAMSRV debug files are available if necessary.

SAMSRV Initialization Process

The first process of importance is the initialization of the Novell® Security 
Accounts Manager (SAM). This covers the login of the Domain or 
Workstation object to NDS and the registry keys it reads. This process e
when SAMSRV.DLL is logged in to NDS and fully operational.

Once SAMSRV.DLL is up, the LSASS.EXE (NETLOGON) and 
LSASRV.DLL can proceed with their start-up routines. The following 
flowchart shows the way in which the SAMSRV.DLL starts up:
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Figure 64 SAMSRV Initialization Flowchart
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Figure 65 SAMSRV Initialization Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 66 SAMSRV Initialization Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 67 SAMSRV Initialization Flowchart (continued)
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Following is a description of each step shown in the flowchart. The numbe
matches the numbering in the flowchart:

�� The Windows NT operating system calls SAMSRV.DLL to start. Onc
SAMSRV.DLL is executed it sets an internal flag indicating that it has
been launched. This is used by other processes such as Service Pa
Sentry and other routines within SAMSRV.DLL.

�� Next SAMSRV.DLL checks for the existence of the 
HKLM\Security\NWSAM\Tree value in the registry. This value tells 
SAMSRV.DLL which tree the Domain object exists in.

�� If the Tree value does not exist, a flag is set indicating that the servic
credential keys don’t exist in the registry.

�� If the tree value is found, SAMSRV.DLL checks to see if there is a va
for the HKLM\Security\NWSAM\Context value in the registry. This 
indicates the container where the Domain object exists.

�� If the Context value does not exist, a flag is set indicating that the ser
credential keys don’t exist in the registry.

�� If the Context value is found, SAMSRV.DLL checks to see if there is 
value for the HKLM\Security\NWSAM\Domain value in the registry. 
This indicates the object name of the domain. 

�� If the Domain value does not exist, a flag is set indicating that the ser
credential keys don’t exist in the registry.

�� If any of the preceding steps set the flag indicating that the service 
credentials did not exist in the registry, SAMSRV.DLL attempts to loca
the NDS4NT.DAT file in the SYSTEM32\NETWARE directory. This file
is an encrypted copy of the Domain object’s credential set. If the file 
not found, the domain cannot log in and cached credentials for the 
Administrator user will be used if they exist.

�� If the NDS4NT.DAT file is found and unencrypted successfully, the da
in the file is written back to the HKLM\Security\NWSAM key in the 
registry. The NDS4NT.DAT file also contains an encrypted copy of th
Domain object’s password.
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���� Once SAMSRV.DLL has made sure the security credentials exist in t
registry, the start-up process continues. SAMSRV.DLL checks the 
registry value HKLM\Security\PolSrvRo\Default to identify which mod
the SAMSRV.DLL should operate in. 

This value, when viewed through REGEDT32, always shows as Non
unless you double-click the Default value to view the Hexadecimal da
A value of 2 indicates that the server is a Backup Domain Controller
(BDC) and a value of 3 indicates that the server is the Primary Doma
Controller (PDC). 

���� If an Access Denied was returned attempting to read the PolSrvRo ke
the registry, an Access Denied is returned with the Windows NT Acc
Denied code and/or message.

���� Next SAMSRV.DLL initializes the built-in domain so that information 
can be retrieved from it. The built-in domain contains the built-in loca
groups. These groups cannot be deleted and always have the same 
The built-in domain SID is always S-1-5-32.

���� If an Access Denied occurs initializing the built-in domain, the Windows 
NT Access Denied code and/or message will be returned by SAMSR

���� If the built-in domain is initialized successfully, SAMSRV attempts to g
the SID of the account domain from the registry. This registry value i
HKLM\Security\Policy\PolAcDmS\Default. Like the PolSrvRo, this 
value shows as None in REGEDT32 unless you double-click the valu

���� If an Access Denied occurs reading the account domain SID, the 
Windows NT Access Denied code and/or message will be returned b
SAMSRV. 

���� If the account domain SID is read successfully, the account domain 
initialized for access by SAMSRV. This domain contains the user 
accounts and user-created groups and aliases. The user account dom
the domain you created and always has a unique SID.

���� If an Access Denied occurs initializing the account domain, the Windo
NT Access Denied code and/or message will be returned by SAMSR
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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���� Next SAMSRV reads the IWS:Privileges attribute for the domain. Th
contains information about the domain’s general settings, such as Fa
User Display.

���� If an Access Denied occurs reading the IWS:Privileges, the NDS Acc
Denied code is returned as a Windows NT Access Denied code.

���� SAMSRV then checks the HKLM\Security\NWSAM key for the 
existence of the Cached Account Wait Time value. This value specif
how long, in milliseconds, SAMSRV.DLL will wait before using the 
cached Administrator information for login and stop attempting to log
to NDS. If this value is not set, it may take as few as five minutes or 
long as 15 minutes to timeout and allow the use of the Administrator
account.

���� SAMSRV then checks to see if the 
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\LSA\Restrict Anonymous 
value is set. This setting was added in Service Pack 3 and prevented
NULL sessions from being created to the domain. For more informat
about NULL sessions, go to http:\\support.microsoft.com and search for
Q143474.

���� If the Restrict Anonymous value is set, SAMSRV sets an internal flag t
indicates that NULL sessions should not be able to perform the look
and enumeration of users and shares in the domain.

���� Once the flag has been set, or if the Restrict Login value did not exis
SAMSRV attempts to register with the RPCTM  server service so that it can
accept incoming RPC requests.

���� If an Access Denied occurs registering with the RPC service, the erro
returned and login will not be possible until the cached Administrator
information is accessible.

���� Next SAMSRV checks for the existence of the following registry valu
in the HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\LSA key:

� TcpipClientSupport

� NetWareClientSupport

� AppleTalkClientSupport
NDS for NT Corporate Edition Processes ���
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� VinesClientSupport

These values indicate that a NULL session needs to be initiated for e
of the specified protocols to allow Microsoft* Outlook to change the 
Windows NT password. For more information, go to http://
support.microsoft.com and search for Q236111.

���� Next SAMSRV checks to see if any of the values was set to 1, indica
that the NULL session needs to be enabled.

���� If the values were set, a NULL session is opened for each of the ena
options.

���� Once the NULL sessions have been enabled, an RPC listener is ope
on each protocol indicated by the registry settings in Step 25. For insta
the NetWareClientSupport value creates a listener on NWLinkIPX an
TcpipClientSupport creates a listener on the TCP/IP protocol.

���� Once the Exchange support has been set up, if necessary, SAMSRV
checks the MajorVersion and MinorVersion values in the 
HKLM\Software\Novell\NetWareWorkstation\CurrentVersion key in th
registry to verify that the 4.60 or higher version of the client is runnin
This is required for NCPTM  support as well as support for Pure/IP.

���� If SAMSRV detects a previous version of the Novell ClientTM  for 
Windows NT, it does not start. This will allow you to log in as 
Administrator to the domain and then install the correct version of th
client.

���� If SAMSRV detects the correct version of the client, it attempts to sta
RESMGR and NWFS. These files make up the core NCP functionality
the client and load the necessary other files.

���� SAMSRV then checks to see if the client has started successfully.

���� If the client has not yet started, it waits for one minute and then tries ag
It continues to wait until either the cached timeout is reached or the cl
is loaded so that the process can continue.

���� Once the client has been loaded successfully, allowing NCP and ND
communication to occur, SAMSRV retrieves the service credentials fr
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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the registry. This includes the Domain object name, container where
object exists, tree, and encrypted password.

���� SAMSRV then checks the NWSAM key for a value called Security Fla
This value indicates that enhanced NDS for Windows NT domain 
security has been enabled. This causes SAMSRV to log in to NDS as
workstation instead of the domain.

���� If the Security Flags key does exist, an internal flag indicating such is
to 1 for later use.

���� If the Security Flags key does not exist, the internal flag is set to 0 for l
use.

���� SAMSRV then checks to see if the NDS Server Service is installed on
local machine. This service is responsible for hosting the local NDS 
replica. For more information about this service, see the “NDS for 
Windows NT Corporate Edition Local Replica Processes” on page 1.

���� If the NDS Server Service is installed, SAMSRV checks to see if the
service is enabled. If the service is disabled, SAMSRV skips to Step

���� If the NDS Server Service is installed, SAMSRV checks to see if the
replica state is on. If the replica state is not on, SAMSRV skips to Step

���� If the replica state is on, SAMSRV checks to see if DHOST is configur
to use IPX for replication. This can be found in the 
HKLM\Software\Novell\NDS for NT - 0\Directory Services key. If an 
IPX address is specified, the server is configured for IPX. If the serve
not configured for IPX, SAMSRV skips to Step 44.

���� If the replica is configured to use IPX for replication, SAMSRV loads
NWSIPX32.DLL. This .DLL is responsible for providing additional IPX 
functionality not found in the NWLink stack.

���� Once NWSIPX32.DLL is loaded, or if the replica was not configured f
IPX, SAMSRV executes DHOST. DHOST performs its initialization 
routine as described in the “NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition 
Local Replica Processes” on page 153.

���� If DHOST fails to start, the DHOST Access Denied is returned to 
SAMSRV and SAMSRV skips to Step 49.
NDS for NT Corporate Edition Processes ���
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���� If DHOST launches successfully, SAMSRV waits for two minutes to 
allow DS.DLL to load and the replica to be available. Once the 
NDS4NTRunning value is set in the registry, SAMSRV continues.

���� If the NDS4NTRunning value got set, SAMSRV knows that the local 
replica started and is loaded successfully. If the NDS4NTRunning ke
never gets set, SAMSRV skips to Step 49.

���� If DHOST loaded successfully, SAMSRV makes an attempt to connec
the local NCP server. If this fails, it continues to Step 49. If the connect
is successful, it skips to Step 50.

���� If DHOST did not start, was not installed or enabled, or encountered 
other condition that would cause DHOST not to be started by SAMSR
SAMSRV attempts to make a connection to any NDS replica with a co
of the Domain object.

���� Once SAMSRV is connected to some replica, it attempts to resolve t
Domain object in NDS. This is so that if the domain was moved and 
alias left in its place, the new location can be found.

���� SAMSRV checks to see if the domain was moved since the last time
credentials were updated. In order for SAMSRV to locate the domain
automatically, an alias would need to be left pointing back to the Dom
object.

���� If the Domain object was moved and it can be resolved through NDS,
NWSAM credentials are rewritten with the new location in the registr

���� Next SAMSRV checks the flag to see if the enhanced security was 
enabled. If the security flag was enabled, SAMSRV uses the server’s
credentials to log in to the domain instead of the domain’s credential

���� If the flag was enabled, SAMSRV checks to see if the schema suppo
the enhanced security attributes. If not, it skips to Step 56.

���� If the schema supports enhanced security, SAMSRV reads the 
IWS:Domain Trustees attribute.

���� The domain or server then authenticates to NDS. This is the connec
used for all NDS communication between the domain controller and 
replicas.
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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���� Once SAMSRV is logged in, it checks to see if the domain or server 
password needs to be changed. This is set in the attributes of the Do
or Server object.

���� If the password needs to be changed, the password is changed and
rewritten to the NWSAM key as an encrypted password.

���� The current login credentials are then written to NDS4NT.DAT and 
encrypted. This provides the backup of the credentials for disaster 
recovery.

���� SAMSRV then checks to see if the domain was logged in successful

���� If the domain was not logged in successfully, a flag indicating that th
domain is connected to NDS is written. This allows SAMSRV to chec
this flag during later processes to determine whether to return cache
information or communicate with NDS.

���� If the domain was logged in successfully, a flag indicating that the dom
is connected to NDS is written. This allows SAMSRV to check this flag
during later processes to determine whether to return cached informa
or communicate with NDS.

���� The workstation and domain information cache is then populated with
RID, the name and account control attribute for each server, workstat
and trust in the domain. This will not be done if the domain connection 
failed, because it requires that NDS be read.

���� The users domain information cache is also populated with the name
RID of each user in the domain.  This is used in the future for domai
lookups of users by names.  This will not be done if the domain 
connection failed, because it requires that NDS be read.

���� SAMSRV.DLL is now operational and can perform the requested 
operations of NETLOGON and LSASRV.DLL.

Windows NT Domain User Login

This process covers what occurs during user login to the Windows NT 
domain. This information was mainly found by looking at LAN traces and
SAMSRV debug logs. The flowchart below briefly shows the process.
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Figure 68 Domain Login Flowchart
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Figure 69 Domain Login Flowchart  (continued)
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Figure 70 Domain Login Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 71 Domain Login Flowchart (continued)

The following steps describe the process in more detail:

�� First the client makes an attempt to connect to the Windows NT dom
This is the accounts domain and can reside on the BDC or PDC.

�� If an Access Denied occurs attempting to connect to the domain, the
Windows NT Access Denied code is returned.

�� Once the client has been connected, it requests to open the domain
the rights necessary to perform the operations for login. The only time
will generally fail is if the user does not have the Log on Locally privile
and is attempting to log in from a domain controller.
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�� If an Access Denied occurs opening the domain, the Windows NT er
code is returned. Generally this would be caused by insufficient rights
would occur if NDS were out of synchronization.

�� Next a lookup request is issued for the user. This request returns the
of the user who is attempting to log in.

�� SAMSRV checks to see if the domain is currently connected to NDS. T
is done by checking an internal flag set during the SAMSRV initialization 
process.

�� If the domain is not connected to NDS, the user’s RID will be returne
from the current domain information cache if it exists. If not, an error w
be returned. If the user is Administrator, and the timeout has been 
reached, this information is returned from the locally cached informat
in the registry.

�� If the domain is connected to NDS, SAMSRV checks the cache to se
the user requested has an entry. This would generally be the case, u
the user had been created recently in NDS through NetWare 
Administrator.

�� If the information is found in cache, the RID for the user is returned to 
client.

���� If the information is not found in cache, the cache is refreshed and th
domain members list is re-read to ensure that all users and their RIDs
in cache. The user’s RID is then returned from the updated cache.

���� The client checks to see if the RID was returned by SAMSRV.

���� If no RID was returned, an error indicating that the user did not exist
returned.

���� If the RID was returned successfully, the client requests to open the 
based on the RID that was returned in the previous steps.

���� If the opening of the user fails, the Windows NT or NDS error code is
returned to the client.

���� Next the client attempts to read all of the domain user’s attributes. T
includes information about the login script, profile path, home path, e
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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All of the attributes of the User object are returned. SAMSRV first chec
to see if this information is currently in the User Information cache.

���� If the user does not have an entry in the User Information cache, the c
is refreshed with the user’s information from NDS.

���� If the information is read successfully from NDS into cache, the attribu
are returned to the client.

���� If a failure occurs reading the user’s attributes, the NDS error code is
returned to the client and login fails.

���� If the user has an entry in the User Information cache, SAMSRV che
to see if the entry is valid. The User Information cache is a short-live
15-second cache. If the information in the User Information cache is o
than 15 seconds, it is considered invalid.

���� If the cache entry was invalid, the User Information cache is invalida
and the attributes are read from NDS back into cache.

���� If an error occurs reading the NDS object’s attributes, the NDS error
returned to the client and login fails.

���� If the information is read successfully into cache, the attributes of the u
are returned to the client from cache.

���� If the entry in cache was valid, in Step 19 the user’s information is 
immediately returned from cache. In the event of a disconnected 
environment, this would be the Administrator user’s cached account 
information.

���� Next the account restrictions are read by the client. First the worksta
restrictions are checked to see if the user is allowed to log in to the dom
from the workstation from which he or she is trying to log in.

���� If the workstation is not in the allowed list and workstation restrictions a
enabled for the user, an error is returned indicating that he or she is 
authorized to log in to the domain from this workstation.

���� Next the time restrictions are compared with the current time to see if
user is currently allowed to log in to the domain. This is done by 
converting the bitmap that you or another administrator set in either N
NDS for NT Corporate Edition Processes ���
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or through User Manager into a time value and then comparing it to 
current value.

���� If the user is currently not allowed to log in, an error is returned indicat
that time restrictions are preventing him or her from logging in. In 
addition a security event is logged in the Security log on the domain 
controller.

���� Next the client asks for the global groups that the user is a member 
This information is not currently cached and is retrieved from the 
IWS:Group Membership attribute.

���� SAMSRV then writes the last login time of the user indicating when t
user was last logged in to the domain.

���� The client then closes the connection to the domain.

���� The client then opens a new connection to the account domain to ge
additional information about the user. This is opened with a different 
of rights to the domain. 

���� If the open request fails, the Windows NT error code is returned to th
client.

���� The client then again requests to look up the user’s RID in the doma
This will be returned from cache, because it was cached in Step 8 if it 
not already in cache.

���� The user is opened again, based on the RID returned to the request 
previous step.

���� The user’s security information, including his or her password 
information and other miscellaneous security attributes, is returned to
request made by the client.

���� SAMSRV checks to see if the password entered by the user is corre
allow authentication to the domain.

���� If the password was incorrect, SAMSRV checks to see if intruder 
detection was enabled for the domain.
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���� If the maximum logins has not been reached, an error is returned to 
client indicating that the password was incorrect.

���� If intruder detection is enabled, SAMSRV checks to see if a limit has b
set to the maximum number of attempted logins. If so, it increments 
bad password count.

���� If a maximum number is set, SAMSRV checks to see if the maximum
logins before lockout has been reached. 

���� If the maximum number has been set and the limit has been reached
account is locked out and a message is returned to the client indicat
that the password is bad and that the account has been locked out. 
account is then set to be re-enabled as per the schedule you set.

���� If the bad password count did not need to be incremented in Step 39
error is returned to the user indicating that the password was incorre

���� If intruder detection was not enabled, an error is returned indicating 
the password was incorrect.

���� If the password was correct, the domain password requirements are
and compared against the current password. In addition the passwo
checked to see if "User Must Change on Next Logon" is set.

���� If the password does not meet the requirements, a Windows NT erro
returned or the user is re-prompted for the password.

���� Next SAMSRV checks to see if a force logoff time is set. This would 
indicated by a time restriction. If this is enabled, the domain is set to fo
the user to log off at the specified time.

���� The client then again looks up the user’s name and RID in the doma
This will once again be returned from cache.

���� The user is then opened again based on the RID returned.

���� All of the user’s information is read again. This time the information 
should already be in cache to prevent unnecessary NDS traffic.

���� The account restrictions are once again checked to ensure that the u
meets all login restrictions.
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���� The global group memberships are then requested again. This will cause 
NDS traffic, because the global groups are not stored in cache.

���� The aliases or local group memberships are once again requested. T
information will be returned from the alias cache.

���� The user has now been logged in to the domain successfully and will 
continue until he or she either logs off or is forced to log off due to tim
restrictions.

User Manager for Domains

This process covers the launching of User Manager for Domains and the
creation process. The information about what User Manager does has b
found by using Microsoft’s API Monitor utility. The SAMSRV.DLL is 
responsible for answering the requests made by User Manager for Doma
through SAMLIB.DLL.
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Figure 72 User Manager Flowchart 
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Figure 73 User Manager Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 74 User Manager Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 75 User Manager Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 76 User Manager Flowchart (continued)

The description of the flowchart follows:

�� Because User Manager for Domains is a domain management tool, 
requires that all processing of the domain occur on the PDC. The firs
thing that occurs during the attempt to create a user through User 
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Manager for Domains is that it attempts to connect to the domain. Th
allows the tool to get a handle to the domain.

�� If User Manager for Domains cannot connect to the domain, an erro
returned indicating that the specified domain could not be located.

�� If User Manager for Domains connects to the domain successfully, it
makes several requests to open and then close the domain with diffe
sets of rights. 

�� If the user currently logged in does not have these rights, an Access
Denied message is returned. By default the users who have rights to
perform these functions are the members of the Domain Administrat
and Account Operators groups.

�� User Manager then requests the display information for the user. Th
includes all of the fields accessible through User Manager for Doma

�� SAMSRV.DLL checks to see if the Domain object is connected 
successfully to NDS. If not, SAMSRV cannot read information from 
NDS.

�� If the domain is not connected successfully, the only information that
would be returned is the display information for the user with the 1F4
RID, normally Administrator.

�� If the domain is connected to NDS, SAMSRV checks to see if Fast U
Display is enabled. This determines how much information about the u
is returned to the request for display information.

�� If SAMSRV detects that Fast User Display is enabled, SAMSRV will 
return only the username, full name, and administrative comment. Th
are the three fields seen from the opening screen of User Manager. 
prevents extra traffic from being generated across WAN links.

���� SAMSRV checks to see if the user or users exist in cache currently. W
User Manager is being started, it requests all users in the domain. This
cause a large amount of traffic if the information is not in cache.

���� If the user is in cache, SAMSRV checks to see if the cache is valid. T
is done by checking the Revision count on the Domain object. 
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���� If the cache has expired and needs to be refreshed, the Domain obje
attempts to open the NDS user. If the user is opened successfully, th
user’s RID is returned and the login makes an attempt to open the us
RID. 

���� If the cache was valid, the user’s RID is returned and the login make
attempt to open the user by RID.

���� If the user was not found in cache, the NDS User object is opened so
the information can be read into cache. A request to open the user by
is then made by the login process.

���� SAMSRV checks to make sure that the user was opened successful

���� If the user was opened successfully, SAMSRV reads the user informa
for each user into cache. If Fast User Display is enabled, this include
only the name, fullname, and comment. If Fast User Display is disab
the following attributes are read:

Full NameIWS:Domain MembershipIWS:Home DirIWS:Home Drive
IWS:Script PathIWS:Profile PathIWS:WorkstationsLogin Time
IWS:Last LogoffLogin Allowed Time MapIWS:Bad Password Coun
IWS:Logon CountPassword Expiration IntervalLogin Expiration 
TimeIWS:Account ControlPassword Expiration TimeLogin Disable
Password RequiredIWS:Bad Password Time

���� If the user was not opened successfully, the cache is re-initialized, 
because the cache is probably out of date. The user and RID list are
read back in and the user open is retried for the next user.

���� SAMSRV continues this process until the information about all users
the domain has been returned successfully.

���� Once all of the users and their information have been returned, User
Manager for Domains attempts to get a list of the local groups in the
domain.

���� SAMSRV checks to see if the user running User Manager for Domai
has rights to list the aliases in the domain.

���� If the user has no rights, an Access Denied message is returned to the
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���� If the user has rights, SAMSRV checks again to see if the domain is 
connected to NDS. 

���� If the domain is not connected to NDS, an error is returned indicating 
no logon servers are available.

���� The alias and RID for each alias are returned to the request. This co
from cache or from NDS if the cache is not valid.

���� User Manager for Domains then attempts to open each alias to get t
necessary information to display the alias in User Manager.

���� Once the alias is opened, User Manager requests the Administrative
Comment for the alias.

���� SAMSRV checks to see if the user running User Manager for Domai
has rights to read the Administrative Comment.

���� If the user does not have rights, an Access Denied error message is
returned.

���� If the user has rights to read the attribute, SAMSRV returns the 
Administrative Comment to User Manager.

���� User Manager for Domains then requests a list of the global groups in
domains.

���� SAMSRV checks to see if the user has rights to list the global groups
the domain.

���� If the user does not have rights to list the global groups, an Access De
message is returned.

���� If the user has rights, SAMSRV checks to see if the domain’s connec
to NDS is up.

���� If the domain connection is not available, the group information is 
returned from cache.

���� If the domain connection is up, SAMSRV checks to see if the reques
group exists in the group cache.
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���� If the group is in cache, the revision is checked to see if the entry is u
date.

���� If the information in cache is current, the group is opened by RID.

���� If the information in cache is invalid, SAMSRV attempts to open the ND
object for the group.

���� Once the user has been opened successfully, the Admin Comment, 
Name, and Attribute are read for the group.

���� If necessary the information is added to the cache or updated in the c

���� This process continues until all global groups for the domain have be
returned.

���� When creating a user the next step is that User Manager checks to s
a user with the same name already exists in the domain.

���� SAMSRV checks the domain cache to see if a user with the same na
exists.

���� If a user exists in the cache, a User Already Exists error is returned to
user.

���� If the user is not found in cache, the cache is re-initialized and the 
IWS:Members attribute of the domain is read to refresh the cache an
ensure that the user does not exist.

���� SAMSRV again checks to see if a user was found during the refresh o
cache.

���� If the user was found, a User Already Exists error is returned to the u

���� User Manager next requests the password restrictions for the user to
verify that the password meets the requirements.

���� User Manager then requests to create the user in the domain.

���� SAMSRV checks to see if the user has the rights necessary to add a
These rights are Administrators and Power Users by default. 
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���� If the user does not have rights, an Access Denied error message is
returned.

���� SAMSRV next converts the username entered into User Manager to
valid NDS name. This would include converting dots to underscores
applicable.

���� SAMSRV then checks the converted name to see if a user with the s
name exists in the IWS:Members list. 

���� If a user is found, SAMSRV returns the User Already Exists error 
message.

���� If the user does not exist, SAMSRV gets the distinguished name of t
Domain object. This is done so that the next step can occur.

���� Using the context from the distinguished name, SAMSRV requests th
partition of which the domain is a member.

���� SAMSRV then requests the Master replica of the domain’s partition. T
is because the IWS:RID Counter must be read from the Master repli
because there is currently no way to lock an attribute across multiple
replicas in a partition.

���� If the Master replica cannot be found, a RID creation error is returne

���� If the Master replica is found, SAMSRV authenticates to the server w
the Master replica and requests a semaphore lock on the IWS:Mutex
attribute.

���� If an error occurs trying to lock the attribute, the NDS error is conver
to an NT error and the NT error is returned to the user.

���� If the semaphore lock is successful, SAMSRV reads the IWS:RID 
Counter attribute from the server and increments it by 1 to ensure tha
RID being assigned to the user is unique.

���� The user is then created in the default user creation container for the
domain and assigned the RID returned in Step 61. 

���� If an error occurs creating the NDS user, the error is converted to a 
Windows NT error and returned to the user.
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���� The attributes are then added to the user including the domain 
membership, and any other attributes set by the user in User Manage
Domains.

���� If an error occurs setting an NDS attribute, the NDS error is converte
a Windows NT error and the error is returned to the user.

���� If the attributes are added successfully, User Manager requests to rea
Account Control attribute of the user.

���� User Manager then sets all of the account information such as the 
Windows NT and LAN Manager passwords. 

���� SAMSRV checks to see if the Domain object has rights to write the 
information from User Manager to the user.

���� If the Domain object does not have rights to the user, an Access Den
error is returned.

���� If the Domain object does have rights to the user’s object, SAMSRV 
invalidates the User Information cache entry for the newly created us

���� SAMSRV then sets the NDS attributes requested through User Mana
for Domains and updates the cache entry for the user.

���� User Manager then opens the user by RID and verifies the attributes

���� The display cache is then invalidated and refreshed to include the ne
user, and the information is displayed by User Manager for Domains

Changing the Windows NT Domain Password

This process shows what occurs when you choose to change your doma
password through MSGINA.DLL or User Manager for Domains. The 
flowchart in Figure 74 shows an overview of the process and how it occu
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Figure 77 Domain Password Change Flowchart
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Figure 78 Domain Password Change Flowchart (continued)
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Following are details of how the process occurs. The numbers correspon
the flowchart:

�� The process begins when the user chooses to change his or her pass
First, the user attempts to get a connection to the domain and open 
handle with the option to look up a name and change the password.

�� If the user does not have rights to change his or her password, or if t
is a problem in checking the rights, the Access Denied error messag
returned.

�� If the user gets a handle to the domain successfully, the user perform
lookup for his or her username.

�� The first thing the lookup does is check to see if the user currently ha
entry in the Domain Information cache. This cache contains the user
name, RID, and account control information.

�� If the user is in the cache, the user’s name and RID are returned to t
lookup request.

�� If the user is not in the cache, SAMSRV invalidates the information 
currently in the domain information cache. This clears all entries in th
cache, forcing the cache to be repopulated.

�� Next SAMSRV checks to see if there is a user in NDS who is a mem
of the specified domain with the same common name as the user in 
question. 

�� If a user exists, the cache is updated with the user’s information and
process returns to Step 4, at which point the user’s information will be
cache.

�� If the user does not exist or is not a member of the specified domain
error is returned indicating that no user with the specified username 
exists.

���� Once the RID has been returned, a request to open a handle to acce
user by RID is sent. This specifies that the user has the necessary ri
to change his or her password.
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���� If the user does not have rights to perform the specified operation, th
Access Denied error is returned.

���� If the user has rights and the open is successful, the user is returned
handle that can be used to read and change information about the u

���� Next SAMLIB queries SAMSRV for the user’s account control attribut
This attribute contains the field that specifies whether the user has ri
to change his or her password.

���� To process this request the SAMSRV checks the domain connected
to see if SAMSRV is connected to NDS. This is necessary for getting the 
user’s account control information from NDS.

���� If the domain is not connected, the user’s information is returned from
cache, if available. If not, an error is returned indicating that the speci
attribute does not exist or that the domain is not connected.

���� If the domain is connected, it checks the User Information cache to s
the user has an entry.

���� If the user entry is in the User Information cache, SAMSRV checks to 
if the cache is valid. This is done by checking the Revision of the user
making sure it has not changed.

���� If the cache is valid, the account control attribute is returned from ca

���� If the cached information is invalid or out of date, the Domain object 
clears the cache and reads the attributes from NDS into the user 
information entry. 

���� If the user does not have an entry in the User Information cache, the
Domain object reads the information from NDS and creates a User 
Information cache entry from which the account control attribute is th
returned.

���� If there was no entry in the cache and the domain was not connecte
error is returned indicating that the specified user does not exist.

���� If the information is read successfully, the IWS:Security Descriptor 
attribute is read from the cache entry created in the previous steps.
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���� From the user’s attributes the password change utility checks to see i
user has rights to change the password. 

���� If the user can change his or her current password, the existing pass
is retrieved from the appropriate attribute. If the old password the us
sent and the password retrieved do not match, an error is returned.

���� If the user does not have rights to change his or her password, an Ac
Denied error is returned.

���� SAMSRV then checks to see if Force Password Synch is enabled for
user.

���� If Force Password Synch is enabled for the user, SAMSRV also sets
NDS password.

���� Once all of the passwords have been set successfully, the cleartext 
password at the server is destroyed so that it cannot be used or disco

���� The entry for the user in the User Information cache is then updated
reflect the new password.

Adding a Trust to the Windows NT Domain

This process discusses what occurs when you add a trust relationship to
domain. The information in this process was discovered using the API 
Monitor and SAMSRV debug logs. In this scenario the NDS for Windows N
domain is the trusted domain, and a trusting domain is being added thro
User Manager for Domains. The process is shown in the flowchart:
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Figure 79 Trust Addition Flowchart
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Figure 80 Trust Addition Flowchart (continued)
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The following steps describe the process in more detail:

�� User Manager connects to the accounts domain on the PDC.

�� If the PDC is not available or an error occurs opening the domain, th
Windows NT error code is returned to User Manager for Domains.

�� If User Manager connected to the domain successfully, it attempts to o
the domain with the rights necessary to create the trust account.

�� If the user doesn’t have rights, or if an error occurs, the error code is
returned to User Manager for Domains.

�� User Manager then requests to create a user account. This is becau
domain trust and BDC accounts are really just special types of User/
Workstation objects. The name of the user to be created is the name o
trusting domain with a $ appended to the end of the name.

�� SAMSRV checks to see if the user being created is a User or Worksta
object. In the case of a trust relationship, User Manager requests tha
user be created.

�� SAMSRV then attempts to create an NDS user in the context set as 
default creation context for the domain.

�� If an error occurs while attempting to create the user, the NDS error 
be returned to User Manager for Domains.

�� SAMSRV then attempts to locate the Master replica of the Domain 
object’s partition.

���� If the Master replica could not be located, an error is returned.

���� SAMSRV then authenticates as the Domain object to the server that h
the Master replica of the domain’s partition.

���� If an error occurs authenticating to the domain, the NDS error is retur
to User Manager.

���� SAMSRV then locks the IWS:Mutex attribute, preventing anyone from
changing the attributes of the domain temporarily.
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���� If an error occurs locking the attribute, an NDS error is returned to U
Manager.

���� SAMSRV then reads the IWS:RID Counter attribute to get a unique R
for the new user.

���� If an error occurs reading the IWS:RID Counter attribute, an error is 
returned to User Manager for Domains.

���� The IWS:RID attribute of the user is then set.

���� If an error occurs setting the IWS:RID attribute, an error is returned t
User Manager for Domains.

���� The IWS:RID Counter attribute is then incremented to ensure that th
RIDs created are unique.

���� If an error occurs setting the IWS:RID Counter attribute, an error is 
returned to User Manager for Domains.

���� The IWS:Mutex attribute is then unlocked allowing modifications to th
Domain object.

���� If an error occurs unlocking the IWS:Mutex attribute, an error is return
to User Manager for Domains.

���� At this point the user has been created successfully and added to th
domain.

���� User Manager for Domains then requests to change the IWS:Accoun
Control attribute to indicate that the user is a trust account.

���� SAMSRV at this point identifies this account as being an interdomain
trust account or a BDC account. Since NDS for Windows NT represe
these objects as workstations, it deletes the User object that was cre
earlier in this process.

���� SAMSRV then invalidates the domain information cache, because th
User has now been deleted and should not be available in the cache
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���� Following the same basic process as described in Steps 7 through 2
Workstation object is created under the Domain object representing 
trust. If an error occurs, it will be returned to User Manager for Doma

���� The IWS:Account Control attribute of the Workstation object is then s
indicating that it is a trust account.

���� SAMSRV then checks to see if the newly created workstation is a BD

���� If SAMSRV detects that the new account is a BDC, it notifies 
NETLOGON so that the new BDC can authenticate to itself rather th
attempting to log in to the PDC.

���� SAMSRV then notifies the browser service to indicate that a new 
workstation or trust is available for the domain.

���� The trust account password is then set so that the trust can authentic
the domain. This is the password you specified for the trusting domai
User Manager for Domains and is used when specifying the trusted 
domain from the other PDC.

���� The rest of the attributes for the Workstation object are then written. 

���� If an error occurs writing the NDS attributes, the error is returned to U
Manager for Domains.

���� The last step is to go to the PDC in the trusting domain and add the 
domain to the Trusted Domains list. This prompts you for the domain
name and the password that is set on the object. Once the login is 
successful, the trust has been established.

Novell Service Pack Sentry Process

The Novell Service Pack Sentry service is used by NDS for Windows NT
ensure that the Novell Security Accounts Manager (SAMSRV.DLL) is not
replaced by another SAMSRV.DLL. In the event that it is, Service Pack Se
replaces it with the NDS for Windows NT SAMSRV.DLL. This process 
operates as shown in Figure 81.
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Figure 81 Novell Service Pack Sentry Flowchart
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Figure 82 Novell Service Pack Sentry Flowchart (continued)

The following list describes the flowchart. The numbers in the flowchart 
correspond to the steps in this description:
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�� Service Pack Sentry is launched as part of the boot process of Wind
NT, because it is an automatic start service. As such, the first thing t
occurs when SPSENTRY starts is that it must register with the Windo
NT services control manager. This component of Windows NT is 
responsible for starting, stopping, and monitoring the current status o
Windows NT services.

�� If for some reason SPSENTRY encounters an error while registering w
the services control manager, an error will be recorded in the System
Event Log. This log can be viewed through the Windows NT Event 
Viewer application.

�� If the service registers successfully with the services control manage
Service Pack Sentry checks to see if the 
HKLM\Security\NTMIGRATION key exists in the registry. This key will
only exist if NDS for Windows NT is currently installed.

�� If the NTMIGRATION key does not exist, Service Pack Sentry exits 
because NDS for Windows NT is not installed.

�� If the NTMIGRATION key exists, Service Pack Sentry checks the val
of the MIGRATED key. As is discussed in the “Domain Object Wizard” 
on page 188 of this chapter, the MIGRATED key is used to indicate th
current status of NDS for Windows NT. 

�� If the MIGRATED value is set to 0, this indicates that the domain is n
currently in a migrated state. As a result, the Novell Security Accoun
Manager will not be installed. In this event Service Pack Sentry exits

�� If an error occurs reading the MIGRATED key, the Service Pack Sen
exits and writes an error message to the event log indicating the Micro
error that was returned when attempting to read the registry.

�� If the MIGRATED value is set to 1, this indicates that the domain is 
currently in a migrated state and that the Novell Security Accounts 
Manager should be installed as the active SAMSRV.DLL. Once it has
discovered that this is true, the NTMIGRATED key is closed so that t
registry is not held open.

�� Next an internal flag is set so that Service Pack Sentry knows that th
Novell Security Accounts Manager should be installed. This flag is us
later to tell Service Pack Sentry to perform the check of the file.
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���� Next Service Pack Sentry checks to see if the registry value 
HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon\Default RID exists. This value is 
discussed in the “Domain Object Wizard” on page 188 section of this 
chapter. 

���� If the Default RID value exists in the registry, NDS for Windows NT is
currently being uninstalled. Service Pack Sentry exits at this point sin
as part of the uninstallation the Novell Security Accounts Manager is
removed and the Microsoft SAMSRV.DLL is installed in its place.

���� Service Pack Sentry then makes a request to find the SYSTEM32 
directory. This is where the SAMSRV.DLL is stored.

���� Service Pack Sentry now requests the file information about the curr
SAMSRV.DLL. This information includes company information, versio
information, and file date and size.

���� Service Pack Sentry then checks to see if the company information 
returned by the file indicates that this file is owned by Novell. If the fi
is owned by someone else, the Novell Security Accounts Manager h
been replaced. This would mean that NDS for Windows NT redirecti
would fail unless Service Pack Sentry were installed and running.

���� If the owner was not Novell, Service Pack Sentry checks for the existe
of the file NWSAMSRV.DLL in the SYSTEM32\NETWARE directory. 
This file is a backup copy of the Novell Security Accounts Manager a
is used by Service Pack Sentry to restore the appropriate SAMSRV.D

���� If NWSAMSRV.DLL does not exist, Service Pack Sentry cannot resto
the Novell Security Accounts Manager and exits with an error written
the System event log.

���� If NWSAMSRV.DLL does exist, Service Pack Sentry deletes and  
renames the current SAMSRV.DLL to ~SAMSRV.DLL and marks it fo
deletion when the system is next rebooted. It then copies 
NWSAMSRV.DLL to the SYSTEM32 directory as SAMSRV.DLL. This
completes the restoration of the Novell Security Accounts Manager.

���� Once the SAMSRV.DLL has been replaced, it is necessary to reboot
make the Novell Security Accounts Manager the active modules so y
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are presented with a prompt to reboot. NDS for Windows NT redirect
will not work until you reboot.

���� If in Step 14 the SAMSRV.DLL was identified as being owned by Nove
Service Pack Sentry checks to see if the registry value 
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\LSA\SecureBoot is set. Th
value enables Microsoft’s strong encryption for the Microsoft 
SAMSRV.DLL. This is not necessary when using the Novell Security
Accounts Manager, because the domain password is encrypted in th
NDS database.

���� If the SecureBoot value was set in the previous step, Service Pack Se
checks to see if the value HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows 
NT\CurrentControlSet\Winlogon\Default RID exists. This value is 
discussed in the “Domain Object Wizard” on page 188 of this chapter and 
indicates that the domain is being reverse migrated.

���� If the Default RID value exists, Service Pack Sentry exits since NDS 
Windows NT is being uninstalled.

���� If the Default RID value does not exist, the data in the SecureBoot va
is copied to the HKLM\Security\NWSAM\SecureBoot value. This 
information is used to restore the SecureBoot value in the event that
perform a reverse migration of the domain.

���� Service Pack Sentry then attempts to delete the SecureBoot key from
LSA key in the registry. This is because when this value is set, it will 
interpreted by the LSASS process, which will attempt to find the 
Microsoft-encrypted domain password in the registry. Since this 
password does not exist, this will cause the NT server to hang. There
Service Pack Sentry must remove this value.

���� If the deletion of this registry key is successful, you are prompted to 
reboot. This causes LSASS to restart and the hang is therefore avoi

���� If the deletion of this registry key fails, Service Pack Sentry exits with 
error written to the System log file.

���� If the SAMSRV.DLL was the Novell Security Accounts Manager and t
SecureBoot value was not set in the registry, Service Pack Sentry cre
a thread to monitor the SYSTEM32 directory for changes.
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���� Service Pack Sentry then goes into a wait mode waiting for two poss
events: a request to shut down the service or a notification that a cha
occurred in the SYSTEM32 directory.

���� When a change is detected in the SYSTEM32 directory, Service Pac
Sentry checks to see if the change occurred to SAMSRV.DLL. If the 
change was to another file, the service continues to monitor the 
SYSTEM32 directory.

���� If the file did change, the Service Pack Sentry writes an informationa
message to the System event log indicating that the SAMSRV.DLL w
replaced.

���� It then renames the current SAMSRV.DLL and copies the 
NWSAMSRV.DLL back to being the current SAMSRV.DLL. Because
the Novell Security Accounts Manager was in place at the start of th
session, no reboot is necessary and Service Pack Sentry will then go
to a waiting state monitoring the SYSTEM32 directory for changes.

���� If Service Pack Sentry gets a request to shut down, it ends the thread
is monitoring the SYSTEM32 directory and then re-registers with the
services control manager indicating that it has stopped. It then exits.

NDS for Windows NT Emergency Recovery Process

The NDS for Windows NT Emergency recovery tool is designed for 
emergencies in which the Windows NT server has a problem, you restore
server from an Emergency Recovery Diskette, and you then run the 
NDS4NTER executable. This process operates as shown in Figure 83, “NDS 
for Windows NT Recovery Flowchart,” on page 150.
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Figure 83 NDS for Windows NT Recovery Flowchart
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Figure 84 NDS for Windows NT Recovery Flowchart (continued)

The steps below describe the flowchart:

�� First the NDS for Windows NT recovery tool verifies that it is being ru
on a Windows NT server. Since NDS for Windows NT can only be 
installed on a server, you cannot restore a workstation. 

�� If NDS4NTER detects that it is not running on a Windows NT server,
exits with an error indicating that it can only be run on a Windows NT
server.
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�� If NDS4NTER detects that it is running on a Windows NT server, it th
gets the server role to see if it is running on a PDC or a BDC. Becau
NDS for Windows NT only redirects authentication on domain 
controllers, you cannot restore NDS for Windows NT to a member ser

�� If ND4NTER detects that it is not running on a domain controller, it ex
with an error indicating that it can only be run on a PDC or BDC.

�� Next NDS4NTER attempts to grant the Administrators group Full 
Control to the HKLM\Security key so that it can set the NDS for 
Windows NT registry keys.

�� If the granting of rights to the Security key fails, NDS4NTER exits wi
an error indicating that an error occurred while setting security on the
registry.

�� NDS4NTER then attempts to set full control rights on the 
HKLM\Security\NTMIGRATION key in the registry. This is so that it 
can check the current status of the MIGRATED value.

�� If the granting of rights to the NTMIGRATION key fails with an error 
other than the registry key does not exist, an error message is return
indicating that an error occurred setting the security on the registry.

�� If the granting of rights to the NTMIGRATION key fails with an error tha
the registry key does not exist, NDS4NTER attempts to create the ke

���� If an error occurs while attempting to create the key, an error is retur
indicating that the registry key could not be set and NDS4NTER exit

���� Once the NTMIGRATION key is created successfully, or if the key 
already existed and the granting of rights succeeded, NDS4NTER set
data of the MIGRATED value to 1. This indicates to the Domain Obje
Wizard that the domain has been migrated previously.

���� NDS4NTER then resets the security on the NTMIGRATION key givin
Administrators only Read Control and Write DAC rights. These are th
rights that the Administrators group had prior to NDS4NTER granting
Full Control rights.

���� If the setting of the registry security fails, NDS4NTER exits with a 
message indicating that the setting of the registry security failed.
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���� Once the NTMIGRATION security is set, NDS4NTER sets the 
permissions on the Security key back to Read Control and Write DA

���� If the setting of the registry security fails, NDS4NTER exits with a 
message indicating that the setting of the registry security failed. 

���� NDS4NTER then identifies the drive from which it was launched and
attempts to load NDSSETUP.EXE from the I386 directory of that sam
drive. Normally this would be the CD-ROM used to install NDS for 
Windows NT.

���� If NDSSETUP launches successfully, NDS4NTER exits and then the
NDS for Windows NT installation process occurs. For more informati
about this, see “Integrating Windows NT Domains with NDS” on page 
170

���� If NDSSETUP fails to launch, you are prompted for the path where 
NDSSETUP.EXE exists.

���� NDS4NTER then attempts to launch NDSSETUP again from the pat
specified.

���� If NDSSETUP launches successfully, NDS4NTER exits and then the
NDS for Windows NT installation process occurs. For more informati
about this, see “Integrating Windows NT Domains with NDS” on page 
170.

���� If NDSSETUP fails to launch, return to Step 19.

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Local Replica 
Processes

Because NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition contains the same ND
replica code as NetWare, the processes of the actual NDS functions will 
be covered in this document. Ninety percent of the NDS replica code of 
NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition is common between NT and 
NetWare®. For information about how the replication and NDS replica 
processes work, see LogicSourceTM  II for NDS. This section will look at the 
DHOST process. This process is the NCP execution environment for 
Windows NT.
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Figure 85 NDS for Windows NT DHOST Flowchart

The preceding flowchart shows the DHOST process. The following steps
describe the process in greater detail:
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�� When the NDS Server Service is started by the Windows NT Service
Control Manager (SCM), it calls NDSSERV.EXE.

�� NDSSERV.EXE starts and gets the name of the service and the disp
name of the service. This is done using standard Windows NT APIs.

�� Once the names have been retrieved, NDSSERV gets the patch from
which it was launched and launches DHOST.EXE from the same 
location.

�� When DHOST starts it first checks to see if another instance is alrea
running. If so it returns a status of Started to the SCM. This indicates 
the local replica service is running. 

�� If DHOST is not already started, the service gets the current director
from the service path.

�� DHOST then parses the command line for the command line parame
that can be passed in to DHOST. The possible command line options

� DATADIR

Specifies an alternate path from which to launch the DHOST 
executables and supporting .DLLs such as DS.DLL and 
BINDERY.DLL.

� INSTANCE

Specifies that another instance of DHOST should be launched. T
allows you to have multiple NCP servers running on the same N
server.

� SUSPEND

This option specifies that DHOST should be launched but that th
DIB files should not be opened. In addition, for this option to wor
the BOOT.INI entry for the Windows NT server launch must hav
the /SUSPEND_NDS parameter specified. This is useful for 
troubleshooting DHOST not starting successfully, because it may
caused by a corrupted DS DIB set.

�� Next the instance number specified is set so that DHOST can keep t
of multiple sessions. This allows sessions to be stopped and started
independently of one another.
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�� Next, if the SUSPEND option was selected, this information is stored
that it can be used when DS.DLL loads to prevent the DS database f
being opened.

�� The service then sets the security so that no non-system processes ca
the DHOST process. This prevents a user from End Tasking 
DHOST.EXE from the Task Manager. This ensures that to stop or star
service, you must shut it down gracefully through SCM or the NDS 
Services Control Panel. 

���� Next DHOST attempts to locate all available DHOST modules in the
current DATADIR. This is the directory from which DHOST is running
by default. This list is used when you launch the NDS Services Cont
Panel.

���� Next the DIB files directory is retrieved. This information is contained 
the HKLM\Software\Novell\NDS on NT <instance> registry key. This
contains information about which tree, server, address, and so on ar
being used for the NCP server.

���� Next the module loader is loaded. This is responsible for loading 
additional .DLLs for DHOST. The first thing that the module loader do
is to create the MODLOADER.LOG file in the DIB files directory.

���� Now the module loader launches the following modules. These modu
are required for DHOST to provide complete functionality:

� _DHUI.DLL

This module is used to interface with the NDS Services Control 
Panel. It gives the DHOST status information to the control pane
that can then be used by the user.

� _DSLOADR.DLL

DS Loader is responsible for loading the DIB set and is also used
DSI to access the underlying database.

� _MISCNCP.DLL

The miscellaneous NCP .DLL provides NetWare Core Protocol 
functionality that is needed for SAPSRV, MONITOR, BINDERY, 
and DS. This provides the ability for the Windows NT server to 
respond to NCP requests from NetWare clients.
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� BINDERY.DLL

Provides the bindery emulation functionality of the NDS for 
Windows NT Corporate Edition local replica.

� DS.DLL

Provides the NDS functionality. This is the equivalent of DS.NLM
on NetWare. The functionality of NDS is 90% common between D
on NT and DS on NetWare. For more information about the core
functionality of NDS, see the LogicSource II for NDS.

� _SAPSERV.DLL

In an IPX environment this is the module used to SAP out the 
services of the NCP server on NT. This includes the type 04 SAP 
makes bindery emulation possible and the NDS SAP.

���� Once the required modules have been loaded, NDS notifies the Nov
Client for Windows NT that it is now available. It does this by deletin
the 
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\NetWareWorkstation\Par
eters\BadNameCacheTimeout. This value causes the local replica to
immediately until it has been deleted.

���� It then sets the 
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\NetWareWorkstation\Par
eters\NDS4NTRunning key to a value of 1, indicating that the replica
now available.

���� Once the client has been notified, the module loader loads any additi
services that are configured for automatic startup in the NDS Service
Control Panel. This may include NLDAP.DLL to provide Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) services, PKI or SAS to provide 
security services, or DSTRACE to provide real-time tracing of DS.

���� DHOST then reports a status of Running to the SCM.

���� If any errors were returned throughout the loading phase, these errors
be returned in the MODLOADER.LOG. If the error occurred in one o
the required modules, DHOST may fail to load.

NOTE: All of the modules loaded by DHOST run in the same memory 
space. Consequently, if one of the supporting modules or optional tools 
encounters a problem, that problem may cause DHOST to exit.
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NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Tools 
Processes

This section covers the processes performed by many of the tools discuss
Chapter 1, “Understanding NDS for NT Corporate Edition,” on page 11. 
However, because many of these tools are cross platform and function th
same on NT and NetWare, they will not be discussed. The tools that are
discussed here are DSI, DSREPAIR, and DSTRACE. 

Installation Utilities Processes

This section covers the processes that occur during the installation of the
different components of NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition. The 
processes covered here are:

� “Installing NDS for Windows NT” on page 158

� “Integrating Windows NT Domains with NDS” on page 170

� “Installing Management Tools” on page 172

� “Integrating Exchange Mailboxes with NDS” on page 178

Installin g NDS for Windows NT

This process begins when you choose Install NDS for NT from the main 
menu. This process installs the files necessary to run the NDS Server se
and then runs several other subinstallations to complete the required 
installation tasks. The flowchart below gives an overview of the process:
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Figure 86 Installing NDS for Windows NT Flowchart
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Figure 87 Installing NDS for Windows NT Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 88 Installing NDS for Windows NT Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 89 Installing NDS for Windows NT Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 90 Installing NDS for Windows NT Flowchart (continued)

The following steps correspond to the numbers in the flowchart and give m
detail:
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�� The first thing that the installation does is check to see if the Novell Cli
for Windows NT 4.6 SP2 is installed on the Windows NT server. This
necessary because the local replica depends on the Novell cross-pla
libraries that are distributed with the client.

�� If the installation detects that the client is not installed, the user is give
prompt indicating that the client is not installed or needs to be upgrad
At this point the user must choose Yes to continue the installation.

�� If the installation needs to install the client, it puts INSTALL.EXE in a
value in the 
HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\RunOnce key of
the registry to start the installation of the replica after the client 
installation reboots.

�� Once the client has been installed and the registry key written, the se
is rebooted to get the new network components active. The process
begin again at Step 1, but this time the Novell Client for Windows NT w
be installed.

�� If the client is installed, the installation gets the operating system typ
is being run on. The installation is a 32-bit installation and will get to th
point on Windows 95*/98*, Windows NT 3.51, and Windows NT 4.0.

�� The installation checks to make sure that the operating system is 
Windows NT 4.0 or higher. The Novell Client for Windows NT is not 
supported on Windows NT 3.51 and NDS for Windows NT no longer
supports this version, because it is dependent on the client.

�� If the installation detects that it is running on Windows NT 3.51, an er
is returned and the installation exits.

�� Next the installation checks to see if it is being run on a Windows NT
server. Unlike the redirection component the NDS for Windows NT loc
replica component can be installed on a member server as well as a
domain controller. In fact, Novell recommends storing replicas on 
member servers instead of domain controllers to off-load the CPU on
domain controller from the additional overhead of the local replica.

�� If the installation detects that it is running on an NT workstation, an er
is returned indicating that it can only be run on a Windows NT server, a
the installation exits.
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���� The NDS for Windows NT installation then checks to see if the Windo
NT server is running Service Pack 4 (SP4) or higher. 

���� If the server is not running SP4 or higher, an error is returned indicat
that it is recommended that you update to Service Pack 4. If you cho
to continue, the installation continues. Otherwise the installation exits
that you can update the operating system. 

���� If SP4 is installed, or if you choose to continue without updating to SP
the installation detects which language the operating system is runnin

���� Based on the language, the installation sets the message file to the 
NDSInstallMSG properties file for the appropriate language. This file
contains all of the dialog and error information for the installation.

���� The installation then initializes the subcomponent installations, which 
create the log files that will be used throughout the installation. The 
following table shows the log files created by the installation:

Table 4 Installation Log Files

���� The installation next loads the Winsock 2 libraries so that the installat
can access the network using the Winsock Java libraries.

Log File Name Log File Description

NDSInstall.log This is the log file for the main NDS for Windows NT installation.

DSInstall.log This is the log file generated by DSI during the creation of the DIB set and 
extension of the schema.

LDAPInstall.log This is the log file generated by the installation of LDAP. This handles the creation 
of LDAP Server and Group as well as linking the objects.

SASInstall.log This is the log file generated by the installation SAS. This handles the creation of 
the security services objects and linking to them.

SMSInstall.log This is the log file generated by the installation of the SMS agents and 
executables.

NIErr.txt This is the error log file for the Novell common installation.

NIOutput.txt This is the log file that shows what the common installation is doing during the 
installation.
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���� If an error occurs loading the Winsock 2 libraries, an error is returned
the NIErr.txt log indicating that it failed. If Winsock cannot be loaded, t
installation exits.

���� Once the Winsock libraries have been loaded successfully, the user 
presented with the NDS installation welcome screen.

���� Once the user presses Next, the installation displays the license scre
and waits for the user to click Accept.

���� When the user clicks Accept, the installation checks to see if NDS fo
Windows NT is already installed on the server. It does this by checki
for an existing DIB set and/or an NDS Server service entry in the regi

���� If NDS for Windows NT is not already installed, the internal install fla
is set to INSTALL indicating that the installation is occurring for the fir
time.

���� NDS for Windows NT then checks to see which version of NDS is 
currently installed.

���� If NDS for NT 2.01 is installed, the upgrade flag is set to MIGRATE 
indicating that a migration needs to occur.

���� If NDS for NT Corporate Edition is installed, the upgrade flag is set t
COPY indicating that only a file copy needs to occur. 

���� If the flag is set to MIGRATE, a message is displayed asking the use
he or she wishes to upgrade the currently existing DIB set from NDS
to NDS v8.

���� If the user chooses not to upgrade, the installation exits.

���� If the user chooses to upgrade to v8, the DibMig flag is set indicating t
DibMig needs to be run as part of the installation.

���� If the upgrade flag is set to COPY, the user is prompted to choose whe
to update the NDS for Windows NT files.

���� If the user selects No, the installation exits.
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���� If the user selects Yes, then the update flag gets set indicating that the
should be updated.

���� The NDS for Windows NT installation then prompts the user for the p
of the license file (.NFK). This file is used by the SAS installation as t
NICI Foundation Key.

���� If you specify a location for the license, the installation checks to ens
that the specified file is a valid NICI Foundation Key. 

���� If the file is not valid, an error is returned and the installation goes ba
to Step 30.

���� If the installation type is set to INSTALL, the NDS for Windows NT 
installation prompts the user for the path where the user wants to stor
DIB set.

���� When the user selects the destination path, the installation checks to
if the destination volume is an NTFS volume. This is because the NT
file system is journaled and allows for corruption to be more easily 
backed out. Once a valid path is found, the installation goes to Step 3
the license file.

���� If the destination is not on an NTFS volume, an error is returned to th
user indicating that the destination path must be on an NTFS volume
then goes back to Step 33 for a new destination path. 

���� If a valid license is found, the file is copied to the 
WINNT\SYSTEM32\NOVELL\NICI  as NICINFK. This file is used as
the foundation key for the PKI and SAS services.

���� Once the license file has been copied successfully, the installation ch
to see if an upgrade is being performed or if this is a new installation

���� If a new installation is being performed, the user is prompted to choos
join an existing NDS tree or create a new NDS tree.

���� If the user chooses to create a new tree, the user is prompted to ent
tree name, server name and context, Administrative username and 
context, and Administrative user password.
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���� If an existing tree is selected, or if an upgrade is being performed, the 
is prompted for the server name and context, the tree to install the rep
to, and the Administrative username, context, and password to use a
login credentials.

���� The installation then attempts to log in to the tree using the credentia
specified.

���� If the user cannot be authenticated, the installation returns an error a
returns to Step 40 to get new login information.

���� If the user is authenticated successfully, or if a new tree installation w
selected, the installation checks to see if the server name entered in
39 or 40 is in the format of server name and context.

���� If the server name was not entered in server name and context forma
error is returned and you return to the step where you entered the N
Server name.

���� If the server name was entered in server name and context format, t
installation checks to make sure that the Windows NT computer nam
and the common name of the NDS Server are different. This check is d
because applications would be confused by the presence of two ser
with the same name.

���� If the server names are the same, an error is returned indicating that
server names must be different, and it returns you to the getting 
information step to re-enter the server name.

���� If the server names are different, the installation program displays an
installation summary showing which components of NDS for Window
NT are going to be installed.

���� NDS for Windows NT then copies the files to the destination director

���� If the file copy fails, an error is returned with the name of the file that
could not be copied, and the installation exits.

���� The installation then decides which type of installation is being 
performed: COPY, MIGRATE, or INSTALL to determine the behavior o
the rest of the installation.
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���� If the COPY option is enabled, then after the files are copied the 
installation displays a completion message and prompts the user to re
or view the README file.

���� If the migrate option is being performed, the database migration tool
(DIBMIGNT.EXE) is executed to convert the existing DIB set from th
old NDS format to the new NDS format.

���� If an error occurs migrating the database, the error is returned to the 
and the installation program exits.

���� Once the DIB set has been migrated successfully, the NDS Server se
(DHOST) is loaded to allow additional components to be installed.

���� Once DHOST is loaded, DSI is launched to extend the schema to inc
the LDAP, SAS, and WAN Traffic Manager classes and attributes tha
will be used by the subcomponent installations.

���� If the installation option is selected, DHOST is launched so that the 
additional modules can be run.

���� The installation then launches DS.DLL and passes the tree, server, a
context information to create the DIB set with the information specifie
by the user.

���� DSI then extends the schema to include the LDAP, SAS, and WAN 
Traffic Manager classes and attributes that will be used by the 
subcomponent installations.

���� The installation then launches the LDAP installation subcomponent 
attempts to log in to the NDS tree as the Administrative user.

���� If an error occurs launching the LDAP or logging in, the error is record
to the LDAPInstall.Log and the installation skips to Step 62.

���� If the LDAP installation is loaded, the default LDAP Group object and
LDAP Server object are created, the LDAP Group and Server objects
linked to one another, and the server on which the installation is bein
performed is added to the LDAP Server list.
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���� The installation then launches the SAS installation to install the secu
objects. This also requires the SAS installation to log in to NDS as th
Administrative user.

���� If the SAS installation fails, the error is written to SASInstall.Log and t
installation skips to Step 65.

���� If the SAS installation launches and logs in, the Security container is
created and linked. This container allows you to store the Organizatio
Certificate Authority object for issuing certificates for LDAP lookups 
over SSL.

���� The installation then launches the SMS installation. The SMS installat
makes changes only to the NT server and does not require login to N

���� If the SMS installation launches successfully, the installation registers
W32 SMDR service with the Service Control Manager and writes the
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services key in the registry.

���� SMS then writes the additional Parameters keys for the Services key
the registry.

���� The installation then cleans up any temporary files and closes the 
connection to NDS.

���� You are then presented with a message indicating the results of the 
installation and asking the user to reboot.

���� The server then reboots to complete the installation.

Integrating Windows NT Domains with NDS

This process begins when you select this option from the main installatio
screen, or when you launch the SETUP.EXE manually from the PRODUC
I386 directory of the NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition installation 
media.

This process is responsible for installing the NDS for Windows NT client and 
copying the files necessary to perform the migration through the Domain
Object Wizard. 
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Figure 91 Integrating Windows NT Domains with NDS Flowchart

The flowchart above gives a visual representation of the installation proc
Below is a list of numbered steps that correspond to the numbered boxes.
numbered list gives an explanation of the process.

�� First the installation launches the installation for the Novell Client for
Windows NT 4.6 Service Pack 2. This installation will verify that you d
not have a newer version of the client already installed and then walk
through the client installation. If you have a newer version installed, y
will be prompted to remove it and then re-attempt the installation.

�� Once the client is installed, the Novell Service Pack Sentry service is
installed. This service is registered with the Windows NT Service Con
Manager and set to a status of Manual.

�� The installation program then checks to see if NDS for Windows NT 
already installed by checking the NTMIGRATION key for the value in
the MIGRATED value. 
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�� If NDS for Windows NT is not currently installed, the currently installe
version of SAMSRV.DLL from the latest installed Microsoft service pac
is renamed to MSSAMSRV.DLL.

�� This is then replaced with the MIGFLTR.DLL from the NDS for 
Windows NT installation media. This MIGFLTR.DLL is copied to the 
SYSTEM32 directory as SAMSRV.DLL. In addition the Novell version
of SAMSRV.DLL is copied to the SYSTEM32\NETWARE directory as
NWSAMSRV.DLL. The installation then continues to Step 9.

The MIGFLTR.DLL is used by the Domain Object Wizard to allow the
wizard to read the information from the SAM database and then inse
into the NDS database.

�� If NDS for Windows NT is currently installed, the existing 
SAMSRV.DLL is renamed to ~SAMSRV.DLL.

�� The ~SAMSRV.DLL is then marked so that it will be deleted at the ne
reboot. 

�� The new SAMSRV.DLL is then copied into the SYSTEM32 directory a
SAMSRV.DLL, and the installation is complete. 

�� Finally, if NDS for Windows NT was not installed previously, 
SAMMIG.EXE is added to the RUN line of the registry so that the 
Domain Object Wizard is started automatically after the next reboot. Y
are then prompted to reboot the machine to complete the installation
reboot the Domain Object Wizard launches to complete the integrati
process. To continue this process, see “Domain Object Wizard” on page 
188.

Installing Management Tools

This installation option is responsible for installing NDS ManagerTM  for 
Win32, NetWare Administrator for Win32, the snap-ins needed to manag
NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition, and ConsoleOne. The installatio
process behaves as described by the following flowchart.
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Figure 92 Installing Management Tools Flowchart
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Figure 93 Installing Management Tools Flowchart (continued)

The description of the numbered boxes in the flowchart follows:
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�� When the installation begins, the first thing it does is check to make s
that the workstation or server where it is being run has a video settin
at least 640x480. 

�� If the resolution is not at least 640x480, the installation exits with an e
indicating that the installation must be run in a minimum of VGA mod

�� If the resolution is at least 640x480, it then checks to see if it is runn
on a platform that has EXPLORER.EXE as the shell. This is required
because the installation attempts to create Start menu shortcuts and
folders.

�� If EXPLORER.EXE was not the shell, the installation exits with a 
message that the installation requires EXPLORER to be the shell.

�� The installation then gets the current NDS tree or trees to which the 
is authenticated. This is used if the user chooses to install to NetWar
servers instead of the Windows NT server.

�� Next a dialog box pops up asking the user to choose whether he or s
wishes to install to the local Windows NT server or to a NetWare ser
or servers.

�� If the user chooses to install to the local NT server, the client checks
registry path 
HKLM\Software\Novell\NetWareWorkstation\CurrentVersion\MajorVe
sion to make sure it is at least 4 and that the MinorVersion version va
is at least 30. This is due to the dependencies the installation has on
supporting .DLLs that are only available with the 4.30 client and high

�� If the client is not running the 4.30 client or higher, the installation ex
with a message that the Novell Client needs to be updated.

�� Once the installation detects that the correct version of the client is 
installed, the installation asks for a path where you want to install the
administration tools.

���� Once you have entered a path, the installation checks to see if the las
of the path was the PUBLIC directory. This is because during the 
installation the parent directory will be shared as SYS:, and if the 
directory is not PUBLIC, users may not know where to find the tools.
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���� If the directory was not PUBLIC, a message pops up indicating that i
recommended that the directory be the PUBLIC directory, because t
parent will be shared as SYS:. You can then choose to accept the cu
path or specify a different path. If you select Yes to specify another p
the installation goes back to Step 9.

���� Once you have chosen to use the path or have selected a path, inclu
PUBLIC, the installation checks to see if the drive where you chose 
install the tools is a local path. 

���� If the path is not local, an error message pops up indicating that the 
installation can only install on local drives. You can then click OK to 
return to Step 9 and specify a local path.

���� If in Step 6 you chose to install to NetWare servers, the list of server
the current tree to which you have connections is displayed. From this
you select the server or servers to which to install the administration to

���� When you select the server or servers, the installation checks to make
that the SYS:\PUBLIC directory exists and is accessible. With the 
NetWare installation it is not possible to install the management tools
any other directory.

���� If an error occurs accessing the PUBLIC directory, an error is given t
you indicating that the SYS:\PUBLIC directory was not accessible. Y
are then returned to Step 14 to select another server.

���� Once you have selected the path for either NetWare or NT and the p
has been validated, you are then prompted to select the language or
languages you want to install the management tools in. This determi
the resource files that will be copied to the server or servers.

���� Once you select the language or languages, the installation checks t
ensure that the files for the language or languages are contained on
CD. 

���� If the resource directory for the specified language or languages exis
that language is added to the list of resource directories to copy during
file copy process.
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���� If the resource directory for the specified language or languages does
exist, a message indicating that the files are not available is given and
language directory is not added to the list of files to be copied.

���� The installation then asks where the Start menu shortcuts for the 
administration tools should be created. When you click Finish, the 
installation continues.

���� The files are then copied to the server. This includes the NetWare 
Administrator core files and snap-ins, NDS Manager files, NDS for 
Windows NT snap-ins, and NT Tools snap-ins as well as the resource
for the tools.

���� If an error occurs during the file copy stage, an error message is retu
indicating what occurred, and then the installation program exits.

���� If the files are copied successfully, the installation checks to see if it 
installing to the local NT server. 

���� If the installation is being done to the local server, the installation tar
directory is shared as SYS:. This is done through an API made avail
through UTIL.DLL.

���� If you installed to NetWare or after the SYS: share has been set up, 
Start menu folder and shortcuts are created for the management too

���� At this point the first installation is complete and it calls the setup for
ConsoleOne.

���� The ConsoleOne installation begins by prompting you for the languag
run the installation program in.

���� Once you select the language, you are prompted for the destination 
for ConsoleOne. Unlike the previous installation, this can be located
anywhere locally or on the network.

���� Once you select an installation path, you are prompted for where to cr
the shortcuts for ConsoleOne.

���� The files are then copied to the destination path. This includes the co
ConsoleOne files, the LDAP snap-ins, and the NDS for Windows NT
snap-ins.
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���� If the installation encounters an error, it is returned and the installatio
exits with the message.

���� If the installation is completed successfully, the Start menu and desk
shortcuts are set up.

���� The completion screen then comes up indicating that a reboot is 
necessary, and the installation is complete.

Integrating Exchange Mailboxes with NDS

The Mailbox Manager installation routine is responsible for extending the
NDS schema, copying files, and making the registry entries necessary to
remove the product. This is done as shown in the flowchart:
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Figure 94 Mailbox Manager Installation Flowchart
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Figure 95 Mailbox Manager Installation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 96 Mailbox Manager Installation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 97 Mailbox Manager Installation Flowchart (continued)

The following steps describe the flowchart. The numbers match those in
flowchart:

�� The installation program begins by getting the name of the Windows 
server or workstation that Mailbox Manager is being installed on. This
so that it knows which UNC path to use and what information to pass
other steps in this path.

�� Next the product sets the installation information. This includes the 
current user, workstation or server, and tree. It also includes the comp
name and user. This is standard for an Install Shield wizard.

�� The wizard then creates the MWAINSTALL.LOG in the TEMP director
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�� The wizard then checks to see if the computer where it is running ha
video resolution of at least 640x480. The wizard requires VGA or bet
In today’s environment there should never be a case where this chec
fails.

�� If the check fails, an error indicating that you must be running in VGA
mode is displayed.

�� The product overview screen is then displayed. This screen tells you w
the installation will do and what the Mailbox Manager product is 
designed for. This step continues until you click Next.

�� The installation overview screen comes up indicating what the 
installation program does and the prerequisites for the product. The 
continues until you click Next.

�� The license agreement is then displayed. This gives you the license 
conditions with the option to accept the license agreement or not.

�� If you select Don’t Accept, the installation quits with a message 
indicating that the license agreement must be accepted in order to in
the product.

���� If you accepted the license agreement, you are presented with the 
installation options of Schema Extensions, Files, and Registry Settin
This step continues until you make your selection and click Next. Yo
selections are then stored in memory for use by the later steps.

���� If you try to continue and no options are enabled, a message is displ
indicating that at least one option must be selected to continue. Other
you can click Cancel to exit.

���� Once you click Next and have a selection specified, the LSERVER.D
file is loaded. This file allows the installation program to make NDS a
Windows NT server requests.

���� Next the installation program checks to see if you opted to perform t
NDS schema extensions.

���� If you chose to install the NDS schema extensions, a Windows 
Networking API is called to find the NDS trees on the Network.
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���� The installation makes sure that a valid NDS tree or trees were retur
by the WNET call.

���� If no trees were returned, an error indicating that the installation progr
failed to create the list TreeList is returned and the installation progra
exits.

���� If a tree or trees were found, you are prompted to select the NDS tre
which you wish to install the NDS schema extensions. This must be a
where NDS for Windows NT has already been installed, because Mail
Manager depends on having a Domain object in the NDS tree. This 
continues until you select a tree to install to.

���� Once you select an NDS tree to install to, the installation program 
determines if you chose to install the snap-in files for managing Mailb
Manager for Exchange.

���� If you chose to install the snap-in files, the installation program then 
attempts to enumerate all of the containers in the selected NDS tree

���� If the contexts cannot be enumerated, an error is returned indicating
there was a problem creating the CXList list, and the installation progr
exits.

���� If the context list was built successfully, you are prompted to select t
NDS context in which the server to which you wish to install the snap
files exists. This step continues until you select a context to search.

���� The installation program then checks again to see if the snap-in 
installation was selected. 

���� If the snap-in installation was selected, then the installation program
attempts to locate the NCP servers in the selected container. This incl
NetWare or NT servers that are represented as NCP Server objects.

���� If the snap-in was unable to build the list of NCP servers, an error 
message is returned indicating that there was a problem creating the
serverList list, and the installation program exits.

���� If the search for NCP servers was successful, you are prompted to s
the server or servers to which the Mailbox Manager snap-ins should
installed. This step continues until you select one or more servers.
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���� The installation program then loads the AUTH.DLL. This .DLL is use
by the installation program to authenticate to both the NDS and loca
SAM database.

���� If the AUTH.DLL fails to load, an error is returned indicating that ther
was a problem loading the .DLL, and the program exits. 

���� If the AUTH.DLL load was successful, the program loads the 
NTINFO.DLL. This .DLL is used to read registry information from the
Windows NT server or workstation.

���� If the NTINFO.DLL fails to load, an error is returned indicating that the
was a problem loading the NTINFO.DLL file, and the program exits.

���� Once the NTINFO.DLL is loaded successfully, the installation progra
checks once again to see if the snap-in was selected as a componen
install.

���� If the snap-in was selected, the installation program gets the comput
name from the local registry. This information is stored under 
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\ComputerName\Computer
ame.

���� Once the computer name is retrieved, the installation program check
the existence of the Exchange files required to support the snap-in. T
files are MAPI32.DLL, GAPI32.DLL, DAPI32.DLL, EXCHMEM.DLL, 
and LIBXDS.DLL. These files all exist on the Microsoft Exchange 
Server.

���� If the files do not exist, an internal flag is set to a positive value and sa
The installation then proceeds to step 35..

���� If the files do exist, an internal flag is set to a zero value and saved. 
installation then continues to the next step.

���� Once the file key is set, or if the snap-in installation was not selected,
product installation summary is displayed indicating which options ar
about to be performed. This continues until you click Finish to compl
the installation.

���� The installation program then checks to see if the internal flag indicat
whether the Exchange .DLLs were present is set to a value or is zer
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���� If the value of the internal flag is set to a positive value, you are prompted 
for the Exchange server from which to copy the Exchange .DLLs. Th
files will be copied to the local Windows NT workstation, not to the NCP
server.

���� The installation program then attempts to authenticate to the specifie
Exchange server so that it can copy the files.

���� If the program was unable to authenticate to the Windows NT server
error message is returned indicating that the NT software was not 
installed to the system, and the installation exits.

���� The installation program then attempts to copy the MAPI32, DAPI32
GAPI32, EXCHMEM, and LIBXDS .DLLs to the SYSTEM32 directory
of the workstation or server it is running on.

���� If the installation program failed to copy the files, an error is returned
indicating that the copy of the required Exchange .DLLs from server 
system failed.

���� If the copy of the Exchange .DLLs is successful, the DAPI32.DLL is 
registered to allow messages for this .DLL to be written to the Applicat
log of the event viewer.

���� Next the installation program checks to see if the snap-in or schema
extensions were selected to be installed.

���� If the schema extensions or snap-in files were enabled, the installati
attempts to authenticate you as a user who has rights to perform the
operation. For the schema extension it is necessary to have supervis
rights to the [Root] container. For the snap-ins it is necessary to have
rights to the servers to which you chose to install the components. 

���� If the authentication fails, an error message is returned indicating the
authentication error. At this point you can try again or cancel the 
installation. This step continues until you are either authenticated 
successfully or cancel the installation. 

���� If you did authenticate, the installation program checks to see if you ch
to extend the NDS schema.
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���� If you chose to install the NDS schema extensions, the program attem
to load the SCHEMA.DLL. This file is used by the installation progra
to perform the schema extensions.

���� If the SCHEMA.DLL fails to load, an error is returned indicating that th
SCHEMA.DLL could not be loaded, and the installation exits.

���� The installation then attempts to extend the NDS schema. For more 
information about the schema extensions made by the Mailbox Mana
installation, see “Mailbox Manager for Exchange Schema Classes” on
page 483 and “Mailbox Manager for Exchange Schema Attributes” on
page 483 in this document.

���� If the extension of the schema failed, an NDS error message is retur
with an error indicating that the schema could not be extended, and 
installation exits.

���� If the schema extension was successful, or if the option to extend th
schema was not enabled, the installation checks to see if the snap-in
option was enabled.

���� If the snap-in option was enabled, the installation checks to see if the
version of the DS.NLM on the NetWare server or NT server in quest
is at least 5.93. Novell Technical Services recommends running the la
DS.NLM for the platform you are running.

���� If the version of DS.NLM is not equal to or greater than 5.93, the 
installation returns an error that the latest NDS patch kit is required a
exits.

���� If the DS.NLM version is equal to or greater than 5.93, the installatio
program copies the NA4XC.DLL, BACKEND.DLL, and NA4XC.HLP 
files and the import utility to the NCP server. These files are copied to
following locations:

Table 5 Mailbox Manager File Locations

File Location

NA4XC.DLL

IMPORT.EXE

SYS:\PUBLIC\WIN32\SNAPINS\NTONLY
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���� If the files were not copied successfully, the installation returns an er
and exits or continues to the next server to which you chose to insta

���� Next the HKLM\Software\NetWare\Parameters\NetWare 
Administrator\WinNT Snapin Object .DLLs key is updated with the 
NA4XC.DLL. This allows the snap-in to be loaded using the older 
versions of NetWare Administrator (NWADMN95.EXE and 
NWADMNNT.EXE).

���� Once the registry keys are written successfully, the AUTH.DLL, 
SCHEMA.DLL, NTINFO.DLL, and LSERVER.DLL are unloaded.

���� The registry entries for the product are entered so that you can use t
Add/Remove Programs control panel to remove it. You can also do t
by running the SETUP with a switch of -FREMOVE.

���� The final results screen is displayed. If there were any errors, the view
file will be checked by default. The log file is MWAINSTALL.LOG in 
the TEMP directory. From this final screen you can also launch the Imp
utility. The import process is described in “Importing the Exchange Site 
to NDS” on page 249.

Domain Object Wizard

The Domain Object Wizard is responsible for three major functions. Thes
functions are the migration and initial installation of NDS for Windows NT
redirection, the reverse migration and uninstallation in the event that the 
product needs to be removed, and finally the browse mode to find the Dom
object in the event that it has been moved. 

BACKEND.DLL SYS:\PUBLIC\WIN32

NA4XC.HLP

RESIMPO.DLL

SYS:\PUBLIC\WIN32\NLS\ENGLISH

File Location
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Figure 98 Domain Object Wizard Initialization Flowchart
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Figure 99 Domain Object Wizard Initialization Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 100 Domain Object Wizard Initialization Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 101 Domain Object Wizard Initialization Flowchart (continued)

The flowchart shows the initialization phase of the Domain Object Wizard
process. This phase allows the utility to launch automatically in the 
appropriate mode, based on the current state of the machine it is running
The description of the flowchart follows.
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After the reboot of the Integrate NDS Accounts with Windows NT Accoun
the MIGFLTR.DLL loads as the SAMSRV.DLL. It then loads the 
MSSAMSRV.DLL so that it can access the information in the SAM databa

�� Once the Domain Object Wizard (SAMMIG.EXE) is launched, the 
wizard attempts to load the resource file. This file, SAMMIGRS.DLL,
contains all of the localized messages required by the wizard. If this 
loads, all of the text will be displayed in the appropriate language 
allowing the installation to process error messages and dialogs in th
current language.

�� If the resource file or the default English resource file cannot be foun
the wizard exits with a message that the resource file could not be loa

�� Next the wizard initializes the Window through a standard Win32 AP
call. This allows the wizard to display the interface. If this fails, the 
launch of the wizard will not continue.

�� The wizard then checks to see if you (the currently logged-in user) bel
to the Windows NT built-in Administrators group. Because 
administrative rights to the server are required to install the files and w
to the Windows NT registry, the wizard must be run by an administra

�� If you are not a member of the Administrators group, then an error 
message is returned indicating that the user must be an administrator
the wizard exits.

�� The wizard then initializes the internal variables that will be used to 
determine which mode the wizard starts in.

�� Next a Windows NT API is called to identify the Domain that the serv
is in. This information is used to populate the initial wizard screen 
indicating which domain is being migrated. 

�� If the API call fails, an error message is returned indicating that the 
domain name could not be found. This error message will be returne
you attempt to install on a server that is not a member of a Windows
domain.

�� Next the wizard attempts to grant the Administrators group FULL 
CONTROL rights to the HKLM\Security key in the registry. This is so
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that the existence of the NDS for Windows NT keys can be checked
in the next several steps.

���� If the granting of rights to the registry key fails in Step 9, an error mess
is returned stating that an error occurred reading the registry. The wiz
will exit at this point.

���� Next the wizard attempts to grant the Administrators group Full Cont
to the NTMIGRATION key under HKLM\Security. This will allow the 
wizard to check the current status of the MIGRATED key in the followin
steps. If this key does not exist, it is created by the wizard.

���� If the granting of rights to the registry key fails in Step 11, an error 
message is returned stating that an error occurred reading the registry
wizard will exit at this point. 

���� Next the wizard checks for the existence of the MIGRATED value und
the NTMIGRATION key. This is a REG_DWORD value that indicates
the current migration status of the domain. 

���� The wizard then checks to see if the value of MIGRATED is 0. This va
indicates that the domain is not migrated. 

���� If the value of MIGRATED is 0, the internal flag is set to 2. This intern
variable is used later in this process to decide which mode the Doma
Object Wizard should start in.

���� If the value of MIGRATED is not 0, the wizard checks to see if the val
was 2. A value of 2 indicates that this is a multiple-pass environmen
Multiple pass allows you to migrate users after the initial migration if 
some users were not moved.

���� If the value of MIGRATED is 2, the internal flag is set to 3. This intern
variable is used later in this process to decide which mode the Doma
Object Wizard should start in. 

���� If the value of MIGRATED was not 0 or 2, the internal flag is set to 1
This internal variable is used later in this process to decide which mo
the Domain Object Wizard should start in.

���� If the MIGRATED value did not exist in Step 12, the wizard creates t
MIGRATED key and sets it to 0.
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���� The wizard then sets the internal flag to 0. This internal variable is u
later in this process to decide which mode the Domain Object Wizar
should start in.

���� Once the internal flag has been set, the rights to the HKLM\Security 
and its subkeys are reset to Read Control and Write DAC. This resto
the rights to the state they were in prior to executing the wizard. 

���� If an error occurs in resetting the rights, an error message is returne
indicating that there was an error setting the rights on the registry.

���� The wizard then checks to see if the internal flag is set to 3. If this fla
set, NDS for Windows NT redirection is already functioning and the 
SAMSRV.DLL needs to be initialized.

���� If the internal flag was not set to 3, the wizard checks to see if the inte
flag is set to any nonzero value. This indicates that NDS for Windows 
may be installed on the domain controller already.

���� If the internal flag was set to a nonzero value, the wizard once again
grants Full Control rights to the Administrators group to the 
HKLM\Security key in the registry.

���� If an error occurs setting the registry rights, an error is returned and 
wizard exits.

���� If the security is set correctly, the wizard reads the NDS context for t
Domain object from the HKLM\Security\NWSAM\Context.

���� The wizard then reads the NDS tree name where the Domain object
should exist from HKLM\Security\NWSAM\Tree.

���� The wizard then reads the name of the Domain object from the 
HKLM\Security\NWSAM\Domain value in the registry.

���� The security on the registry keys is then set back to Read Control an
Write DAC. 

���� The wizard then checks to see if the tree, context, and domain informa
was read successfully from the registry. This information is used by t
Novell Security Accounts Manager to log in to the NDS tree.
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exits.
���� If in Step 30 an error occurred while setting the security on the regis
an error is returned indicating this and the wizard exits.

���� If in Step 31 the wizard finds that the information was read successfu
from the registry, the wizard attempts to resolve the Domain object in
NDS.

���� If the resolve name fails, the wizard checks to see if the value of the
internal flag is set to 1. This indicates that the domain should have b
migrated and the Domain object should exist.

���� If the internal flag was set to 1, the browse mode flag is set to 1. This 
is used later by the PDC or BDC installation utilities to determine whet
they should start in domain browse mode or in uninstall mode.

���� If the internal migrate flag is not set to 1, the flag is set to 0, indicatin
that the wizard should begin in installation mode instead of browse m

���� If in Step 24 the internal migration flag was set to 0, or if once the brow
mode flag or the internal migrate flag is set to 0, the initial installation fl
is set to 1. This tells the migration wizard that it should continue as if t
were an initial installation.

���� If the domain was resolved successfully in Step 33, or once the initia
installation flag is set to 1, the wizard checks to see which type of se
it is running on. The possible types are PDC, BDC, and Member Ser

���� If the wizard finds that it is running on a PDC, it continues by going to t
Figure 102 on page 197.

���� If the wizard finds that it is running on a BDC, it continues by going t
the Figure 114 on page 226. 

���� If the wizard finds that it is running on a Member Server, it reports an
error that the Domain Object Wizard must be run on a domain contro
The wizard then exits.

���� If the wizard receives an error while getting the server type, it returns
message indicating that an error occurred obtaining server type and 
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Figure 102 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart
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Figure 103 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 104 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 105 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 106 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 107 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 108 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 109 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 110 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 111 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 112 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 113 PDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)

The flowchart shows the PDC Installation/Uninstallation process. This 
function begins at the point in the initialization phase at which the wizard
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determines that it is running on the PDC for the Windows NT Domain. Th
process should occur before installing on the BDCs. In the case of the 
uninstallation, the process should first be run on all BDCs in the domain. 
description of the flowchart follows:

�� The first thing that the PDC installation/uninstallation does is delete 
NDS4NT.DAT, which contains the backup copy of the NDS4NT regist
keys. 

�� The installation then checks to see if the BrowseMode flag is set 
indicating that the installation has been performed previously and tha
domain should exist in NDS.

�� If the wizard is not in browse mode, it gets the name of the computer 
running on. This is used later in the installation.

�� If an error occurs getting the computer name, an error indicating tha
error occurred obtaining the server name is returned and the wizard e

�� Once the computer name is known, or if the wizard is in browse mod
the installation checks to see if the internal domain migration flag is s
to 0. This indicates that the server has never before been migrated. 

�� If the internal domain migration flag is not set to 0, the wizard checks
see if it is set to 2. This indicates that the domain has been migrated
previously and that not all objects were migrated. This will perform a
migration of just the objects that did not get moved previously.

�� If the internal migration flag is not set to 2, the wizard sets it to 0.

�� The wizard then checks again to see if the wizard is in browse mode.
is then it goes to the browser. This begins in Step 102. If not, it goes 
uninstall mode. This begins in Step 112.

�� If in Step 5 the internal migration flag was set to 0, indicating that this
an initial installation, the wizard gets the name of the domain using 
standard domain APIs.

���� If an error occurs finding the domain, a message is returned indicatin
that an error occurred while obtaining the domain name. The wizard t
exits.
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���� The wizard then makes a request to find all of the NDS trees on the 
network. This is done using the libraries that are part of the Novell Cli
for Windows NT.

���� If an error occurs, or if no trees are returned, a message is returned 
indicating that an error occurred while obtaining the NDS tree list, and
wizard exits.

���� If the trees were returned successfully, you are presented with the sc
asking which NDS tree you wish to migrate the NT domain to.

���� The wizard then checks to see if the internal first-time installation flag
set. This indicates that the wizard has not been run on the PDC previo
If this flag is not set, the wizard skips to Step 23.

���� If this is the first time that the Domain Object Wizard has been run on 
PDC, the wizard attempts to get the number of users in the domain so
it can allocate buffers large enough to accommodate the information

���� If an error occurs, a message is returned indicating that an error occu
while obtaining the domain users, and the wizard exits.

���� The wizard then creates a buffer to store the usernames in the doma
based on the information found in Step 15.

���� Next the wizard creates another buffer to store the RIDs of the users in
domain. The buffer is the same size as the buffer that stores the 
usernames.

���� The wizard then asks NT for the workstations in the domain. This 
includes the servers, workstations, domain controllers, and trust 
relationships. 

���� If an error occurs, a message is returned indicating that an error occu
while obtaining domain workstations, and the wizard exits.

���� The wizard then creates a buffer to store the workstation names in th
domain based on the information found in Step 19.

���� Next the wizard creates another buffer to store the RIDs of the 
workstations in the domain. The buffer is the same size as the buffer
stores the workstation names.
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���� The wizard next checks to see if the schema has been extended to in
the “Redirector Schema Classes” on page 475 and “Redirector Schema 
Attributes” on page 476. If the schema is already extended, skip to Ste
29.

���� If an error is returned during the check, an error message is returned
indicating the NDS error that occurred. Common causes are NDS 
corruption and not having rights to read the schema.

���� If the schema is not extended, the wizard checks to see if the user yo
logged in as has supervisor rights to the [Root] of the NDS tree. This
required so that the schema can be extended.

���� If you are not logged in as a user with the necessary rights, the wiza
prompts you to log in as Admin or an administrative equivalent.

���� One you are logged in as an administrative equivalent, the wizard 
attempts to extend the NDS schema to include the necessary classe
attributes.

���� If an error occurs extending the NDS schema, the NDS error code is
returned and the wizard exits.

���� Once the schema has been extended successfully, you are prompte
the domain context. This is the context where the NDS Domain obje
will be created. 

���� When you specify the domain creation context, the wizard defaults th
default user creation context to the same context. This assumes tha
users and the domain should be created in the same container.

���� The installation waits until you click Next and then checks to see if y
changed the default user creation context.

���� If the default user creation context was changed, the information is 
updated in memory so that it can be used during the migration. Otherw
the domain context is used.

���� The wizard then checks to see if the Force Password Synchronizatio
option was enabled in the dialog. This sets the domain IWS:Security
Descriptor indicating that any users added to the domain should have
option set automatically on the same attribute for the User object.
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���� If the Force Password Synchronization option was set, the Expire 
Password During Migration option is made available to the user. This
because the current NDS and NT passwords are both encrypted. Th
means that in order for password synchronization to work, the user m
change his or her password at least one time. This option provides an
way to force this for all migrated users.

���� The wizard gets the value of the Expire Passwords During Migration b
for use during the migration.

���� The wizard then attempts to verify the domain creation container and 
creation container to make sure that they are valid in NDS and that t
are Organization, Organizational Unit, or Locality objects. If the 
container is not valid, an error message is returned indicating such an
process returns to Step 29 to select a valid context.

���� Next the wizard checks the domain creation container to see if an ob
with the same name as the Windows NT domain already exists. This
because NDS will not allow two objects in the same container with th
same name.

���� If an object with the same name already exists in the container, an e
message indicating this is returned, and the process returns to Step 
select another context.

���� Next you see a prompt asking whether you would like to search NDS
users with the same username in both NDS and NT. The wizard chec
see which you selected.

���� If you choose not to search NDS, the wizard checks the default user
creation container for existing NDS users. 

���� If User objects are found that exist in the container, a message indica
that users exist in the specified container, and that the NT users may
conflict, is returned. You are prompted again whether to perform a sea
of the NT users with NDS to perform an association. 

���� If you click Cancel, the wizard exits.

���� If you click No, the users are added to the migration list with a status
Create As. This indicates that during the migration a user with the sa
username will be created. The wizard then skips to Step 59.
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���� If in Step 39 or Step 43 you choose to perform a search of the NDS 
you are prompted to select the default for users who are found in NT
not in NDS. The options are to set the user to Create As, which caus
new NDS user to be created, or Don’t Move, which will prevent the u
from logging in after the migration is complete. 

���� If you select Don’t Move as the status, the Administrator account is 
flagged so that it cannot be set as Don’t Move, because this would le
the domain in a bad state.

���� Next the wizard asks which of the containers in the NDS tree should
searched for users who have the same username as the NT users.

���� The wizard then waits for you to choose to perform the search of ND

���� Next the wizard converts the Windows NT domain usernames into a
format that NDS would contain. This converts usernames from unico
the ASCII so that the search can proceed.

���� The converted usernames of the domain users are compared with th
attribute of each of the NDS users. The CN attribute is the attribute u
by default to specify the NDS username.

���� If no NDS user matches the Windows NT domain account, the wizar
checks to see which creation default you selected, Create As or Don
Move. If Create As was set, the wizard skips to Step 52.

���� If you selected Don’t Move, the wizard checks to see if the Windows N
user is the Administrator account. Because Windows NT domains req
this account to exist, this user cannot be set to Don’t Move.

���� If the user is Administrator, the wizard sets the status of the user to Cr
As and skips to Step 57.

���� If the user is not Administrator, the wizard sets the status of the user
Don’t Move. This will result in the user being unable to access the dom
after NDS for Windows NT redirection has been installed successful
The wizard then proceeds to Step 57.

���� If there was a match in NDS, the wizard checks to see if there is more 
one match. This is possible because NDS allows the same usernam
NDS for NT Corporate Edition Processes ���
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exist in different contexts. If both these contexts are searched, multip
matches can be found.

���� If multiple matches are found, the migration status of the user is set to
Multiple Matches Found. This means that prior to migrating the users
you must select which of the matches is the correct one or whether a
user should be created. The wizard then skips to Step 57.

���� If only a single match is found, the migration status of the user is set
Associate With. This indicates that the NDS user will be made a mem
of the domain through the Domain Access tab after migration. The wiz
then goes to Step 57.

���� The wizard then checks to see if there are more users to be matched
this is the last user. If there are additional users to be searched, the pr
begins again at Step 48.

���� Once the search has been performed for each user in the domain, th
wizard waits for you to click Next to display the users and workstatio
in the domain and the migration status of each.

���� The wizard then displays to you the status of each user. If you wish t
change the status of any of the users, you can highlight the user and
click the button corresponding with the status you wish the user to h

���� The wizard then waits again for you to click the Next button.

���� When you click Next the wizard checks to see if you have resolved a
users with a status of Multiple Matches Found. Since it is not possible to
have two users with the same name in the domain, these users must 
to another status.

���� If there are still users with a status of Multiple Matches Found, an error 
message is displayed indicating that all multiple matches must be 
resolved before the wizard can continue.

���� You must then resolve all multiple matches. To do this turn off the sh
option for all statuses except for Multiple Matches Found. This will sho
you only users with this status. You can then click Resolve, which wi
display a list of the NDS users with the same common name as the N
user.
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���� You must then select one of the NDS users and click Associate. This
then set the status of the user to Associate With instead of Multiple 
Matches found.

���� Once all multiple matches have been resolved, NDS for Windows NT 
checks the HKLM\Secutiry\NTMIGRATION\B! and B2 keys. These 
keys indicate the maximum number of users who can be migrated. T
default is 1000 users. If you have more users, you will need to increase 
the number manually. To do this contact Novell Technical Services.

���� The wizard checks to see if the number of objects being migrated is 
than the maximum allowed.

���� If the number of objects being migrated is greater than the currently 
specified maximum, the wizard pops up an error message indicating s
The error message specifies a TID and also instructs you to contact 
Novell Technical Services for further instructions.

���� If the number of objects being moved is less than the maximum num
the wizard checks to see if there are servers in the NDS tree running
versions of NDS under the 5.93 revision. Because of the NDS issue 
pertaining to the size of attributes, it is necessary to have at least the
version of DS.NLM. In a 4.10 environment you must have the latest N
patch kit.

���� If older versions of NDS are detected, an error message indicating tha
latest NDS patch kit is required before migrating is displayed. You w
then be unable to continue the migration until NDS has been updated.

���� If DS version 5.93 or higher is detected, the wizard displays a summ
of the Users, Groups, Aliases, and Workstations that it is going to mig

���� The wizard then waits for you to click Move to perform the migration 
the domain and its subordinates to NDS.

���� When you click Move the wizard begins by disabling the Novell Servi
Pack Sentry service. This allows the MSSAMSRV.DLL to replace the
SAMSRV.DLL if an error occurs during the migration.

���� Next the wizard starts the thread that performs the migration. The wiz
itself displays a movie file to indicate that the move is taking place. T
work is being performed by the migration thread.
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���� The migrate thread starts by creating the MOVE.LOG file in the TEM
directory. This log file is used to document any errors that the migrat
thread encounters while performing the move of the objects to NDS.

���� The migration thread then attempts to create an IWS Domain object in
tree with the name of the Windows NT domain being migrated.

���� If an error occurs creating the object, the error is logged to the 
MOVE.LOG and a message is displayed indicating that there was a 
problem creating the domain. The migration thread then terminates, 
because the Domain object must exist to move the other objects. For m
information about the error, see the MOVE.LOG for the NDS return co
and then check the “Error Codes for NDS for Windows NT Corporate 
Edition” on page 267.

���� If the Domain object is created successfully in NDS, the attributes of 
domain such as the SID of the domain, the current value of the IWS:R
Counter attribute, the values for the IWS:Security Descriptor attribute
and the password for the Domain object are set. Any errors will be logged 
to the MOVE.LOG file.

���� Once the object has been created and the attributes set, the security
credentials of the domain (the domain name, location, and password
written to the HKLM\Security\NWSAM registry key. The password is
encrypted so that it is secure on the local machine.

���� If an error occurs writing the security credentials to the NWSAM key, 
error is returned indicating that a problem occurred while writing serv
account credentials.

���� The wizard then grants the Domain object supervisor rights to the us
creation container in which it exists. This is necessary for the creation
users, workstations, and trust accounts through the Microsoft utilities — 
User Manager for Domains and Server Manager.

���� Next the wizard grants the Domain object supervisor rights to itself. T
allows users to be added to the IWS:Members attribute when a user
created through User Manager.

���� The local groups or aliases for both the built-in domain (these are the 
built-in local groups such as Administrators) and the user account dom
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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(these are user-defined groups) are created as IWS Alias objects und
Domain object. Any errors will be logged in the MOVE.LOG.

���� Next the global groups in both domains are created in NDS as IWS Gr
objects under the Domain object. Errors will be logged to the 
MOVE.LOG file.

���� If there are foreign members of the aliases, these are migrated next.
foreign member is a user who exists in a trusted domain but has bee
added to the local group. This is done with a list of user SIDs. This is
stored in the IWS:Foreign Members attribute. Errors writing the attribu
will be written to the MOVE.LOG.

���� At this point the MIGRATED value under 
HKLM\Security\NTMIGRATION is set to 2 indicating that the Domain
Object Wizard has been run and that the Domain and Group objects 
been created successfully.

���� Next the migration thread creates IWS Workstation objects under the
domain for the workstations, servers, and domain trusts. Any errors 
be written to the MOVE.LOG file.

���� Next the users are migrated. For users marked as Create As, this en
creating an NDS user in the Domain’s default user creation containe
Once the user is created, or if the user was already set to a status o
Associate With, the user is added to the domain’s IWS:Member attrib
and the IWS:Domain Membership attribute is set on the user indicat
that he or she is a member of the domain.

���� Once the users have been added to the domain, the IWS:Group 
Membership attribute is set. This is how the user is added to the group
which he or she is a member. This includes both aliases (local groups
global groups. Errors will be logged in the MOVE.LOG.

���� Once all of the users have been moved, the MIGRATED value in the
registry is set to 0. This indicates that the domain has not been migra
This is done for the possibility of a multipass function or in the event tha
the SAMSRV copy fails.

���� The wizard then checks to see if the migration thread encountered a
errors during the migration of users or workstations. If no errors occurr
the installation skips to Step 92.
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���� If errors did occur, a message appears indicating that not all objects w
moved successfully. The message asks if you would like to perform 
another migration attempt or you would like to continue and complete
installation of the redirector.

If you 7choose to perform another migration attempt, the MIGRATED
value is set to 2 and the internal domain migration flag is set to 2. Th
wizard then jumps back to Step 59 but shows only the users and 
workstations that were not moved successfully.

If you choose to finish the installation later, the MIGRATED value is s
to 2, and the wizard exits.

���� If you choose to continue and finish the installation, the wizard renam
the current SAMSRV.DLL to ~SAMSRV.DLL and sets the flag to dele
the ~SAMSRV.DLL on delete. This deletes the filter SAMSRV that wa
installed by the initial installation of the NDS for Windows NT redirector. 

���� Next the NWSAMSRV.DLL in the SYSTEM32\NETWARE directory is
copied to the SYSTEM32 directory as SAMSRV.DLL so that the 
redirector is active on the next reboot.

���� The wizard then sets the MIGRATED value to 1 indicating that the 
SAMSRV.DLL is in place and that the migration of the Domain objec
has been completed successfully.

���� The wizard then starts Service Pack Sentry and sets it to start 
automatically on the next reboot.

���� The wizard then prompts you to reboot to complete the installation.

���� If in Step 6 the domain migrated flag was set to 0, the wizard checks
see if you are authenticated to the NDS tree.

���� If an error occurs, the wizard exits with the error.

���� If you are not authenticated, the wizard prompts you to log in as a us
with rights to continue the migration.

������When you enter your credentials, the wizard attempts to authenticate
using standard NDS authentication routines. If it fails you are once ag
prompted to authenticate to the tree.
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������Once you are authenticated, the wizard allocates enough space for 
buffers to hold the remaining workstations and users and their RIDs. 
installation then proceeds to jump back to Step 46, perform a new se
with just the users left to migrate, and so on.

������If in Step 8 the wizard found that the browse mode flag was set, the 
wizard attempts to get the list of NDS trees on the network.

������If an error occurs, a message is returned indicating that there was a
problem obtaining the trees, and the wizard exits.

������If the trees are returned, you select a tree that contains the Domain ob
The wizard then checks to see if you are currently authenticated to t
selected tree. If you are, the wizard skips to Step 106.

������If you are not authenticated to the selected NDS tree, the wizard prom
you to authenticate to the tree.

������Once you are authenticated, the wizard asks you to select the Doma
object in NDS that corresponds to the domain for which the PDC is a
domain controller.

������Once you select the domain, the wizard checks to see if the IWS:SID
attribute of the domain matches the SID of the domain controller. Thi
a security check to make sure that this domain controller is really fro
this domain.

������If the SIDs do not match, an error is returned indicating such, and th
wizard exits.

������If the SIDs match, the NWSAM key containing the location and 
credentials of the domain is updated with the new information from t
wizard.

������The wizard then makes sure that the Domain object has supervisor ri
to the container where it currently exists, and if not, assigns them.

������The wizard then prompts you to reboot to complete the change. This
allows SAMSRV.DLL to log in to NDS as the new Domain object.
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������If in Step 8 the browse mode flag was not set, the wizard begins in 
uninstall mode. First it checks to see if the NDS tree that the Domain
object exists in is available.

������If the NDS tree was found, the wizard sets the default uninstall option
be the option to reverse migrate the changes from NDS back to the S
database.

������If the NDS tree was not found, the wizard sets the default uninstallat
to restore the Administrator password and fall back to the previous S
database, because the NDS tree is not currently available.

������At this point these three uninstallation options are offered:

� Restore NDS information to SAM

This will cause the updated information to be read from NDS. In 
addition it removes the NDS objects in the tree.

� Restore password information

This will restore the passwords to the users in the SAM. This opt
will update the passwords but will not make any other changes to
existing SAM. This means that new users or property changes wil
lost. This will delete the NDS objects in the tree.

� Remove NDS for Windows NT

This option updates the administrator’s password from cache. A
other passwords and changes to the domain are lost.

������If you choose to perform either the first or second uninstall, the wiza
attempts to read the IWS:RID Counter attribute from the Master repl
of the domain. It then writes this value to a value called DefaultRID un
HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Winlogon. 
This is used to write the current RID counter value to the domain to 
prevent duplicate RIDs after the reverse migration.

������If an error occurs reading the IWS:RID Counter or writing the registr
value, an error message is returned indicating that the RID counter c
not be set, and the wizard exits.

������If the third uninstall option was selected, or once the DefaultRID valu
has been written, the wizard once again checks to see which uninsta
option you selected.
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������If the third uninstall option was selected, the 
HKLM\Security\NWSAM\SyncPassword value in the registry is set to
This option is used by the REVMIG.EXE application.

������If the second uninstall option was selected, the 
HKLM\NSecurity\NWSAM\SyncPassword value in the registry is set 
1. This option is used by the REVMIG.EXE application. 

������If the first option was selected, the 
HKLM\Security\NWSAM\SyncPassword value in the registry is set to
This option is used by the REVMIG.EXE application.

������Next the wizard stops Service Pack Sentry to allow the SAMSRV.DLL
be renamed and replaced. It is then set to a start-up type of disable 
prevent it from restarting.

������The SAMSRV.DLL is then renamed to ~SAMSRV.DLL to allow the 
migration filter to replace the redirector SAMSRV.DLL.

������The MIGFLTR.DLL is then renamed to SAMSRV.DLL to allow 
information to be read from NDS and written to the SAM.

������The wizard then adds REVMIG.EXE to the 
HKLM\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run key in the 
registry. This allows the reverse migrate application to start when the
server is rebooted.

������Next the wizard configures AutoAdminLogon to log in to NDS and to t
NT domain as a user named NDS4NT. This user is also created 
automatically by the domain account.

������NDS for Windows NT is then removed from the list of installed produc
used by the Add/Remove Programs control panel.

������The wizard then prompts you to reboot and on reboot automatically l
in as the NDS4NT user.

������As soon as the user is logged in, the REVMIG.EXE application start
This application is a command line tool so you will see a command 
prompt window while this application is running.
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������REVMIG.EXE then attempts to load REVMIGRS.DLL. This is the 
resource .DLL that contains the localized message strings for the rev
migration.

������If the resource file cannot be loaded, the reverse migration process e

������The reverse migration then makes a SAMLIB API call to open the 
domain so that it can update the domain information. This is done thro
the RPC layer.

������If the call to open the domain fails, an error message is returned 
indicating that no RPC is available.

������The reverse migrate application then checks to see which type of rev
migration was selected. 

������If either of the options that reads NDS was selected, the SyncPassw
value is read from the registry. This is used to determine how the rev
migrate application acts.

������If the SyncPassword value is set to 1, the reverse migrate type is set

������If the SyncPassword value is set to 0, the reverse migrate type is set

������If the third option was selected, the reverse migrate type is set to 
MigrateRemoveNDS4NT.

������The reverse migrate tool now checks to see which type of reverse mig
it should perform.

������If the reverse migration is set to MigrateRemoveNDS4NT, the revers
migrate reads the name of the domain from the 
HKLM\Security\NWSAM key.

������Once the name has been retrieved from the registry, the reverse mig
converts the name to a unicode name used by Windows NT.

������The reverse migrate then makes a SAMLIB call to open the domain. T
handle will be used to perform the update of the Administrator password
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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������The cached Administrator information is then read from the 
HKLM\Security\NWSAM key in the registry. This includes all of the 
current values for the user’s properties.

������With the information retrieved in the previous step, the Administrator
password and other information are restored to the SAM database.

������The reverse migrate then performs the rename of the current 
SAMSRV.DLL to ~SAMSRV.DLL and marks it to be deleted. It then 
renames the MSSAMSRV.DLL to SAMSRV.DLL.

������The reverse migrate then deletes the NDS4NT account in the SAM 
database.

������The NWSAM, NTMIGRATION, and AutoAdminLogon keys are 
removed from the registry to complete the uninstallation.

������The REVMIG.EXE is removed from the RUN key in the registry to 
prevent the reverse migration from attempting to run again.

������The uninstallation is now complete and you are prompted to reboot 
complete it.

������If in Step 139 the reverse migrate was set to either 1 or 2, the revers
migration logs the Domain object in to NDS. The credentials are retrie
from the NWSAM key in the registry.

������Once the Domain object is logged in, the reverse migrate checks to 
out whether the reverse migrate type was 1 or 0.

������If the reverse migrate type was set to 0, all accounts in the existing S
that do not exist in NDS currently are disabled. This is because the rev
migration assumes that users who cannot currently log in to the dom
should not be able to log in after the reverse migration.

������The global groups and aliases are then migrated from NDS back to 
NT SAM. Any errors will be reported in REVMIG.LOG. 

������Once the groups have been migrated, the workstations and trusts ar
migrated back. This ensures that workstation trusts continue to work
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������After the workstations have been migrated, the users are migrated b
to the SAM database.

������The last thing to be migrated back is the list of Foreign Members in t
local groups. 

������Once the objects have been stored back in the SAM database 
successfully, the Domain object and the subordinate objects in NDS 
deleted. At this point you will receive a pop-up message stating that the
domain has been deleted.

������The reverse migrate then performs the rename of the current 
SAMSRV.DLL to ~SAMSRV.DLL and marks it to be deleted. It then 
renames the MSSAMSRV.DLL to SAMSRV.DLL.

������The reverse migrate then deletes the NDS4NT account in the SAM 
database.

������The NWSAM, NTMIGRATION, and AutoAdminLogon keys are 
removed from the registry to complete the uninstallation.

������The REVMIG.EXE is removed from the RUN key in the registry to 
prevent the reverse migration from attempting to run again.

������The uninstallation is now complete and you are prompted to reboot t
make the changes take effect. 

������If in Step 151 the reverse migrate type was set to 1, the password fo
domain is updated.

������Next, the users’ passwords are updated in the existing SAM. This will 
update only the passwords of users who existed prior to the migratio
New users will not be able to log in.

������The final step of the reverse migration for this option is to update the
passwords of the trust relationships and the workstations in the SAM
database. This ensures that your interdomain trusts and workstation
server trusts continue to function.

������Once the objects have been stored back in the SAM database 
successfully, the Domain object and the subordinate objects in NDS 
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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to 
deleted. At this point you will receive a pop-up message stating that the
domain has been deleted.

������The reverse migrate then performs the rename of the current 
SAMSRV.DLL to ~SAMSRV.DLL and marks it to be deleted. It then 
renames the MSSAMSRV.DLL to SAMSRV.DLL.

������The reverse migrate then deletes the NDS4NT account in the SAM 
database.

������The NWSAM, NTMIGRATION, and AutoAdminLogon keys are 
removed from the registry to complete the uninstallation.

������The REVMIG.EXE is removed from the RUN key in the registry to 
prevent the reverse migration from attempting to run again.

������The uninstallation is now complete and you are prompted to reboot 
make the changes take effect.
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Figure 114 BDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart
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Figure 115 BDC Installation/Uninstallation Flowchart (continued)

The flowchart shows the BDC Installation/Uninstallation process. This 
function begins at the point in the initialization phase at which the wizard
determines that it is running on a BDC in the Windows NT domain. Befor
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running the Domain Object Wizard on the BDCs, you should first run it on 
PDC. In the case of an uninstallation, this process should be run before 
PDC process. The following steps correspond to the numbered boxes in
flowchart and provide details:

�� First the BDC wizard checks to see if the domain migrated flag is set 
indicating that the domain has not been migrated and the browse fla
set to 0 indicating that the wizard should not start in browse mode. If th
two conditions are true, the BDC wizard starts in initial installation mo

�� The first step in the installation mode is to locate the PDC in the dom
The information, stored in the PDC’s registry, is used to update the 
registry on the BDC so that the BDC can use the same NDS object. If
PDC cannot be contacted, an error message is reported.

�� If the PDC is contacted successfully, the wizard attempts to read the
HKLM\Security\NWSAM key on the PDC. This key stores informatio
about the Domain object’s login parameters, password information, a
cached Administrator account for the domain. 

�� If an error occurs reading the information from the PDC, an error is 
returned indicating that there was a problem reading the registry and
wizard exits.

�� The wizard then attempts to create the HKLM\Security key on the lo
registry and then populates this keys with the values read from the P
This information will then be used by the Novell Security Accounts 
Manager to log in to NDS.

�� If an error occurs writing these keys, an error is returned indicating th
an error occurred writing the service credentials to the registry and th
wizard exits.

�� If the keys are written successfully, the wizard moves on to installing 
Novell Security Accounts Manager. The first step in this process is to
rename the existing SAMSRV.DLL to ~SAMSRV.DLL. This puts the fu
Novell Security Accounts Manager as the active SAMSRV.DLL on th
next reboot and deletes the Migration Filter SAMSRV.DLL.

�� Once the file is renamed, the NWSAMSRV.DLL file in the 
SYSTEM32\NETWARE directory is copied to the SYSTEM32 director
as SAMSRV.DLL. 
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�� Once the SAMSRV.DLL is copied successfully, the wizard checks to 
if the HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\LSA\SecureBoot valu
exists in the registry. If it does, this information is copied to the NWSA
key and deleted from the LSA key. This is done for the reason descr
in the “Novell Service Pack Sentry Process” on page 143.

���� Next the ~SAMSRV.DLL file is set to be deleted at the next reboot. T
"cleans up" so that multiple copies of SAMSRV.DLL do not exist and
cause confusion.

���� Next the wizard checks to see if Steps 7-10 completed successfully.
these did not complete successfully, NDS for Windows NT cannot be
installed.

���� If a problem occurred, the ~SAMSRV.DLL is put back as the active 
SAMSRV and an error message will be returned along with the retur
code from the Microsoft API that failed. For information about these 
return codes, see the Microsoft SDK documentation available at http
msdn.microsoft.com.

���� If all steps completed successfully, the wizard sets the MIGRATED va
under HKLM\Security\NTMIGRATION to 1. This indicates that the 
domain has been migrated and is used the next time you launch the
migration wizard.

���� If an error occurs writing the MIGRATED value, an error is returned 
indicating that there was an error writing the registry. The wizard the
quits.

���� If the MIGRATED key is written successfully, the Novell Service Pac
Sentry service is set to start automatically at the next login to protect
Novell Security Accounts Manager.

���� You are then prompted to reboot to complete the installation.

���� If in Step 1 the domain migrated flag was set to something other tha
indicating that the domain has been migrated, or if the browse flag w
set to 1, indicating that the wizard should start in browse mode, then
wizard checks to see if browse mode is set to 1.

���� If browse mode is set to 1, the wizard attempts to connect to the PD
the domain for the current information from the PDC’s NWSAM key. 
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This means that if you move the domain, you must first update the P
and then update all of the BDCs.

���� If an error occurs connecting to the PDC, an error is returned indicat
that the connection to the PDC failed. At this point the wizard exits.

���� If the PDC is contacted successfully, the information contained in the
NWSAM key of the PDC is read and copied down to the local registr

���� Once the registry has been updated, the Novell Security Accounts 
Manager attempts to resolve the domain using the updated informat
This is to check to see if the information is valid.

���� If the resolve name request is successful, you are prompted to reboo
complete the installation.

���� If the resolve name request fails, or if browse mode is set to 0 indica
that the wizard should not start, then the BDC wizard goes into unins
mode. The first step of uninstall mode is to stop the Novell Service P
Sentry service and set it to a state of disabled so that the uninstallation
replace the SAMSRV.DLL.

���� Next the uninstallation renames the Novell Security Accounts Manag
from SAMSRV.DLL to ~SAMSRV.DLL.

���� The ~SAMSRV.DLL is then marked for deletion at the next reboot.

���� The MSSAMSRV.DLL is then renamed to SAMSRV.DLL. This results 
the Microsoft SAM database being accessible on the next reboot. 

���� The wizard then checks to see if the renaming of the .DLL was succes
This is important because the migration wizard cannot replace it if it d
not get renamed.

���� If an error occurred with the rename, an error is generated indicating 
there was a problem renaming SAMSRV.

���� If the rename was successful, a Win32 call for the name of the local se
is called. 
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���� If the call to get the BDC fails, an error indicating that an error occurr
getting the server information is returned, the SAMSRV.DLL is revert
to the Novell Security Accounts Manager, and the wizard exits.

���� If the BDC name is read, the wizard attempts to delete the 
NTMIGRATION and NWSAM keys from the HKLM\Security key of the
registry. Also in this process the SecureBoot key is rewritten to the L
key in the registry if it exists in the NWSAM key.

���� If the call to delete the registry key fails, an error is returned indicatin
that there was a problem writing to the registry and the wizard exits.

���� If the keys are removed from the registry successfully, the wizard prom
you to reboot to complete the uninstallation.

Adding a User to a Domain with ConsoleOne

This process covers what occurs when you use ConsoleOne to add an N
user to an imported Windows NT Domain. The flowchart provides an 
overview of what occurs.
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Figure 116 ConsoleOne User Membership Flowchart
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Figure 117 ConsoleOne User Membership Flowchart (continued)

The following step list describes the flowchart in greater detail:

�� This process begins when you select an NDS user and add him or h
the domain from the Domain Access page or from the Members pag
the Domain object.

�� The ConsoleOne snap-in then gets the partition entry for the Domain
object to which the user is being added. This returns information abo
which partition contains the Domain object.

�� If the partition entry cannot be returned, an NDS error is reported by
ConsoleOne and the add process fails.

�� If the partition is reported successfully, ConsoleOne attempts to locate
Master replica of the specified partition. It does this by finding the repl
with the lowest ID.

�� If an error occurs locating the Master replica, an NDS error is returne
indicating the problem, and the add fails.
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�� Next ConsoleOne connects to the server holding the Master replica 
authenticates to read the attributes of the Domain object.

�� If an error occurs, the NDS error will be returned by ConsoleOne.

�� Once ConsoleOne has connected successfully to the Master replica
requests a semaphore lock on the IWS:Mutex attribute of the domain
This prevents attributes of the domain from being updated until the lo
is released. This ensures that the IWS:RID Counter attribute doesn’t
change while being read.

�� If the semaphore lock fails, the NDS error is returned by ConsoleOn

���� If the lock completes successfully, the current value of the IWS:RID 
Counter is read. This attribute is used to issue the unique componen
the user’s SID.

���� If the IWS:RID Counter cannot be read, the NDS error is returned by
ConsoleOne.

���� ConsoleOne then sets the IWS:RID attribute of the user to the curren
value of the IWS:RID Counter attribute.

���� If an error occurs setting the IWS:RID attribute, the NDS error is return
by ConsoleOne.

���� Once the RID has been assigned, the IWS:RID Counter attribute is 
incremented to ensure that the next user added to the domain gets a u
RID.

���� If an error occurs incrementing the RID, the NDS error is returned by
ConsoleOne.

���� The semaphore lock on the IWS:Mutex attribute is then released to a
attributes of the domain to be updated.

���� If an error occurs freeing the lock, the NDS error is returned by 
ConsoleOne.

���� A backlink to the User object’s IWS:Domain Membership attribute is 
then added to the IWS:Members attribute of the Domain object. This
ensures that the domain knows about the user.
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���� If the backlink fails, the NDS error is returned by ConsoleOne.

���� The user’s IWS:Group and Alias Membership attributes are then upda
to reflect the groups specified by the administrator for the user.

���� If an error occurs modifying these attributes, the NDS error is returned
ConsoleOne.

���� Once the memberships for the user have been updated, the user sh
appear in User Manager for Domains and be able to access resourc
the domain.

NDS Password Change

The process of changing the domain password was covered earlier in th
chapter, “Changing the Windows NT Domain Password” on page 133. You 
can also change the password through ConsoleOne or through the Nove
Client for Windows 95/98 3.1 or Novell Client for Windows NT 4.6.

This section discusses the process used when the cross-platform librarie
receive a request to change the password from one of these mechanism
flowchart shows an overview of the process.
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Figure 118 NDS Password Change Flowchart

The process is described in more detail below:
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�� You or a user chooses to change the password of an NDS user. This 
the old password and the new password in cleartext format at the 
workstation. 

�� The password change utility checks to see if the user performing the
password change has rights to modify the NDS password attribute.

�� If the user does not have rights, an Access Denied error message is
returned indicating that you (if you are the user) or the user does not h
rights to change the password.

�� If the user is allowed to change the password, the libraries compare 
old password entered with the current value in NDS.

�� If the passwords don’t match, an error is returned indicating that the 
wrong old password was entered.

�� Next the libraries check the password restrictions and verify that the n
password meets the requirements set on the user. 

�� If the new password doesn’t meet the requirements, an error is retur
indicating which requirement was not met.

�� Next the libraries check the IWS:Privileges attribute of the user to se
Force Password Synchronization is enabled for this user.

�� If the Force Password Synchronization option is enabled, the libraries
the NT, LAN Manager, and NDS passwords. 

���� If the Force Password Synchronization option is not enabled, the libra
set only the NDS password.

���� The password attributes for the user are then written with the encryp
passwords.

���� If an error occurs writing the NDS attributes, an NDS error code is 
returned to the application.

���� If the attributes were set successfully, the expiration date is updated
necessary. This allows the user to use the password for the configur
amount of days.
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���� If password uniqueness is enabled, the password is added to the his
list to prevent the user from re-using the password.

���� Finally the cleartext password is destroyed at the workstation, preven
it from being read.

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

The lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP) process is fairly 
straightforward. It relies on the LDAP Group object setting up a mapping of 
NDS attributes and classes to LDAP attributes and classes. Once this ma
is configured as described in “LDAP” on page 79, the process acts as shown
in the flowchart that follows:
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Figure 119 LDAP Flowchart
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Figure 120 LDAPFlowchart (continued)
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Figure 121 LDAP Flowchart (continued)

The following group of steps describes the Novell LDAP (NLDAP) server
process shown in the flowchart:

�� The NLDAP process begins when NLDAP.DLL is loaded by the DHOS
module loader. This can occur if the service is set for an automatic sta
which will be loaded when DHOST loads or can be started manually
through the NDS Services Control Panel.

�� If an error occurs launching NLDAP.DLL, the Windows NT error 
message is returned and reported by DHOST.
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�� Once NLDAP.DLL is loaded, it checks to see if an LDAP Server obje
exists in the tree and if the NCP server on which it is being run is a 
member of the LDAP Server object.

�� If no LDAP Server object exists, an error message is returned indica
this and instructing you that an LDAP Server needs to be created or lin
for this NCP server.

�� If an LDAP Server object exists, NLDAP checks to see if the LDAP 
Server object is associated with an LDAP Group object. This object 
contains the settings, such as the class and attribute maps, for how 
NLDAP will operate.

�� If no LDAP group exists or none is associated with the LDAP Server
object linked with the NCP server, an error message is returned indica
that an LDAP Group is not configured and LDAP will not start.

�� If both an LDAP Server and Group exist, the attributes of the LDAP 
Server object are read. These attributes include information about wh
ports the NLDAP server should listen on, the SSL certificate, and vari
timeout parameters.

�� Next, based on the setting in the LDAP Server object, LDAP attempt
configure the specified listeners. The default listeners are TCP port 3
for normal LDAP over TCP/IP and 636 for LDAP over SSL. These ar
the standards specified by the LDAP RFC.

If an error occurs, an error configuring ports will be returned in 
DSTRACE if LDAP tracing is enabled. This is Step 12.

IMPORTANT: If you choose to change the default port assignments, 
the client requesting information from the LDAP Server must also 
reference the specified TCP/IP port.

�� LDAP then checks to see if the specified ports were enabled. If the T
port was disabled, only the SSL port will be opened. If an error occu
the error in Step 12 is reported to DSTRACE if LDAP tracing is enabl

���� If the ports were enabled successfully and SSL was specified, LDAP
checks the LDAP Server object to verify that a valid SSL certificate h
been configured. For more information about configuring certificates, 
the online documentation for ConsoleOne.
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���� If no valid certificate is linked to the LDAP Server object, a message
returned indicating that no certificate, or an invalid certificate, is 
associated to the LDAP Server object.

���� If any errors occur while the TCP ports or SSL ports are being opened
configured, an error is returned to DSTRACE if LDAP tracing is enabl

���� If a valid certificate is linked to the LDAP Server object, LDAP is 
initialized to operate over SSL using the specified certificate. In order
this to function correctly, the NDS Key Material, Trusted Root certifica
must be exported and then imported into your LDAP application.

���� Next LDAP checks for the tracing options enabled on the LDAP Serv
object and enables these.

���� If tracing is enabled, the conditions being traced will be reported to 
DSTRACE if the LDAP process is marked for tracing in the DSTRAC
options screen.

���� NLDAP then begins waiting for incoming requests on the listening po
This will continue until a request to unload NLDAP.DLL is issued by th
DHOST module loader.

���� The NLDAP process begins again when a request is received from a
LDAP application running locally or when an external LDAP client 
request is received.

���� Next NLDAP checks to see if the BIND request received from the LDA
client contained a username and password. If so, NLDAP checks to s
the password is cleartext, and if cleartext passwords are not enabled
NLDAP returns an error to the LDAP application.

���� If no username and password were issued in the BIND request of th
LDAP client, NLDAP checks the LDAP Group object to see if an 
anonymous user proxy account was specified.

���� If no proxy user has been specified, the NDS data will be read as the
[Public] user. This means that only attributes to which the [Public] us
has Read or Write rights can be read or modified.
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���� If a proxy user was specified, the LDAP request is processed as the 
specified user. This means that LDAP can only retrieve information t
which the user has rights. 

IMPORTANT: The Anonymous Proxy Account must be a valid NDS 
user account with a blank password in order for LDAP to use this 
account.

���� If a username was specified in the BIND request, the credentials in t
request are used to access NDS. The user will be able to access on
attributes to which he or she has been granted rights.

���� Next NLDAP reads the class type from the LDAP request and check
NDS to see if the class type exists natively in NDS. This means that 
LDAP class name and the NDS class name are the same. If the class 
natively, NLDAP skips to Step 26.

���� If the LDAP class did not exist natively in NDS, the LDAP Group clas
map attribute is read to identify which NDS class corresponds to the
requested LDAP class.

���� If the LDAP class was not mapped to an NDS class, an error is retur
to NLDAP indicating that no such class exists.

���� If the LDAP class was mapped or existed natively, the attribute or 
attributes in the LDAP request are read.

���� NLDAP checks to see if the LDAP attribute exists natively in the NDS
schema. If so, NLDAP skips to Step 30.

���� If the LDAP schema did not exist natively in NDS, NLDAP checks th
LDAP Group attribute map attribute to see if the specified LDAP 
attribute corresponds to a different NDS attribute.

���� If no attribute mapping is configured for the specified attribute, an er
is returned to the LDAP request indicating that there is no such attrib

���� If the attribute is mapped or exists natively, NLDAP checks to see if 
user performing the lookup has rights to read or modify the specified
attribute.

���� If the user does not have rights to read or modify the attribute, an erro
returned to the LDAP request indicating that access was denied.
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���� If the user has rights to perform the desired operation, the LDAP requ
is processed using the corresponding NDS classes and attributes.

���� The information requested by NLDAP is returned to NLDAP from ND
for further processing, if necessary.

���� NLDAP checks to see if the requested data was returned by NDS. If
data was returned, the NLDAP process skips to Step 39. 

���� If data was not returned, NLDAP checks to see if traversal is enable
Traversal allows NLDAP to traverse the NDS tree rather than looking
only a specified container.

���� If traversal was not enabled, no information is returned to NLDAP and
process skips to Step 39.

���� NLDAP checks to see if data or a referral was returned by the travers
the NDS tree. If so, the process skips to Step 39. 

���� If no data or referral was returned by the traversal process, no informa
is returned in Step 39.

���� NLDAP then packages the data in an LDAP reply and sends the rep
the client or application. This completes the request reply process, a
NLDAP goes back to waiting for another request in Step 16.

���� If you choose to unload NLDAP.DLL from the NDS Services Control 
Panel, the DHOST module loader signals NLDAP.DLL to unload itse

���� If an anonymous proxy user was specified, you are logged out of ND

���� The TCP and SSL listeners are then stopped and the ports closed.

���� The NLDAP.DLL then unloads from the DHOST memory space.

Bulk Loader

Bulk loader is an LDAP3 application that reads an LDAP Information File
(LDIF) containing LDAP classes and attributes and creates or modifies th
appropriate classes and/or attributes. Because it is simply an LDAP proc
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see the “Lightweight Directory Access Protocol” on page 238 process for 
information about what occurs when an LDIF file is bulk loaded.

Connection Monitor

The connection monitor utility (MONITOR.DLL) is used to view active NDS 
connections to the local server and to destroy those connections if it beco
necessary to do so. The following flowchart shows the process:
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Figure 122 Monitor Flowchart

The following steps provide further detail about the process shown in the
flowchart:

�� The module loader component of DHOST.EXE launches 
MONITOR.DLL. This allocates memory and launches the executable
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�� MONITOR.DLL attempts to load the RESDSMON.DLL. This is the 
resource information file for connection monitor. It provides the localiz
string information.

�� Next MONITOR.DLL uses the NCPs exposed through _MISCNCP.DL
to read the connection list of the local server as well as the connectio
state of each connection.

�� When the connection table has been read, the results are displayed.
includes information about the user’s connection numbers, and the 
network addresses from which he or she is connecting.

�� MONITOR.DLL then goes into a wait state, waiting for the user to clic
the Refresh, Kill, or Close button.

�� If the user clicks the Kill button, MONITOR calls an API to remove th
highlighted connection or connections from the connection table. Th
essentially deletes the connection to the server.

�� If you click Refresh, Steps 3 and 4 are repeated to update the list.

�� If the user clicks Close, the MONTIOR.DLL unloads itself and the 
resource file.

Mailbox Manager for Exchange Processes

Like NDS for Windows NT Redirection, the Mailbox Manager component
complex enough that not all processes can be covered. However, this se
shows, where possible, the generalized case of a process and uses spe
only when absolutely necessary. This should help you to at least gain the
knowledge necessary to troubleshoot and correct the problems you encou
The specific processes covered here are:

� “Importing the Exchange Site to NDS” on page 249

� “Administration Processes” on page 260
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Importing the Exchange Site to NDS

After performing the initial “Integrating Exchange Mailboxes with NDS” on
page 178 to prepare the NDS tree for Mailbox Manager and get the files 
copied, it is necessary to run the import utility. The import tool is used to 
duplicate the Microsoft Exchange directory information about mailboxes,
distribution lists, and servers in the NDS database. The following flowcha
shows the process:
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Figure 123 Mailbox Manager Import Flowchart
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Figure 124 Mailbox Manager Import Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 125 Mailbox Manager Import Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 126 Mailbox Manager Import Flowchart (continued)

This flowchart is described in greater detail in the following steps. As befo
the numbers correspond to the numbers in the boxes of the flowchart:
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�� The import tool begins by making a Win32 API call to identify which 
language the machine is running in.

�� Once a language has been identified, the import program attempts to
the RESIMPO.DLL. This .DLL contains the necessary resource 
information such as strings and dialog information for the import to 
continue.

�� If the RESIMPO.DLL cannot be located, an error message is display
indicating that all messages will be displayed in English only. This is 
possible, because the English resources are stored in the IMPORT.E

�� Once the resources have been loaded, the import tool sets the name 
help file to NA4XC.HLP. This help file is used for the context-sensitiv
help of the import tool as well as the snap-in described in the next sec

�� Next, using the Exchange .DLLs copied by the installation program, 
import makes a Microsoft Exchange API call to enumerate the Excha
sites on the network. 

�� If an error is returned from the API, the application returns an error w
the MAPI error code, and the import program exits.

�� If no Exchange sites can be enumerated on the network, the import 
program prompts you to select the Microsoft Exchange server on the
network to query for sites. At that point the process returns to Step 5

�� If a list of sites is found, the sites are displayed. The format is 
O=<exchange org name>.OU=<exchange site name>. 

�� The import tool then waits for you to choose the Exchange site or sit
that you want to migrate to NDS. In order to continue with the import, y
must choose at least one Exchange site.

���� The chosen sites are then written to memory for later use by the imp
program. This information will be used after the NDS location 
information is entered.

���� The import tool then attempts to enumerate the NDS trees on the netw
This is done through standard NDS API calls through the Novell Clie
for Windows NT.
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���� If an error is returned, the installation program exits with an error and
NDS error code.

���� If no trees are enumerated, an error is returned indicating that an err
occurred in finding NDS trees on the network. At this point the 
installation exits.

���� If the trees on the network were enumerated successfully, the import
displays them to you to select the one that has had the installation prog
run on it.

���� The import tool then waits for you to select one of the trees in the list. T
tree information will be used to determine the location of the Exchan
site later in the installation.

���� The tree information is then stored in memory for further use.

���� Next the import utility attempts to enumerate the containers in the 
selected NDS tree. This is again performed by standard NDS APIs 
available through the Novell Client for Windows NT.

���� If an error occurs building the subordinates list, an error is returned a
the import program exits.

���� If the subordinates are enumerated successfully, they are displayed s
you can choose the container where you want the Exchange site obje
be created.

���� The import program then waits for you to choose a container.

���� The context information is then stored for use later in the installation
program.

���� The installation summary screen is then displayed with the informati
that you entered throughout the import tool interface. When you click
Import the importation of the Exchange object into NDS begins.

���� The import then checks the selected NDS tree to see if the schema 
been extended to support the Mailbox Manager schema extensions.
is done by “Integrating Exchange Mailboxes with NDS” on page 178.
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���� If the schema has not been extended, the import stops with an error
the schema has not been extended. To correct this, run the installati
program and extend the schema. Then rerun the import utility.

���� If the schema has been extended to support the Mailbox Manager sch
extensions, the import program checks to see if you have permission
create the ASM:Site object in the chosen container.

���� If you do not have rights to create the objects, the import fails with an
error that you do not have rights to create objects in NDS.

���� If the user has rights to create the objects in NDS, the installation 
proceeds to search the NDS tree to locate an IWS Domain object. Th
to ensure that NDS for Windows NT is installed and that at least one
domain has been redirected.

���� If no IWS Domains are found in the NDS tree, the import returns an er
stating that NDS for Windows NT must be installed in order for Mailbo
Manager to work correctly and then exits.

���� The import utility then reads the IWS:Member attribute for each Doma
object in the tree and stores this information to memory. This gives t
import a list of all of the users in the domains.

���� The import utility then strips off the context information from each use
leaving only the common name or the NT username of the user.

���� This information is then stored in a temporary list, and the next 
IWS:Member attribute is read and Steps 29-30 are repeated until no m
domains exist.

���� The import utility then changes the status of the installation to 
"Duplicating Exchange Hierarchy in NDS."

���� The unicode name of the site is then converted to ASCII so that it can
used in a Microsoft Exchange API.

���� The NDS container where you should be created is then retrieved fro
memory.

���� The import utility then attempts to create the Exchange site object w
the name of the site in the container retrieved in the previous step.
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���� If an error -672 comes back from NDS, an error indicating that you do 
have rights to create the Exchange site is returned. The installation e
In addition, if any other NDS error besides -606 is returned, the error
returned and the program exits.

���� If NDS returns a -606 error indicating that an object with that name 
already exists, the import tool checks to see if the object is an ASM:S
or another object class.

���� If the object is a class other than ASM:Site, an error is returned that 
object with the same name already exists and the import exits.

���� If the object is of class ASM:Site, the migration tool returns a succes
that the object can be updated. The assumption is that you have ma
changes to the Exchange database that you want to synchronize wit
NDS.

���� If the site is imported successfully, or if the previous step returned a 
success, the import checks to see if this is the last site that the impo
needs to create.

���� If this is not the last site, the site name is removed from the list and t
process continues. This way the site is not created multiple times.

���� If this is the last site, or after the site has been deleted in the previous 
each Recipients container in the Exchange directory for that site is  
enumerated using Exchange APIs.

���� Once the containers have been enumerated, the import checks to see
container is a configuration container. This is a special type of conta
storing Exchange configuration information. This information cannot 
managed by Mailbox Manager for Exchange.

���� If the container was a configuration container, the import skips the 
container and does not create it in NDS.

���� If the container was not a configuration container, the import creates
ASM:Recipients Container object as a subordinate to the ASM:Site 
object.
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���� If NDS returns a -606, the import knows it is running in update mode a
does not re-create the Recipients container. It proceeds to the next s
without performing any operation.

���� If the object was created successfully or was skipped, the import che
the list of containers to see if this is the last container in the current 
Exchange site. If not, it returns to Step 43.

���� If this is the last container, the import checks again to see if this is the
site. If not, the import returns to Step 33. 

���� Once all of the sites and containers have been imported, the import 
enumerates all of the mailboxes and domains and begins by getting the 
name of the first object to be imported.

���� Once the name has been obtained, the import next checks which typ
object it is. If the object is a mailbox, it continues to the next step. If t
object is a distribution list, the program skips to Step 61.

���� If the object is a mailbox, the import attempts to get the Primary Windo
NT Account name for the user account. This is the domain user who
corresponds to the Exchange mailbox.

���� If the mailbox has no Primary Windows NT Account identified, an err
is written to the IMPORT.LOG file indicating that the user is not 
associated with a valid NT account. The import then goes to Step 64

���� If a Primary Windows NT Account is identified, the import tool attemp
to find the user account in the specified domain. This is from the mem
list read from the IWS Domain object in Step 29.

���� If the user cannot be found in the IWS:Member attribute of the IWS 
Domain, an error is written to the IMPORT.LOG file indicating that th
user has not been migrated to NDS. The import then goes to Step 6

���� If the user is found, the ASM:Primary Windows NT Account, 
ASM:Recipients ContainerDN, and ASM:Exchange Server DN attribu
are written to the user. 

���� Once the user information is set, the mailbox is added to the 
ASM:Mailbox List attribute of the Recipients container.
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���� If an error occurs, the error is written to the IMPORT.LOG file and th
import goes to Step 64.

���� If the information is written to the user successfully, the import checks
see if the Exchange server where the user’s mailbox exists has been
created as an NDS object.

���� If the ASM:Exchange Server object does not exist, the import progra
creates the object as a subordinate of the Exchange site.

���� The mailbox is then added to the ASM:Mailbox List attribute of the 
server.

���� If the object was a distribution list in Step 49, the import program gets
name of the distribution list.

���� The import then creates the ASM:Distribution List object under the 
ASM:Recipients Container where it existed in the Exchange director

���� If an error occurs creating the object or adding the attributes, an erro
written to the IMPORT.LOG indicating the error that occurred. The 
import then proceeds to the next step.

���� The import then checks to see if this is the last Exchange object that n
to be moved. If not, the installation starts with the next object at Step

���� Now that all of the objects have been imported to the NDS tree 
successfully, the properties of the mailboxes and distribution lists are
written to the corresponding NDS attribute.

���� If errors occur setting attributes on the objects, they will be written to 
IMPORT.LOG.

���� Once all of the attributes have been written, the final screen is displa
If errors were encountered, the final screen notifies you and gives yo
option to view the log file. When you click Close, the import program
exits.
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Administration Processes

You use NetWare Administrator to perform administration tasks on Micros
Exchange mailboxes after Mailbox Manager for Exchange has been insta
This functionality is provided by the NA4XC.DLL and supporting files. The 
following flowchart shows the administration process:
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Figure 127 Mailbox Manager Administration Flowchart
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Figure 128 Mailbox Manager Administration Flowchart (continued)
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Figure 129 Mailbox Manager Administration Flowchart (continued)

The following list details the flowchart:

�� NetWare Administrator loads and as part of the load process causes
Mailbox Manager snap-in (NA4XC.DLL) to load. The first thing that th
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snap-in does is check to find out which language NetWare Administra
is running in.

�� Next it attempts to load the resource file containing the language-spe
information. The name of this file is RESNA4X.DLL and is located in th
NLS\<Language> directory.

�� If the resource file cannot be loaded, a message is displayed indicat
that the file cannot be found and that all messages will be displayed in 
English.

�� The unicode tables are then initialized by the snap-in. 

�� If the unicode files cannot be initialized, an error is returned indicating 
that the unicode tables could not be initialized, and the snap-in fails 
load.

�� The snap-in then gets a handle to NDS. This is used so that the sna
can access NDS and make changes to it.

�� The snap-in then begins to load BACKEND.DLL. The startup of 
BACKEND.DLL is described in Steps 8-11.

�� BACKEND.DLL initializes a duplicate context handle to NDS. This 
allows the BACKEND.DLL file to retrieve the information that the sna
in modifies in NDS.

�� Next BACKEND sets up an event handler. This event handler is used
that the snap-in can notify BACKEND.DLL that it has made a change
NDS. 

���� BACKEND then goes into a wait mode waiting to be notified of a chan
by the snap-in.

���� BACKEND.DLL now returns control to NA4XC.DLL to continue 
loading.

���� The snap-in now registers the NDS object types it is responsible for.
These include the Exchange Site, Distribution List, Recipients Contain
Mailbox, and Exchange Server. 
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���� Next the snap-in registers the Tools | Import Mailboxes option with 
NetWare Administrator. This option causes the “Importing the Exchange 
Site to NDS” on page 249 to be launched. This should be performed if th
databases get out of sync.

���� The snap-in then goes into a wait state waiting for the user to make 
change to a Mailbox Manager class or attribute.

���� When the snap-in is requested to make a change or to start the import
the snap-in checks to see which operation has been requested.

���� If the Tools | Import Mailboxes was selected, the snap-in attempts to
launch the IMPORT.EXE tool from the WIN32 directory of the server

���� If the launch is successful, it proceeds according to the process alre
discussed in the “Importing the Exchange Site to NDS” on page 249.

���� If an OUT_OF_RES error is returned by the attempt to start the impo
then an error message is returned indicating that "During the launch
IMPORT.EXE the system reported it was out of memory or resource
and the import does not launch.

���� If a BAD_FORMAT error is returned by the attempt to start the import
message is returned indicating that "The IMPORT.EXE file is invalid"
and the import does not launch.

���� If a FILE_NOT_FOUND error is returned by the attempt to start the 
import, a message is returned indicating that "The specified file 
IMPORT.EXE is invalid" and the import does not launch.

���� If a PATH_NOT_FOUND error is returned by the attempt to start the
import, a message is returned indicating that "The specified path for 
IMPORT.EXE is invalid" and the import does not launch.

���� If an UNKNOWN_ERROR is returned during the attempt to launch th
import, an error is returned indicating that "During the launch of 
IMPORT.EXE, An unknown error occurred."  The import utility does not 
launch.

���� If in Step 15 the operation being requested was the change of an ob
the object type is identified.
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���� Next the attribute or attributes being modified are found and applied 
clicking OK.

���� When you click OK the snap-in commits the changes to the NDS obj

���� If an error occurred modifying the object, NetWare Administrator retur
an NDS error through a pop-up dialog.

���� If NDS was modified successfully, a comma-delimited string is built fro
the attribute changes along with the corresponding Exchange directo
attributes. 

���� The string is then passed to DAPI32.DLL. This .DLL contains the 
directory import and export functions used to import data to the Excha
directory.

���� DAPI32.DLL attempts to make the changes and waits for a return co
from the Exchange Directory.

���� If the operation was successful, a DSIMPORT informational entry is 
written to the Application log of the Event Viewer.

���� If the operation failed, a DSIMPORT Access Denied entry is written t
the Application log of the Event Viewer. 

���� The snap-in then begins to wait for the next change. If another chan
occurs, processing begins at Step 15.

���� If the snap-in receives a request to quit, it unregisters the Tools men
extensions.

���� Next it unregisters the object types from NDS. This means that if the
snap-in is not loaded, next time the object will be unavailable to edit.

���� The snap-in then closes the NDS context handle so that the handles
not left open. This also cleans up the BACKEND.DLL handle, becaus
is a duplicate of the snap-in’s handle.

���� The snap-in then unloads BACKEND.DLL.

���� The snap-in then exits.
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� Error Codes for NDS for Windows NT 
Corporate Edition

This chapter lists the error codes returned by components of NDS® for 
Windows* NT* Corporate Edition (NDS v8). It also presents possible cause
and provides suggested actions for correcting errors.

In addition to NDS error codes, many error codes are returned by the Wind
NT operating system and the Win32 API set. For information about error
returned by Win32 APIs, see the Microsoft* Platform SDK documentation
http://www.microsoft.com/msdn. 

The error codes covered in this chapter include:

� NDS Error Codes

These are the error codes that are returned by NDS. They can be retu
to any process making an NDS call. These error codes begin with “-601 
FFFFFDA7 NO SUCH ENTRY” on page 268.

� NDS Redirector Error Codes

These are error codes returned by the Novell® SAMSRV.DLL. These 
errors are generally written to the Windows NT system event log or 
returned to a dialog. They are from the NTSTATUS.H file that is includ
with the NT Device Developers Kit (DDK).

These error codes begin with “C0000001h or 3221225473 
STATUS_UNSUCCESSFUL” on page 363. Many of the error codes in 
this section are returned by Windows NT or by other applications. All
the error code explanations are listed, but only the errors that 
SAMSRV.DLL returns have possible causes and solutions.  
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In the event that you receive one of the error messages that does not
possible cause, it is best to isolate the problem to a specific applicat
and then contact the application vendor or Microsoft for further 
assistance.

If you determine that the problem is with NDS for NT, request a debu
SAMSRV.DLL and provide Novell Technical Services (NTS) with the
log file from the checked file. NTS can then analyze the file for the er

� Mailbox Manager for Exchange Error Codes

These error codes are returned by the Import and Administration tools
Mailbox Manager for Exchange. These error codes begin with 
“IDS_MAILBOX_WITHOUT_NT_INFO The mailbox does not have an
associated NT account.” on page 448.

-601 FFFFFDA7 NO SUCH ENTRY

Source: NDS

Explanation: The specified NDS object could not be found on the NDS server that is 
responding to a request.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: The object name entered could not be found in the context specified. T
object name might be mistyped. The context for the workstation might be
incorrect for the object being sought. The leading dots or trailing dots mig
be used incorrectly.

Action: Check the context specified for the object name entered. If the command
input was the object name, check the workstation's context. Make sure th
points to the correct level of the NDS tree for the object name specified. If
input includes the object's full or partial context, make sure that the leadi
and trailing dots are specified appropriately and the types are correct.

Possible Cause: Occurrences of this error in response to an NDS or bindery API can oc
during normal handling of an NDS tree. However, repeated occurrences o
error might indicate a program fault in the application being used.

Action: If the error persists, contact the developer of the application.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs in response to a request for the target server to start
synchronization in NDS, the partition root object that was specified is no
present on the target server.

Action: If you are running DS.NLM 5.01 or later, the error in this case will resolve 
itself.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to finish NDS authentication for an NDS object, a
object was deleted before the authentication was completed.

Action: In this case, the error is informational and no action is required.

Possible Cause: This error could occur in the background process Backlink Process. Th
external reference might have been removed or overwritten by an incom
replica. This error occurs if the external reference was removed or overwr
while NDS was waiting for the Backlink attribute to be created on an ND
server that is holding a replica of the NDS partition that includes the extern
referenced object.

Action: Ignore transitory occurrences. Over a period of time, the error will resolve 
itself in this case.

Possible Cause: This error could occur in response to a Dead or Rename obituary durin
NDS Janitor background process. In this case, the error could occur whi
processing obituaries after a successful completion of the background pro
for NDS replica synchronization. If it does, then it means that the target se
does not hold an external reference of the object being deleted.

The external reference might have been removed or overwritten by an 
incoming replica.

Action: If the server itself is no longer in the tree but still exists as an object in the 
then locate the Server object and delete it.

If the replica is incoming, then it should get updated into the replica ring a
should be notified and should correct itself. If the error does not correct its
contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to read information for an NDS object that does no
on the NDS server that is replying to the request.

If the error is displayed while you are running DSTRACE on the server o
viewing Partition Continuity in NDS ManagerTM , it usually means that an 
entry is missing from the entry record table on the source server. 

Action: Make sure that the request has had enough time to be processed on the
server.

Identify which object is returning the -601 error. To do this, use the SET 
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DSTRACE=+SYNC command on both the source server and the target se
and on any other servers in the replica list.

If the object with the error is not a Server object, try deleting it.

If the object with the error is a Server object, see if DSTRACE returns an
other errors besides -601. Address those errors, if any.

You can use the Partition Continuity feature of NDS Manager to evaluate
partition for synchronization errors. NDS Manager has several repair 
functions that allow you to correct synchronization errors without having 
run DSREPAIR from the server.

NOTE: Using the Send Updates option might create high levels of network 
traffic.

If Partition Continuity shows no errors besides -601, use NDS Manager t
send updates from a replica that does not have the error or to receive up
on the replica with the error.

NOTE: Receive updates will create less traffic than send. Send Updates 
and Receive Updates are available from the Tree view, the list of Partitions 
and Servers, and the Partition Continuity view in NDS Manager.

Possible Cause: The replicas of an NDS partition might be inconsistent.

Action: If the problem is with the replica ring being inconsistent, see actions for e
“-672 FFFFFD60 NO ACCESS” on page 325.

WARNING: Using the Send All Objects option or the Receive All Objects 
option might create high levels of network traffic.

If the problem is with inconsistencies inside the partition, such as objects
different replicas not being the same, use the Send All Objects option or
Receive All Objects option in DSREPAIR to update replicas of a partition
the servers holding replicas.

-60 FFFFDA6 NO SUCH VALUE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The requested value could not be found for the specified object.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.
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Possible Cause: A value for the specified attribute does not exist on the specified objec

Action: No action is required. This message is to inform the user that there is no v
For example, this message will be displayed if an attempt was made to lo
a login script in NWADMIN and no login script existed for that object.

Possible Cause: The requester does not have sufficient rights to the attribute for the sp
object.

Action: If appropriate, assign the requester the necessary rights.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to find the Master replica, but the Master replica
not found.

Action: Designate a Master replica.

Possible Cause: This error might be a temporary condition that exists due to the loosely
consistent nature of NDS.

Action: Wait and try the action again. If this error persists, contact a Novell supp
provider.

Possible Cause: If this error is encountered during the login or authentication process, t
error usually means that the user's or the server's public keys could not b
located.

Action: If it is the user's public keys, regenerate the user's key pair by changing 
password with the applicable utility.

If it is the server's public keys and that server is a critical server, then con
a Novell support provider for assistance in restoring the server's keys.

Possible Cause: An occurrence of this error during the synchronization process betwee
servers means that one of the public keys cannot be located or the replic
of one of the servers contains inconsistent results.

Action: Determine whether the value exists for the specified attribute using NLIS

If either of these messages is displayed without an error code, complete
action that is applicable to the error displayed: Error unable to communic
or Error sending updates.

Error unable to communicate:

� Determine if a problem exists with the object. To do this, use DSTRA
and enable replication tracing. 

� This problem might be related to the public key or the remote ID numb
Verify that all remote server ID numbers are valid.
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To do this, run the Verify Remote Server IDs option from the Partition
Continuity view in NDS Manager (on the client) or DSREPAIR (on th
server).

If the -602 or -603 error codes are returned, rerun the Verify Remote
Server IDs option.

If error codes -602 or -603 are returned again, contact a Novell supp
provider.

Be aware, however, that a public key cannot be repaired unless at le
one server in the tree is authenticating to the target server. The serve
is able to successfully authenticate to the target server must also ha
real copy of the target server object. 

This means that the server must have a replica (other than a subord
reference replica) of the partition holding the target server object. If o
two servers are in the tree, remove the target server from the tree an
reinstall it.

Error sending updates:

Determine if a problem exists with the object. To do this, use DSTRACE a
enable replication tracing.

If an error exists, try deleting the object in question.

-603 FFFFFDA5 NO SUCH ATTRIBUTE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The requested attribute could not be found. In NDS, if an attribute does
contain a value, then the attribute does not exist for the specific object.

The request might be

� Read an NDS schema attribute definition

� Remove an NDS schema attribute definition

� Update an NDS schema attribute definition

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.
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Possible Cause: The definition for the specified schema attribute does not exist on the s
replying to the request.

Action: Determine which type of object the error is occurring on.

If the object is a simple one, such as a single user who is not a critical us
delete and recreate the problem object.

If the source server is missing the attribute, use DSREPAIR to perform a
Receive All Updates from the Master to This Replica operation on the sou
server.

WARNING: The Receive All Updates from the Master to This Replica 
operation in DSREPAIR removes the replica and then places the replica 
back on the server. This operation cannot be performed on the server that 
holds the Master replica. If this operation needs to be performed on the 
server holding the Master replica, reassign the Master replica to another 
replica ring using DSREPAIR before starting this operation.

Possible Cause: The specified object does not have the specified attribute.

Action: Perform a Send All Objects to Every Replica in the Ring operation from 
DSREPAIR.

WARNING: When a Send All Objects to Every Replica in the Ring 
operation is performed on large partitions or partitions with numerous 
replicas, considerable traffic on the network can result.

Possible Cause: The requester does not have sufficient rights to the attributes for the sp
object.

Action: If appropriate, assign the requester the necessary rights.

-604 FFFFFDA4 NO SUCH CLASS

Source: NDS

Explanation: The specified NDS schema class definition does not exist on the NDS s
that is replying to the request.

The request might be

� Read an NDS schema attribute definition

� Remove an NDS schema attribute definition

� Add an attribute to the NDS schema attribute definition's Optional 
Attribute list
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� Add Access Control Lists (ACLs) to the NDS schema class definition
Default ACL (template) list.

� Add classes to the NDS schema class definition's containment list if 
class to modify, not the classes referenced within the containment lis
was not found.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure you understand the cause of the 
error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to add a class to the containment list of another
schema class definition. In this case, the class to be added does not exist 
NDS server that is replying to the request.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to create an NDS object using an NDS schema 
definition that does not exist.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to change an object to an NDS object with an N
schema class definition that does not exist.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: The schema has not been extended on the server reporting the -604 e

Action: Extend the schema on the server receiving the -604 error. 

WARNING: Do not extend the schema on a server that holds a replica of 
[Root]. 

Use one of the following steps:

� If the server receiving the error does not hold a replica of [Root], use
Reset Schema option in DSREPAIR to copy the schema from anothe
server.

� If the server has a replica of [Root], either remove the replica tempora
and then run the Reset Schema option in DSREPAIR, or contact a No
support provider.

Possible Cause: The schema has not been extended.

Action: Use the following steps to resolve this problem:
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1. Find the server that has the schema files needed. Note that schema
have an .sch extension.

2. Run ndssch.exe, located in SYS:\public, to extend the schema with 
*.sch files.

3. Start DSTRACE and enable schema tracing.

Possible Cause: Third-party schema is not synchronized.

Action: Remove and reinstall the third-party schema and re-create the extension
the schema to be propagated throughout the entire tree, the schema mu
extended on a server that holds a writeable replica of [Root].

-605 FFFFFDA3 NO SUCH PARTITION

Source: NDS

Explanation: The specified NDS partition does not exist on the NDS server that is rep
to the request.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt to locate the parent partition of the specified partition failed
communication problem might exist between NDS servers within the ND
tree.

Action: Check for and resolve any communication issues between NDS servers w
the NDS tree.

Possible Cause: Inconsistent data is being returned from the local database.

Action: Use DSREPAIR to resolve this issue.

Possible Cause: An internal auditing error occurred.

Action: Obtain additional information about the source and target servers by usin
DSTRACE with the Auditing flag set. 

Possible Cause: An error occurred in the application being used.

Action: If the error persists, contact the developer of the application.

-606 FFFFFDA2 ENTRY ALREADY EXISTS

Source: NDS
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Explanation: An attempt was made to create, restore, or rename an NDS object whe
object with the same distinguished name already exists within the NDS t

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: This error can occur in response to an NDS or bindery API call during 
normal handling of an NDS tree. If the error persists, a program fault mig
exist in the application being used to create, restore, or rename objects.

Action: Consider the error temporary unless it persists.

If the error persists, contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs at the server and an attempt has been made to rena
server in the AUTOEXEC.NCF, an object with the same name already ex
in the same container as the server.

This case is evident if the server name appears with the old name in 
DSREPAIR and with the new name at the console prompt.

You can also determine whether this is the cause by using DSTRACE an
turning on Limber tracing to view the error.

Action: Delete or rename the object with the same name. Or shut down the serve
restore the server's original name or give it a new name, and bring the s
back up.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to add an object at the same level as a pre-existin
of the same name but not necessarily the same class.

Action: Specify a different name for the object being added, or rename the exist
object.

-607 FFFFFDA1 NOT EFFECTIVE CLASS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create an object using an NDS schema class 
definition that is not flagged as a base class. Only an NDS schema class
definition that has its Effective Class flag set can be used as the base cla
a new object.

NDS has two types of object classes: effective and noneffective. Only 
effective classes can be used to create entries.

You can use noneffective classes as super classes. These noneffective c
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define information associated with various effective classes.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to create an object using a schema class definit
is not flagged as an Effective Class.

Action: When creating an object, select an NDS schema class definition that is fla
as an Effective Class. The standard NetWare® utilities that ship with NetWare 
only allow effective classes to be used when creating objects. Find out w
utility is being used to create the object. This utility is not following the rul
of the specified object. Contact the developer of the utility.

Possible Cause: If the error occurs when restoring an object, the NDS schema in use by t
is probably different from the schema used by the original NDS tree.

Action: Before attempting to restore an NDS object, restore the NDS schema. T
might require reinstalling any software that extended the NDS schema.

Possible Cause: The schema on this server may be missing information or may be corr

Action: Use one of the following actions to resolve the problem:

WARNING: Do not reset the schema on a server that holds a replica of 
[Root]. 

� If the server does not contain a replica of the [Root] partition, use the
Reset Schema option in DSREPAIR to reset the schema on this serv

� If the server contains a replica of [Root], temporarily remove the repli
run the Reset Schema option in DSREPAIR, and then re-create the [R
replica on the server.

WARNING: Adding the [Root] replica might create high levels of 
network traffic.

� If you cannot remove the [Root] replica from the server, contact a Nov
support provider.

Possible Cause: If the error occurs when importing bindery information into the director
during an upgrade from NetWare 3.x or when mutating a bindery object, an 
internal error within NDS could have occurred.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.
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-608 FFFFFDA0 ILLEGAL ATTRIBUTE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to add an attribute to an NDS object that is not list
an optional or a mandatory attribute within the expanded NDS schema c
definition of the object's base class.

The only attributes that are supported for an NDS object are listed within
expanded NDS schema class definition of the object's base class.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: If the error occurs during the background processes for NDS replica 
synchronization, two causes for this error might be

� The NDS schema class definition used by the source server differs f
the definition used by the target server. Additionally, the error indicat
that the NDS schema on the source server contains additional 
information.

� The database on the source server is damaged.

Action: If the error occurs during the background processes for NDS replica 
synchronization and the NDS schema class definition used by the source
server differs from the definition used by the target server.

If you suspect that the database on the source server is the problem, try
repairing it using DSREPAIR with Rebuild Operational Schema selected

Possible Cause: If this error occurs while attempting to add an attribute to an object, the
unsupported attribute might have been used.

Action: Use only those attributes for an NDS object that are supported in the expa
NDS schema class definition of the object's base class.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs while adding an attribute to an NDS alias object, NDS
not accept this task because this task is not supported by NDS.

Action: NDS does not support adding attributes to alias objects. Therefore, this t
cannot be performed.

-609 FFFFFD9F MISSING MANDATORY

Source: NDS
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Explanation: One or more of the mandatory attributes for the object being created or 
modified are missing.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to modify an object without specifying values for 
the mandatory attributes listed within the expanded NDS schema class 
definition of the object's base class.

Action: To determine which attributes are mandatory for an operational NDS sch
class definition, use NDS Schema Manager.

Possible Cause: If the error occurs during the background processes for NDS replica 
synchronization, two causes for this error might be

� The NDS schema class definition used by the source server differs f
the definition used by the target server. Additionally, the error indicat
that the NDS schema on the source server contains additional 
information.

� The database on the source server is damaged.

Action: If the error occurs during the background processes for NDS replica 
synchronization, and the NDS schema class definition used by the sourc
server differs from the definition used by the target server.

If you suspect that the database on the source server is the problem, try
repairing it using DSREPAIR with Rebuild Operational Schema selected

-610 FFFFFD9E ILLEGAL DS NAME

Source: NDS

Explanation: The NDS relative distinguished name or distinguished name supplied fo
NDS object is illegal.

Possible Cause: The NDS relative distinguished name or distinguished name that was su
was not formatted properly, or it exceeded the maximum length of 256 
characters.

Action: Make sure the NDS relative distinguished name or distinguished name 
supplied for an NDS object follows the naming conventions for NDS obje
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-611 FFFFFD9D ILLEGAL CONTAINMENT

Source: NDS

Explanation: The containment rules of NDS specify where an object class can appea
relation to other objects in the NDS tree. An attempt was made to add an 
object or NDS schema class definition that violates the NDS schema 
containment rules.

When an NDS object is being created, the object can only be created as a
of an object whose base class is specified within the containment list of t
new object's expanded NDS schema class definition.

For example, the object class Country can only be created at the top of t
NDS tree. The object class User can only be created under Organization o
containers and Organizational Unit object containers. The schema enfor
the containment rules for NDS.

This error might appear in NDS Manager when moving a partition.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when moving a partition, the containment rules for m
a partition have been violated.

For example, this error will occur if an attempt is made to move an 
Organization object (O) under another Organization object or Organizatio
Unit (OU). This move violates the containment rule that an Organization 
object can only exist under Locality, Top, Country, or Tree Root.

Action: Check the containment rules for the partition object and make sure the m
is following the rules.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during the Backlinker background process, then an a
was made to backlink an external reference whose parent object (also a
external reference) was unbacklinked.

Action: Wait for the Backlinker process to complete. If the Backlinker process will 
complete, check for and resolve communication errors. Also, make sure 
server where the object resides is working and can be accessed.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during any background process other than the Back
process, then the database on the source server is probably damaged.

Action: Repair the database using DSREPAIR.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when attempting to write a new schema class definitio
contains itself, the container class flag is probably not set.

Action: Before attempting to create a new NDS schema class definition that con
itself or that is meant to be specified within the containment list of any ot
class definitions, make sure the container class flag is set.

Possible Cause: This error can occur when attempting to create an NDS schema class 
definition with a noncontainer schema class specified within the definitio
containment list. If an error occurs in this case, the container class flag is
probably not set.

Action: Before attempting to create an NDS schema class definition with a 
noncontainer schema class specified within the definition’s containment 
make sure the container class flag is set.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to create an object whose parent object is an alia
represents an alias dereferencing problem.

Action: Specify a real object as the parent of the new object.

-612 FFFFFD9C CANT HAVE MULTIPLE VALUES

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to add a value to an attribute whose NDS schem
attribute definition is constrained as single valued, without overwriting or
deleting the existing attribute value.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application being used to manipulate th
attributes of the NDS object.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-613 FFFFFD9B SYNTAX VIOLATION

Source: NDS

Explanation: A request was made to modify an NDS attribute using data that does no
conform to the syntax specified within the NDS schema attribute definitio

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.
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Possible Cause: This error occurs most often when an attribute value being added to an
is incorrect or when the value is pointing to an object that does not exist in
tree.

Action: Verify that the object name being added as a value is correct, and verify 
the object exists in the tree.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to modify an NDS attribute whose syntax is a 
distinguished name. The following are possible causes of the error:

� The source server was unable to locate the distinguished name for t
NDS object provided.

� The distinguished name for the NDS object provided refers to a dele
object. Additional information on this instance of the error can be 
obtained using DSTRACE on the source server with the Collisions fl
set.

� The distinguished name for the NDS object provided is an illegal ND
name.

Action: Make sure that the object name does not contain illegal characters.

Possible Cause: A fault occurred in the application that is being used to manipulate the
attribute values.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: The error might also occur when a bindery-type object (usually created
third-party program) becomes corrupted.

Action: If the -613 errors are on these types of objects, delete all objects created b
program and then reinstall the program.

Possible Cause: This error is also seen during the installation or upgrade to NetWare 4.
later versions).

Action: If you are installing or upgrading to NetWare 4.1 (or later versions), run 
Partition Continuity in NDS Manager to view any synchronization errors o
the partition on which you are installing the server. Using NDS Manager, 
Repair Local Database on the server holding the Master replica of the 
partition.

If a new NetWare 4.1 (or later version) server hangs during installation w
copying over the existing NDS objects, run DSTRACE on the server hold
the Master replica of the partition on which you are installing the server. Do 
this by enabling NDS replication tracing in DSTRACE.
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If an error exists after running DSTRACE, run DSREPAIR on the master

If the problem still exists, run the replication trace command in DSTRACE
find the object returning the error and check the description field (and an
other field that accepts a string) for any unusual ASCII characters. Correc
corruption or delete the object, and the replica should complete copying to
new server.

-614 FFFFFD9A DUPLICATE VALUE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to add an attribute value to an NDS object that al
has an instance of that attribute with the same value, without overwriting
deleting the existing value.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to manipulate an attribu
an NDS object.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-615 FFFFFD99 ATTRIBUTE ALREADY EXISTS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create an NDS schema attribute definition with
NDS schema where an attribute definition with the same name already e
and without requesting that the existing definition be overwritten.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create an NDS sch
attribute definition.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-616 FFFFFD98 MAXIMUM ENTRIES EXIST

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to add an NDS object to the NDS database while
maximum number of entries within the NDS object database already exi
The maximum number of entries allowed in the NDS object database is 
16,711,679 for each NDS server.

Possible Cause: The NDS object database on the source server is full.

Action: To free entries within the NDS object database, partition the NDS tree an
remove any unneeded partitions from the source server.
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-617 FFFFFD97 DATABASE FORMAT

Source: NDS

Explanation: The record structure of the NDS database does not match the structure
expected by the version of NDS (DS.NLM) being used. Therefore, the lo
database cannot be used.

All versions of NDS for NetWare 4.x use the same record structure. NetWa
5.x (and later versions) use a different record structure. The version of 
DS.NLM being loaded must match the record structure to use the databa

The record structure of the NDS database is checked when loading NDS
(DS.NLM) and during any attempts to abort an NDS activity.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to load a NetWare 5 (or later) version of NDS on
database originally created with NetWare 4 without first upgrading the 
database.

Action: Use one of the following actions:

� To continue using NetWare 4.x, load the correct 4.x version of DS.NLM.

� To upgrade to NetWare 5.x (or later), use the NetWare installation 
program to properly upgrade the server and convert the NDS databa
the new record structure.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to load a NetWare 4TM  version of DS.NLM on a database
that was created by or updated to the NetWare 5TM  record structure.

Action: Load the correct NetWare 5 version of DS.NLM. A NetWare 4 version of 
DS.NLM will not work on a NetWare 5 version of the database.

Possible Cause: If the version of DS.NLM being used matches the structure of the NDS
database, the local database is damaged.

Action: Run DSREPAIR once. If this error persists after running DSREPAIR the f
time, contact a Novell support provider.

WARNING: If DSREPAIR is run a second time, the first set of old database 
files will be overwritten and it might not be possible to restore the former 
Directory Information Base (DIB). (In NetWare 5, the old database files 
have the extension .dod.)
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NOTE: The DSREPAIR.NLM requires a valid record structure. Resolving 
record structure problems requires the assistance of Novell Technical 
Services.

-618 FFFFFD96 INCONSISTENT DATABASE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An unexpected error condition has occurred on the source server due to 
the following conditions:

�  Problems with the local NDS database

�  Unexpected data returned from the local NDS database

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt to initialize (open) the local NDS database failed.

Action: For additional information about repairing an NDS database that will not
open, see the actions for error “-663 FFFFFD69 DS LOCKED” on page 317.

Possible Cause: An occurrence of this error during the NDS Limber background proces
indicate replica ring discrepancies if the following conditions exist:

� The source server does not have a replica attribute value for itself in
or more of the replica rings of the NDS partitions held by the source 
server.

� The source server was unable to locate the replica attribute value 
identifying the NDS server holding the Master replica of an NDS 
partition held by the source server.

Action: Run DSREPAIR > Advanced Options > Repair Local DS Database.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to change the NDS tree name to a name longer t
characters.

Action: Specify a tree name that is less than 128 characters long.

If it is an application that is attempting to rename the tree with a name lon
than 128 characters, contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to access a record that does not exist within the
NDS database.
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Action: Run DSREPAIR > Advanced Options > Repair Local DS Database.

Possible Cause: The internal record structure version of the directory services files doe
match the version that the DS.NLM is expecting.

Action: Make sure that DS.NLM is the correct version and that it is not corrupted
this does not resolve the problem, the database may be corrupted. Run 
DSREPAIR to resolve the corruption. 

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to modify the [Root] of the tree, but the record ret
by the database is not the [Root] object. This indicates that there is corrup
in the database.

Action: Run DSREPAIR > Advanced Options > Repair Local DS Database.

Possible Cause: When attempting to initialize the database, the local server information
not found.

Action: Run DSREPAIR > Advanced Options > Repair Local DS Database.

-619 FFFFFD95 INVALID COMPARISON

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to compare the values of two attributes whose syn
are not comparable.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to manipulate an obje
attributes.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-620 FFFFFD94 COMPARISON FAILED

Source: NDS

Explanation: The values of two attributes submitted for comparison do not match bas
the submitted comparison criteria.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to manipulate an obje
attributes.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-621 FFFFFD93 TRANSACTIONS DISABLED

Source: NDS
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Explanation: NDS is unable to service a request because the transaction service bein
provided by the operating system is disabled.

Possible Cause: An occurrence of this error indicates that the operating system's transa
service is disabled on the source server or the target server.

Action: At the console prompt of the server, type ENABLE TTS.

If TTS was disabled because volume SYS: is full, log in to the server and
delete unnecessary files from volume SYS: and then type ENABLE TTS a
console.

If this is a persistent problem, you can avoid TTS being disabled by lowe
the maximum transactions being tracked: 2,000 transactions works for m
servers receiving this error.

Possible Cause: This error may occur when performing a large operation that involves m
transactions, such as removing a replica.

Action: If this error only occurs when performing a large operation, temporarily low
the maximum number of transactions being tracked; 2,000 transactions w
for most servers receiving this error. The number can be increased once
operation has been successfully completed. 

-622 FFFFFD92 INVALID TRANSPORT

Source: NDS

Explanation: An application attempted to use a referral whose address type was not 
recognized by NDS. NDS recognizes TCP, IPXTM , DDP, UDP, and NetBEUI 
addresses.

Possible Cause: An occurrence of this error during an attempt to establish communicat
indicates that the local server was unable to identify a known address typ
within the referral for the target server.

Action: Follow the steps below to resolve this issue:

1. Ensure that the referral is available.

2. In DSREPAIR, select the Advanced menu option Server Known to T
Database.

3. Select the target NDS server.

4. Select the Repair Selected Server's Network Address option.
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-623 FFFFFD91 SYNTAX INVALID IN NAME

Source: NDS

Explanation: An application attempted to create a schema class definition that specif
naming attribute whose schema attribute definition is not constrained as 
string.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create a schema cl
definition.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-624 FFFFFD90 REPLICA ALREADY EXISTS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made by an application to add a replica to an NDS serve
already holds a readable replica of the same partition.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during the NDS background process, discrepancies
exist in the replica rings of the servers holding replicas of the partition.

Action: This error may be transitory. If it persists, check the replica rings of the ser
holding replicas of the partition to ensure that they are consistent.

Possible Cause: Discrepancies might exist between the replica ring on the NDS server h
the Master replica of the partition and the target server.

Action: Determine whether the target server already holds a replica. To do this, us
DSREPAIR or NDS Manager.

If the target server already holds a replica and it is not listed in the replica 
on the server holding the Master replica, destroy the replica on the targe
server, and add it again using Partition Manager in NDS Manager.

WARNING: When the Send All Objects to Every Replica in the Ring 
operation is performed on large partitions or partitions with numerous 
replicas, considerable traffic on the network can result.

If the read/write replica does not have a target server, but the master doe
perform a Send All Objects to Every Replica in the Ring operation from 
DSREPAIR.

-625 FFFFFD8F TRANSPORT FAILURE

Source: NDS
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Explanation: The source server is unable to communicate with the target server. This
is almost always LAN-related.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: The status attribute on the server's object is Down.

Action: If the status attribute on the server’s object is Down, but the server is up
available for requests, no action is necessary. NDS will periodically check
status of a server. If the server is found to be unavailable because the ser
down or because of a LAN/WAN issue, the status attribute on the objects
representing the server will change to Down. When the server is availab
again, its status attribute will be set to Up.

Possible Cause: The source server has an incorrect address referral for the target serve

Action: Try to correct the internal IPX number on the target server.

� To do this from a client workstation, select the source server in the 
Partition Continuity screen in NDS Manager. Then from the Repair me
choose Repair Network Addresses.

� To do this from the server, run DSREPAIR and select the Repair Netw
Addresses option on the source server.

Possible Cause: If the error occurs when an attempt to use an existing NetWare Core 
ProtocolTM  (NCPTM) connection to the target server failed, the target serve
down or a problem with the LAN/WAN environment exists.

Possible Cause: If an application attempted and failed to create a connection to the targ
server, the target sever is probably down or an issue with the LAN/WAN 
environment exists.

Possible Cause: The server is down.

Possible Cause: The server cannot be found.

Possible Cause: The name of the server was changed.

Possible Cause: The Server object was moved.

Possible Cause: A bridge or other physical connection is down between servers.

Possible Cause: A workstation is trying to communicate with a server that has a databa
is locked by a utility, such as NDS Manager, Install Maintenance Mode, o
DSREPAIR.
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Action: Check for Service Advertising Protocol (SAP) filtering of the DS SAP typ
of 26B and 278. Check cabling, the LAN card, and the LAN driver. Ensur
that workstations can connect to the target server through RCONSOLE.

Ensure that the source server can communicate with the target server. T
verify whether they are communicating, type DISPLAY SERVERS on the
source server.

Determine whether other servers are returning the -625 error for the sam
target server.

Ensure that the workstations can attach and log in to the target server from
same segment as the source server.

Flag all servers as Up by typing RESET ROUTERS and then setting the 
DSTRACE=*U command at the source server. Then retry communicatin
with the target server.

At a client workstation, view the Partition Continuity screen in NDS Manag
If every source has an error on one target, and that target server is unab
connect as a source, determine if that server is down or if its NDS databa
locked.

Possible Cause: The internal IPX number was changed on the target server.

Try to correct the internal IPX number on the target server:

� To do this from a client workstation, select the source server in the 
Partition Continuity screen in NDS Manager. Then, from the Repair 
menu, choose Repair Network Addresses.

� To do this from the server, run DSREPAIR and select the Repair Netw
Addresses option on the source server.

-626 FFFFFD8E ALL REFERRALS FAILED

Source: NDS

Explanation: All attempts to connect to the available server while walking the NDS tre
resolving name requests have failed.

Possible Cause: An attempt to walk the NDS tree or resolve an object name failed beca

� The source server was unable to connect to any of the available refe
(NDS servers)
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� The referrals had no instance of the object in question while they he
replicas of the target partition

Possible Cause: An occurrence of this error during an attempt to connect to the target s
could indicate LAN/WAN issues such as SAP/RIP filtering. It could also 
mean that discrepancies exist in the connectivity between partition 
boundaries.

Possible Cause: An occurrence of this error during an NDS background process could in
that discrepancies exist in the connectivity between partition boundaries.

Action: Perform all or some of the following actions until the error disappears:

� On the source and target server, verify all network addresses and re
server IDs using the advanced menu options in DSREPAIR.

� Verify partition connectivity by doing the following:

1. Start at the [Root] partition and ensure consistency between the rep
rings of the servers that hold a replica of the partition.

2. Continue this process downward through the NDS tree, examining e
partition root, until the targeted partition is reached.

3. Ensure that each replica ring has a Master replica and that any requ
subordinate reference replicas are in place.

� From the Partition Continuity screen in NDS Manager, run the Repai
Network Addresses or Verify Remote Server IDs option. If you prefer
work from the server console, run the Repair Network Addresses op
and Verify Remote Server ID Numbers option in DSREPAIR.

� From the Partition Continuity screen in NDS Manager, verify that the
is one Master replica (in each row) for the partition in question.

� Check the replica states and make sure they are all “ON.”

� Resolve whatever problems you find in the DSREPAIR.LOG file.

� Run the DISPLAY SERVERS command and make sure that the tree n
is present. If not, check issues (including SAP filtering) related to the
error “-625 FFFFFD8F TRANSPORT FAILURE” on page 288.
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� If creation timestamps are invalid, eliminate the problem by selecting 
Advanced Option > Check External References in DSREPAIR (NetW
4.1 or later version).

-627 FFFFFD8D CANT REMOVE NAMING VALUE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to remove the attribute value flagged as the nam
attribute.

Action: Do not attempt to remove the naming attribute.

NOTE: You can use NDS Schema Manager to determine the naming 
attributes for operational and extended NDS schema class definitions.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to manipulate an obje
name.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-628 FFFFFD8C OBJECT CLASS VIOLATION

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to add an object without specifying the NDS sche
class definition used as the object's base class.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during the replica synchronization process, an unkn
object might exist in the tree.

Action: Load DSREPAIR -P on the server receiving the -628 error. Run DSREPAI
Advanced Options > Repair Local DS Database. This will cause the good 
object to overwrite the unknown object.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create an object na

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during an NDS background process, the base class
specified for the object being processed could be different between the so
and target servers.
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Action: To identify which server has an invalid or unknown base class for the ob
do the following:

1. Examine the debug screen in DSTRACE on the source server. 

2. Repair the local database on the source and target servers using the
DSREPAIR Advanced menu option "Repair Local Database". Make s
the Check Local References and Rebuild Operation Schema options
set to be performed during this operation.

3. Save the changes made by DSREPAIR.

4. Examine the DSREPAIR log file.

5. Check the replica summary information for each replica name to 
determine whether any unknown objects are reported.

If DSTRACE indicates that the object is using a proper base class on the
source server and that there are one or more objects with a base class o
Unknown, then use DSREPAIR to perform a Receive All Updates from th
Master to This Replica option on the target server.

WARNING: The Receive All Updates from the Master to This Replica 
operation in DSREPAIR removes the replica and then places the replica 
back on the server. This operation cannot be performed on the server that 
holds the Master replica. If this operation needs to be performed on the 
server holding the Master replica, use DSREPAIR to reassign the Master 
replica to another replica ring before starting this operation.

If DSTRACE indicates that the object has a base class of Unknown on th
source server and no objects have a base class of Unknown, then use 
DSREPAIR to perform the Receive All Updates from the Master to This 
Replica option on the source server.

If DSTRACE indicates that the object has a base class of Unknown on th
source server and both the source and target servers have objects that h
base class of Unknown, then use DSREPAIR to perform a Send All Obje
to Every Replica in the Ring operation on the source and target server.

-629 FFFFFD8B ENTRY IS NOT LEAF

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to remove an NDS object that has a nonzero subor
count.
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Only leaf objects can be deleted. A container object that does not contain
objects is considered a leaf object and therefore can be deleted. A conta
object that contains other objects or is a partition root cannot be deleted.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: If an attempt is made to delete a container object that contains an objec
class, the following error will be returned: “The utility can't delete Object 
Class=Object_name because it is not a leaf object.” A container object th
a partition root cannot be deleted.

Action: Delete all objects under the container object that is being deleted or modi
If the object is a partition root, merge the partition with the parent partitio
using NDS Manager, and then delete the object using NetWare Administr

Possible Cause: If this error is returned when an attempt is made to delete a container 
contains no objects, the subordinate count of the container may be incor

Action: Run Repair Local Database in DSREPAIR to update the subordinate cou
Then delete the container.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete a container object that is a partition roo

Action: Merge the partition into the parent partition; then remove the container ob

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to remove the object.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during an NDS background process, discrepancies 
exist between the replicas of a partition.

Action: Perform a database repair on the target server using DSREPAIR.

� If DSREPAIR can resolve the issue and the target server does not hol
Master replica of the partition, use DSREPAIR to perform a Receive 
Updates from the Master to This Replica operation on the source se

WARNING: The Receive All Updates from the Master to This Replica 
operation in DSREPAIR removes the replica and then places the replica 
back on the server. This operation cannot be performed on the server that 
holds the Master replica. If this operation needs to be performed on the 
server holding the Master replica, reassign the Master replica to another 
replica ring using DSREPAIR before starting this operation.
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� If DSREPAIR can resolve the issue and the target server holds the Ma
replica of the partition, use DSREPAIR to perform a Send All Objects
Every Replica in the Ring operation on the target server.

WARNING: When a Send All Objects to Every Replica in the Ring 
operation is performed on large partitions or partitions with numerous 
replicas, considerable traffic on the network can result.

� If DSREPAIR cannot resolve the issue, you can remove the replica for
target server using NDS Manager, provided the target server does n
hold the Master replica.

-630 FFFFFD8A DIFFERENT TREE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to perform an operation or submit a request to a s
that exists in a different NDS tree.

Possible Cause: Occurrence of this error during an attempt to communicate with a serv
during an NDS background process indicates that the target server has a
object that exists in the source server's NDS tree; however, the target se
now exists in a different NDS tree.

Action: If a server has been lost and reinstalled into an NDS tree other than its ori
tree, the server's object must be removed from the original NDS tree.

To remove a server that has been installed into another NDS tree, do the
following:

1. Confirm that the server claims to belong to a different tree.

This can be done by using the CONFIG command on a NetWare ser

If the NDS tree name display is different, proceed to Step 2. Otherwi
contact a Novell support provider.

2. After confirming the NDS tree names, shut down the target server or
temporarily disconnect it from the network.

This will allow the administration utilities to ping the server and not 
receive a ping reply. If the utility receives a ping reply when attemptin
to remove a Server object from the tree, the utility will not allow the 
object to be removed. If the utility does not receive a ping reply, the ob
will be removed.
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3. Remove the Server object from the tree using NDS Manager.

-631 FFFFFD89 ILLEGAL REPLICA TYPE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The requested operation cannot be performed on a server because the 
type held by the server cannot be used to service the request. Specific N
partition and object operations require varying replica types.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to set the bindery context at the server console 
server that does not have a writeable replica (either a read/write replica o
Master replica) of the container that is referenced in the bindery context.

Action: A writeable replica (either a read/write or Master replica) is required for 
Bindery Context to be set. Verify that the server has a writeable replica of
partition containing the container to which you are trying to set the bindery 
context. If it does not, use NDS Manager to add a writeable replica that 
includes the bindery context to that server.

Possible Cause: This error may be caused by a problem with the Transitive Vector attrib
This problem occurs after an in-place upgrade from NetWare 4.1x to NetWare 
5. In this case, the following error message is displayed on the server con
“Unable to write license info to NDS. Please check [Root] partition 
synchronization status.”

Action: Run DSREPAIR. If the problem persists, contact a Novell support provid

Possible Cause: A request to modify an object and/or its attributes was received by a serv
does not hold a replica of the specified object's partition. In this instance,
error might indicate a fault in the application issuing the request.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to initiate a partition operation using a server tha
not hold the Master replica.

Action: Ensure that the partition being manipulated has a Master replica and tha
replica rings of each server holding a replica of the partition are consiste

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to add a replica to a server and the replica type 
added was not read/write or read-only. Only read/write and read-only rep
types can be added to a server by an NDS client. Replica types of subord
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references are automatically placed by NDS. In this instance, the error 
indicates a program fault with the application being used to add the repli

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to modify a replica ring of a partition by a server
does not hold the Master replica. Only the server holding the Master replic
the partition can modify the partition's replica ring. In this instance, the er
indicates a program fault with the application being used to modify the rep

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-632 FFFFFD88 SYSTEM FAILURE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An unexpected error occurred on the source server.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: Problems occurred with the local NDS database.

Action: Repair the local database using DSREPAIR. Verify that all remote server
numbers are valid. To do this, run the Verify Remote Server IDs option fr
the Partition Continuity view in NDS Manager (on the client) or DSREPA
(on the server).

Possible Cause: Unexpected data was returned from the local NDS database.

Action: Repair the local database using DSREPAIR.

Possible Cause: Memory corruption occurred on the server.

Action: Restart the server. If the problem persists, check the RAM on the server.
may need to swap out existing RAM or increase the memory available to
server.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made during the NDS Replica Synchronization backgr
process to advance a replica whose replica state is Transition On to a re
state of On. However, the number of child partitions on the source serve
differs from the number of child partitions on another server in the replica
ring. If this error occurs while using DSTRACE on the source server with 
Synchronization or Partition Operation flags set, the following message w
be displayed:

Warning! Partition boundaries are different. 
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local LocalChildPartitionCount, remote RemoteChildPartitionCount

Action: This problem may be the result of other problems on the child partitions.
Troubleshoot any other errors seen on each of the child partitions. Resol
these errors may lead to the resolution of the -632 error.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to abort an NDS Merge Partition operation. An e
occurred while attempting to read the partition control values from the se
holding the Master replica of the parent partition.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to change the NDS tree name to a name longer th
characters.

Action: Specify a tree name that is less than 128 characters long.

If it is an application that is attempting to rename the tree with a name lon
than 128 characters, contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to perform an NDS Move Subtree partition operat
an object that is not a partition root object on the receiving server. Occurre
of errors in this instance can indicate discrepancies between partition 
boundaries.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: An internal error occurred in NDS (DS.NLM).

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: This error was generated by one or more of the following NDS errors:

� -641 FFFFFD7F ERR_INVALID_REQUEST

� -649 FFFFFD77 ERR_INSUFFICIENT BUFFER

Action: See the steps for troubleshooting the errors “-641 FFFFFD7F INVALID 
REQUEST” on page 305 or “-649 FFFFFD77 INSUFFICIENT BUFFER” on 
page 308.

Possible Cause: The cause cannot be determined.

Action: Additional information regarding the conditions leading to this error can b
obtained using DSTRACE on the source server with the following flags s

� Synchronization

� Miscellaneous
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� Collisions

� Partition Operations

� Schema Synchronization

� Backlink

-633 FFFFFD87 INVALID ENTRY FOR ROOT

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to

� Restore an object as the [Root] of the NDS tree; however, the object's 
class was not Top or Tree Root

� Assign an object as a partition root object; however, the object's base 
was not flagged as a Container in the class's schema class definition

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to restore or manipula
object.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during an NDS background process, discrepancies 
exist between the replicas of a partition.

Action: Perform a database repair on the target server using DSREPAIR.

� If this is the only server seeing the error, and if it does not hold the Ma
replica of the partition, use DSREPAIR to perform a Receive All Obje
from the Master to This Replica operation on the problem server.

WARNING: The Receive All Updates from the Master to This Replica 
operation in DSREPAIR removes the replica and then places the 
replica back on the server. This operation cannot be performed on the 
server that holds the Master replica. If this operation needs to be 
performed on the server holding the Master replica, use DSREPAIR to 
reassign the Master replica to another replica ring before starting this 
operation.
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� If DSREPAIR can resolve the issue and the target server holds the Ma
replica of the partition, use DSREPAIR to perform a Send All Objects
Every Replica in the Ring operation on the target server.

WARNING: When a Send All Objects to Every Replica in the Ring 
operation is performed on large partitions or partitions with numerous 
replicas, considerable traffic on the network can result.

� If DSREPAIR cannot resolve the issue, you can remove the replica fr
the problem server using NDS Manager, provided the problem serve
does not hold the Master replica. If the server does hold the Master 
replica, specify another server to be the Master, and then remove th
replica from the problem server. 

-634 FFFFFD86 NO REFERRALS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt to walk the NDS tree or to resolve an object name failed bec
no referrals to servers holding replicas of the object were found.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during an in-place upgrade from NetWare 4.x to NetWare 
5, the LAN card may not be bound. In this case, the installation appears 
hang.

Action: Toggle to the server console screen and check if the LAN card is bound.
is not, bind the card manually; then toggle back to the installation. The 
installation should continue on its own. If it does not continue, start the 
upgrade again.

Possible Cause: An attempt to walk the NDS tree or to resolve an object name failed be
the source server was unable to locate any servers holding replicas of th
object.

Action: Verify that the replica rings are consistent. This can be accomplished by 
running the Continuity Check in NDS Manager.

Possible Cause: Occurrence of this error during an attempt to connect to the target serve
indicate LAN/WAN issues, such as SAP/RIP filtering.

Action: Make sure that any LAN/WAN equipment, cards, and drivers that exist 
between the source and target server are functioning properly. Change a
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SAP/RIP filtering that may be preventing communication. See also the 
troubleshooting steps for error “-625 FFFFFD8F TRANSPORT FAILURE” 
on page 288.

Possible Cause: Occurrence of this error during an NDS background process could ind
discrepancies in the connectivity between partition boundaries.

Action: Verify all network addresses on the source and target servers using the 
Advanced Menu options in DSREPAIR.

Use DSREPAIR to verify the partition connectivity by using the following 
steps:

1. Start at the [Root] partition and ensure consistency between the rep
rings of the servers holding a replica of the partition.

2. Continue this process downward through the NDS tree, examining e
partition root, until the targeted partition is reached.

3. Ensure that each replica ring has a Master replica.

4. Ensure that any required subordinate reference replicas are in place

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when performing a Check External References in 
DSREPAIR, it indicates that the master of the partition for that external 
reference cannot be found.

Action: Verify the replica ring consistency. Ensure that a Master replica exists and
the servers can communicate with it.

-635 FFFFFD85 REMOTE FAILURE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An unexpected error occurred on the target server.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs when performing a Check External References in 
DSREPAIR, it indicates that the Master of the partition for that external 
reference cannot be found.

Action: Verify the replica ring consistency. Ensure that a Master replica exists and
the servers can communicate with it.
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Possible Cause: Continuous occurrences of this error may indicate that the requester is
an invalid or unsupported request format or that packet corruption has 
occurred.

Action: Make sure that any LAN/WAN equipment, cards, and drivers that exist 
between the source and target server are functioning properly.

Possible Cause: Continuous occurrences of this error can also indicate that a program 
occurred in the application used to issue the NDS request.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: The target server sent an invalid reply.

Action: Make sure that there is a Master replica of each partition.

Possible Cause: This error can also be a result of one or more of the following errors occ

“-641 FFFFFD7F INVALID REQUEST” on page 305

“-649 FFFFFD77 INSUFFICIENT BUFFER” on page 308

“-708 FFFFFD3C INVALID RESPONSE” on page 345

Action: For information to resolve each error, see the information provided for ea
error.

Possible Cause: The target server does not have the correct information about the sour
server. Not having the correct information is often caused by a problem w
local to remote ID numbers or the Server object.

Action: If you suspect that the target server does not have the correct informatio
the following:

� Verify that all remote server ID numbers are valid. To do this, run the
Verify Remote Server IDs option from the Partition Continuity view in
NDS Manager (on the client) or DSREPAIR (on the server).

� If the -602 or -603 error codes are returned, rerun the Verify Remote
Server IDs option.

� If error codes -602 or -603 are returned again, contact a Novell supp
provider.

Possible Cause: The source server is unable to contact another server needed to comp
operation. This could occur because a link or server is down.

For example, if you do a Receive Updates in DSREPAIR and the server 
the Master replica is down, this error will be returned.
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Action: If you suspect that the source server is unable to contact another server n
to complete the operation, do the following:

� Check for and resolve all -625IDS_T_ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE
errors first.

� Make sure that all servers needed to complete an operation are up a
communicating with each other.

-636 FFFFFD84 UNREACHABLE SERVER

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt to perform a partition operation failed. The partition operation
flagged to ensure that all of the NDS servers within the replica ring of the
partition root object were available.

Possible Cause: One of the NDS servers in the replica ring was unavailable due to a tra
failure, error -625IDS_T_ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE.

Action: Resolve the communication error between the server responding to the cl
request for a partition operation and the server in the replica ring that is 
unavailable.

Examine the Replica Synchronization status on the server holding the Ma
replica and resolve any -625 (ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE) errors.

To ensure that each server in the replica ring is available, the following 
partition operations can be flagged when submitting the request:

� Add Replica

� Remove Replica

� Split Partition

� Merge Partition

� Change Replica Type

� Repair Timestamps

-637 FFFFFD83 PREVIOUS MOVE IN PROGRESS

Source: NDS
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Explanation: An Object Move operation is still in progress.

Possible Cause: Before an object can be moved again or before a partition operation ca
initiated on the partition that encompasses the moved object's destinatio
location, all Object Move operations must be complete.

The length of time required to complete all the updates will vary depending on 
the size of the replica, the number of replicas, and the condition of the 
communication links between all the servers holding the replicas.

This error can also be caused by a moved object that lost the original ob
(the primary obituary) or by a broken partition.

Action: Try one or more of the following actions:

� Leave the object in its current context until it can be moved again. Th
might require that the object be left in its new context for several minu
or hours.

� Check for obituaries that are not progressing. View the DSREPAIR.LO
file, which will display objects that have moved obituaries.

Or, display a detailed list of all obituaries by clicking the Check Extern
References option from the Advanced Options menu.

You can also view the status of obituaries in DSTRACE. Enter the 
following commands at the console prompt: 

SET DSTRACE=On

SET DSTRACE=*ST

If you suspect that the obituaries are not progressing, contact a Nov
support provider.

� Verify that the purger ran successfully. To do this, run DSTRACE and
enable Purger tracing.

� Resolve any errors received by the NDS Janitor background process
the server that holds the Master replica of the partition that encompa
the object's original location (while processing that partition).

-638 FFFFFD82 NO CHARACTER MAPPING

Source: NDS
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Explanation: NDS was unable to map a character (specified in a supplied Relative 
Distinguished Name) to its Unicode representation. An occurrence of thi
error in NDS is returned to the client as -239 
DSERR_ILLEGAL_NAMEIDS_T_DSERR_ILLEGAL_NAME.

Action: Retry the operation, or contact a Novell support provider.

-639 FFFFFD81 INCOMPLETE AUTHENTICATION

Source: NDS

Explanation: An error occurred during the final process of the NDS Authentication.

Possible Cause: Packet corruption is occurring, or an NDS client is using an undefined p
format. This might be due to faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN
WAN equipment existing between the source and target server.

Action: Make sure that the LAN drivers and cards or LAN/WAN equipment is 
working, and then try the task again.

You can obtain additional information about this error by using DSTRACE
the target server with the Authentication flag set. 

-640 FFFFFD80 INVALID CERTIFICATE

Source: NDS

Explanation: This is an internal error which indicates that the Public/Private key pair 
missing.

Possible Cause: This error may be returned during an authentication attempt to an NDS S
when the authenticating object does not have a Public/Private key pair. 

Action: This is an internal error and is resolved internally. The system will genera
new key pair.

If the problem persists, contact a Novell support provider.

-641 FFFFFD7F INVALID REQUEST

Source: NDS

Explanation: A request was received that is invalid or unsupported by the version of N
(DS.NLM) being used.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
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following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: This error can occur during the normal operation of NDS. In this case, 
error is considered transitory.

Action: Try the action again.

Possible Cause: Continuous occurrences of this error in an NDS background process c
indicate an internal fault in NDS (DS.NLM).

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: The server did not understand the request. For example, a client works
could have sent an incorrect call.

Action: If a response error is suspected, check for errors on the target server firs
resolve any errors you find.

Possible Cause: This error could be a response error or could be caused by a non-synch
schema.

Action: Determine if this is the cause by entering the following commands at the
console prompt: SET DSTRACE=ON then SET DSTRACE=*ST. If the 
errors under Schema Status indicate a non-synchronized schema, run th
Global Schema Update option in DSREPAIR.

-642 FFFFFD7E INVALID ITERATION

Source: NDS

Explanation: The iteration handle in a message fragment of an NDS request was highe
the current maximum iterations in use on the server.

Possible Cause: Packet corruption is occurring, or an NDS client is using an undefined p
format. This might be due to faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN
WAN equipment existing between the source and target server.

Action: Make sure that the LAN drivers and cards or LAN/WAN equipment is 
working, and then try the task again.

-643 FFFFFD7D SCHEMA IS NONREMOVABLE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to remove a schema class constrained as nonrem
or to remove a schema attribute definition flagged as Nonremovable.

All operational schema class and attribute definitions are respectively 
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constrained or flagged as Nonremovable.

Possible Cause: An application attempted to remove a schema class constrained as 
nonremovable or to remove a schema attribute definition flagged as 
Nonremovable.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-644 FFFFFD7C SCHEMA IS IN USE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to remove a schema class definition that is used 
expanded class definition of an object or that is specified in the containm
list of another schema class definition.

Or, an attempt was made to remove a schema attribute definition specifie
a naming, mandatory, or optional attribute list of a schema class definitio

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during schema synchronization, significant discrepa
can exist between the schema in the NDS databases on the servers.

Action: To remove a schema class or attribute definition, the dependencies ment
in the Explanation must be removed before attempting to remove the sch
definition. However, operational schema class and attribute definitions ca
be removed. See error “-643 FFFFFD7D SCHEMA IS NONREMOVABLE” 
on page 306.

-645 FFFFFD7B CLASS ALREADY EXISTS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a schema class definition in a schema w
class definition with the same name already exists.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create the schema
definition.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-646 FFFFFD7A BAD NAMING ATTRIBUTES

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a schema class definition whose namin
attribute list contains an attribute not specified as a mandatory or optiona
attribute in the base definition.
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Or, an attempt was made to create a schema class definition whose nam
attribute list contains an attribute that is inherited as mandatory or option
from any of the schema class definitions of the base class's super classe

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create the schema 
definition.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-647 FFFFFD79 NOT ROOT PARTITION

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to perform a partition operation on an object that i
a partition root object.

Possible Cause: The object specified in the client request is not a partition root object o
server receiving the request.

Possible Cause: A server received a request to assign a subordinate reference replica to
server; however, the partition root object specified in the request is not a
partition root object on the server.

Possible Cause: A server received a request to begin NDS Replica Synchronization on 
specified partition; however, the partition root object specified in the requ
is not a partition root object on the server.

Action: See "Troubleshooting Common NDS Error Codes" in LogicSource II for NDS.

-648 FFFFFD78 INSUFFICIENT STACK

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-649 FFFFFD77 INSUFFICIENT BUFFER

Source: NDS

Explanation: A request was received, but the buffer provided with the request was not
enough for the requested data.

Possible Cause: This error may occur during normal operation of NDS.

Action: In this case, the error is considered transitory and may be ignored. Wait fo
DS.NLM or the application issuing the request to resolve the error.
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Possible Cause: Continuous occurrences of the error in an NDS background process m
indicate that the server is out of available memory.

Action: Use MONITOR to verify that sufficient cache buffers are available. If not, a
more memory. If there are sufficient buffers, wait for the operating system
resolve the error.

Possible Cause: Continuous occurrences of the error in an NDS background process m
indicate an internal fault in NDS (DS.NLM).

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: Continuous occurrences of this error in reply to an NDS API may indic
program fault in the application issuing the request.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-650 FFFFFD76 AMBIGUOUS CONTAINMENT

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a schema class definition where

� The new class definition does not specify any class definitions in its 
containment list

� The schema class definitions of the new definition's super classes do
specify any containment or specify conflicting containment

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: The schema is not synchronized.

Action: Check for errors on the target server first, and resolve any errors found. I
error still occurs, run the Global Schema Update option in DSREPAIR.

Possible Cause: The schema is corrupted.

Action: Reset the schema. Use one of the following actions to resolve the proble

WARNING: Do not reset the schema on a server that holds a replica of 
[Root]. 
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� If the server does not contain a replica of the [Root] partition, and if i
the only server receiving this error, use the Reset Schema option in 
DSREPAIR to reset the schema on this server. 

� If the server contains a replica of [Root], temporarily remove the repli
run the Reset Schema option in DSREPAIR, and then re-create the [R
replica on the server. 

WARNING: Adding the [Root] replica might create high levels of 
network traffic.

� If you cannot remove the [Root] replica from the server, contact a Nov
support provider.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create the schema 
definition.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-651 FFFFFD75 AMBIGUOUS NAMING

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a schema class definition where

� The new class definition did not specify any attribute definitions in its
naming list

� The schema class definitions of the new definition's super classes do
specify any naming or specify conflicting naming

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: The schema is not synchronized.

Action: Check for errors on the target server first, and resolve any errors found. I
error still occurs, run the Global Schema Update option in DSREPAIR. 

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create the schema 
definition.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.
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-652 FFFFFD74 DUPLICATE MANDATORY

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a new schema class definition that spec
mandatory attribute in its own class definition. The mandatory attribute 
specified was also specified as a mandatory attribute in one of the new 
definition’s super class’s schema-class definition.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: The schema is not synchronized.

Action: Check for errors on the target server first, and resolve any errors found. I
error still occurs, run the Global Schema Update option in DSREPAIR. 

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create the schema
definition.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-653 FFFFFD73 DUPLICATE OPTIONAL

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a new schema class definition that specif
optional attribute in its own class definition that was also specified as a 
mandatory or optional attribute in one of the new definition’s super class
schema-class definition.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: The schema is not synchronized.

Action: Check for errors on the target server first, and resolve any errors found. I
error still occurs, run the Global Schema Update option in DSREPAIR. 

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create the schema
definition.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.
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-654 FFFFFD72 PARTITION BUSY

Source: NDS

Explanation: Occurrences of this error indicate that the specified partition is currently
involved in an NDS partition operation, or the replica state of the server is n
On. No additional partition operations can be performed on the specified
partition until the existing operation is completed.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to create a replica on a server that already has a
that replica or is already in the process of creating that replica.

Action: Wait for the replica to be added. Do not attempt to add another replica.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to turn a new replica on the source server to a r
state of On while the replica state of one of the child partitions is still in a n
replica state.

Action: Before a new replica will turn on, all necessary subordinate references m
be turned on. Check the synchronization status of the child partitions and
resolve any errors.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to send schema updates to the target server wh
target server's schema is locked due to a new schema epoch. A server t
receiving a new schema epoch cannot receive schema updates until the 
has completed.

Action: Before sending schema updates to a server, make sure that the schema
in the process of being updated. If this error keeps occurring in this insta
handle this error as a schema synchronization issue.

Possible Cause: A request was received to begin replica synchronization with the speci
server while the specified NDS partition on the target server was being 
synchronized by the replica synchronization background process.

Action: Wait. This is a normal error immediately after a partition operation has be
initiated.

If this error keeps occurring in this instance, handle this error as a partitio
operation issue.

Use NDS Manager, DSREPAIR, or DSTRACE to determine whether this
error indicates that the target server does not recognize a replica of the 
partition on the source server. You can confirm this through the Partition 
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Continuity screen of NDS Manager or through the DSREPAIR.LOG, or b
watching DSTRACE. 

If the partition remains busy for more than a few hours, abort the partition 
operation on the source server by choosing the Abort Partition Operation
option in NDS Manager.

Possible Cause: A request for a partition operation is received when one of the followin
partition operations is running:

� Merge trees

� Change replica type

� Split partition

� Merge partition

� Repair timestamps

Action: Wait for the partition operation to finish; then resend the request for the n
partition operation.

Possible Cause: The Master replica is On and the replica state of at least one of the non-
replicas is not On. Instances of this error occur during the NDS Change 
Replica Type partition operation.

Action: Cancel the partition operation. Ensure that all replicas are On before initia
the partition operation.

Possible Cause: The Master replica state is not On.

Action: Use DSREPAIR to designate one of the read/write replicas as the Master.
for the original Master replica to change to a read/write replica with a stat
On.

Possible Cause: This error may occur if a Receive All Updates from the Master Replica
operation has been initiated from DSREPAIR. In this case, the target serv
replica state will not be On or Dying.

Action: No action is required. The partition will turn on after all updates have bee
received.

-655 FFFFFD71 MULTIPLE REPLICAS

Source: NDS
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Explanation: An attempt was made to add a new replica attribute value to a partition 
object that already has a replica attribute of the same value. The existing v
is not requested to be overwritten or removed.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create the schema 
definition.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-656 FFFFFD70 CRUCIAL REPLICA

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to perform an illegal partition operation.

Possible Cause: The following partition operations are illegal:

� Add a read/write or read-only replica to a server holding the Master 
replica of the same partition.

� Remove the replica from a server holding the Master replica of the 
partition.

� Change the replica type of the Master replica without specifying a ne
server to hold the Master replica of the partition.

� Request a Receive All Updates from the Master Replica on the serve
holding the Master replica of the partition.

� Remove the replica from a server holding a subordinate reference rep
of the partition.

-657 FFFFFD6F SCHEMA SYNC IN PROGRESS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to perform a schema synchronization with a serv
whose schema is in a new epoch state.

When a NetWare server using DS.NLM v5.95 or later begins receiving a n
epoch on the schema, its schema is locked to prevent other servers from
synchronizing any schema.

Possible Cause: This error may occur when the schema is reset. The schema is reset w

� A new epoch is declared
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� The first replica is added to a server

� The Reset Schema option in DSREPAIR is run

Action: If the schema is in the process of being reset, this error is transitory. Wai
the operation to complete and the errors will go away.

Continual occurrence of this error should be handled as a schema 
synchronization failure. For information about troubleshooting schema 
synchronization problems, see "NDS Schema Inconsistencies" in LogicSource 
II for NDS. 

-658 FFFFFD6E SKULK IN PROGRESS

Source: NDS

Explanation: The NDS schema synchronization process tried to start synchronizing wi
target server. However, another NDS server has already begun the sche
synchronization process with the target server.

Possible Cause: A server can only receive inbound NDS schema synchronization from 
server at a time. When two servers in the same replica ring try to synchro
to the NDS server before one of them completes the synchronization, this 
occurs.

Action: Consider this error transitory. The NDS schema synchronization process
resolve the error.

Possible Cause: If this error is being reported from a target server during a server’s outb
schema sync, another server may have a lock on the target server.

Action: At the console prompt of the server receiving the error (the target server), 
the following commands: SET DSTRACE=ON, SET 
DSTRACE=+SCHEMA, SET DSTRACE=*SSL. Toggle to the Directory 
Services screen. This will show the inbound schema synchronization lock 
status. If the status is locked, the name and connection number of the se
holding the lock are displayed. 

Next, go to the server holding the lock (the source server). At that server
console, enter the command SET DSTRACE=!SO0. This will disable the
outbound schema synchronization on that server.

NOTE: Remember to enable the outbound synchronization on the source 
server after the errors are resolved. This is done by entering SET 
DSTRACE=!SO1 at the console prompt. 

Now go back to the target server and release the inbound lock by going 
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MONITOR > Connection Information and deleting the connection that th
source server is using.

With another server acting as the source server, determine if its schema c
successfully synched to the target server by entering the following at the
console prompt: SET DSTRACE=ON, DSTRACE=+SCHEMA, and SET 
DSTRACE=*SSA. If the schema synchronization is successful, it indicate
potential schema problem on the original source server. Go to that serve
resolve any errors.

After troubleshooting the remaining problems, enable the outbound 
synchronization on the original source server by entering SET 
DSTRACE=!SO1 at the console prompt. 

-659 FFFFFD6D TIME NOT SYNCHRONIZED

Source: NDS

Explanation: The time synchronization used by NDS is not synchronized between the
source and target servers.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt to modify an object through the NDS background processes
because the modification timestamp of the attribute value on the target se
was higher than the modification timestamp of the attribute value on the 
source server.

Action: Additional information regarding the objects and attributes involved can b
obtained by using DSTRACE on the target server with the Collisions flag s
After identifying the problem object, run Receive All Objects in DSREPAI
for the partition that holds the problem object.

Possible Cause: Occurrence of this error during a Change Replica Type partition opera
indicates that the NDS server targeted to become the new Master replica
modification timestamps in its replica that are higher than its current time
provided by Time Synchronization.

If you are using DSTRACE on the NDS server targeted to become the n
master and the Synchronization or Partition Operation flags are set, the 
following message is displayed:

*CNTL: SetNewMaster for [PartitionRootObjectEntryID] 
PartitionRootObjectName, old highest is Timestamp, current time is 
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CurrentTime, ERR_TIME_NOT_SYNCHRONIZED

Action: Compare the time difference between Timestamp and CurrentTime on th
server. You can determine the amount of time that must pass before the 
operation will process.

If the time difference is significant, contact a Novell support provider who c
assist you in repairing the timestamps.

WARNING: If the master copy was corrupt in any way, that corruption will 
be dispersed to the other replicas when a Repair Time Stamps or Receive 
Updates action is performed. Repair Time Stamps and Receive Updates 
can also cause considerable traffic on the network. You might have to do 
this one partition at a time.

-660 FFFFFD6C RECORD IN USE

Source: NDS

Explanation: NDS attempted to purge a database record that was still in use.

Action: Repair the NDS database by using DSREPAIR.

-661 FFFFFD6B DS VOLUME NOT MOUNTED

Source: NDS

Explanation: An error occurred when an attempt was made to load the DS.NLM.

Possible Cause: Volume SYS: is not mounted.

Action: Mount volume SYS: and try loading the DS.NLM again.

-662 FFFFFD6A DS VOLUME IO FAILURE

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-663 FFFFFD69 DS LOCKED

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to perform an NDS operation or background proce
a server whose NDS database was not open.

The following processes occur when NDS attempts to open an NDS data
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on a server running NetWare:

� The DS.NLM attempts to open the local database when volume SYS
mounted or when the DS.NLM is reloaded.

� DSREPAIR requests that the DS.NLM open the local database after
database repair or upon exiting DSREPAIR.NLM.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during an NDS operation, the NDS database on the
responsible for handling the operation is probably not open.

Action: Repair the database using DSREPAIR.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during an NDS background process, the database o
target server is not open.

Action: Repair the database using DSREPAIR.

Possible Cause: The target server's NDS tree name is null. A server will return a null ND
name if its local database is not open.

Action: Repair the database using DSREPAIR.

Possible Cause: The NDS database is locked on the server. This error will be seen in 
DSTRACE when the source server is trying to synchronize with a target se
that has a locked database.

On the server with the locked database, no activity will be in the DSTRA
screen.

This error occurs when one of the following conditions exists:

� DSREPAIR is loaded on the server that is performing an operation th
has locked the NDS database.

� The hard drive on the server is starting to fail.

� The server receives an error trying to open NDS when mounting volu
SYS:.

Action: Determine whether DSREPAIR is loaded by going to the Partition Continu
screen in NDS Manager. From the Partition Continuity screen, run Repa
Local Database. At this point, if DSREPAIR is loaded, Partition Continuit
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will ask whether you want to unload DSREPAIR to perform the Repair Lo
Database option.

� If DSREPAIR is not loaded, load DSREPAIR.

� If DSREPAIR is loaded, run the Repair Local Database option once.

If the error persists after running DSREPAIR the first time, contact a Nov
support provider.

WARNING: If Repair Local Database is run a second time, the first set of 
old database files will be overwritten and it might not be possible to restore 
the former Directory Information Base (DIB). (In NetWare 5, the old 
database files have the extension .dod.)

� If running Repair Local Database does not fix the problem, try bringi
down the server and bringing it back up again. If running Repair Loc
Database and bringing down the server do not fix this error, the serv
might need to be removed from the tree.

-664 FFFFFD68 OLD EPOCH

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to manipulate objects on a server that is using an
epoch of the data.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: This error could occur during the inbound replica synchronization proce
the following message is displayed while using DSTRACE with the 
Synchronization flag set on the source server, then the target server has
older epoch than the source server:

UNMATCHED EPOCHS on ((ReplicaRootEntryID))-)) LOCAL EPOCH: 
EpochNumber ((TargetServer EntryID)) EPOCH: 
EpochNumberReplicRootEntryID TO BE UPDATED TO NEWER EPOCH

Action: This error is transitory and will be handled by the NDS replica 
synchronization process.

Possible Cause: This error could occur during the NDS schema synchronization backgr
process. If the following DSTRACE message is displayed while using 
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DSTRACE with the Schema Synchronization flag set on the target server, 
the target server has a newer epoch on its NDS schema than the source 

SCHEMA: Error -644 in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for 
((SourceServerEntryID))

Version: DSARequestVersion Epoch: Timestamp:ReplicaNumber

Action: This error is transitory and will be handled by the NDS Schema 
Synchronization process.

-665 FFFFFD67 NEW EPOCH

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to manipulate objects on a server that is using a 
epoch of the data.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: This error could occur during the replica synchronization process. If the
following message is displayed while using DSTRACE with the 
Synchronization flag set on the source server, the target server has a ne
epoch than the source server.

SYNC: ((TargetServerName)) has newer epoch. Delaying sync.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: This error could occur during the inbound replica synchronization proce
the following message is displayed while using DSTRACE with the Sche
Synchronization flag set on the target server, the source server has an o
epoch than the target server:

UNMATCHED EPOCHS on ((ReplicaRootEntryID))-)) LOCAL EPOCH: 
EpochNumber ((TargetServer EntryID)) EPOCH: EpochNumber

Action: This error is transitory and will be handled by the NDS replica 
synchronization process.

Possible Cause: This error could occur during the schema synchronization process. If th
following message is displayed while using DSTRACE with the Schema 
Synchronization flag set on the target server, the source server has a ne
epoch on its NDS schema than the target server.
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Action: This error is transitory and will be handled by the NDS schema 
synchronization process.

-666 FFFFFD66 INCOMPATIBLE DS VERSION

Source: NDS

Explanation: The version of NDS (DS.NLM) on the target server is incompatible with 
version on the source server or is on the restricted version list of the sou
server.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during communication with the server, the version o
target server is incompatible with the version on the source server or is on
restricted version list of the source server.

Action: Upgrade the server to a compatible version of NDS.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during an NDS background process, the version on
target server is incompatible with the version on the source server or is on
restricted version list of the source server.

Action: Upgrade the server to a compatible version of NDS.

Possible Cause: The version of NDS (DS.NLM) running on the source server is v5.01 or
and an attempt was made to add a replica to an NDS server running DS.
v3.50 or earlier.

Action: Upgrade the server to a compatible version of NDS.

Possible Cause: The version of NDS (DS.NLM) running on the source server is v5.01 or
and an attempt was made to assign the Master replica to an NDS server
running DS.NLM v4.40 or earlier when the master is currently held by an
NDS server running DS.NLM v4.63 or later.

Action: Upgrade the server to a compatible version of NDS.

Possible Cause: The version of NDS (DS.NLM) running on the source server is v5.01 or
and an attempt was made to perform a Move Subtree NDS partition opera
when one of the servers involved is running DS.NLM v4.62 or earlier.

Action: Upgrade the server to a compatible version of NDS.

Possible Cause: The version of NDS (DS.NLM) running on the source server is v5.01 or
and the NDS server that holds the Master replica of the NDS partition that
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become the new parent partition reports that one of the servers involved
running DS.NLM v4.62 or earlier.

Action: Upgrade the server to a compatible version of NDS.

Possible Cause: This error can occur in the following situations:

� You are performing operations requiring the same schema, but the se
involved have dissimilar schema.

For example, when a partition operation is requested, NDS Manager
returns this error if the server with the Master replica is running NetW
5 (or later versions) while other servers in the replica list are running
NetWare 4.0x. Servers holding subordinate reference replicas with a 
dissimilar schema also generate this error.

IMPORTANT: The version of NDS that shipped with NetWare 4.11 will 
not synchronize with NDS versions before v4.89.

� NDS synchronization has been restricted using the Set NDS 
Synchronization Restrictions parameter at the server.

� DSREPAIR for NetWare 4.1 (or later versions) is running and a remote
local ID check is being done.

Action: If the server holding the Master replica is a NetWare 4.1 (or later version
server, most partition operations that involve updating replicas on NetWa
4.0x servers cannot be completed. 

To be able to complete the partition operations, upgrade the NetWare 4.0x 
servers in the replica list to NetWare 4.1 (or later versions).

NOTE: If the Master replica is on a NetWare 4.02 server, you will not have 
this problem.

If this error is seen in DSREPAIR during a remote to local ID check, perfo
the SET DSTRACE=!V commandDSTRACE_Commands on the NetWar
4.1 (or later version) server. This resets a list that is maintained for restric
use of certain versions of NDS.

Make sure the SET NDS Synchronization Restrictions parameter has be
used as explained in Utilities Reference, in SET under "NDS Parameters."

Possible Cause: After renaming an object, the attempt to rename the external reference
object failed on a server running a version of NDS (DS.NLM) previous to
version 4.66.
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Action: Upgrade the server to a compatible version of NDS.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to reassign the Master replica from a server run
NetWare v5 to a server running NetWare v4.x. 

Action: Assign the Master replica to another server running NetWare v5. NDS do
not allow moving the Master replica from a NetWare v5 server to a NetW
v4.x server.

-667 FFFFFD65 PARTITION ROOT

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to perform an unsupported operation on an NDS
partition.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete the partition root object.

Action: Merge the object with the parent partition, and then delete the object.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to delete a subtree that contained a partition roo

Action: Merge the partition root object with a parent partition, and then delete the
subtree.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during the NDS replica synchronization process, the
server could be missing from the replica ring of one of the child partitions
the partition root being synchronized on the database of the source serv

This triggers an attempt by the source server to instruct the target server
request a subordinate reference replica from the Master replica of the ch
partition. However, the target server already holds a replica of the child 
partition.

Action: Handle this as a discrepancy for an NDS partition replica-ring as describe
"Replica Ring Inconsistencies" in LogicSource II for NDS.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs as a reply to an Inspect Entry request or when the ND
Cleaner background process is executing with DSTRACE active and the
DSTRACE Inspector flag set, the non-partition root object claims to exist 
partition other than its parent partition. In this case, the following message
be displayed:

INSPECTOR: partitionID of entry ObjectEntryID is invalid
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Action: Handle this as a discrepancy for an NDS partition replica-ring as describe
"Replica Ring Inconsistencies" in LogicSource II for NDS.

-668 FFFFFD64 ENTRY NOT CONTAINER

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-669 FFFFFD63 FAILED AUTHENTICATION

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt to authenticate an NDS client or to authenticate to an NDS s
failed.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An invalid password was received during the attempt to authenticate.

Action: Attempt to authenticate again. Make sure the password is entered correc

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during an attempt to establish communication to a s
the remote IDs on the source and/or target servers are invalid.

Action: To resolve a suspected remote ID issue, use the DSREPAIR Advanced M
option View Remote Server ID List. Select any NDS server listed and the
select the option to repair all remote IDs. Perform this operation on both 
target and source servers. Repeat this operation until neither the source 
target server reports any error.

Possible Cause: The source or target servers could be using an invalid Rivest-Shamir-Ad
(RSA) public key.

When the source server is using or looking at the wrong public key, the ke
the right format but is for the wrong object. If the problem is the public ke
do one of the following:

� If the source server has a Master replica, read/write replica, or read-
replica of the target server object, ensure that all other servers in the
replica list are able to authenticate to the target server.
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WARNING: Using the Send All Objects option generates a high level 
of network traffic.

If another server can authenticate, then do a Send All Objects from the co
server, or Receive All Objects on the target server (but only if the server w
the correct copy has the Master replica).

Make sure that you do not send copies containing incorrect public keys.

If no servers can authenticate to the target server, remove NDS from the t
server and re-install it into the tree, or contact a Novell support provider.

� If the source server has a subordinate reference replica, or if no replic
the partition containing the target server object exists, then the exter
reference to that object needs to be backlinked again. Contact a Nov
support provider.

-670 FFFFFD62 INVALID CONTEXT

Source: NDS

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the NDS connection and task managemen
handling.

Action: Try to reset the connection and task management tables by reloading th
DS.NLM. This can be done by entering SET DSTRACE=*. at the console
prompt on the server.

-671 FFFFFD61 NO SUCH PARENT

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create or modify an object whose parent object
longer present, or the specified parent does not exist.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create or modify an 

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-672 FFFFFD60 NO ACCESS

Source: NDS

Explanation: The requester does not have sufficient rights to the information specified
request.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
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following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: A request was received by NDS (DS.NLM) to return an object or an ob
attribute information when the requester does not have sufficient rights to
specified object or its attributes.

Action: Ensure that the requester has the appropriate rights for that object.

Possible Cause: A request was received to perform an NDS partition operation when th
requester does not have sufficient rights to the specified partition root obj

Action: Ensure that the requester performing the partition operation has the 
appropriate rights to each partition root object applicable.

Possible Cause: A request was received from a server to set its RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adl
keys when its NDS object already has an RSA public key.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: A request was received to start inbound replica synchronization on an 
partition in a New replica state. However, the source server (requester) d
not hold the Master replica of the partition. This can be an indication of 
multiple Master replicas being in a replica ring.

Action: Handle this as a replica ring discrepancy issue as described in "Replica 
Inconsistencies" in LogicSource II for NDS.

Possible Cause: A request was received to synchronize an NDS partition. However, the
object for the source server is not present in the local database of the tar
server.

Action: Handle this as a replica ring discrepancy issue as described in "Replica 
Inconsistencies" in LogicSource II for NDS.

Possible Cause: A request was received to synchronize an NDS schema. However, the
object for the source server is not present in the local database of the tar
server.

Action: Handle this as a replica ring discrepancy issue as described in "Replica 
Inconsistencies" in LogicSource II for NDS.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made by an NDS server to begin inbound replica 
synchronization. However, the source server does not exist in the replica
of the specified NDS partition as held by the target server.

Action: Handle this as a replica ring discrepancy issue as described in "Replica 
Inconsistencies" in LogicSource II for NDS.
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Possible Cause: An attempt was made by an NDS server to update the NDS schema. O
the following conditions caused the error:

� The replica depth for the source server is higher than for the target se

� The source server does not exist in the replica ring of the NDS partit
closest to the [Root] on the target server.

Action: Updates to the schema for an NDS server can only be made by source s
that have a lower replica depth than the target server and, if the target se
holds any NDS partitions, the source server exists in the replica ring of th
NDS partition closest to the [Root] on the target server.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made by an NDS server to modify the replica type of an
partition held by the target server. However, the source server does not e
in the NDS database for the target server. If using DSTRACE on the targ
server with the Schema Synchronization flag set, the following message
be displayed:

LinkReplica: DSALinkReplica for partition [PartitionRootObjectEntryID] 
((PartitionRootObjectName)) from [SourceServerEntryID] 
((SourceServerName)) failed, error = -672

Action: Verify that both the source and target servers hold a replica of the partitio
returning the error and that the replica rings are consistent. If the target se
does not actually hold a replica of the partition, then remove the server f
the replica ring of the source server using DSREPAIR.

-673 FFFFFD5F REPLICA NOT ON

Source: NDS

Explanation: An NDS partition operation or object operation was requested from a se
whose replica of the targeted NDS partition is not in an On state.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: During NDS partition operations, the replicas of the affected partitions 
disabled and not available for participation in other partition operations u
the current operation has completed.

Action: Examine the replica state of the NDS replica and identify the correspond
NDS partition operation that involves that state.
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Handle this NDS partition operation issue.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to initiate an NDS partition operation on a partiti
whose Master replica state was not On.

Action: Examine the replica state of the NDS replica and identify the correspond
NDS partition operation that involves that state.

Handle this NDS partition operation issue.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to remove a replica from a server while that serv
replica state was not On.

Action: Examine the replica state of the NDS replica and identify the correspond
NDS partition operation that involves that state.

Handle this NDS partition operation issue.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to change the Master replica to another NDS se
while the replica state is not On for the current Master replica.

Action: Examine the replica state of the NDS replica and identify the correspond
NDS partition operation that involves that state.

Handle this NDS partition operation issue.

-674 FFFFFD5E INVALID NAME SERVICE

Source: NDS

Explanation: A request was made to access a name service that is not supported by 
The supported name services are bindery and NDS.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to set or retrieve address referral information, bu
name service specified was not known.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-675 FFFFFD5D INVALID TASK

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to use TASK ID 0 of a NetWare Core Protocol (N
connection.

Possible Cause: An internal error occurred in the NDS connection and task manageme
handling.

Action: Try to reset the connection and task management tables by reloading th
DS.NLM.
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-676 FFFFFD5C INVALID CONN HANDLE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to use an invalid NetWare Core Protocol (NCP) 
connection handle or an invalid TASK ID of an NCP connection.

Possible Cause: An internal error occurred in the NDS connection and task manageme
handling.

Action: Delete the problem server’s connection to the source server in MONITOR
this doesn’t resolve the problem, reset the connection and task managem
tables by reloading the DS.NLM.

-677 FFFFFD5B INVALID IDENTITY

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to use an invalid identity that is internal to NDS.

Possible Cause: An internal error occurred in NDS while attempting to identify managem
handling.

Action: Unload DSREPAIR.NLM if it is loaded; then enter the command SET 
DSTRACE=*. to unload and reload DS.NLM. This will reset the connectio
and task management tables.

-678 FFFFFD5A DUPLICATE ACL

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to add an Access Control List (ACL) attribute to a
object that already has an ACL attribute value of the specified trustee an
privilege without overwriting or deleting the existing attribute value.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An ACL for the object already exists. This might happen while merging 
or during an installation if the object being installed already exists. 

Action: No action is required. In this case, the error is informational only. Continu
with the tree merge or the install.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to manipulate an obje
attributes.
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Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-679 FFFFFD59 PARTITION ALREADY EXISTS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a new partition using the split partition 
operation on a server that already has the specified object as a partition 
object.

Possible Cause: A discrepancy exists between the partition boundaries on two servers.

Action: See "Troubleshooting Common NDS Error Conditions" in LogicSource II for 
NDS.

-680 FFFFFD58 TRANSPORT MODIFIED

Source: NDS

Explanation: An inconsistency occurred when attempting to connect to the target ser

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt to establish a connection with the target server returned a 
Transport Failure error (-625IDS_T_ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE). 
However, an auxiliary attempt succeeded by renegotiating the NetWare C
Protocol (NCP) connection's IPX Maximum Packet Size, IPX Packet 
Signature, or IPX Packet Checksumming.

Action: Make sure that any LAN/WAN equipment, cards, and drivers that exist 
between the source and target server are functioning properly.

Possible Cause: Faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment might ex
between the source and target servers.

Action: Make sure that any LAN/WAN equipment, cards, and drivers that exist 
between the source and target server are functioning properly.

-681 FFFFFD57 ALIAS OF AN ALIAS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to create or restore an object with a base class o
when the aliased object is also an object with a base class of Alias.
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Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application used to create or restore an

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-682 FFFFFD56 AUDITING FAILED

Source: NDS

Explanation: An error occurred during NDS auditing.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An internal auditing error occurred.

Action: To obtain additional information about the error, use DSTRACE on the sou
and target servers. Make sure the Auditing flag is set for the target serve

Possible Cause: An attempt to reset the NDS auditing file failed.

Action: Check the audit log for additional information.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to audit an NDS activity that has not been flagge
Audited by the auditor.

Action: Enable auditing on the container.

-683 FFFFFD55 INVALID API VERSION

Source: NDS

Explanation: NDS (DS.NLM) received a request from an NDS API that specified a ver
that was invalid or unsupported by the version of the DS.NLM in use.

Action: Update the DS.NLM to conform with the latest API version.

-684 FFFFFD54 SECURE NCP VIOLATION

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt to connect to an NDS client or server using NCP packet signa
failed.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.
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Possible Cause: An attempt was made to authenticate to a client or server where the ta
client or server does not support or use NCP Packet Signatures; howeve
source client or server requires the use of NCP Packet Signatures.

Action: Enable support for NCP Packet Signatures on the target client or server.

Possible Cause: Packet corruption is occurring that might be caused by faulty LAN driv
LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source a
target servers.

Action: Make sure that any LAN/WAN equipment, cards, and drivers that exist 
between the source and target server are functioning properly.

-685 FFFFFD53 MOVE IN PROGRESS

Source: NDS

Explanation: The specified object is involved in an NDS Move Object operation.

Possible Cause: If the specified object has a Move obituary or an Inhibit Move obituary,
error is returned to the NDS client or server that submitted a DSA contro
request inquiring about the move status of an object.

Action: Wait. If the Janitor process is not completing the move, identify and reso
the error that is preventing the process from being completed. Then this e
will resolve itself.

-686 FFFFFD52 NOT LEAF PARTITION

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt to perform a Move Subtree partition operation was requested
partition that has a child partition.

Action: The Move Subtree partition operation can only be performed on partitions
have no subordinate partition root objects and that are leaf partitions. Befor
performing a Move Subtree partition operation on a nonleaf partition root
object, merge any subordinate partition root objects with the parent partitions.

-687 FFFFFD51 CANNOT ABORT

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to abort a partition operation that has progressed b
a specific operation state.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to abort one of the following operations:
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� A Change Replica Type partition operation that has advanced a repl
beyond the replica state CRT_0

� A Split partition operation that has advanced a readable, or better, rep
beyond replica state SS_0

� A Merge partition operation that has advanced the partition control s
beyond JS_0

� A Move Subtree partition operation that has advanced a Move Tree 
Obituaries to “Notified,” “OK To Purge,” or “Purgeable”

If a partition operation has advanced beyond the initial stages identified, 
cannot be aborted.

Action: Wait for the operation to complete. If the operation is stuck, go to the ser
with the master of the partition and use SET DSTRACE=ON +PART *H. Fi
the error that is preventing the operation from completing and resolve it.

-688 FFFFFD50 CACHE OVERFLOW

Source: NDS

Explanation: An internal error occurred in the cache used by the NDS replica 
synchronization process. The change cache is no longer valid or is curre
being modified.

Possible Cause: This error can occur for one of the following reasons:

� The change cache is being purged.

� The change cache is being rebuilt.

� The change cache is being used by the skulker process.

Action: If the error occurs for any of the reasons listed above, it is transitory and
should be ignored. 

Possible Cause: This error may occur while synchronizing a subordinate reference repl

Action: No action is needed. This message is informational only. Change cache 
not apply to subordinate references.

-689 FFFFFD4F INVALID SUBORDINATE COUNT

Source: NDS
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Explanation: The number of child objects present differs from the subordinate count 
specified on the object's database record.

Possible Cause: This error can occur as a reply to an Inspect Entry request.

Possible Cause: This error can occur when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process 
executing (with DSTRACE active and the DSTRACE Inspector flag set).
this is the case, the following message will be displayed:

INSPECTOR: Bad subordinate count on entry ObjectEntryID, is 
EntryRecordCount, should be ActualCount

Action: Use the Repair Local DS Database option in DSREPAIR to repair the loc
database of the server reporting the error.

-690 FFFFFD4E INVALID RDN

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error indicates the following:

� The Relative Distinguished Name (RDN) specified by the NDS objec
database record differs from the name provided by the object-namin
attribute.

� The object's parent object, as identified by the NDS object database
record, is invalid.

Possible Cause: This error can occur as a reply to an Inspect Entry request.

Possible Cause: This error can occur when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process 
executing (with DSTRACE active and the DSTRACE Inspector flag set).
this is the case, the following message will be displayed:

INSPECTOR: ObjectEntryID, RDN does not match values

Action: Use the Repair Local Database option in DSREPAIR to repair the local 
database of the server reporting the error.

-691 FFFFFD4D MOD TIME NOT CURRENT

Source: NDS

Explanation: The modification timestamp of an attribute assigned to the specified obje
higher than the modification timestamp on the object's NDS object datab
record.

Possible Cause: This error can occur as a reply to an Inspect Entry request.
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Possible Cause: This error can occur when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process 
executing (with DSTRACE active and the DSTRACE Inspector flag set).
this is the case, the following message will be displayed:

INSPECTOR: ObjectEntryID, RDN modification time is not current

Action: Use the Repair Local DS Database option in DSREPAIR to repair the loc
database of the server reporting the error.

-692 FFFFFD4C INCORRECT BASE CLASS

Source: NDS

Explanation: The base class indicated by the specified object's NDS object database 
is not the same as the base class listed on the specified object's Object 
attribute.

Possible Cause: This error can occur as a reply to an Inspect Entry request.

Possible Cause: This error can occur when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process 
executing (with DSTRACE active and the DSTRACE Inspector flag set).
this is the case, the following message will be displayed:

INSPECTOR: ObjectEntryID, RDN base class is incorrect

Action: Use the Repair Local DS Database option in DSREPAIR to repair the loc
database of the server reporting the error.

-693 FFFFFD4B MISSING REFERENCE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The specified object has an attribute value that references another NDS 
in the local database. However, the referenced object does not have a 
Reference attribute indicating that the specified object references it.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to manipulate an NDS object whose creation time
is zero.

Action: Use DSREPAIR to repair the database of the server holding the Master re
of the partition that encompasses the specified object.

Possible Cause: This error can occur as a reply to an Inspect Entry request.
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Possible Cause: This error can occur when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process 
executing (with DSTRACE active and the DSTRACE Inspector flag set).
this is the case, the following message will be displayed:

INSPECTOR: ObjectEntryID, ObjectName, missing reference opposite t
value

Action: Use the Repair Local DS Database option in DSREPAIR to repair the loc
database of the server reporting the error.

-694 FFFFFD4A LOST ENTRY

Source: NDS

Explanation: The NDS object being updated using an NDS background process has 
been received.

Possible Cause: This error can occur during the NDS replica synchronization process wh
target server does not hold a copy of the object or when the object on the t
server has its Reference Entry flag set.

When using DSTRACE on the source server with the Synchronization fla
set, the following message is displayed:

SkulkEntry: LOST ENTRY (ObjectName) creationTime = 
ObjectCreationTimestamp with ReplicaNumber and Event

Action: No user intervention is required. The NDS replica synchronization proce
handles this error by resending the lost entry.

-695 FFFFFD49 AGENT ALREADY REGISTERED

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to load NDS (DS.NLM) for the NetWare operating
system. However, another NetWare Loadable Module (NLM) program ha
already registered itself with the operating system as the NDS agent.

Action: Unload the NLM program that has registered with the operating system a
NDS agent. Then reload the DS.NLM.

-696 FFFFFD48 DS LOADER BUSY

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to unload and reload NDS (DS.NLM) for the NetW
operating system while the DS loader for the operating system was busy
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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Action: Try again later.

-697 FFFFFD47 DS CANNOT RELOAD

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to unload and reload NDS (DS.NLM) while an ND
dependent NLM was loaded.

This error will cause the following message to be displayed on the file se
console of the NetWare operating system:

DS.NLM cannot be unloaded at this time because another NLM has regist
with DS. Try unloading DSREPAIR.NLM, DSMERGE.NLM, or DSI.NLM.

Action: Check for the NLM programs mentioned in the message and unload the
the NLM programs are not loaded, check for any other DS.NLM-depend
programs that are loaded, and unload them. Then try unloading and reloa
the DS.NLM.

-698 FFFFFD46 REPLICA IN SKULK

Source: NDS

Explanation: The NDS replica synchronization process tried to start synchronizing with
target server. However, another NDS server has already begun the replic
synchronization process with the target server.

Possible Cause: A server can only receive inbound NDS replica synchronization from o
server at a time. When two servers in the same replica ring try to synchro
to the NDS server before one of them completes the synchronization, this 
occurs.

Action: Consider this error transitory. The NDS replica synchronization process 
resolve the error.

-699 FFFFFD45 FATAL

Source: NDS

Explanation: An unrecoverable error has occurred and the operation cannot be comp

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.
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Possible Cause: Sometimes this error can occur during the normal operation of NDS 
(DS.NLM).

Action: These errors are handled during the normal operation of NDS and are 
considered transitory errors.

Possible Cause: An internal or unexpected error occurred in NDS.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: This error could occur during the background process for NDS Replica
Synchronization in response to the request to start replica synchronizatio
it does, the source and the target server could be the same server. If this
case, duplicate replica attribute values could exist in the replica ring for t
partition root object.

Action: Use DSREPAIR to run a local database repair.

Possible Cause: This error could occur during the background process for NDS Replica
Synchronization in response to an update request. Check if DSTRACE is
displaying the following message on the target server while the Schema 
Synchronization flag is set:

SKULKER: invalid replica root

If that message is displayed, this can indicate the following about the spec
root partition object:

� It has a different parent object on the target server than the parent o
on the source server.

� It is an external reference on the target server.

Action: Run a local database repair using DSREPAIR.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during the background process for NDS Replica 
Synchronization in response to an update request, it can indicate that the
source and target server are the same server. Occurrences in this case c
indicate that there are duplicate replica attribute values in the replica ring
the partition root object.

Action: Use DSREPAIR to run a local database repair.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during the NDS Janitor background process, while 
processing the NDS object obituaries, it can indicate the following:

� An attempt was made to process an unidentified type 1 obituary. 
Standard-type obituaries are Restored (0), Dead, Moved, New RDN.
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� The obituary received by the target server was a type 1 (Dead) obitu
and specified a zero creation timestamp for the targeted NDS object

If using DSTRACE on the target server with the Backlinker flag set, the 
following message is displayed:

"WARNING! rejecting DSAStartUpdateSchema client 
<TargetServerName>" 

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: This error can occur during the NDS partition operation Move Subtree.
does, the server that holds the Master replica of the parent partition of th
partition being moved was not found in the replica ring of the Master replica

If DSTRACE is being used on the NDS server that holds the Master replic
the partition being moved, the following message will be displayed:

CNTL: Partition ((SourcePartitionRoot)) entry not found on server 
((SourcePartitionRootParent'sMasterReplicaServerName))

Action: A server that holds a nonsubordinate reference replica of an NDS partition 
must have a subordinate reference replica of each of the child partitions.
Handle this condition as a replica ring discrepancy as described in "Repl
Ring Inconsistencies" in LogicSource II for NDS.

Possible Cause: This error can occur during the NDS Janitor background process, whil
purging the local NDS database and after successfully completing the N
Replica Synchronization background process. If it does, an attempt was m
to purge an invalid entry record.

Action: If this error occurs continuously in the circumstances described, use 
DSREPAIR to run a local database repair.

Possible Cause: This error can occur during the NDS Limber background process. If it d
the server could have been out of available memory when the Limber pro
was attempting to update the referral information of the source server on
Master replica of each of the partitions held by the source server.

Action: Re-initialize NDS. Monitor NDS using SET DSTRACE=*.

Possible Cause: This error can occur when NDS is attempting to initiate an NDS partitio
merge operation. In this case, you would see this error as a response fro
server holding the Master replica of the parent partition of the partition be
merged. If it does occur, the child partition root object on the server hold
the Master replica of the parent partition is not a partition root object.
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Action: Verify the replica ring consistency as described in "Replica Ring 
Inconsistencies" in LogicSource II for NDS. Verify the parent/child 
relationships of the partitions.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs under the following conditions, then the source serv
not received a readable replica, or better, of the parent partition.

� The NDS partition merge operation is in preparation to advance the 
replica state to Join State 1.

� DSTRACE is being used on the source server with the Synchronizat
or the Partition Operation flags set.

� The message displayed is “JOINING UP: ((ChildPartition)) Child's rin
did not match parent's. Wait for parent replica.”

Action: Check the replica ring consistency and fix the discrepancy.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs under the following conditions, then an unspecified 
occurred during the initialization routines:

� An attempt was made to initialize the NDS schema cache.

� DSTRACE is being used on the source server with the Schema 
Synchronization flag set, and the following message is displayed:

Unable to initialize schema cache. Operational schema is now invali

Action: Use DSREPAIR with the Rebuild Operational Schema option selected to
a local database repair.

Possible Cause: Packet corruption is occurring, or an NDS server or client made an atte
use an unknown packet format. This might be caused by faulty LAN drive
LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source a
target servers.

Action: Make sure that any LAN/WAN equipment, cards, and drivers that exist 
between the source and target server are functioning properly.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to open the local database while it was already 

Action: Contact the developer of the application that issued the request.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made during the NDS Merge Tree operation to assign a
of the [Root] partition using replica number zero.

Action: Use DSREPAIR to run a local database repair on the server with the mas
[Root].
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Possible Cause: An attempt was made to request a subordinate reference replica withou
able to identify the server holding the Master replica of the NDS partition
being requested.

The request to receive a subordinate reference replica can occur while 
processing a dying replica if the replica's parent partition exists on the se
holding the dying replica or while receiving a replica if the new replica ha
child partitions.

When DSTRACE is being used on the source server with the Schema 
Synchronization flag set, the following message will be displayed:

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica - ((PartitionRootObjectName)). Master not 
found in local ring.

Action: Ensure that a Master replica of the partition exists and that the servers a
communicating.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to assign a new Master replica using the NDS C
Replica Type operation under the following conditions:

� The source server does not hold a replica of the specified NDS parti

� The source server does not have a replica attribute value in its copy o
replica ring for the specified NDS partition that identifies the NDS serv
holding the Master replica.

Action: Verify the consistency of the replica rings as described in "Replica Ring 
Inconsistencies" in LogicSource II for NDS. Make sure that the server with the
Master replica of the partition exists.

Possible Cause: A request was received to synchronize an NDS partition under the following 
conditions:

� The partition does not exist on the source server.

� The partition came from an NDS server that does not exist in the rep
ring on the source server for the specified NDS partition.

Action: Verify the consistency of the replica rings.

Possible Cause: A request was received to begin processing the NDS partition operation
Subtree, and the source server was unable to locate the Master replica i
replica ring for the specified NDS partition.

When DSTRACE is being used with the Schema Synchronization or the
Partition Operation flags set, the following message will be displayed:
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MoveTree: End Notify for [PartitionRootObjectEntryID] 
((PartitionRootObjectName)) failed, error - 699

Action: Verify that a Master replica exists.

Possible Cause: A request was received to register a NetWare Loadable Module (NLM)
program for an NDS event where the requester specified an invalid prior

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during the initialization of NDS (DS.NLM), an intern
problem with the DSLoader could exist.

Action: Reload NDS (DS.NLM).

Possible Cause: If this error occurs during the initialization of NDS (DS.NLM), the DS.N
could be corrupted.

Action: Replace DS.NLM with a new copy and reload NDS.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs continuously during the initialization of NDS (DS.NL
and the DS.NLM and DSLoader files have been replaced, an internal err
could have occurred in these files.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-700 FFFFFD44 OBSOLETE API

Source: NDS

Explanation: An NDS API request was received that is not supported by the version of 
(DS.NLM) running on the server.

Possible Cause: The program is using an outdated API.

Action: If the error persists, contact the developer of the application. Obtain an 
updated version of the program that is compatible with the current versio
NDS.

-701 FFFFFD43 SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made by the NDS Replica Synchronization process to s
synchronization with the target server while the target server's inbound N
Replica Synchronization is disabled.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
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following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: This error can occur if an attempt is made to initiate inbound NDS Rep
Synchronization while the process is disabled on the target server. The 
following message will appear if the target server is using DSTRACE with 
Synchronization and Inbound flags set:

Action: Enable inbound replica synchronization using the command SET DSTRA
=!S1.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to audit NDS on a server whose auditing is not o

Action: Disable or enable auditing from an appropriate container or server.

Possible Cause: This error can occur if an attempt is made to initiate an outbound NDS Replica 
Synchronization while the process is disabled on the source server.

This will result in the following DSTRACE message if the source server i
using DSTRACE with the Minimum or Synchronization flags set:

SYNC: SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED

Action: Enable outbound replica synchronization using the command SET DSTRA
=!S1.

-702 FFFFFD42 INVALID PARAMETER

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to register for an unsupported NDS event, or an 
unregistered NDS event was received by the server.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application.

Action: If the error persists, contact the developer of the application.

-703 FFFFFD41 DUPLICATE TEMPLATE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The default Access Control List (ACL) for the specified operational sche
class definition exists and is correct.

Possible Cause: This is an internal error and is expected during the initialization of the sc
During the initialization of the schema, each operational schema class 
definition is examined; and, in this case, the default ACL list (or template)
the specified class already exists and is correct.

If the default ACL for the specified class is nonexistent or incorrect, the 
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initialization routines reassign it to the operational schema class definitio

Action: The error will resolve itself.

-704 FFFFFD40 NO MASTER REPLICA

Source: NDS

Explanation: The server is unable to identify the Master replica of the partition.

Possible Cause: The source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, but no Master r
is specified in its replica ring.

Action: Examine each server that holds a readable replica of the [Root] partition

� If no Master replica exists, assign one of the servers as the Master re
using DSREPAIR.NLM.

� If one of the servers holds the Master replica, this error should be han
as a Replica Ring Discrepancy situation.

Verify that no Master replica exists.

-705 FFFFFD3F DUPLICATE CONTAINMENT

Source: NDS

Explanation: The default containment list for the specified operational NDS schema c
definition exists and is correct.

Possible Cause: This is an internal error and is expected during the initialization of the sc
During the initialization of the schema, each operational schema class 
definition is examined; and, in this case, the default containment list for t
specified class already exists and is correct.

If the default containment list for the specified class is nonexistent or 
incorrect, the initialization routines reassign it to the operational schema c
definition.

Action: The error will resolve itself.

-706 FFFFFD3E NOT SIBLING

Source: NDS

Explanation: The NDS objects specified in a Merge Entries request are not siblings to
other for one or more of the following reasons:
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� Creation timestamps of the specified objects are the same.

� The objects do not have the same parent object.

� The objects are the same because they have the same object entry 
the server's NDS database.

Possible Cause: A problem with the local NDS database occurred.

Action: Repair the local NDS database using DSREPAIR.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application being used.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-707 FFFFFD3D INVALID SIGNATURE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The Private/Public key pair does not exist.

Possible Cause: This error may be returned during an attempt to authenticate to an NDS
if the authenticating object does not have a Public/Private key pair. 

Action: This error may be transitory. No action is required. 

If the error is persistent, a user with admin rights can change the passwo
the object attempting to authenticate. This will result in a new key pair be
generated.

-708 FFFFFD3C INVALID RESPONSE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The data retrieved by NDS from a packet was invalid or contained unexp
information.

Possible Cause: Packet corruption is occurring, or an NDS server or client made an atte
use an unknown packet format. This might be caused by faulty LAN drive
LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source a
target servers.

Action: Make sure that any LAN/WAN equipment, cards, and drivers that exist 
between the source and target server are functioning properly.

-709 FFFFFD3B INSUFFICIENT SOCKETS

Source: NDS
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Explanation: An attempt was made to identify any unnecessary NetWare Core Protoc
(NCP) sockets. All sockets were found to be in use.

Possible Cause: After successfully opening or closing an NCP connection with an NDS s
or client, NDS attempts to identify and recycle any unnecessary NCP soc
If all open sockets are in use, this error will be returned to indicate that n
sockets are available for recycling.

Action: Occurrences of this error are transitory and will appear and disappear as
connections are opened and closed while all opened sockets are in use. 
error occurs continuously, increase the maximum number of open socke
allowed by the operating system.

-710 FFFFFD3A DATABASE READ FAIL

Source: NDS

Explanation: An error occurred during an attempt to read the [Root] object from the lo
database.

Possible Cause: The database is reporting that the [Root] object does not exist.

Action: Run DSREPAIR to repair any corruption in the database. If the error pers
contact a Novell support provider.

-711 FFFFFD39 INVALID CODE PAGE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The code page that NDS is trying to access is invalid or unavailable.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to reference unicode information for a code page
not available on the server.

Action: Add support for the code page and country to the server.

-712 FFFFFD38 INVALID ESCAPE CHAR

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to use an invalid escape character within a unico
string.

Possible Cause: An invalid escape character was entered.

Action: Use a valid escape code.
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-713 FFFFFD37 INVALID DELIMITERS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to parse a name using an invalid delimiter.

Possible Cause: This is an internal error to NDS (DS.NLM).

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-714 FFFFFD36 NOT IMPLEMENTED

Source: NDS

Explanation: The server received a request for a function or operation that is not 
implemented in the version of NDS (DS.NLM) used by the server.

Possible Cause: The application making the request requires a newer version of NDS 
(DS.NLM).

Action: Upgrade the DS.NLM to the version required by the application.

Possible Cause: This may be a cosmetic error that occurs in the normal operation of Ne
5. NetWare 5 does not verify remote IDs like in NetWare 4.x, so this error may 
be displayed.

Action: No action is required. In this case, the error is cosmetic only.

Possible Cause: A program fault occurred in the application.

Action: If the error persists, contact the developer of the application.

-715 FFFFFD35 CHECKSUM FAILURE

Source: NDS

Explanation: A server sent a packet using NDS checksumming. However, the packet
identified as corrupted because the checksumming verification failed.

WARNING: Applying all solutions mentioned in this topic could make the 
problem worse if the actual cause of the problem is not known. Before 
following a course of action, make sure that you understand the cause of 
the error and the consequences of the actions suggested.

Possible Cause: This error occurs when both the source and target server are using 
checksumming. NDS for NetWare does not, by default, use checksummi
because checksumming is not supported by all frame types.
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Action: Generally, it is not recommended that checksumming be used because m
versions of NDS automatically provide transport-independent Cyclical 
Redundancy Check (CRC) checking on all NDS traffic between servers.

Possible Cause: Packet corruption is occurring. This might be caused by faulty LAN driv
LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source a
target servers.

Action: Make sure that any LAN/WAN equipment, cards, and drivers that exist 
between the source and target server are functioning properly.

-716 FFFFFD34 CHECKSUMMING NOT SUPPORTED

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to negotiate a NetWare Core Protocol (NCP) conne
between a source server with checksumming enabled and a target serve
does not support checksumming.

Possible Cause: This error occurs when the source server is using checksumming and th
server is not. NDS for NetWare does not, by default, use checksumming
because checksumming is not supported by all frame types.

Action: Generally, it is not recommended that checksumming be used because m
versions of NDS automatically provide transport-independent Cyclical 
Redundancy Check (CRC) checking on all the NDS traffic between serve

To stop the error from occuring, both the source and the target servers mus
have checksumming enabled or disabled. Use SET DSTRACE=CHECKS
to enable support for checksumming or SET DSTRACE=NOCHECKSUM
disable support for checksumming.

-717 FFFFFD33 CRC FAILURE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The server received a packet that was using Cyclical Redundancy Chec
(CRC) checking. The packet was identified as corrupted because the CR
verification failed.

A server running NDS for NetWare, by default, uses CRC checking for a
data exchange. This is done to prevent database corruption due to pack
corruption.

CRC checking is available only between servers running DS.NLM v5.01 
later.
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Possible Cause: Packet corruption is occurring that might be caused by faulty LAN driv
LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source a
target servers.

Action: Make sure that any LAN/WAN equipment, cards, and drivers that exist 
between the source and target server are functioning properly.

-718 FFFFFD32 INVALID ENTRY HANDLE

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-719 FFFFFD31 INVALID VALUE HANDLES

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-720 FFFFFD30 CONNECTION DENIED

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to connect by NDS and the connection was denie

Possible Cause: The WAN Traffic Manager, according to the policies, restricted an attem

� Begin running an NDS background process

� Open a NetWare Core Protocol (NCP) connection to a server

Action: Occurrences of this error while using the WAN Traffic Manager are expec
and should generally be disregarded. To review the restrictions placed on 
and enforced by the WAN Traffic Manager, review the policies used on th
source server or the LAN Area object to which the source server belongs

The following DSTRACE messages display when the corresponding ND
background process is disabled completely:

NDS Background 
Process

DSTRACE Message

Backlinker WANMAN: NDS_BACKLINK returns DONT SEND (policy)
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The operating system periodically checks all connections on the server t
verify that the connection is still permitted. For example, if the authentica
object's account has been deleted or the allowed connection times restri
the connection on the server may need to be terminated.

If the server does not hold a replica of the partition encompassing the ob
the server will need to perform a name resolution operation on the objec
distinguished name to locate a server holding a readable replica of the o

If the WAN Traffic Manager’s policies restrict name resolutions during th
account check, the following DSTRACE messages are displayed (if 
DSTRACE is used with the WANMAN flag set):

WANMAN: NDS_CHECK_LOGIN_RESTRICTIONS returns DONT 
SEND (policy)

The following DSTRACE messages are displayed when the correspondi
NDS background process is enabled and an attempt was made to open an
Connection during the execution of the background process to an addres
restricted by a WAN Traffic Manager policy:

Schema 
Synchronization

WANMAN: NDS_SCHEMA_SYNC returns DONT SEND (policy)

Limber WANMAN: NDS_LIMBER returns DONT SEND (policy)

Janitor WANMAN: NDS_JANITOR returns DONT SEND (policy)

NDS Background 
Process

DSTRACE Message

Replica 
Synchronization

WANMAN: NDS_SYNC returns DONT SEND (policy)

Backlinker WANMAN: NDS_BACKLINK_OPEN returns DONT SEND (auto)

WANMAN: NDS_BACKLINK_OPEN returns DONT SEND (policy)

Schema 
Synchronization

WANMAN: NDS_SCHEMA_SYNC_OPEN returns DONT SEND (auto)

WANMAN: NDS_SCHEMA_SYNC_OPEN returns DONT SEND (policy)

NDS Background 
Process

DSTRACE Message
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If the WAN Traffic Manager’s policies restrict name resolutions during th
account check mentioned on the previous page, the following DSTRACE
messages are displayed (if using DSTRACE with the WANMAN flag set)

WANMAN: NDS_CHECK_LOGIN_RESTRICTIONS_OPEN returns 
DONT SEND (auto)

WANMAN: NDS_CHECK_LOGIN_RESTRICTIONS_OPEN returns 
DONT SEND (policy)

The use of (auto) or (policy) in any of the messages above is determined
the WAN Traffic Manager policy being used.

-721 FFFFFD2F NO SUCH FEDERATION LINK

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error notifies the user or application that an attempt was made to re
a link between federation partitions and the link did not exist.

-722 FFFFFD2E OP SCHEMA MISMATCH

Source: NDS

Explanation: The inbound schema synchronization received a schema definition that
not match the mandatory components expected by NDS.

Action: Upgrade the schema.

-723 FFFFFD2D STREAM NOT FOUND

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to open the NDS database files, and one or more
files is missing.

Limber WANMAN: NDS_LIMBER_OPEN returns DONT SEND (auto)

WANMAN: NDS_LIMBER_OPEN returns DONT SEND (policy)

Janitor WANMAN: NDS_JANITOR_OPEN returns DONT SEND (auto)

WANMAN: NDS_JANITOR_OPEN returns DONT SEND (policy)

NDS Background 
Process

DSTRACE Message
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Action: Depending on which file is missing (it could be a stream file or one of the D
files), you might be able to get a copy of the missing files from another rep
through synchronization or restore them from a backup tape. If the missing
is one of the main DS.NLM files or is missing because it was never instal
you may need to reinstall NDS.

Possible Cause: If the -723 error occurs when doing an in-place upgrade, the 0.DSB file
be missing or corrupted.

Action: Look for the file 0.DSB in the SYS:_NETWARE directory. The file should b
28 bytes long. If it is not, copy the 0.DSB file from another server.

-724 FFFFFD2C DCLIENT UNAVAILABLE

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-725 FFFFFD2B MASV NO ACCESS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to perform an operation such as reading or writing
partition. Access to the partition has been denied because of the restricti
made through the Mandatory Access Control Service (MASV).

Possible Cause: The user logged in to or authenticated to the server and tried to perfor
operation to a partition with a level of security that the MASV restrictions d
not allow.

Action: Log in again at an authorized security level and try the operation again.

-726 FFFFFD2A MASV INVALID REQUEST

Source: NDS

Explanation: This is a general error associated with Mandatory Access Control Servi
(MASV) that indicates that an invalid request has been made to MASV.

For example, if NDS makes a request for a connection to a partition with
MASV label and if NDS passes a connection number that is not valid to t
label, then this error code will be returned.

Possible Cause: When anything is wrong with the information that is sent to MASV from
NetWare Core Protocol (NCP) call, this error will occur.
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Possible Cause: A programming error occurred in the application you are running.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: The DS.NLM is corrupted.

Action: Reinstall NDS.

-727 FFFFFD29 MASV FAILURE

Source: NDS

Explanation: Mandatory Access Control Service (MASV) failed.

Possible Cause: An internal error occurred in MASV.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

Possible Cause: Labels stored in the NDS database or in the file system have been cor

Action: Reassign labels to the volume or partition.

-728 FFFFFD28 MASV ALREADY EXISTS

Source: NDS

Explanation: The Mandatory Access Control Service (MASV) security clearance alre
exists for the user or object.

Possible Cause: This error notifies you that an attempt was made to do one of the follow

� Label a partition with a Mandatory Access Control Service (MASV) lab
that has already been labeled.

� Assign a security clearance to a user who has already been assigne
clearance.

For example, you give all users a level of the security clearance of Nove
Then you decide you want to assign Dave an additional security clearance of 
SSL. You assign Dave a security of SSL and Novell forgetting that Dave
already has the Novell security clearance. This error would be returned 
because Dave already has a security clearance of Novell.

Action: No action is required. This error is informational only.

-729 FFFFFD27 MASV NOT FOUND

Source: NDS
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Explanation: The Mandatory Access Control Service (MASV) contains a set of string
(known as human readable labels or HRLs) that is used to identify a labe
a partition, a label for a volume, or the security clearance for a user. If a st
was entered that does not match a defined HRL, this error would be retu

For example, a valid HRL might be "Novell." If "Novel" were entered, this
error would be returned.

Possible Cause: A programming error occurred in the application you are running.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

Possible Cause: An string that was not defined as a valid HRL was entered, due to a 
typographical error.

Action: Enter a string that is an acceptable label.

-730 FFFFFD26 MASV BAD RANGE

Source: NDS

Explanation: During an attempt to assign a clearance, a range for Mandatory Access
Control Service (MASV) was selected that was not compatible. Or, an atte
was made to perform an operation that is not allowed in the range of sec
to which you authenticated.

Possible Cause: You selected or chose a range that is incompatible or does not follow the
of dominance.

Action: Select a valid range.

-731 FFFFFD25 ERROR VALUE DATA

Source: NDS

Explanation: The data field of the value of an attribute contains no data.

Possible Cause: The data field has become corrupted.

Action: Run DSREPAIR. If the problem persists, contact a Novell support provid

-732 FFFFFD24 DATABASE LOCKED

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error occurs when a request is made to lock the database. The requ
be to read the database (shareable lock) or to write to the database (exc
lock). This error indicates that there is a discrepancy between the type of 
requested and the type of lock granted.
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Possible Cause: This error is internal to NDS (DS.NLM).

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-733 FFFFFD23 DATABASE ALREADY EXISTS

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to upgrade the database when an upgraded data
already exists.

Possible Cause: This error may occur when an upgraded database already exists.

Action: The error is informational only. No action is required. 

-734 FFFFFD22 DATABASE NOT FOUND

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to upgrade from an old database format to a new
database format and the old database was not found.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-735 FFFFFD21 NOTHING TO ABORT

Source: NDS

Explanation: This informational error indicates that an attempt was made to abort a par
operation that was in progress, and nothing was found to abort.

Possible Cause: This may occur if an attempt is made to cancel a partition operation in
Manager and the wrong partition is selected.

Action: Select the correct partition in NDS Manager.

-736 FFFFFD20 END OF STREAM

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to read past the end of a file.

Possible Cause: If this error occurs while trying to open the database, the database file
be corrupted.

Action: Run DSREPAIR. If the database still cannot be opened, contact a Novell 
support provider.
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Possible Cause: If this error occurs when you are trying to access a stream file, the file m
corrupted.

Action: Replace the file. This can be done by updating the copy of the file on ano
server and then letting it be synchronized to the file server with the corrup
stream file. (Note that to find the file server with the corrupted stream file, y
may need to take a wire trace.)

-737 FFFFFD1F NO SUCH TEMPLATE

Source: NDS

Explanation: This informational error indicates that when NDS attempted to delete th
Access Control List (ACL) template specified, the template could not be 
found in the class definition being modified.

NOTE: The ACL template is also referred to as the default ACL.

Possible Cause: This error may occur occasionally during normal operation of NDS.

Action: In this case the error is informational and can be ignored.

Possible Cause: Consistent occurrences of this error indicate that a program is trying to 
the ACL template.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-738 FFFFFD1E SAS LOCKED

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is internal to the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact your Novell support provider.

-739 FFFFFD1D INVALID SAS VERSION

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is internal to the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact your Novell support provider.

-740 FFFFFD1C SAS ALREADY REGISTERED

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is internal to the DS.NLM.
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Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-741 FFFFFD1B NAME TYPE NOT SUPPORTED

Source: NDS

Explanation: An application attempted to use a name type that was not supported by
NDS API. The supported name types are tuned name and unicode string.

Possible Cause: The application you are running tried to use a naming type that is not a
name or a unicode string.

Action: Contact the developer of the application.

-742 FFFFFD1A WRONG DS VERSION

Source: NDS

Explanation: This informational error indicates that an attempt was made by NDS to f
version of the DS.NLM that supports certain features. If the feature is no
available, the request will not be performed.

Possible Cause: This error may occur during a resolve name operation if the target serv
holding the object is running a version of DS.NLM that is on the source 
server’s restricted version list.

Action: Update the version of DS.NLM running on the target server to a version 
on the source server’s restricted version list.

-743 FFFFFD19 INVALID CONTROL FUNCTION

Source: NDS

Explanation: During a partition operation, an attempt was made to perform a control a
that was not recognized. The valid actions are split partition, create partition, 
move subtree, declare new epoch, and merge.

Possible Cause: An internal error occurred in NDS.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-744 FFFFFD18 INVALID CONTROL STATE

Source: NDS

Explanation: During a partition operation, an attempt was made to go to the next con
state. The state is not the state expected, or the state is invalid.
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Possible Cause: An internal error occurred in NDS.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-745 FFFFFD17 CACHE IN USE

Source: NDS

Explanation: An attempt was made to utilize the change cache during a time that the c
cache was in use. The change cache is considered in use during a replica 
a cache rebuild, or a cache flush.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to utilize the change cache during a time that the 
cache was in use.

Action: This error may be informational during the normal operation of NDS.

If the error persists, contact a Novell support provider.

-746 FFFFFD16 ZERO CREATION TIME

Source: NDS

Explanation: An object exists that has a zero creation timestamp. Zero creation times
are not allowed in NetWare 5.

Possible Cause: A zero creation timestamp was introduced into the directory by a previ
version of NetWare or by data corruption.

Action: Run DSREPAIR on the server that holds the Master replica of the object 
a zero creation timestamp. 

Action: If the problem persists after running DSREPAIR, try to find the object that 
the zero creation timestamp and delete that object. To find the object, ente
following at the server console: 

SET DSTRACE=+s

SET DSTRACE=+part

SET DSTRACE=+misc

SET DSTRACE=+j

SET DSTRACE=*f

SET DSTRACE=*h

Toggle to the Directory Services trace screen and watch for any errors. T
object with the zero creation timestamp that is causing the error should b
displayed. Delete this object.
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Action: If the problem persists after deleting the object with the zero creation 
timestamp, check for obituaries that are not being cleared. To do this, loa
DSREPAIR -a; then select Advanced Options > Check External Referen
Make note of the type of obituaries listed. (Some types of obituaries are D
Backlinked, and Inhibit_move.) If there are obituaries of type Inhibit_mov
contact a Novell support provider.

Action: If the error persists, contact a Novell support provider.

-747 FFFFFD15 WOULD BLOCK

Source: NDS

Explanation: An internal error occurred within the NDS Event Handling System.

Possible Cause: An internal error occurred in NDS.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-748 FFFFFD14 CONN TIMEOUT

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-750 FFFFFD12 OPERATION CANCELLED

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-749 FFFFFD13 TOO MANY REFERRALS

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-751 FFFFFD11 UNKNOWN TARGET

Source: NDS

Explanation: An internal error occurred within the NDS Event Handling System.
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Possible Cause: An internal error occurred in NDS.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-752 FFFFFD10 GUID FAILURE

Source: NDS

Explanation: The value of the NDS GUID attribute could not be created or retrieved.

Possible Cause: This is an internal error to NDS which indicates that an attempt to crea
retrieve a value for the NDS GUID attribute assigned to an NCP server ob
failed.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-753 FFFFFD0F INCOMPATIBLE OS

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-754 FFFFFD0E CALLBACK CANCEL

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-755 FFFFFD0D INVALID SYNCHRONIZATION DATA

Source: NDS

Explanation: An NDS obituary attribute with invalid synchronization data was encounte
during an outbound replica synchronization.

Possible Cause: During an outbound replica synchronization, an NDS obituary attribute
encountered that had no data, was flagged as purged, or was flagged as
valueless.

Action: Run DSREPAIR.

-756 FFFFFD0C STREAM EXISTS

Source: NDS
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Explanation: An attempt was made to create a new set of database files, and the set a
exists.

Possible Cause: This is an internal error in NDS.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-757 FFFFFD0B AUXILIARY HAS CONTAINMENT

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-758 FFFFFD0A AUXILIARY NOT CONTAINER

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-759 FFFFFD09 AUXILIARY NOT EFFECTIVE

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-760 FFFFFD08 AUXILIARY ON ALIAS

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-761 FFFFFD07 HAVE SEEN STATE

Source: NDS

Explanation: A server received notification of the state of a partition operation that it i
involved in, but it had previously received the same state information.

Possible Cause: This error may occur during normal operations.

Action: Occasional occurrences of this error may be considered transitory, and n
action is required.
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If this error occurs continuously, contact a Novell support provider.

-762 FFFFFD06 VERB LOCKED

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-763 FFFFFD05 VERB EXCEEDS TABLE LENGTH

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-764 FFFFFD04 BOF HIT

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-765 FFFFFD03 EOF HIT

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-766 FFFFFD02 INCOMPATIBLE REPLICA VERSION

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

-767 FFFFFD01 QUERY TIMEOUT

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.
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-768 FFFFFD00 QUERY MAX COUNT

Source: NDS

Explanation: This error is not currently used by the DS.NLM.

Action: Contact a Novell support provider.

C0000001h or 3221225473  STATUS_UNSUCCESSFUL

Explanation: This error code is a general failure returned by SAMSRV.DLL. This mess
should generally not be seen unless SAMSRV.DLL fails to load complete

Possible Cause: SAMSRV.DLL encountered an internal error while attempting to load o
perform an operation, and this is causing the return code.

Action: Restore SAMSRV.DLL from the NWSAMSRV.DLL file that exists in the 
WINNT\System32\NetWare directory. If the problem persists you may wa
to attempt to roll back to the MSSAMSRV.DLL. This problem can also be
caused by communications problems with NDS.

C0000002h or 3221225474  STATUS_NOT_IMPLEMENTED

Explanation: The requested operation is not implemented.

Possible Cause: This error code is not returned by SAMSRV.DLL. If you receive this err
code, it is because an application made a request to the operating system
another application and this error code was returned.

Action: Contact the application vendor for more information.

C0000003h or 3221225475  STATUS_INVALID_INFO_CLASS

Explanation: The specified information class is not a valid information class for the 
specified object.

Possible Cause: Some application made a SAMLIB request for an invalid object type or
information type in the SAM database.

Action: Contact the application vendor for further information about the paramet
that is failing. If necessary after ascertaining the usage of correct types b
application, contact Novell Technical Services if the parameter should be
valid.  
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C0000004h or 3221225476  STATUS_INFO_LENGTH_MISMATCH

Explanation: The specified information record length does not match the length require
the specified information class.

C0000005h or 3221225477  STATUS_ACCESS_VIOLATION

Explanation: An application attempted to access memory, but the memory was inacce
for reading or writing.

Possible Cause: An application may cause an access violation if it steps outside of its m
bounds. This error may also occur if SAMSRV.DLL is outside of its memo
bounds. Physical memory problems can also cause this error.

Action: Contact the application vendor if an application is attempting an operatio
this time. Otherwise, first check the integrity of physical memory and the
operating system. Then contact Novell Technical Services.

Action: If the access violation occurs in LSASS.EXE, you should get a user dump
the Dr. Watson log. Make sure you have the latest version of NDS for NT, 
then contact Novell Technical Services.

C0000006h or 3221225478  STATUS_IN_PAGE_ERROR

Explanation: This error occurs when an attempt is made to add a piece of data to me
from disk and this operation fails.

Possible Cause: This could occur due to disk corruption or memory corruption. This err
returned by the operating system and not by SAMSRV.DLL.

Action: Check the integrity of your hardware and drivers for the devices.

C0000007h or 3221225479  STATUS_PAGEFILE_QUOTA

Explanation: This error occurs when a process reaches the maximum pagefile allocati
itself, in essence running out of memory.

Possible Cause: The swap file is full and physical memory is unavailable. This error cod
returned by the operating system and not by SAMSRV.DLL.

Action: Add memory or increase the maximum pagefile size in the System Cont
Panel.

C0000008h or 3221225480  STATUS_INVALID_HANDLE

Explanation: This error occurs when an application makes a request for a handle tha
invalid.
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Possible Cause: This error will be returned by SAMSRV.DLL if an application makes a req
without first opening a domain handle or if an invalid handle is returned a
used. This error will also be returned if a handle could not be opened by
SAMSRV.DLL to read NDS.

Action: Verify with a SAMSRV debug log or by contacting the application vendor f
more information that the application requesting information from the SA
database is first opening the application. Also take a trace to ensure that
domain is able to communicate with NDS properly while performing the 
failing operation.

C0000009h or 3221225481  BAD_INITIAL_STACK

Explanation: An invalid initial stack was specified in a call to NtCreateThread.

C000000Ah or 3221225482  STATUS_BAD_INITIAL_PC

Explanation: An invalid initial start address was specified in a call to NtCreateThread

C000000Bh or 3221225483  STATUS_INVALID_CID

Explanation: An invalid Client ID was specified.

C000000Ch or 3221225484  STATUS_TIMER_NOT_CANCELED

Explanation: An attempt was made to cancel or set a timer that has an associated AP
the subject thread is not the thread that originally set the timer with an 
associated APC routine.

C000000Dh or 3221225485  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function.

Possible Cause: SAMSRV will return this error in the event that an application requests in
data from the SAM database or if NDS returns an error while trying to re
NDS information.

Action: Verify with a SAMSRV debug log or by contacting the application vendor f
more information that the application requesting information from the SA
database is first opening the application. Also take a trace to ensure that
domain is able to communicate with NDS properly while performing the 
failing operation.
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C000000Eh or 3221225486  STATUS_NO_SUCH_DEVICE 

Explanation: An application or service made a request to a device that did not exist.

C000000Fh or 3221225487  STATUS_NO_SUCH_FILE

Explanation: An application or service attempted to open a file that did not exist.

C0000010h or 3221225488  STATUS_INVALID_DEVICE_REQUEST

Explanation: An application or service attempted to perform a function not supported b
specified device.

C0000011h or 3221225489  STATUS_END_OF_FILE

Explanation: An application or service made a request to read data from a file at a loc
beyond the end of a file; for example, a file contains only 1 KB of data but
application requests a starting offset of 2 KB.

C0000012h or 3221225490  STATUS_WRONG_VOLUME

Explanation: An application requested a specific volume that is not currently available

C0000013h or 3221225491  STATUS_NO_MEDIA_IN_DEVICE

Explanation: An application attempted to read data from a selected device, but no me
was available.

C0000014h or 3221225492  STATUS_UNRECOGNIZED_MEDIA

Explanation: An attempt was made to read the specified media, but it was invalid.

C0000015h or 3221225493  STATUS_NONEXISTENT_SECTOR

Explanation: An attempt was made to read a certain sector on the disk, but the sector d
exist.

C0000016h or 3221225494  STATUS_MORE_PROCESSING_REQUIRED

Explanation: An attempt was made to dispose of an I/O request, but the attempt faile
because the request had not been processed yet.
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C0000017h or 3221225495  STATUS_NO_MEMORY

Explanation: The system is out of memory.

C0000018h or 3221225496  STATUS_CONFLICTING_ADDRESSES

Explanation: Two devices are attempting to use the same address range.

C0000019h or 3221225497  STATUS_NOT_MAPPED_VIEW

Explanation: Address range to unmap is not a mapped view.

C000001Ah or 3221225498  STATUS_UNABLE_TO_FREE_VM

Explanation: Virtual memory cannot be freed.

C000001Bh or 3221225499  STATUS_UNABLE_TO_DELETE_SECTION

Explanation: Specified section cannot be deleted.

C000001Ch or 3221225500  STATUS_INVALID_SYSTEM_SERVICE

Explanation: An invalid system service was specified in a system service call.

C000001Dh or 3221225501  STATUS_ILLEGAL_INSTRUCTION

Explanation: An attempt was made to execute an illegal instruction.

C000001Eh or 3221225502  STATUS_INVALID_LOCK_SEQUENCE

Explanation: An attempt was made to execute an invalid lock sequence.

C000001Fh or 3221225503  STATUS_INVALID_VIEW_SIZE

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a view for a section that is bigger than t
section.  

C0000020h or 3221225504  STATUS_INVALID_FILE_FOR_SECTION

Explanation: The attributes of the specified mapping file for a section of memory cann
read.
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C0000021h or 3221225505  STATUS_ALREADY_COMMITTED

Explanation: The specified address range is already committed.

C0000022h or 3221225506  STATUS_ACCESS_DENIED

Explanation: An action was attempted, but the user did not have rights to perform the
operation.

Possible Cause: The user is not a member of the appropriate group or has not been assig
privileges necessary to perform the operation.

Action: Add the user to the group that has the rights to perform the operation, or g
rights to the user.

C0000023h or 3221225507  STATUS_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL

Explanation: A buffer defined by an application or service is too small.

Possible Cause: SAMSRV or an application may have a buffer set too small to hold the d
requested.

Action: Contact the vendor of the software. In the case of logging in to the doma
contact Novell Technical Services.

C0000024h or 3221225508  STATUS_OBJECT_TYPE_MISMATCH

Explanation: There is a mismatch between the type of object required by the request
operation and the type of object that is specified in the request.

C0000025h or 3221225509  STATUS_NONCONTINUABLE_EXCEPTION

Explanation: Windows NT cannot continue from this exception.

C0000026h or 3221225510  STATUS_INVALID_DISPOSITION

Explanation: An invalid exception disposition was returned by an exception handler.

C0000028h or 3221225512  STATUS_BAD_STACK

Explanation: An invalid or unaligned stack was encountered during an unwind operat

C0000029h or 3221225513  STATUS_INVALID_UNWIND_TARGET

Explanation: An invalid unwind target was encountered during an unwind operation.
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C000002Ah or 3221225514  STATUS_NOT_LOCKED  

Explanation: An attempt was made to unlock a page of memory that was not locked.

C000002Bh or 3221225515  STATUS_PARITY_ERROR

Explanation: Device parity error on I/O operation.

C000002Ch or 3221225516  STATUS_UNABLE_TO_DECOMMIT_VM

Explanation: An attempt was made to decommit uncommitted virtual memory.

C000002Dh or 3221225517  STATUS_NOT_COMMITTED

Explanation: An attempt was made to change the attributes on memory that has not 
committed.

C000002Eh or 3221225518  STATUS_INVALID_PORT_ATTRIBUTES

Explanation: Invalid Object Attributes specified to NtCreatePort or invalid Port Attribu
specified to NtConnectPort.

C000002Fh or 3221225519  STATUS_PORT_MESSAGE_TOO_LONG

Explanation: Length of message passed to NtRequestPort or NtRequestWaitReplyPo
longer than the maximum message allowed by the port.

C0000030h or 3221225520  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_MIX

Explanation: An invalid combination of parameters was specified.

C0000031h or 3221225521  STATUS_INVALID_QUOTA_LOWER

Explanation: An attempt was made to lower a quota limit below the current usage.

C0000032h or 3221225522  STATUS_DISK_CORRUPT_ERROR

Explanation: The file system structure on the disk is corrupted and unusable. 

C0000033h or 3221225523  STATUS_OBJECT_NAME_INVALID

Explanation: The application requested an object name that was invalid.

Possible Cause: SAMSRV will return this error if you attempt to create a global group with a 
name longer than is allowed by Windows NT.
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Action: Shorten the name of the group.

C0000034h or 3221225524  STATUS_OBJECT_NAME_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The application requested an object name that could not be found.

Possible Cause: SAMSRV will return this error if a request is made for an object in the S
database and the user cannot be found in cache or in NDS. A possible c
of this error might be that the Domain object in NDS has lost rights to read
requested object.

Action: Use USERRT.EXE from the NDS for NT Toolkit (NDS4NTUT.EXE) to mak
sure that the Domain object has rights to all of its members. Check for th
existence of the object. You can also change the Description attribute of 
Domain object in NDS to force the Revision count to be incremented and
cache to be refreshed.

C0000035h or 3221225525  STATUS_OBJECT_NAME_COLLISION

Explanation: The application attempted to create an object with the name of an alrea
existing object.

Possible Cause: SAMSRV will return this error if an attempt is made to create a user in 
through User Manager for Domain and a user with the same common na
already exists in the default creation context. This can also occur with 
Workstation or Group objects.

Action: Remove the existing user, or use a different name to create the new use

C0000037h or 3221225527  STATUS_PORT_DISCONNECTED

Explanation: The application attempted to send a message to a communications por
was disconnected.

C0000038h or 3221225528  STATUS_DEVICE_ALREADY_ATTACHED

Explanation: An attempt was made to attach to a device that was already attached to a
device.

C0000039h or 3221225529  STATUS_OBJECT_PATH_INVALID

Explanation: Object Path Component was not a directory object.
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C000003Ah or 3221225530  STATUS_OBJECT_PATH_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: An application made a request for an object, but the requested object pa
not found.

C000003Bh or 3221225531  STATUS_OBJECT_PATH_SYNTAX_BAD

Explanation: Object Path Component was not a directory object.

C000003Ch or 3221225532  STATUS_DATA_OVERRUN

Explanation: A data overrun error occurred.

C000003Eh or 3221225534  STATUS_DATA_ERROR

Explanation: An error in reading or writing data occurred.

C000003Fh or 3221225535  STATUS_CRC_ERROR

Explanation: A Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) checksum error occurred.

C0000040h or 3221225536  STATUS_SECTION_TOO_BIG

Explanation: The specified section is too big to map the file.

C0000041h or 3221225537  STATUS_PORT_CONNECTION_REFUSED

Explanation: The NtConnectPort request is refused.

C0000042h or 3221225538  STATUS_INVALID_PORT_HANDLE

Explanation: The type of port handle is invalid for the operation requested.

C0000043h or 3221225539  STATUS_SHARING_VIOLATION

Explanation: A file cannot be opened because the share access flags are incompatib

C0000044h or 3221225540  STATUS_QUOTA_EXCEEDED

Explanation: Insufficient quota exists to complete the operation.

C0000045h or 3221225541  STATUS_INVALID_PAGE_PROTECTION

Explanation: The specified page protection was not valid.
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C0000046h or 3221225542  STATUS_MUTANT_NOT_OWNED 

Explanation: An attempt to release a mutant object was made by a thread that was n
owner of the mutant object.

C0000047h or 3221225543  STATUS_SEMAPHORE_LIMIT_EXCEEDED

Explanation: An attempt was made to release a semaphore such that its maximum c
would have been exceeded.

C0000048h or 3221225544  STATUS_PORT_ALREADY_SET

Explanation: An attempt to set a processes DebugPort or ExceptionPort was made, b
port already exists in the process.

C0000049h or 3221225545  STATUS_SECTION_NOT_IMAGE

Explanation: An attempt was made to query image information on a section that does
map an image.

C000004Ah or 3221225546  STATUS_SUSPEND_COUNT_EXCEEDED

Explanation: An attempt was made to suspend a thread whose suspend count was a
maximum.

C000004Bh or 3221225547  STATUS_THREAD_IS_TERMINATING

Explanation: An attempt was made to suspend a thread that has begun termination.

C000004Ch or 3221225548  STATUS_BAD_WORKING_SET_LIMIT

Explanation: An attempt was made to set the working set limit to an invalid value 
(minimum greater than maximum, and so on).

C000004Dh or 3221225549  STATUS_INCOMPATIBLE_FILE_MAP

Explanation: A section was created to map a file that is not compatible to an already ex
section which maps the same file.

C000004Eh or 3221225550  STATUS_SECTION_PROTECTION

Explanation: A view to a section specifies a protection that is incompatible with the in
views protection.
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C000004Fh or 3221225551  STATUS_EAS_NOT_SUPPORTED

Explanation: An operation involving extended attributes failed because the file system
not support extended attributes.

C0000050h or 3221225552  STATUS_EA_TOO_LARGE

Explanation: An extended attribute operation failed because the extended attribute se
large.

C0000051h or 3221225553  STATUS_NONEXISTENT_EA_ENTRY

Explanation: An extended attribute operation failed because the name or extended at
index is invalid.

C0000052h or 3221225554  STATUS_NO_EAS_ON_FILE

Explanation: The file for which extended attributes were requested has no extended 
attributes.

C0000053h or 3221225555  STATUS_EA_CORRUPT_ERROR

Explanation: The extended attribute is corrupted and non-readable.

C0000054h or 3221225556  STATUS_FILE_LOCK_CONFLICT

Explanation: A requested read/write cannot be granted due to a conflicting file lock.

C0000055h or 3221225557  STATUS_LOCK_NOT_GRANTED

Explanation: A requested file lock cannot be granted due to other existing locks.

Possible Cause: SAMSRV will return this error if its attempts to lock the IWS:Mutex attrib
of the Domain object failed. This would only occur when attempting to ad
user or workstation to the domain. 

Action: Verify that someone else does not currently have a lock on the attribute.
best way to discover the problem is to take a LAN trace and see what err
being returned while attempting to set the semaphore lock.

C0000056h or 3221225558  STATUS_DELETE_PENDING

Explanation: A non-close operation has been requested of a file object with a delete 
pending.
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C0000057h or 3221225559  STATUS_CTL_FILE_NOT_SUPPORTED

Explanation: An attempt was made to set the control attribute on a file. This attribute i
supported in the target file system.

C0000058h or 3221225560  STATUS_UNKNOWN_REVISION

Explanation: Indicates that a revision number encountered or specified is not known b
service. It may be a more recent revision than the service is aware of.

C0000059h or 3221225561  STATUS_REVISION_MISMATCH

Explanation: Indicates that two revision levels are incompatible.

C000005Ah or 3221225562  STATUS_INVALID_OWNER

Explanation: Indicates that a particular Security ID may not be assigned as the owner
object.

Possible Cause: SAMSRV returns this error if it encounters an 8872 error while attempti
access NDS.

Action: Take a trace to verify the issue. Then refer to the Novell Support Connec
for more information about the 8872 error. If this still does not resolve your 
issue, contact Novell Technical Services.

C000005Bh or 3221225563  STATUS_INVALID_PRIMARY_GROUP

Explanation: Indicates that a particular Security ID may not be assigned as the prima
group of an object.

C000005Ch or 3221225564  STATUS_NO_IMPERSONATION_TOKEN

Explanation: An attempt has been made to operate on an impersonation token by a t
that is not currently impersonating a client.

C000005Dh or 3221225565  STATUS_CAN’T_DISABLE_MANDATORY

Explanation: A mandatory group may not be disabled.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to disable one of the built-in groups, such as 
Administrators.

Action: The group cannot be disabled.
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C000005Eh or 3221225566  STATUS_NO_L OGON_SERVERS

Explanation: No logon servers are available to service the logon request.

Possible Cause: No domain controller is currently available for the domain. Either the se
are down, the network is experiencing a communications problem, or the
NETLOGON service failed to start.

Action: Ensure that the domain controller or controllers are up for the domain and
network communication is occurring. Check the Event Log on the domai
controller to ensure that the NETLOGON service started successfully.

Possible Cause: SAMSRV will also return this error message if an attempt is made to o
User Manager or perform other operations requiring access to NDS if the
Domain object’s connection has been lost or was never established.

Action: Determine why the Domain object is not connected, and rectify the situa

C000005Fh or 3221225567  STATUS_NO_SUCH_LOGON_SESSION

Explanation: A specified logon session does not exist. It may already have been termi

C0000060h or 3221225568  STATUS_NO_SUCH_PRIVILEGE

Explanation: A specified privilege does not exist.

Possible Cause: An application requested that a user hold a specific privilege in order t
perform a specific operation, but that privilege did not exist.

Action: Contact the application vendor for more information about the privilege t
is missing, and where it comes from.

C0000061h or 3221225569  STATUS_PRIVILEGE_NOT_HELD

Explanation: A required privilege is not held by the client.

Possible Cause: A user attempted to perform an action which required a privilege that th
did not have. For instance, in order to log on to a PDC or BDC, a user m
have the Log On Locally privilege.

Action: Add the user to a group with the privilege through User Manager for Doma
or ConsoleOneTM .

C0000062h or 3221225570  STATUS_INVALID_ACCOUNT_NAME

Explanation: The name provided is not a properly formed account name.
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Possible Cause: When attempting to read an account, make a logon request, or create 
user, the account name was invalid.

Action: Ensure that you are not using characters that are invalid in Windows NT
the account name.

C0000063h or 3221225571  STATUS_USER_EXISTS

Explanation: The specified user already exists.

Possible Cause: You attempted to add a user to the domain through User Manager for 
Domains, but a user with the same username already exists.

Action: Create the user with a different name, or delete the existing user.

C0000064h or 3221225572  STATUS_NO_SUCH_USER

Explanation: The specified user does not exist.

Possible Cause: The user was not a part of the domain, or the Domain object in NDS d
have rights to read the NDS user.

Action: Ensure that the Domain object has rights to the User object and that the
is a member of the domain.

C0000065h or 3221225573  STATUS_GROUP_EXISTS

Explanation: The specified group already exists.

Possible Cause: You attempted to add a group to the domain through User Manager for
Domains, but a group with the same username already exists.

Action: Create the group with a different name, or delete the existing user.

C0000066h or 3221225574  STATUS_NO_SUCH_GROUP

Explanation: The specified group does not exist.

Possible Cause: The group was not a part of the domain, or the Domain object in NDS d
have rights to read the NDS group.

Action: Ensure that the Domain object has rights to the group object and that the g
is a member of the domain.
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C0000067h or 3221225575  STATUS_MEMBER_IN_GROUP

Explanation: The specified user account is already in the specified group account. This
is also used to indicate a that group cannot be deleted because it contain
member.

Possible Cause: The user that you are attempting to add to the local or global group is a
a member of the group.

Action: If there is a problem with the group membership, try removing the user f
and then re-adding him or her to the domain.

C0000068h or 3221225576  STATUS_MEMBER_NOT_IN_GROUP

Explanation: The specified user account is not a member of the specified group acco

Possible Cause: You attempted an operation expecting a user to be in a specific group, 
user was not a member of that group.

Action: Add the user to the group through User Manager for Domains or Console

C0000069h or 3221225577  STATUS_LAST_ADMIN

Explanation: The requested operation would disable or delete the last remaining 
administration account. The operation is not allowed; this prevents a situa
from arising in which the system could not be administered.

Possible Cause: You are attempting to delete the last member of the Administrators gro

Action: Create a new administrator first.

C000006Ah or 3221225578  STATUS_WRONG_PASSWORD

Explanation: When trying to update a password, this return status indicates that the v
provided as the current password is not correct.

Possible Cause: You may have typed the old password incorrectly, or the Caps Lock ke
be on.

Action: Check the Caps Lock key, and retype your old password.

C000006Bh or 3221225579  STATUS_ILL_FORMED_PASSWORD

Explanation: When trying to update a password, this return status indicates that the v
provided for the new password contains values that are not allowed in 
passwords.
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Possible Cause: You attempted to use an invalid character in your password. Invalid cha
include the plus sign (+), the back slash (\), and the forward slash (/).

Action: Choose a password without the invalid characters.

C000006Ch or 3221225580  STATUS_PASSWORD_RESTRICTION

Explanation: When trying to update a password, this status indicates that some pass
update rule has been violated. For example, the password may not meet l
criteria.

Possible Cause: You have set the password restrictions for the user to be more restrictiv
the user is aware of. You may have password length or uniqueness set. 

Action: Modify the password restrictions on the NDS user, or have the user ente
password that meets the restrictions.

C000006Dh or 3221225581  STATUS_LOGON_FAILURE

Explanation: The attempted logon is invalid. This is either due to a bad username or 
authentication information.

Possible Cause: The username was wrong, or an error occurred while the system was r
the user’s information. This could also occur if the password was entered
incorrectly.

Action: Retype the username and password. Verify that the user exists and is a me
of the domain. Delete and re-create the user if necessary.

C000006Eh or 3221225582  STATUS_ACCOUNT_RESTRICTION

Explanation: Indicates that a referenced username and authentication information are
but some user account restriction has prevented successful authenticatio
(such as time-of-day restrictions).

Possible Cause: The account is restricted. You may have set workstation restrictions or
restrictions.

Action: Remove the account restriction.

C000006Fh or 3221225583  STATUS_INVALID_LOGON_HOURS

Explanation: The user account has time restrictions and may not be logged in to at this

Possible Cause: The user is attempting to log in during a restricted time.

Action: Wait until a time the user can log in, or remove the time restrictions.
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C0000070h or 3221225584 STATUS_INVALID_WORKSTATION

Explanation: The user account is restricted such that it may not be used to log in from
source workstation.

Possible Cause: You have configured Login From restrictions so that the user can only 
from specific NT workstations.

Action: Remove the restrictions, or have the user go to a workstation from which
or she can log in.

C0000071h or 3221225585  STATUS_PASSWORD_EXPIRED

Explanation: The user account's password has expired.

Possible Cause: The password expiration on the NDS user is now past, and the user m
change his or her password.

Action: Have the user change the password, or reset the expiration on the NDS 
account through ConsoleOne.

C0000072h or 3221225586  STATUS_ACCOUNT_DISABLED

Explanation: The referenced account is currently disabled and may not be logged in 

Possible Cause: The NT account has been disabled.  

Action: Enable the account on the Domain Access page of the user in ConsoleO

C0000073h or 3221225587  STATUS_NONE_MAPPED

Explanation: None of the information to be translated has been translated.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made to find a specific entry or entries in the SAM data
but these entries did not exist.

Action: Verify that the requested object does exist in the domain by looking in Us
Manager. Or, if the lookup is being performed by RID, use the 
LOOKUPID.EXE found in the NDS for NT Toolkit.

C0000074h or 3221225588  STATUS_TOO_MANY_LUIDS_REQUESTED

Explanation: The number of LUIDs requested may not be allocated with a single alloca

C0000075h or 3221225589  STATUS_LUIDS_EXHAUSTED

Explanation: Indicates that there are no more LUIDs to allocate.
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C0000076h or 3221225590  STATUS_INVALID_SUB_AUTHORITY

Explanation: Indicates that the sub-authority value is invalid for the particular use.

C0000077h or 3221225591  STATUS_INVALID_ACL

Explanation: Indicates that the ACL structure is not valid.

C0000078h or 3221225592  STATUS_INVALID_SID

Explanation: Indicates that the SID structure is not valid.

Possible Cause: This error can be returned if the SID in the registry is invalid or does not m
the SID in the IWS:SID attribute of the domain. In addition, this error can
returned if the attempt to increment the RID in NDS while adding a user to
domain fails.

Action: Verify that the SID in the registry and in NDS match. The only way to 
guarantee this is to restore from the original Emergency Recovery Disk.

C0000079h or 3221225593  STATUS_INVALID_SECURITY_DESCR

Explanation: Indicates that the SECURITY_DESCRIPTOR structure is not valid.

C000007Ah or 3221225594  STATUS_PROCEDURE_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: Indicates that the specified procedure address cannot be found in the .D

C000007Bh or 3221225595  STATUS_INVALID_IMAGE_FORMAT

Explanation: The application or .DLL is not a valid Windows NT image.  

C000007Ch or 3221225596  STATUS_NO_TOKEN

Explanation: An attempt was made to reference a token that doesn't exist. This is typ
done by referencing the token associated with a thread when the thread 
impersonating a client.

C000007Dh or 3221225597  STATUS_BAD_INHERITANCE_ACL

Explanation: Indicates that an attempt to build either an inherited ACL or ACE was n
successful.
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C000007Eh or 3221225598  STATUS_RANGE_NOT_LOCKED

Explanation: The range specified in NtUnlockFile was not locked.

C000007Fh or 3221225599  STATUS_DISK_FULL

Explanation: An operation failed because the disk was full.

C0000080h or 3221225600  STATUS_SERVER_DISABLED

Explanation: The GUID allocation server is disabled at the moment. 

C0000081h or 3221225601  STATUS_SERVER_NOT_DISABLED

Explanation: The GUID allocation server is enabled at the moment.

C0000082h or 3221225602  STATUS_TOO_MANY_GUIDS_REQUESTED

Explanation: Too many GUIDs were requested from the allocation server at once.

C0000083h or 3221225603  STATUS_GUIDS_EXHAUSTED

Explanation: The GUIDs could not be allocated because the Authority Agent was 
exhausted.

C0000084h or 3221225604  STATUS_INVALID_ID_AUTHORITY

Explanation: The value provided was an invalid value for an identifier authority.

C0000085h or 3221225605  STATUS_AGENTS_EXHAUSTED

Explanation: No more authority agent values are available for the given identifier auth
value.

C0000086h or 3221225606  STATUS_INVALID_VOLUME_LABEL

Explanation: An invalid volume label has been specified.

C0000087h or 3221225607 STATUS_SECTION_NOT_EXTENDED

Explanation: A mapped section could not be extended.
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C0000088h or 3221225608  STATUS_NOT_MAPPED_DATA

Explanation: Specified section to flush does not map a data file.

C0000089h or 3221225609  STATUS_RESOURCE_DATA_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: Indicates that the specified image file did not contain a resource section

C000008Ah or 3221225610  STATUS_RESOURCE_TYPE_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: Indicates that the specified resource type cannot be found in the image 

C000008Bh or 3221225611  STATUS_RESOURCE_NAME_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: Indicates that the specified resource name cannot be found in the imag

C000008Ch or 3221225612  STATUS_ARRAY_BOUNDS_EXCEEDED

Explanation: Array bounds were exceeded.

C000008Dh or 3221225613  STATUS_FLOAT_DENORMAL_OPERAND

Explanation: Floating-point denormal operand.

C000008Eh or 3221225614  STATUS_FLOAT_DIVIDE_BY_ZERO

Explanation: An application attempted to divide by zero.

C000008Fh or 3221225615  STATUS_FLOAT_INEXACT_RESULT

Explanation: Floating-point inexact result.

C0000090h or 3221225616  STATUS_FLOAT_INVALID_OPERATION

Explanation: Floating-point invalid operation. 

C0000091h or 3221225617  STATUS_FLOAT_OVERFLOW

Explanation: Floating-point overflow.

C0000092h or 3221225618  STATUS_FLOAT_STACK_CHECK

Explanation: Floating-point stack check.
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C0000093h or 3221225619  STATUS_FLOAT_UNDERFLOW

Explanation: Floating-point underflow.

C0000094h or 3221225620  STATUS_INTEGER_DIVIDE_BY_ZERO

Explanation: Integer division by zero.

C0000095h or 3221225621  STATUS_INTEGER_OVERFLOW

Explanation: Integer overflow.

C0000096h or 3221225622  STATUS_PRIVILEGED_INSTRUCTION

Explanation: Privileged instruction.

C0000097h or 3221225623  STATUS_TOO_MANY_PAGING_FILES

Explanation: An attempt was made to install more paging files than the system suppo

C0000098h or 3221225624  STATUS_FILE_INVALID

Explanation: The volume for a file has been externally altered such that the opened f
no longer valid.

C0000099h or 3221225625 STATUS_ALLOTTED_SPACE_EXCEEDED

Explanation: When a block of memory is allotted for future updates, such as the mem
allocated to hold discretionary access control and primary group informat
successive updates may exceed the amount of memory originally allotte
Since quota may have been charged to several processes that have han
the object, it is not reasonable to alter the size of the allocated memory. 
Instead, a request that requires more memory than has been allotted mus
and the STATUS_ALLOTED_SPACE_EXCEEDED error must be returne

C000009Ah or 3221225626  STATUS_INSUFFICIENT_RESOURCES

Explanation: Insufficient system resources exist to complete the API.

C000009Bh or 3221225627  STATUS_DFS_EXIT_PATH_FOUND

Explanation: An attempt has been made to open a DFS exit path control file.
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C000009Ch or 3221225628  STATUS_DEVICE_DATA_ERROR

Explanation: An error occurred reading the data requested by the application.

C000009Dh or 3221225629  STATUS_DEVICE_NOT_CONNECTED

Explanation: An application tried to access a device that was not connected.

C000009Eh or 3221225630  STATUS_DEVICE_POWER_FAILURE

Explanation: The device experienced a power failure.

C000009Fh or 3221225631  STATUS_FREE_VM_NOT_AT_BASE

Explanation: Virtual memory cannot be freed because the base address is not the bas
region, and a region size of zero was specified.

C00000A0h or 3221225632  STATUS_MEMORY_NOT_ALLOCATED

Explanation: An attempt was made to free virtual memory that is not allocated.

C00000A1h or 3221225633  STATUS_WORKING_SET_QUOTA

Explanation: The working set is not big enough to allow the requested pages to be lo

C00000A2h or 3221225634  STATUS_MEDIA_WRITE_PROTECTED

Explanation: The disk cannot be written to because it is write protected.

C00000A3h or 3221225635  STATUS_DEVICE_NOT_READY

Explanation: The drive is not ready for use; its door may be open.

C00000A4h or 3221225636  STATUS_INVALID_GROUP_ATTRIBUTES

Explanation: The specified attributes are invalid or are incompatible with the attribute
the group as a whole.

C00000A5h or 3221225637  STATUS_BAD_IMPERSONATION_LEVEL

Explanation: A specified impersonation level is invalid. This error is also used to indic
that a required impersonation level was not provided.
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C00000A6h or 3221225638 STATUS_CAN’T_OPEN_ANONYMOUS

Explanation: An attempt was made to open an Anonymous-level token. Anonymous to
cannot be opened.

C00000A7h or 3221225639  STATUS_BAD_VALIDATION_CLASS

Explanation: The type of a token object is inappropriate for its attempted use. 

C00000A8h or 3221225640  STATUS_BAD_TOKEN_TYPE

Explanation: The type of a token object is inappropriate for its attempted use. 

C00000A9h or 3221225641  STATUS_BAD_MASTER_BOOT_RECORD

Explanation: The master boot record of the disk was bad.

C00000AAh or 3221225642  STATUS_INSTRUCTION_MISALIGNMENT

Explanation: An attempt was made to execute an instruction at an unaligned address
the host system does not support unaligned instruction references.

C00000ABh or 3221225643  STATUS_INSTANCE_NOT_AVAILABLE

Explanation: The maximum named pipe instance count has been reached.

C00000ACh or 3221225644  STATUS_PIPE_NOT_AVAILABLE

Explanation: An instance of a named pipe cannot be found in the listening state.

C00000ADh or 3221225645  STATUS_INVALID_PIPE_STATE

Explanation: The named pipe is not in the connected or closing state.

C00000AEh or 3221225646  STATUS_PIPE_BUSY

Explanation: The specified pipe is set to complete operations, and current I/O operatio
queued so it cannot be changed to queue operations.

C00000AFh or 3221225647  STATUS_ILLEGAL_FUNCTION

Explanation: The specified handle is not open to the server end of the named pipe.
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C00000B0h or 3221225648  STATUS_PIPE_DISCONNECTED

Explanation: The specified named pipe is in the disconnected state.

C00000B1h or 3221225649  STATUS_PIPE_CLOSING

Explanation: The specified named pipe is in the closing state.

C00000B2h or 3221225650  STATUS_PIPE_CONNECTED

Explanation: The specified named pipe is in the connected state.

C00000B3h or 3221225651  STATUS_PIPE_LISTENING

Explanation: The specified named pipe is in the listening state.

C00000B4h or 3221225652  STATUS_INVALID_READ_MODE

Explanation: The specified named pipe is not in message mode.

C00000B5h or 3221225653  STATUS_IO_TIMEOUT

Explanation: The specified I/O operation was not completed before the time-out perio
expired.

C00000B6h or 3221225654  STATUS_FILE_FORCED_CLOSED

Explanation: The specified file has been closed by another process.

C00000B7h or 3221225655  STATUS_PROFILING_NOT_STARTED

Explanation: Profiling was not started.

C00000B8h or 3221225656  STATUS_PROFILING_NOT_STOPPED

Explanation: Profiling was not stopped.

C00000B9h or 3221225657 STATUS_COULD_NOT_INTERPRET

Explanation: The passed ACL did not contain the minimum required information.
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C00000BAh or 3221225658  STATUS_FILE_IS_A_DIRECTORY

Explanation: The file that was specified as a target is a directory, and the caller speci
that it could be anything but a directory.

C00000BBh or 3221225659  STATUS_NOT_SUPPORTED

Explanation: The network request is not supported.

C00000BCh or 3221225660  STATUS_REMOTE_NOT_LISTENING

Explanation: This remote computer is not listening.

C00000BDh or 3221225661  STATUS_DUPLICATE_NAME

Explanation: A duplicate name exists on the network.

C00000BEh or 3221225662  STATUS_BAD_NETWORK_PATH

Explanation: The network path cannot be located.

C00000BFh or 3221225663  STATUS_NETWORK_BUSY

Explanation: The network is busy.

C00000C0h or 3221225664  STATUS_DEVICE_DOES_NOT_EXIST

Explanation: This device does not exist.

C00000C1h or 3221225665  STATUS_TOO_MANY_COMMANDS

Explanation: The network BIOS command limit has been reached.

C00000C2h or 3221225666  STATUS_ADAPTER_HARDWARE_ERROR

Explanation: An I/O adapter hardware error has occurred.

C00000C3h or 3221225667  STATUS_INVALID_NETWORK_RESPONSE

Explanation: The network responded incorrectly.

C00000C4h or 3221225668  STATUS_UNEXPECTED_NETWORK_ERROR

Explanation: An unexpected network error occurred.
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C00000C5h or 3221225669  STATUS_BAD_REMOTE_ADAPTER

Explanation: The remote adapter is not compatible.

C00000C6h or 3221225670  STATUS_PRINT_QUEUE_FULL

Explanation: The printer queue is full.

C00000C7h or 3221225671  STATUS_NO_SPOOL_SPACE

Explanation: No space is available on the server for storing the file waiting to be print

C00000C8h or 3221225672  STATUS_PRINT_CANCELLED

Explanation: The requested print file has been cancelled.

C00000C9h or 3221225673  STATUS_NETWORK_NAME_DELETED

Explanation: The network name was deleted.

C00000CAh or 3221225674  STATUS_NETWORK_ACCESS_DENIED

Explanation: Network access is denied.

C00000CBh or 3221225675  STATUS_BAD_DEVICE_TYPE

Explanation: The specified device type (LPT, for example) conflicts with the actual de
type on the remote resource.

C00000CCh or 3221225676  STATUS_BAD_NETWORK_NAME

Explanation: The specified share name cannot be found on the remote server.

C00000CDh or 3221225677  STATUS_TOO_MANY_NAMES

Explanation: The name limit for the local computer network adapter card was exceed

C00000CEh or 3221225678  STATUS_TOO_MANY_SESSIONS

Explanation: The network BIOS session limit was exceeded.

C00000CFh or 3221225679  STATUS_SHARING_PAUSED

Explanation: File sharing has been temporarily paused.
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C00000D0h or 3221225680  STATUS_REQUEST_NOT_ACCEPTED

Explanation: No more connections can be made to this remote computer at this time
because there are already as many connections as the computer can ac

C00000D1h or 3221225681  STATUS_REDIRECTOR_PAUSED

Explanation: Print or disk redirection is temporarily paused.

C00000D2h or 3221225682  STATUS_NET_WRITE_FAULT

Explanation: A network data fault occurred.

C00000D3h or 3221225683  STATUS_PROFILING_AT_LIMIT

Explanation: The number of active profiling objects is at the maximum, and no more ca
started.

C00000D4h or 3221225684  STATUS_NOT_SAME_DEVICE

Explanation: The target file of a rename request is located on a different device than 
source of the rename request.

C00000D5h or 3221225685  STATUS_FILE_RENAMED

Explanation: The file specified has been renamed and thus cannot be modified.

C00000D6h or 3221225686  STATUS_VIRTUAL_CIRCUIT_CLOSED

Explanation: The session with a remote server has been disconnected because the ti
interval for a request has expired.

C00000D7h or 3221225687  STATUS_NO_SECURITY_ON_OBJECT

Explanation: An attempt was made to operate on the security of an object that does no
security associated with it.

C00000D8h or 3221225688  STATUS_CAN’T_WAIT

Explanation: An operation cannot continue without blocking for I/O.

C00000D9h or 3221225689  STATUS_PIPE_EMPTY

Explanation: A read operation was done on an empty pipe.
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C00000DAh or 3221225690  STATUS_CAN’T_ACCESS_DOMAIN_INFO

Explanation: A Windows NT server could not be contacted, or objects within the dom
are protected in such a way that necessary information could not be retri

C00000DBh or 3221225691  STATUS_CAN’T_TERMINATE_SELF

Explanation: A thread attempted to terminate itself by default (called NtTerminateThr
with NULL), and it was the last thread in the current process.

C00000DCh or 3221225692  STATUS_INVALID_SERVER_STATE

Explanation: The Sam Server was in the wrong state to perform the desired operatio

Possible Cause: The domain controller was unable to connect to NDS, or the computer
could not be retrieved from the registry.

Action: Verify that the computer name exists in the registry by verifying the netw
identification of the workstation. Take a trace from boot-up to identify the
connection issue between NDS and NT, and then resolve the issue.

C00000DDh or 3221225693  STATUS_INVALID_DOMAIN_STATE

Explanation: The domain was in the wrong state to perform the desired operation.

C00000DEh or 3221225694  STATUS_INVALID_DOMAIN_ROLE

Explanation: This operation is only allowed for the Primary Domain Controller (PDC) 
the domain.

Possible Cause: The domain controller attempted to read the DomRole key from the 
HKLM\Security key to identify the server’s role in the domain, but it was n
valid.

Action: Check the DomRole key under HKLM\Security\Policy and verify that the
default value is valid. A value of 2 is a BDC, and 3 is a PDC. To see the v
you must double-click the default value. 

C00000DFh or 3221225695  STATUS_NO_SUCH_DOMAIN

Explanation: The specified domain did not exist.

Possible Cause: An attempt was made during SAMSRV initialization to read the list of do
objects in NDS and the list came back empty. Either NDS is corrupted or
object has been deleted.
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Action: Verify that the Domain object exists and that NDS is in sync.

C00000E0h or 3221225696  STATUS_DOMAIN_EXISTS

Explanation: The specified domain already exists.

C00000E1h or 3221225697  STATUS_DOMAIN_LIMIT_EXCEEDED

Explanation: An attempt was made to exceed the limit on the number of domains per s
for this release.

C00000E2h or 3221225698  STATUS_OPLOCK_NOT_GRANTED

Explanation: This error status is returned when an oplock request is denied.

C00000E3h or 3221225699  STATUS_INVALID_OPLOCK_PROTOCOL

Explanation: This error status is returned when an invalid oplock acknowledgement i
received by a file system.

C00000E4h or 3221225700  STATUS_INTERNAL_DB_CORRUPTION

Explanation: This error indicates that the requested operation cannot be completed du
catastrophic media failure or on-disk data structure corruption

C00000E5h or 3221225701  STATUS_INTERNAL_ERROR

Explanation: This error indicates that the SAM server has encountered an internal 
consistency error in its database. This catastrophic failure will prevent fur
operation of SAM.

Possible Cause: This error is generally returned when an error is returned by NDS indic
that there was a problem reading attributes of the domain.  

Possible Cause: Check NDS health and take a LAN trace to identify the root cause of th
problem.

C00000E6h or 3221225702  STATUS_GENERIC_NOT_MAPPED

Explanation: Generic access types were contained in an access mask that should alre
mapped to non-generic access types.
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C00000E7h or 3221225703  STATUS_BAD_DESCRIPTOR_FORMAT

Explanation: A security descriptor is not in the necessary format (absolute or self-rela

C00000E8h or 3221225704  STATUS_INVALID_USER_BUFFER

Explanation: An access to a user buffer failed at an "expected" point in time. This cod
defined since the caller does not want to accept  
STATUS_ACCESS_VIOLATION in its filter.

C00000E9h or 3221225705  STATUS_UNEXPECTED_IO_ERROR

Explanation: If an I/O error is returned which is not defined in the standard FsRtl filter,
converted to the following error, which is guaranteed to be in the filter. In this 
case information is lost; however, the filter handles the exception correct

C00000EAh or 3221225706  STATUS_UNEXPECTED_MM_CREATE_ERR

Explanation: If an MM error is returned which is not defined in the standard FsRtl filte
is converted to one of the following errors which is guaranteed to be in th
filter.  In this case information is lost; however, the filter handles the excep
correctly.

C00000EBh or 3221225707  STATUS_UNEXPECTED_MM_MAP_ERROR

Explanation: If an MM error is returned which is not defined in the standard FsRtl filte
is converted to one of the following errors, which is guaranteed to be in t
filter.  In this case information is lost; however, the filter handles the excep
correctly.

C00000ECh or 3221225708  STATUS_UNEXPECTED_MM_EXTEND_ERR

Explanation: If an MM error is returned which is not defined in the standard FsRtl filte
is converted to one of the following errors, which is guaranteed to be in t
filter.  In this case information is lost; however, the filter handles the excep
correctly.

C00000EDh or 3221225709  STATUS_NOT_L OGON_PROCESS

Explanation: The requested action is restricted for use by logon processes only. The c
process has not registered as a logon process.
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C00000EEh or 3221225710  STATUS_LOGON_SESSION_EXISTS

Explanation: An attempt has been made to start a new session manager or LSA logo
session with an ID that is already in use.

C00000EFh or 3221225711  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_1

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the first 
argument.

C00000F0h or 3221225712  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_2

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the secon
argument.

C00000F1h or 3221225713  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_3

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the third 
argument.

C00000F2h or 3221225714  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_4

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the fourth
argument.

C00000F3h or 3221225715  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_5

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the fifth 
argument.

C00000F4h or 3221225716  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_6

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the sixth 
argument.

C00000F5h or 3221225717  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_7

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the seven
argument.

C00000F6h or 3221225718  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_8

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the eight
argument.
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C00000F7h or 3221225719  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_9

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the ninth 
argument.

C00000F8h or 3221225720  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_10

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the tenth
argument.

C00000F9h or 3221225721  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_11

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the eleve
argument.

C00000FAh or 3221225722  STATUS_INVALID_PARAMETER_12

Explanation: An invalid parameter was passed to the service or function as the twelft
argument

C00000FBh or 3221225723  STATUS_REDIRECTOR_NOT_STARTED

Explanation: An attempt was made to access a network file, but the network software
not yet started.

C00000FCh or 3221225724  STATUS_REDIRECTOR_STARTED

Explanation: An attempt was made to start the redirector, but the redirector has already
started.

C00000FDh or 3221225725  STATUS_STACK_OVERFLOW

Explanation: A new guard page for the stack cannot be created.

C00000FEh or 3221225726  STATUS_NO_SUCH_PACKAGE

Explanation: A specified authentication package is unknown.

C00000FFh or 3221225727  STATUS_BAD_FUNCTION_TABLE

Explanation: A malformed function table was encountered during an unwind operatio
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C0000100h or 3221225728  STATUS_VARIABLE_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The specified environment variable name was not found in the specified
environment block.

C0000101h or 3221225729  STATUS_DIRECTORY_NOT_EMPTY

Explanation: The directory trying to be deleted is not empty.

C0000102h or 3221225730  STATUS_FILE_CORRUPT_ERROR

Explanation: The file or directory is corrupted and unreadable.

C0000103h or 3221225731  STATUS_NOT_A_DIRECTORY

Explanation: A requested opened file is not a directory.

C0000104h or 3221225732  STATUS_BAD_LOGON_SESSION_STATE

Explanation: The logon session is not in a state that is consistent with the requested 
operation.

C0000105h or 3221225733  STATUS_LOGON_SESSION_COLLISION

Explanation: An internal LSA error has occurred. An authentication package has requ
the creation of a Logon Session, but the ID of an already existing Logon
Session has been specified.

C0000106h or 3221225734  STATUS_NAME_TOO_LONG

Explanation: A specified name string is too long for its intended use.

C0000107h or 3221225735  STATUS_FILES_OPEN 

Explanation: The user attempted to force close the files on a redirected drive, but there
opened files on the drive, and the user did not specify a sufficient level o
force.

C0000108h or 3221225736  STATUS_CONNECTION_IN_USE

Explanation: The user attempted to force close the files on a redirected drive, but there
opened directories on the drive, and the user did not specify a sufficient l
of force.
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C0000109h or 3221225737  STATUS_MESSAGE_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: RtlFindMessage could not locate the requested message ID in the mes
table resource.

C000010Ah or 3221225738  STATUS_PROCESS_IS_TERMINATING

Explanation: An attempt was made to duplicate an object handle into or out of an exi
process.

C000010Bh or 3221225739  STATUS_INVALID_LOGON_TYPE

Explanation: An invalid value has been provided for LogonType.

C000010Ch or 3221225740  STATUS_NO_GUID_TRANSLATION

Explanation: An attempt was made to assign protection to an HPFS file system file o
directory and one of the SIDs in the security descriptor could not be transl
into a GUID that could be stored in HPFS. This causes the protection atte
to fail, which may cause a file creation attempt to fail.

C000010Dh or 3221225741  STATUS_CANNOT_IMPERSONATE

Explanation: An attempt has been made to impersonate via a named pipe that has n
been read from.

C000010Eh or 3221225742  STATUS_IMAGE_ALREADY_LOADED

Explanation: The specified image is already loaded.

C0000117h or 3221225751  STATUS_NO_LDT  

Explanation: An attempt was made to change the size of the LDT for a process that h
LDT.

C0000118h or 3221225752  STATUS_INVALID_LDT_SIZE

Explanation: An attempt was made to grow an LDT by setting its size, or the size wa
an even number of selectors.

C0000119h or 3221225753  STATUS_INVALID_LDT_OFFSET

Explanation: The starting value for the LDT information was not an integral multiple of
selector size.
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C000011Ah or 3221225754  STATUS_INVALID_LDT_DESCRIPTOR

Explanation: The user supplied an invalid descriptor when trying to set up LDT descrip

C000011Bh or 3221225755  STATUS_INVALID_IMAGE_NE_FORMAT

Explanation: The specified image file did not have the correct format; it appears to be
format.

C000011Ch or 3221225756  STATUS_RXACT_INVALID_STATE

Explanation: The transaction state of a registry subtree is incompatible with the requ
operation. For example, a request has been made to start a new transac
with one already in progress, or a request has been made to apply a trans
when one is not currently in progress. This status value is returned by the
time library (RTL) registry transaction package (RXact).

C000011Dh or 3221225757  STATUS_RXACT_COMMIT_FAILURE

Explanation: An error has occurred during a registry transaction commit. The databas
been left in an unknown, but probably inconsistent, state. The state of th
registry transaction is left as COMMITTING. This status value is returned
the runtime library (RTL) registry transaction package (RXact).

C000011Eh or 3221225758  STATUS_MAPPED_FILE_SIZE_ZERO

Explanation: An attempt was made to map a file of size zero with the maximum size 
specified as zero.

C000011Fh or 3221225759  STATUS_TOO_MANY_OPENED_FILES

Explanation: Too many files are opened on a remote server. This error should only b
returned by the NT redirector on a remote drive.

C0000120h or 3221225760  STATUS_CANCELLED

Explanation: The I/O request was cancelled.

C0000121h or 3221225761  STATUS_CANNOT_DELETE

Explanation: An attempt has been made to remove a file or directory that cannot be de
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C0000122h or 3221225762  STATUS_INVALID_COMPUTER_NAME

Explanation: A name specified as a remote computer name is syntactically invalid.

C0000123h or 3221225763  STATUS_FILE_DELETED

Explanation: An I/O request other than close was performed on a file after it was dele
which can only happen to a request that did not complete before the last ha
was closed via NtClose.

C0000124h or 3221225764  STATUS_SPECIAL_ACCOUNT

Explanation: An operation has been attempted on a built-in (special) SAM account th
incompatible with built-in accounts. For example, built-in accounts cannot b
deleted.

Possible Cause: You attempted to delete the Administrator account for the domain, but 
account cannot be deleted.

Action: Do not attempt to delete the account.

C0000125h or 3221225765  STATUS_SPECIAL_GROUP

Explanation: The operation requested cannot be performed on the specified group be
it is a built-in special group.

C0000126h or 3221225766  STATUS_SPECIAL_USER

Explanation: The operation requested cannot be performed on the specified user  bec
is a built-in special user.

C0000127h or 3221225767  STATUS_MEMBERS_PRIMARY_GROUP

Explanation: A member cannot be removed from a group, because the group is curren
member's primary group.

Possible Cause: You attempted to remove the user from the primary group specified by
Manager for Domains.

Action: Change the user’s primary group to another group; then, remove the old
primary group from the membership list.

C0000128h or 3221225768  STATUS_FILE_CLOSED

Explanation: An I/O request other than close and several other special-case operation
attempted using a file object that had already been closed.
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C0000129h or 3221225769  STATUS_TOO_MANY_THREADS

Explanation: A process has too many threads to perform the requested action. For exa
a primary token can only be assigned when a process has zero or one th

C000012Ah or 3221225770  STATUS_THREAD_NOT_IN_PROCESS

Explanation: An attempt was made to operate on a thread within a specific process, b
thread specified is not in the process specified.

C000012Bh or 3221225771  STATUS_TOKEN_ALREADY_IN_USE

Explanation: An attempt was made to establish a token for use as a primary token, b
token is already in use. A token can only be the primary token of one pro
at a time.

C000012Ch or 3221225772  STATUS_PAGEFILE_QUOTA_EXCEEDED

Explanation: Page file quota was exceeded.

C000012Dh or 3221225773  STATUS_COMMITMENT_LIMIT

Explanation: Your system is running low on virtual memory. Please close some 
applications. You can then start the System option in the Control Panel a
choose the Virtual Memory button to create an additional paging file or to 
increase the size of your current paging file.

C000012Eh or 3221225774  STATUS_INVALID_IMAGE_LE_FORMAT

Explanation: The specified image file did not have the correct format; it appears to be
format.

C000012Fh or 3221225775  STATUS_INVALID_IMAGE_NOT_MZ

Explanation: The specified image file did not have the correct format; it did not have 
initial MZ.

C0000130h or 3221225776  STATUS_INVALID_IMAGE_PROTECT

Explanation: The specified image file did not have the correct format; it did not have 
proper e_lfarlc in the MZ header. 
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C0000131h or 3221225777  STATUS_INVALID_IMAGE_WIN_16

Explanation: The specified image file did not have the correct format; it looks like a 16
Windows image.

C0000132h or 3221225778  STATUS_LOGON_SERVER_CONFLICT

Explanation: The Netlogon service cannot start because another Netlogon service ru
in the domain conflicts with the specified role.

C0000133h or 3221225779  STATUS_TIME_DIFFERENCE_AT_DC

Explanation: The time at the Primary Domain Controller (PDC) is different from the ti
at the Backup Domain Controller (BDC) or member server by too large a
amount.

C0000134h or 3221225780  STATUS_SYNCHRONIZATION_REQUIRED

Explanation: The SAM database on a Windows NT server is significantly out of 
synchronization with the copy on the Domain Controller. A complete 
synchronization is required.

C0000135h or 3221225781  STATUS_DLL_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The dynamic link library could not be found in the specified path.

C0000136h or 3221225782  STATUS_OPEN_FAILED

Explanation: The NtCreateFile API failed. This error should never be returned to an 
application; it is a place holder for the NT LAN Manager Redirector to use
its internal error mapping routines.

C0000137h or 3221225783  STATUS_IO_PRIVILEGE_FAILED

Explanation: The I/O permissions for the process could not be changed.

C0000138h or 3221225784  STATUS_ORDINAL_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The ordinal could not be located in the specified .DLL.

C0000139h or 3221225785  STATUS_ENTRYPOINT_NOT_FOUND  

Explanation: The procedure entry point could not be found in the specified .DLL.
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C000013Ah or 3221225786  STATUS_CONTROL_C_EXIT

Explanation: The application terminated as a result of someone pressing <Ctrl>+<C>

C000013Bh or 3221225787  STATUS_LOCAL_DISCONNECT

Explanation: The network transport on your computer has closed a network connecti
There may or may not be I/O requests outstanding.

C000013Ch or 3221225788  STATUS_REMOTE_DISCONNECT

Explanation: The network transport on a remote computer has closed a network conne
There may or may not be I/O requests outstanding.

C000013Dh or 3221225789  STATUS_REMOTE_RESOURCES

Explanation: The remote computer has insufficient resources to complete the networ
request. For instance, there may not be enough available memory on the
remote computer to carry out the request at this time.

C000013Eh or 3221225790  STATUS_LINK_FAILED

Explanation: An existing connection (virtual circuit) has been broken at the remote 
computer. Something is probably wrong with the network software protoc
or the network hardware on the remote computer.

C000013Fh or 3221225791  STATUS_LINK_TIMEOUT

Explanation: The network transport on your computer has closed a network connecti
because it had to wait too long for a response from the remote computer

C0000140h or 3221225792  STATUS_INVALID_CONNECTION

Explanation: The connection handle given to the transport was invalid.

C0000141h or 3221225793  STATUS_INVALID_ADDRESS

Explanation: The address handle given to the transport was invalid.

C0000142h or 3221227594  STATUS_DLL_INIT_FAILED

Explanation: Initialization of the dynamic link library failed. The process is terminating
abnormally.
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C0000143h or 3221225795  STATUS_MISSING_SYSTEMFILE

Explanation: The required system file is bad or missing.

C0000144h or 3221225796  STATUS_UNHANDLED_EXCEPTION

Explanation: The exception occurred in the application at location.

C0000145h or 3221225797  STATUS_APP_INIT_FAILURE

Explanation: The application failed to initialize properly. Click on OK to terminate the 
application.

C0000146h or 3221225798  STATUS_PAGEFILE_CREATE_FAILED

Explanation: The creation of the paging file failed.

C0000147h or 3221225799  STATUS_NO_PAGEFILE

Explanation: No paging file was specified in the system configuration.

C0000148h or 3221225800  STATUS_INVALID_LEVEL

Explanation: An invalid level was passed into the specified system call.

C0000149h or 3221225801  STATUS_WRONG_PASSWORD_CORE

Explanation: You specified an incorrect password to a LAN Manager 2.x or MS-NET 
server.

C000014Ah or 3221225802  STATUS_ILLEGAL_FLOAT_CONTEXT

Explanation: A real-mode application issued a floating-point instruction, but floating-p
hardware is not present.

C000014Bh or 3221225803  STATUS_PIPE_BROKEN

Explanation: The pipe operation has failed because the other end of the pipe has bee
closed.
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C000014Ch or 3221225804  STATUS_REGISTRY_CORRUPT

Explanation: The structure of one of the files that contains Registry data is corrupted, 
image of the file in memory is corrupted, or the file could not be recovere
because the alternate copy or log was absent or corrupted.

C000014Dh or 3221225805  STATUS_REGISTRY_IO_FAILED

Explanation: An I/O operation initiated by the Registry failed unrecoverably. The Regi
could not read in, or write out, or flush, one of the files that contains the 
system's image of the Registry.

C000014Eh or 3221225806  STATUS_NO_EVENT_PAIR

Explanation: An event pair synchronization operation was performed using the thread
specific client/server event pair object, but no event pair object was assoc
with the thread.

C000014Fh or 3221225807  STATUS_UNRECOGNIZED_VOLUME

Explanation: The volume does not contain a recognized file system. Please make su
all required file system drivers are loaded and that the volume is not corru

C0000150h or 3221225808  STATUS_SERIAL_NO_DEVICE_INITED

Explanation: No serial device was successfully initialized. The serial driver will unloa

C0000151h or 3221225809  STATUS_NO_SUCH_ALIAS

Explanation: The specified local group does not exist.

C0000152h or 3221225810  STATUS_MEMBER_NOT_IN_ALIAS

Explanation: The specified account name is not a member of the local group.

C0000153h or 3221225811  STATUS_MEMBER_IN_ALIAS

Explanation: The specified account name is already a member of the local group.

C0000154h or 3221225812  STATUS_ALIAS_EXISTS

Explanation: The specified local group already exists.
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C0000155h or 3221225813  STATUS_LOGON_NOT_GRANTED

Explanation: A requested type of logon (for example, Interactive, Network, Service) is
granted by the target system's local security policy. Please ask the syste
administrator to grant the necessary form of logon.

C0000156h or 3221225814  STATUS_TOO_MANY_SECRETS

Explanation: The maximum number of secrets that may be stored in a single system
been exceeded. The length and number of secrets is limited to satisfy Un
States State Department export restrictions.

C0000157h or 3221225815  STATUS_SECRET_TOO_LONG

Explanation: The length of a secret exceeds the maximum length allowed. The length
number of secrets is limited to satisfy United States State Department ex
restrictions.

C0000158h or 3221225816  STATUS_INTERNAL_DB_ERROR

Explanation: The Local Security Authority (LSA) database contains an internal 
inconsistency.

C0000159h or 3221225817  STATUS_FULLSCREEN_MODE

Explanation: The requested operation cannot be performed in fullscreen mode.

C000015Ah or 3221225818  STATUS_TOO_MANY_CONTEXT_IDS

Explanation: During a logon attempt, the user's security context accumulated too ma
security IDs. This is a very unusual situation. Remove the user from som
global or local groups to reduce the number of security IDs to incorporate 
the security context.

C000015Bh or 3221225819  STATUS_LOGON_TYPE_NOT_GRANTED

Explanation: A user has requested a type of logon (for example, Interactive or Network
has not been granted. An administrator has control over who may log on
interactively and through the network.

C000015Ch or 3221225820  STATUS_NOT_REGISTRY_FILE

Explanation: The system has attempted to load or restore a file into the registry, and
specified file is not in the format of a registry file.
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C000015Dh or 3221225821  STATUS_NT_CROSS_ENCRYPTION_REQUIRED

Explanation: An attempt was made to change a user password in the security accoun
manager without providing the necessary NT cross-encrypted password

Possible Cause: During an attempt to change the password the Windows NT password 
match the LAN Manager password.

Action: Delete the user, and then add him or her to the domain again to regenera
corrupted password.

C000015Eh or 3221225822  STATUS_DOMAIN_CTRLR_CONFIG_ERROR

Explanation: A Windows NT server has an incorrect configuration.

C000015Fh or 3221225823  STATUS_FT_MISSING_MEMBER

Explanation: An attempt was made to explicitly access the secondary copy of information 
via a device control to the Fault Tolerance driver, and the secondary cop
not present in the system.

C0000160h or 3221225824  STATUS_ILL_FORMED_SERVICE_ENTRY

Explanation: A configuration registry node representing a driver service entry was ill-
formed and did not contain required value entries.

C0000161h or 3221225825  STATUS_ILLEGAL_CHARACTER

Explanation: An illegal character was encountered. For a multi-byte character set this
includes a lead byte without a succeeding trail byte. For the Unicode chara
set this includes the characters 0xFFFF and 0xFFFE.

C0000162h or 3221225826  STATUS_UNMAPPABLE_CHARACTER

Explanation: No mapping for the Unicode character exists in the target multi-byte cod
page.

C0000163h or 3221225827  STATUS_UNDEFINED_CHARACTER

Explanation: The Unicode character is not defined in the Unicode character set install
the system.

C0000164h or 3221225828  STATUS_FLOPPY_VOLUME

Explanation: The paging file cannot be created on a floppy diskette.
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C0000165h or 3221225829  STATUS_FLOPPY_ID_MARK_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: While accessing a floppy disk, an ID address mark was not found.

C0000166h or 3221225830  STATUS_FLOPPY_WRONG_CYLINDER

Explanation: While accessing a floppy disk, the track address from the sector ID field
found to be different from the track address maintained by the controller.

C0000167h or 3221225831  STATUS_FLOPPY_UNKNOWN_ERROR

Explanation: The floppy disk controller reported an error that is not recognized by the
floppy disk driver.

C0000168h or 3221225832  STATUS_FLOPPY_BAD_REGISTERS

Explanation: While accessing a floppy disk, the controller returned inconsistent result
its registers.

C0000169h or 3221225833  STATUS_DISK_RECALIBRATE_FAILED

Explanation: While accessing the hard disk, a recalibrate operation failed, even after r

C000016Ah or 3221225834  STATUS_DISK_OPERATION_FAILED

Explanation: While accessing the hard disk, a disk operation failed even after retries.

C000016Bh or 3221225835  STATUS_DISK_RESET_FAILED

Explanation: While accessing the hard disk, a disk controller reset was needed, but eve
failed.

C000016Ch or 3221225836  STATUS_SHARED_IRQ_BUSY

Explanation: An attempt was made to open a device that was sharing an IRQ with ot
devices. At least one other device that uses that IRQ was already opened
concurrent opens of devices that share an IRQ and only work via interrupt
not supported for the particular bus type that the devices use.

C000016Dh or 3221225837  STATUS_FT_ORPHANING

Explanation: A disk that is part of a fault-tolerant volume can no longer be accessed.
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C000016Eh or 3221225838  STATUS_BIOS_FAILED_TO_CONNECT_INTERRUPT

Explanation: The system BIOS failed to connect a system interrupt to the device or bu
which the device is connected.

C0000172h or 3221225842  STATUS_PARTITION_FAILURE

Explanation: Tape could not be partitioned.

C0000173h or 3221225843  STATUS_INVALID_BLOCK_LENGTH

Explanation: When accessing a new tape of a multi-volume partition, the current block
is incorrect.

C0000174h or 3221225844  STATUS_DEVICE_NOT_PARTITIONED

Explanation: Tape partition information could not be found when loading a tape.

C0000175h or 3221225845  STATUS_UNABLE_TO_LOCK_MEDIA

Explanation: Attempt to lock the eject media mechanism fails.

C0000176h or 3221225846  STATUS_UNABLE_TO_UNLOAD_MEDIA

Explanation: Unload media fails.

C0000177h or 3221225847  STATUS_EOM_OVERFLOW  

Explanation: Physical end of tape was detected.

C0000178h or 3221225848  STATUS_NO_MEDIA

Explanation: No media are in the drive.

C000017Ah or 3221225850  STATUS_NO_SUCH_MEMBER  

Explanation: A new member could not be added to a local group because the membe
not exist.

C000017Bh or 3221225851  STATUS_INVALID_MEMBER

Explanation: A new member could not be added to a local group because the memb
the wrong account type.
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C000017Ch or 3221225852  STATUS_KEY_DELETED

Explanation: An illegal operation was attempted on a registry key that has been marke
deletion.

C000017Dh or 3221225853  STATUS_NO_LOG_SPACE

Explanation: The system could not allocate required space in a registry log.

C000017Eh or 3221225854  STATUS_TOO_MANY_SIDS

Explanation: Too many SIDs have been specified.

C000017Fh or 3221225855  STATUS_LM_CROSS_ENCRYPTION_REQUIRED

Explanation: An attempt was made to change a user password in the security accoun
manager without providing the necessary LM cross-encrypted password

Possible Cause: During an attempt to change the password the LAN Manager passwor
the NT password did not match up.

Action: Delete the user; then and add him or her to the domain again to reset th
password.

C0000180h or 3221225856  STATUS_KEY_HAS_CHILDREN

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a symbolic link in a registry key that alre
has sub-keys or values.

C0000181h or 3221225657  STATUS_CHILD_MUST_BE_VOLATILE

Explanation: An attempt was made to create a Stable sub-key under a Volatile parent key.

C0000182h or 3221225658  STATUS_DEVICE_CONFIGURATION_ERROR

Explanation: The I/O device is configured incorrectly, or the configuration parameters
the driver are incorrect.

C0000183h or 3221225659  STATUS_DRIVER_INTERNAL_ERROR

Explanation: An error was detected between two drivers or within an I/O driver.

C0000184h or 3221225660  STATUS_INVALID_DEVICE_STATE

Explanation: The device is not in a valid state to perform this request.
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C0000185h or 3221225661  STATUS_IO_DEVICE_ERROR

Explanation: The I/O device reported an I/O error.

C0000186h or 3221225662  STATUS_DEVICE_PROTOCOL_ERROR

Explanation: A protocol error was detected between the driver and the device.

C0000187h or 3221225663  STATUS_BACKUP_CONTROLLER

Explanation: This operation is only allowed for the Primary Domain Controller of the 
domain.

C0000188h or 3221225664  STATUS_LOG_FILE_FULL

Explanation: Log file space is insufficient to support this operation.

C0000189h or 3221225665  STATUS_TOO_LATE

Explanation: A write operation was attempted to a volume after it was shut down.

C000018Ah or 3221225666  STATUS_NO_TRUST_LSA_SECRET

Explanation: The workstation does not have a trust secret for the primary domain in t
local LSA database.

C000018Bh or 3221225667  STATUS_NO_TRUST_SAM_ACCOUNT

Explanation: The SAM database on the Windows NT server does not have a comput
account for this workstation trust relationship.

C000018Ch or 3221225668  STATUS_TRUSTED_DOMAIN_FAILURE

Explanation: The logon request failed because the trust relationship between the prim
domain and the trusted domain failed.

C000018Dh or 3221225669  STATUS_TRUSTED_RELATIONSHIP_FAILURE

Explanation: The logon request failed because the trust relationship between this 
workstation and the primary domain failed.

C000018Eh or 3221225670  STATUS_EVENTLOG_FILE_CORRUPT

Explanation: The Eventlog logfile is corrupted.
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C000018Fh or 3221225671  STATUS_EVENTLOG_CAN’T_START

Explanation: No Eventlog log file could be opened.  The Eventlog service did not star

C0000190h or 3221225672  STATUS_TRUST_FAILURE

Explanation: The network logon failed. This may be because the validation authority 
be reached.

C0000191h or 3221225673  STATUS_MUTANT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED

Explanation: An attempt was made to acquire a mutant in such a way that its maximu
count would have been exceeded.

C0000192h or 3221225674  STATUS_NETLOGON_NOT_STARTED

Explanation: An attempt was made to log on, but the Netlogon service was not starte

C0000193h or 3221225675  STATUS_ACCOUNT_EXPIRED

Explanation: The user's account has expired.

C0000194h or 3221225676  STATUS_POSSIBLE_DEADLOCK

Explanation: Possible deadlock condition.

C0000195h or 3221225677  STATUS_NETWORK_CREDENTIAL_CONFLICT

Explanation: The credentials supplied a conflict with an existing set of credentials.

C0000196h or 3221225678  STATUS_REMOTE_SESSION_LIMIT

Explanation: An attempt was made to establish a session to a network server, but too
sessions are already established to that server.

C0000197h or 3221225679  STATUS_EVENTLOG_FILE_CHANGED

Explanation: The logfile has changed between reads.

C0000198h or 3221225680  STATUS_NOLOGON_INTERDOMAIN_TRUST_ACCOUNT

Explanation: The account used is an Interdomain Trust account. Use your global use
account or local user account to access this server.
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C0000199h or 3221225681  STATUS_NOLOGON_WORKSTATION_TRUST_ACCOUNT

Explanation: The account used is a Computer Account. Use your global user accoun
local user account to access this server.

C000019Ah or 3221225682  STATUS_NOLOGON_SERVER_TRUST_ACCOUNT  

Explanation: The account used is a Server Trust account. Use your global user acco
local user account to access this server.

C000019Bh or 3221225683  STATUS_DOMAIN_TRUST_INCONSISTENT

Explanation: The name or SID of the domain specified is inconsistent with the trust 
information for that domain.

C000019Ch or 3221225684  STATUS_FS_DRIVER_REQUIRED

Explanation: A volume has been accessed for which a file system driver is required th
not yet been loaded.

C0000202h or 3221225986   STATUS_NO_USER_SESSION_KEY  

Explanation: There is no user session key for the specified logon session.

C0000203h or 3221225987  STATUS_USER_SESSION_DELETED

Explanation: The remote user session has been deleted.

C0000204h or 3221225988  STATUS_RESOURCE_LANG_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The specified resource language ID cannot be found in the image file.

C0000205h or 3221225989  STATUS_INSUFF_SERVER_RESOURCES

Explanation: Insufficient server resources exist to complete the request.

C0000206h or 3221225990  STATUS_INVALID_BUFFER_SIZE

Explanation: The size of the buffer is invalid for the specified operation.

C0000207h or 3221225991  STATUS_INVALID_ADDRESS_COMPONENT

Explanation: The transport rejected the network address specified as invalid.
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C0000208h or 3221225992  STATUS_INVALID_ADDRESS_WILDCARD

Explanation: The transport rejected the network address specified due to an invalid us
wildcard.

C0000209h or 3221225993  STATUS_TOO_MANY_ADDRESSES

Explanation: The transport address could not be opened because all of the available
addresses are in use.

C000020Ah or 3221225994  STATUS_ADDRESS_ALREADY_EXISTS

Explanation: The transport address could not be opened because it already exists.

C000020Bh or 3221225995  STATUS_ADDRESS_CLOSED

Explanation: The transport address is now closed.

C000020Ch or 3221225996  STATUS_CONNECTION_DISCONNECTED

Explanation: The transport connection is now disconnected.

C000020Dh or 3221225997  STATUS_CONNECTION_RESET

Explanation: The transport connection has been reset.

C000020Eh or 3221225998  STATUS_TOO_MANY_NODES

Explanation: The transport cannot dynamically acquire any more nodes.

C000020Fh or 3221225999  STATUS_TRANSACTION_ABORTED

Explanation: The transport aborted a pending transaction.

C0000210h or 3221226000  STATUS_TRANSACTION_TIMED_OUT

Explanation: The transport timed out a request waiting for a response.

C0000211h or 3221226001  STATUS_TRANSACTION_NO_RELEASE

Explanation: The transport did not receive a release for a pending response.
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C0000212h or 3221226002  STATUS_TRANSACTION_NO_MATCH

Explanation: The transport did not find a transaction matching the specific token.

C0000213h or 3221226003  STATUS_TRANSACTION_RESPONDED

Explanation: The transport had previously responded to a transaction request.

C0000214h or 3221226004  STATUS_TRANSACTION_INVALID_ID

Explanation: The transport does not recognize the transaction request identifier spec

C0000215h or 3221226005  STATUS_TRANSACTION_INVALID_TYPE

Explanation: The transport does not recognize the transaction request type specified

C0000216h or 3221226006  STATUS_NOT_SERVER_SESSION

Explanation: The transport can only process the specified request on the server side
session.

C0000217h or 3221226007  STATUS_NOT_CLIENT_SESSION

Explanation: The transport can only process the specified request on the client side o
session.

C0000218h or 3221226008  STATUS_CANNOT_LOAD_REGISTRY_FILE

Explanation: The registry cannot load the hive or its log or alternate. It is corrupted, ab
or not writeable.

C0000219h or 3221226009  STATUS_DEBUG_ATTACH_FAILED

Explanation: An unexpected failure occurred while processing a DebugActiveProcess
request. You can choose OK to terminate the process or Cancel to ignor
error.

C000021Ah or 3221226010  STATUS_SYSTEM_PROCESS_TERMINATED

Explanation: The system process terminated unexpectedly with a status of <number>

C000021Bh or 3221226011  STATUS_DATA_NOT_ACCEPTED

Explanation: The TDI client could not handle the data received during an indication.
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C000021Ch or 3221226012  STATUS_NO_BROWSER_SERVERS_FOUND

Explanation: The list of servers for this workgroup is not currently available.

C000021Dh or 3221226013  STATUS_VDM_HARD_ERROR

Explanation: NTVDM encountered a hard error.

C000021Eh or 3221226014  STATUS_DRIVER_CANCEL_TIMEOUT

Explanation: The driver failed to complete a cancelled I/O request in the allotted time

C000021Fh or 3221226015  STATUS_REPLY_MESSAGE_MISMATCH

Explanation: An attempt was made to reply to an LPC message, but the thread specif
the client ID in the message was not waiting on that message.

C0000220h or 3221226016  STATUS_MAPPED_ALIGNMENT

Explanation: An attempt was made to map a view of a file, but either the specified ba
address or the offset into the file was not aligned on the proper allocation
granularity.

C0000221h or 3221226017  STATUS_IMAGE_CHECKSUM_MISMATCH

Explanation: The image is possibly corrupted. The header checksum does not match
computed checksum.

C0000222h or 3221226018  STATUS_LOST_WRITEBEHIND_DATA

Explanation: The system was attempting to transfer file data from buffers to <file>. Th
write operation failed, and only some of the data may have been written to
file.

C0000223h or 3221226019  STATUS_CLIENT_SERVER_PARAMETERS_INVALID

Explanation: The parameter or parameters passed to the server in the client/server s
memory window were invalid. Too much data may have been put in the sh
memory window.

C0000224h or 3221226020  STATUS_PASSWORD_MUST_CHANGE

Explanation: The user must change his or her password before logging on for the firs
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C0000225h or 3221226021  STATUS_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The object was not found.

C0000227h or 3221226023  STATUS_RECOVERY_FAILURE

Explanation: A transaction recovery failed.

C0000228h or 3221226024  STATUS_STACK_OVERFLOW_READ

Explanation: The request must be handled by the stack overflow code.

C0000229h or 3221226025  STATUS_FAIL_CHECK

Explanation: A consistency check failed.

C000022Ah or 3221226026  STATUS_DUPLICATE_OBJECTID

Explanation: The attempt to insert the ID into the index failed because the ID is alrea
the index.

C000022Bh or 3221226027  STATUS_OBJECTID_EXISTS

Explanation: The attempt to set the object's ID failed because the object already has

C000022Ch or 3221226028  STATUS_CONVERT_TO_LARGE

Explanation: This internal OFS status code indicates how an allocation operation is 
handled. Either it is retried after the containing onode is moved, or the ex
stream is converted to a large stream.

C000022Dh or 3221226029  STATUS_RETRY

Explanation: The request needs to be retried.

C000022Eh or 3221226020  STATUS_FOUND_OUT_OF_SCOPE

Explanation: The attempt to find the object found an object matching by ID on the volu
but it is out of the scope of the handle used to send the fsctl. 

C000022Fh or 3221226021  STATUS_PROPSET_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The bucket array must be grown. Retry transaction after doing so.
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C0000230h or 3221226022  STATUS_PROPSET_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The property set specified does not exist on the object.

C0000231h or 3221226023  STATUS_MARSHALL_OVERFLOW

Explanation: The user/kernel marshalling buffer has overflowed.

C0000232h or 3221226024  STATUS_INVALID_VARIANT

Explanation: The supplied variant structure contains invalid data.

C0000233h or 3221226025  STATUS_DOMAIN_CONTROLLER_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: Could not find a domain controller for this domain.

C0000234h or 3221226026  STATUS_ACCOUNT_LOCKED_OUT

Explanation: The user account has been locked automatically because too many inv
logon attempts or password change attempts have been requested.

C0000235h or 3221226027  STATUS_HANDLE_NOT_CLOSABLE

Explanation: NtClose was called on a handle that was protected from close via 
NtSetInformationObject.

C0000236h or 3221226028  STATUS_CONNECTION_REFUSED

Explanation: The transport connection attempt was refused by the remote system.

C0000237h or 3221226029  STATUS_GRACEFUL_DISCONNECT

Explanation: The transport connection was closed gracefully.

C0000238h or 3221226030  STATUS_ADDRESS_ALREADY_ASSOCIATED

Explanation: The transport endpoint already has an address associated with it.

C0000239h or 3221226031  STATUS_ADDRESS_NOT_ASSOCIATED

Explanation: An address has not yet been associated with the transport endpoint.
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C000023Ah or 3221226032  STATUS_CONNECTION_INVALID

Explanation: An operation was attempted on a non-existent transport connection.

C000023Bh or 3221226033  STATUS_CONNECTION_ACTIVE

Explanation: An invalid operation was attempted on an active transport connection.

C000023Ch or 3221226034  STATUS_NETWORK_UNREACHABLE

Explanation: The remote network is not reachable by the transport.

C000023Dh or 3221226035  STATUS_HOST_UNREACHABLE

Explanation: The remote system is not reachable by the transport.

C000023Eh or 3221226036  STATUS_PROTOCOL_UNREACHABLE

Explanation: The remote system does not support the transport protocol.

C000023Fh or 3221226037  STATUS_PORT_UNREACHABLE

Explanation: No service is operating at the destination port of the transport on the rem
system.

C0000240h or 3221226038  STATUS_REQUEST_ABORTED

Explanation: The request was aborted.

C0000241h or 3221226039  STATUS_CONNECTION_ABORTED

Explanation: The transport connection was aborted by the local system.

C0000242h or 3221226040  STATUS_BAD_COMPRESSION_BUFFER

Explanation: The specified buffer contains ill-formed data.

C0000243h or 3221226041  STATUS_USER_MAPPED_FILE

Explanation: The requested operation cannot be performed on a file with a user-map
section open.
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C0000244h or 3221226042  STATUS_AUDIT_FAILED

Explanation: An attempt to generate a security audit failed.

C0000245h or 3221226043  STATUS_TIMER_RESOLUTION_NOT_SET

Explanation: The timer resolution was not previously set by the current process.

C0000246h or 3221226044  STATUS_CONNECTION_COUNT_LIMIT

Explanation: A connection to the server could not be made because the limit on the nu
of concurrent connections for this account has been reached.

C0000247h or 3221226045  STATUS_LOGIN_TIME_RESTRICTION

Explanation: Someone is attempting to log in during an unauthorized time of day for 
account.

C0000248h or 3221226046  STATUS_LOGIN_WKSTA_RESTRICTION

Explanation: The account is not authorized to log in from this station.

C0000249h or 3221226047  STATUS_IMAGE_MP_UP_MISMATCH

Explanation: The image has been modified for use on a uni-processor system, but yo
running it on a multi-processor machine.

C0000250h or 3221226064  STATUS_INSUFFICIENT_LOGON_INFO

Explanation: Account information is insufficient to log you on.

C0000251h or 3221226065  STATUS_BAD_DLL_ENTRYPOINT

Explanation: The dynamic link library is not written correctly. The stack pointer has be
left in an inconsistent state. The entry point should be declared as WINAP
STDCALL.

C0000252h or 3221226066  STATUS_BAD_SERVICE_ENTRYPOINT

Explanation: The service is not written correctly. The stack pointer has been left in an
inconsistent state. The callback entry point should be declared as WINAP
STDCALL.
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C0000253h or 3221226067  STATUS_LPC_REPLY_LOST

Explanation: The server received the messages but did not send a reply.

C0000254h or 3221226068  STATUS_IP_ADDRESS_CONFLICT1

Explanation: The system has detected an IP address conflict with another system on
network. The local interface has been disabled. More details are availab
the system event log.

C0000255h or 3221226069  STATUS_IP_ADDRESS_CONFLICT2

Explanation: The system has detected an IP address conflict with another system on
network. Network operations on this system may be disrupted as a resul
More details are available in the system event log.

C0000256h or 3221226070  STATUS_REGISTRY_QUOTA_LIMIT

Explanation: Your system is running low on registry quota.

C0000257h or 3221226071  STATUS_PATH_NOT_COVERED

Explanation: The contacted server does not support the indicated part of the DFS 
namespace.

C0000258h or 3221226072  STATUS_NO_CALLBACK_ACTIVE

Explanation: A callback return system service cannot be executed when no callback 
active.

C0000259h or 3221226073  STATUS_LICENSE_QUOTA_EXCEEDED

Explanation: The service being accessed is licensed for a particular number of connec
No more connections can be made to the service at this time because the
already as many connections as the service can accept.

C000025Ah or 3221226074  STATUS_PWD_TOO_SHORT

Explanation: The password provided is too short to meet the policy of your user acco

Possible Cause: Password length restrictions may be enabled and the new password m
meet the requirement.

Action: Use a longer password, or reduce the length requirement for the user.
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C000025Bh or 3221226075  STATUS_PWD_TOO_RECENT  

Explanation: The policy of your user account does not allow you to change password
frequently. This is done to prevent users from changing back to a familiar, but 
potentially discovered, password.

C000025Ch or 3221226076  STATUS_PWD_HISTORY_CONFLICT

Explanation: You have attempted to change your password to one that you have used
past. The policy of your user account does not allow this.

Possible Cause: Password history restrictions are enabled and the password you are atte
to use has already been used.

Action: Select a different password, or disable password history restrictions.

C000025Eh or 3221226078  STATUS_PLUGPLAY_NO_DEVICE

Explanation: You have attempted to load a legacy device driver while its device insta
was disabled.

C000025Fh or 3221226079  STATUS_UNSUPPORTED_COMPRESSION  

Explanation: The specified compression format is unsupported.

C0000260h or 3221226080  STATUS_INVALID_HW_PROFILE

Explanation: The specified hardware profile configuration is invalid.

C0000261h or 3221226081  STATUS_INVALID_PLUGPLAY_DEVICE_PATH

Explanation: The specified Plug and Play registry device path is invalid.

C0000262h or 3221226082  STATUS_DRIVER_ORDINAL_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The %s device driver could not locate the ordinal in the driver.

C0000263h or 3221226083  STATUS_DRIVER_ENTRYPOINT_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The device driver could not locate the entry point in the driver.

C0000264h or 3221226084  STATUS_RESOURCE_NOT_OWNED

Explanation: The application attempted to release a resource it did not own.
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C0020001h or 3221356545  RPC_NT_INVALID_STRING_BINDING

Explanation: The string binding is invalid.

C0020002h or 3221356546  RPC_NT_WRONG_KIND_OF_BINDING

Explanation: The binding handle is not the correct type.

C0020003h or 3221356547  RPC_NT_INVALID_BINDING

Explanation: The binding handle is invalid.

C0020004h or 3221356548  RPC_NT_PROTSEQ_NOT_SUPPORTED 

Explanation: The RPC protocol sequence is not supported.

C0020005h or 3221356549  RPC_NT_INVALID_RPC_PROTSEQ

Explanation: The RPC protocol sequence is invalid.

C0020006h or 3221356550  RPC_NT_INVALID_STRING_UUID

Explanation: The string UUID is invalid.

C0020007h or 3221356551  RPC_NT_INVALID_ENDPOINT_FORMAT

Explanation: The endpoint format is invalid.

C0020008h or 3221356552  RPC_NT_INVALID_NET_ADDR

Explanation: The network address is invalid.

C0020009h or 3221356553  RPC_NT_NO_ENDPOINT_FOUND

Explanation: No endpoint was found.

C002000Ah or 3221356554  RPC_NT_INVALID_TIMEOUT

Explanation: The timeout value is invalid.

C002000Bh or 3221356555  RPC_NT_OBJECT_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The object UUID was not found.
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C002000Ch or 3221356556  RPC_NT_ALREADY_REGISTERED

Explanation: The object UUID has already been registered.

C002000Dh or 3221356557  RPC_NT_TYPE_ALREADY_REGISTERED

Explanation: The type UUID has already been registered.

C002000Eh or 3221356558  RPC_NT_ALREADY_LISTENING

Explanation: The RPC server is already listening.

C002000Fh or 3221356559  RPC_NT_NO_PROTSEQS_REGISTERED

Explanation: No protocol sequences have been registered.

C0020010h or 3221356560  RPC_NT_NOT_LISTENING

Explanation: The RPC server is not listening.

C0020011h or 3221356561  RPC_NT_UNKNOWN_MGR_TYPE

Explanation: The manager type is unknown.

C0020012h or 3221356562  RPC_NT_UNKNOWN_IF

Explanation: The interface is unknown.

C0020013h or 3221356563  RPC_NT_NO_BINDINGS

Explanation: There are no bindings.

C0020014h or 3221356564  RPC_NT_NO_PROTSEQS

Explanation: There are no protocol sequences.

C0020015h or 3221356565  RPC_NT_CAN’T_CREATE_ENDPOINT

Explanation: The endpoint cannot be created.

C0020016h or 3221356566  RPC_NT_OUT_OF_RESOURCES

Explanation: Not enough resources are available to complete this operation.
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C0020017h or 3221356567  RPC_NT_SERVER_UNAVAILABLE

Explanation: The RPC server is unavailable.

Possible Cause: SAMSRV attempted to register with the RPC server service during 
initialization, but the RPC server was not available.

Action: Refer to the Microsoft support Web site and try to find out why the RPC se
service is not available.

C0020018h or 3221356568  RPC_NT_SERVER_TOO_BUSY

Explanation: The RPC server is too busy to complete this operation.

C0020019h or 3221356569  RPC_NT_INVALID_NETWORK_OPTIONS

Explanation: The network options are invalid.

C002001Ah or 3221356570  RPC_NT_NO_CALL_ACTIVE

Explanation: No remote procedure call is active in this thread.

C002001Bh or 3221356571  RPC_NT_CALL_FAILED

Explanation: The remote procedure call failed.

C002001Ch or 3221356572  RPC_NT_CALL_FAILED_DNE

Explanation: The remote procedure call failed and did not execute.

C002001Dh or 3221356573  RPC_NT_PROTOCOL_ERROR

Explanation: An RPC protocol error occurred.

C002001Fh or 3221356575  RPC_NT_UNSUPPORTED_TRANS_SYN

Explanation: The transfer syntax is not supported by the RPC server.

C0020021h or 3221356577  RPC_NT_UNSUPPORTED_TYPE  

Explanation: The type UUID is not supported.

C0020022h or 3221356578  RPC_NT_INVALID_TAG

Explanation: The tag is invalid.
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C0020023h or 3221356579  RPC_NT_INVALID_BOUND

Explanation: The array bounds are invalid.

C0020024h or 3221356580  RPC_NT_NO_ENTRY_NAME

Explanation: The binding does not contain an entry name.

C0020025h or 3221356581  RPC_NT_INVALID_NAME_SYNTAX

Explanation: The name syntax is invalid.

C0020026h or 3221356582  RPC_NT_UNSUPPORTED_NAME_SYNTAX

Explanation: The name syntax is not supported.

C0020028h or 3221356583  RPC_NT_UUID_NO_ADDRESS

Explanation: No network address is available to use to construct a UUID.

C0020029h or 3221356584  RPC_NT_DUPLICATE_ENDPOINT

Explanation: The endpoint is a duplicate.

C002002Ah or 3221356585  RPC_NT_UNKNOWN_AUTHN_TYPE

Explanation: The authentication type is unknown.

C002002Bh or 3221356586  RPC_NT_MAX_CALLS_TOO_SMALL

Explanation: The maximum number of calls is too small.

C002002Ch or 3221356587  RPC_NT_STRING_TOO_LONG

Explanation: The string is too long.

C002002Dh or 3221356588  RPC_NT_PROTSEQ_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The RPC protocol sequence was not found.

C002002Eh or 3221356589  RPC_NT_PROCNUM_OUT_OF_RANGE

Explanation: The procedure number is out of range.
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C002002Fh or 3221356590  RPC_NT_BINDING_HAS_NO_AUTH

Explanation: The binding does not contain any authentication information.

C0020030h or 3221356591  RPC_NT_UNKNOWN_AUTHN_SERVICE

Explanation: The authentication service is unknown.

C0020031h or 3221356592  RPC_NT_UNKNOWN_AUTHN_LEVEL

Explanation: The authentication level is unknown.

C0020032h or 3221356593  RPC_NT_INVALID_AUTH_IDENTITY

Explanation: The security context is invalid.

C0020033h or 3221356594  RPC_NT_UNKNOWN_AUTHZ_SERVICE

Explanation: The authorization service is unknown.

C0020034h or 3221356595  EPT_NT_INVALID_ENTRY

Explanation: The entry is invalid.

C0020035h or 3221356596  EPT_NT_CANT_PERFORM_OP

Explanation: The operation cannot be performed.

C0020036h or 3221356597  EPT_NT_NOT_REGISTERED

Explanation: No more endpoints are available from the endpoint mapper.

C0020037h or 3221356598  RPC_NT_NOTHING_TO_EXPORT

Explanation: No interfaces have been exported.

C0020038h or 3221356599  RPC_NT_INCOMPLETE_NAME

Explanation: The entry name is incomplete.

C0020039h or 3221356600  RPC_NT_INVALID_VERS_OPTION

Explanation: The version option is invalid.
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C002003Ah or 3221356601  RPC_NT_NO_MORE_MEMBERS

Explanation: There are no more members.

C002003Bh or 3221356602  RPC_NT_NOT_ALL_OBJS_UNEXPORTED

Explanation: There is nothing to unexport.

C002003Ch or 3221356603  RPC_NT_INTERFACE_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The interface was not found.

C002003Dh or 3221356604  RPC_NT_ENTRY_ALREADY_EXISTS

Explanation: The entry already exists.

C002003Eh or 3221356605  RPC_NT_ENTRY_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The entry is not found.

C002003Fh or 3221356606  RPC_NT_NAME_SERVICE_UNAVAILABLE

Explanation: The name service is unavailable.

C0020040h or 3221356607  RPC_NT_INVALID_NAF_ID

Explanation: The network address family is invalid.

C0020041h or 3221356608  RPC_NT_CANNOT_SUPPORT

Explanation: The requested operation is not supported.

C0020042h or 3221356609  RPC_NT_NO_CONTEXT_AVAILABLE

Explanation: No security context is available to allow impersonation.

C0020043h or 3221356610  RPC_NT_INTERNAL_ERROR

Explanation: An internal error occurred in RPC.

C0020044h or 3221356611  RPC_NT_ZERO_DIVIDE

Explanation: The RPC server attempted an integer divide by zero.
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C0020045h or 3221356612  RPC_NT_ADDRESS_ERROR

Explanation: An addressing error occurred in the RPC server.

C0020046h or 3221356613  RPC_NT_FP_DIV_ZERO

Explanation: A floating point operation at the RPC server caused a divide by zero.

C0020047h or 3221356614  RPC_NT_FP_UNDERFLOW

Explanation: A floating-point underflow occurred at the RPC server.

C0020048h or 3221356615  RPC_NT_FP_OVERFLOW

Explanation: A floating-point overflow occurred at the RPC server.

C0030001h or 3221422081  RPC_NT_NO_MORE_ENTRIES 

Explanation: The list of RPC servers is available because auto_handle binding has b
exhausted.

C0030002h or 3221422082  RPC_NT_SS_CHAR_TRANS_OPEN_FAIL

Explanation: The file designated by DCERPCCHARTRANS cannot be opened.

C0030003h or 3221422083  RPC_NT_SS_CHAR_TRANS_SHORT_FILE

Explanation: The file containing the character translation table has fewer than 512 by

C0030004h or 3221422084  RPC_NT_SS_IN_NULL_CONTEXT

Explanation: A null context handle is passed as an [in] parameter. 

C0030005h or 3221422085  RPC_NT_SS_CONTEXT_MISMATCH

Explanation: The context handle does not match any known context handles.

C0030006h or 3221422086  RPC_NT_SS_CONTEXT_DAMAGED

Explanation: The context handle changed during a call.

C0030007h or 3221422087  RPC_NT_SS_HANDLES_MISMATCH

Explanation: The binding handles passed to a remote procedure call do not match.
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C0030008h or 3221422088  RPC_NT_SS_CANNOT_GET_CALL_HANDLE

Explanation: The stub is unable to get the call handle.

C0030009h or 3221422089  RPC_NT_NULL_REF_POINTER

Explanation: A null reference pointer was passed to the stub.

C003000Ah or 3221422090  RPC_NT_ENUM_VALUE_OUT_OF_RANGE

Explanation: The enumeration value is out of range.

C003000Bh or 3221422091  RPC_NT_BYTE_COUNT_TOO_SMALL

Explanation: The byte count is too small.

C003000Ch or 3221422092  RPC_NT_BAD_STUB_DATA

Explanation: The stub received bad data.

C0020049h or 3221356617  RPC_NT_CALL_IN_PROGRESS

Explanation: A remote procedure call is already in progress for this thread.

C002004Ah or 3221356618  RPC_NT_NO_MORE_BINDINGS  

Explanation: There are no more bindings.

C002004Bh or 3221356619  RPC_NT_GROUP_MEMBER_NOT_FOUND

Explanation: The group member was not found.

C002004Ch or 3221356620  EPT_NT_CANT_CREATE

Explanation: The endpoint mapper database could not be created.

C002004Dh or 3221356621  RPC_NT_INVALID_OBJECT

Explanation: The object UUID is the nil UUID.

C002004Fh or 3221356622  RPC_NT_NO_INTERFACES

Explanation: No interfaces have been registered.
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C0020050h or 3221356624  RPC_NT_CALL_CANCELLED  

Explanation: The server was altered while processing this call.

C0020051h or 3221356625  RPC_NT_BINDING_INCOMPLETE

Explanation: The binding handle does not contain all required information.

C0020052h or 3221356626  RPC_NT_COMM_FAILURE

Explanation: Communications failed.

C0020053h or 3221356627  RPC_NT_UNSUPPORTED_AUTHN_LEVEL  

Explanation: The requested authentication level is not supported.

C0020054h or 3221356628  RPC_NT_NO_PRINC_NAME

Explanation: No principal name is registered.

C0020055h or 3221356629  RPC_NT_NOT_RPC_ERROR

Explanation: The error specified is not a valid Windows NT RPC error code.

C0020056h or 3221356630  RPC_NT_UUID_LOCAL_ONLY

Explanation: A UUID that is valid only on this computer has been allocated.

C0020057h or 3221356631  RPC_NT_SEC_PKG_ERROR

Explanation: A security package specific error occurred.

C0020058h or 3221356632  RPC_NT_NOT_CANCELLED

Explanation: The thread is not cancelled.

C003005Ah or 3221422170  RPC_NT_WRONG_ES_VERSION

Explanation: Incompatible version of the serializing package.

C003005Bh or 3221422171  RPC_NT_WRONG_STUB_VERSION

Explanation: Incompatible version of the RPC stub.
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C0D5FDA7 - C0D5FD00  NDS Error Messages Translated to NT Status Messages

Explanation: These error codes are NDS error codes that are returned by SAMSRV.D
the Windows NT Event Log. In this case the last four digits of this error co
refer to an NDS error code. For more information see the NDS error cod

Possible Cause: An error code was returned to SAMSRV from NDS.  This error is trans
to an NT error code and returned.

Action: Refer to the specific NDS error code denoted by the last four digits.

IDS_TREE_ERROR  Error initializing tree view

Explanation: An error occurred while the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to bu
the tree view to allow you to select the contexts to view.

Possible Cause: An NDS or network error occurred. 

Action: Make sure that the NDS tree can be accessed through Network Neighborh
Check the health of the NDS tree.

IDS_EXPAND_ERROR  Error expanding item in the NDS tree.

Explanation: An error occurred while the Domain Object Wizard was  attempting to exp
the container in the tree browser in the Domain Object Wizard.

Possible Cause: The user may not have rights, or there may be a problem with NDS.

Action: Log in as Admin to eliminate rights issues. Perform a Repair Local Datab
on the server from which you are reading NDS.

IDS_NDSTREES_ERROR  Error obtaining NDS trees

Explanation: While the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to find the NDS trees on
network an error occurred. 

Possible Cause: No NDS trees are available on the network, or there are network 
communication problems.

Action: Ensure that the tree can be seen through Network Neighborhood. If so, co
Novell Technical Services for a debug version of SAMMIG.EXE to identif
the error that is occurring.
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IDS_NOADMIN_ERROR  You must be a member of the Administrators group to run 
the Domain Object Wizard.

Explanation: Because the Domain Object Wizard must have complete access to the 
database, you must belong to the Administrators group when performing
migration.

Possible Cause: The user you are logged in as is not a member of the Administrators g
Novell recommends performing the installation as the Administrator user

Action: Log in as Administrator to perform the installation.

IDS_USER_ERROR  Error obtaining NT user information.

Explanation: An error occurred while the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to ge
list of the users in the domain.

Possible Cause: The SAM database may have corruption, or the user may not have rig
read the database.

Action: Ensure that you are logged in as Administrator, and make sure that you ca
in as the user. If this error continues, request a debug version of 
SAMMIG.EXE from Novell Technical Services to get further information 
about what is occurring.

IDS_SCHEMASTATUS_ERROR  Error finding out status of the NDS schema.

Explanation: An error occurred while the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to ch
the status of the schema for the NDS for NT schema extensions.

Possible Cause: The NDS schema may have a problem, or the user may not have right
[Root] of the NDS tree.

Action: Try using the Admin user to log in to NDS, and use the DSREPAIR tool t
make sure that NDS is healthy.

IDS_GETRIGHTS_ERROR  Error getting the current user effective rights.

Explanation: When the NDS schema has not been extended, NDS for NT checks to 
the user has rights to extend the schema. An error was returned while th
Domain Object Wizard was attempting to get the effective rights of the u

Possible Cause: The user may not have rights to read the trustee list, or there may be a
issue.

Action: Try using the Admin user to log in to NDS, and use the DSREPAIR tool t
make sure that NDS is healthy.
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IDS_GETCONTEXT_ERROR  Error obtaining the NDS context.

Explanation: The Domain Object Wizard was attempting to validate the container that
selected for the Domain object.

Possible Cause: You selected an invalid container, or there is an NDS problem.

Action: Ensure that you selected an Organization, Organizational Unit, or locality
Check NDS using DSTRACE and DSREPAIR.

IDS_SCHEMAEXPAND_ERROR  Error extending the NDS schema.

Explanation: While attempting to extend the schema, the Domain Object Wizard 
encountered an error.

Possible Cause: The user did not have rights to the [Root] of the tree, or an NDS error oc

Action: Make sure you are logged in as Admin. Check the health of NDS using 
DSREPAIR and DSTRACE. Obtain a debug version of SAMMIG.EXE to 
further identify the problem.

IDS_INVALIDCONTAINER_ERROR  NT Domain objects can only be created in a 
Locality, Organization, or Organizational Unit container.

Explanation: The container selected for the NT Domain to be created in is not a valid
location for the Domain object.

Possible Cause: The container selected for the NT Domain to be created in is not a vali
location for the Domain object.

Action: Select a valid NDS container.

IDS_MATCHESERROR  Error finding matches in NDS.

Explanation: An error occurred while the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to re
NDS users and match them to NT users.

Possible Cause: NDS returned an error to the Domain Object Wizard.

Action: Perform a Repair Local Database of the replicas in the replica ring contai
the users you are searching.

IDS_USEREXISTS_ERROR  This user already exists in NDS in the context you 
specified. Do you want to associate with the NDS user?

Explanation: While performing the migration a user was encountered with the same 
common name as the NT user being migrated.
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Possible Cause: NDS does not allow two objects with the same common name to exist
same container. 

Action: Either choose to associate the NT user with the existing NDS user, or do
move the NT user.

IDS_OBJECTINFO_ERROR  Error obtaining object information.

Explanation: An error occurred while the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to ge
object class of the object being moved.

Possible Cause: An NDS error was returned.

Action: Perform a DSREPAIR on the partition with the problem.

IDS_CREATEFILE_ERROR

Explanation: An error occurred while the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to cr
the MOVE.LOG file to which to log the migration results.

Possible Cause: The user performing the migration does not have rights to create the fi
the TEMP directory is not specified or does not exist.

Action: Make sure that you are logged in as a member of the Administrators group
that the TEMP variable is set and the directory specified exists.

IDS_NTDOMAINS_ERROR  Error obtaining NT domains on the network

Explanation: While the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to get a list of the dom
on the network, an error occurred. 

Possible Cause: The computer was unable to get a response from the network, or an e
occurred on the network.

Action: Make sure that domains can be seen in Network Neighborhood. Obtain 
debug version of SAMMIG.EXE to further isolate the problem.

IDS_PDC_ERROR  Error obtaining the name of the Primary Domain Controller for the 
current NT domain being moved.

Explanation: While the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to locate the PDC for t
domain being migrated, an error occurred. 

Possible Cause: The PDC was not available or could not be accessed.
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Action: Try opening User Manager for Domains. Since this tool also requires acc
to the PDC, you should receive an error. You can then troubleshoot this a
normal domain communications problem.

IDS_SERVICEPARAM_ERROR  Error writing the service parameters to the registry.

Explanation: While the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to write the domain 
information and reset the registry security to the HKLM\Security\NWSAM
key, an error occurred. 

Possible Cause: No Administrator user exists.

Action: Verify the existence of a user with the 1F4 RID by checking the 
HKLM\Security\SAM\Domains\Account\Users for a 1F4 value. If this valu
does not exist, contact Novell Technical Services for a tool to re-create th
Administrator account.

IDS_DOMFAILED  Failed to create the NT Domain object. The wizard cannot continue 
moving objects to NDS.

Explanation: While the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to create the Domain O
in NDS, an error occurred.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred. 

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error code, and then address it a
defined in the NDS error codes section.

IDS_REGISTRYREAD_ERROR  Error reading registry keys

Explanation: An error occurred while the Domain Object Wizard was trying to read a 
registry key.

Possible Cause: An expected registry key did not exist, was invalid, or could not be rea
successfully.

Action: Verify that the user you are logged in as can read the registry key and ve
that the key exists. Obtain a debug version of SAMMIG.EXE from Novell
Technical Services to further isolate the problem.

IDS_REGISTRYWRITE_ERROR  Error writing to the registry

Explanation: An error occurred in the Domain Object Wizard, attempting to write 
information to the registry or resetting the security on the registry.
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Possible Cause: The user currently logged in does not have rights to modify the registry
error occurred.

Action: Verify that the user you are logged in as can write the registry key and ve
that the key exists. Obtain a debug version of SAMMIG.EXE from Novell
Technical Services to further isolate the problem.

IDS_REGISTRYDELETE_ERROR  Error deleting registry keys. Make sure you are 
logged in as a member of the Domain Administrators group.

Explanation: An error occurred when the Domain Object Wizard was attempting to de
a value or key from the registry.

Possible Cause: The user does not have rights to delete the key, or an error occurred.

Action: Make sure that you are logged in as Administrator. Then contact Novell 
Technical Services to further isolate the problem.

IDS_MSSAMSRV_ERROR  Error replacing SAMSRV.DLL.

Explanation: An error occurred in the Domain Object Wizard when attempting to repl
the current SAMSRV.DLL with the NDS for NT SAMSRV. This error can als
occur by going back to the MSSAMSRV.DLL during the uninstallation.

Possible Cause: Make sure that the user has rights to rename the file. Make sure that t
MSSAMSRV.DLL exists in the case of the uninstallation.

Action: Make sure that you are logged in as Administrator. Make sure that 
MSSAMSRV.DLL exists. If not, copy the latest SAMSRV.DLL from the 
Microsoft Service Pack for Windows NT to the SYSTEM32 directory as 
MSSAMSRV.DLL.

IDS_DOMAININNDS_ERROR  An object with the NT domain name already exists in 
the NDS context you just specified.  Try a different context or click Cancel to 
terminate the wizard.

Explanation: While the Domain Object Wizard was checking to see if the Domain obj
already exists in NDS, an object with the same name was found in the 
specified container.

Possible Cause: Another object with the same name as the domain exists in the contain
the domain has been migrated previously.

Action: Remove the object or select a different container in which to create the 
Domain object.
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IDS_FINDINGDOMAIN_ERROR  Error verifying existence of the Domain object in 
NDS.

Explanation: While checking to see if the Domain object exists in NDS, the Domain Ob
Wizard encountered an error.

Possible Cause: NDS returned an error to the search for the Domain object.

Action: Check NDS health through DSTRACE and DSREPAIR. Check the 
MOVE.LOG file for more information. If this still doesn’t give you enough 
information to correct the problem, obtain a debug copy of SAMMIG.EXE
from Novell Technical Services.

IDS_OBTAININGUSERS_ERROR  Error reading user information from the NDS 
container just entered.

Explanation: While checking for the existence of users in the default user-creation 
container, an error occurred.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check NDS health through DSTRACE and DSREPAIR. Check the 
MOVE.LOG file for more information. If this still doesn’t give you enough 
information to correct the problem, obtain a debug copy of SAMMIG.EXE
from Novell Technical Services.

IDS_USERSINCONTAINER_ERROR  The wizard has detected that there might be 
some conflicts between the users in the Default NDS context to create new users and 
your NT users. Do you want to perform a search to resolve these possible conflicts?

Explanation: There are existing users in the container chosen as the default user-cre
context.

Possible Cause: Because the default creation container is the location where users who
exist in NDS are created, this may cause errors during the migration.

Action: Perform a search to have the users in the container matched up with the
counterparts.

IDS_REGCONNECT_ERROR  Error connecting to the server's registry.

Explanation: While attempting to connect to the PDC’s registry to read the NWSAM k
an error occurred.

Possible Cause: The computer could not be contacted, or the registry could not be acce
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Action: Make sure that the two computers are communicating. Make sure that th
registry is accessible locally on the PDC.

IDS_REGOPEN_ERROR  Error opening the registry key in the server.

Explanation: The BDC successfully connected to the PDC’s registry but was unable to
the specified registry key.

Possible Cause: The key may not exist, or the user may not have rights to read the key

Action: Make sure that you are logged in as a member of the Domain Administra
group and that the registry key exists.

IDS_REGREAD_ERROR  Error reading value from the server's registry.

Explanation: The BDC successfully connected to the PDC’s registry but was unable to
the specified registry value.

Possible Cause: The key may not exist, or the user may not have rights to read the valu

Action: Make sure that you are logged in as a member of the Domain Administra
group and that the registry value exists.

IDS_SETREGKEYACCESS_ERROR  Error setting the registry key's access in the 
server.

Explanation: While attempting to set the security on the HKLM\Security or its subkeys
error occurred.

Possible Cause: A registry error occurred, or there is a rights issue.

Action: Make sure that you are logged in as a member of the Domain Administra
group. Obtain a debug copy of SAMMIG.EXE from Novell Technical 
Services to further diagnose the problem.

IDS_SETREGKEYVALUE_ERROR  Error setting value in the server's registry.

Explanation: The Domain Object Wizard was unable to set the registry value on the B

Possible Cause: There may be a registry problem, or you may not have rights.

Action: Make sure that you are logged in as a member of the Domain Administra
group and that you can add values manually. Obtain a debug copy of 
SAMMIG.EXE from Novell Technical Services to further diagnose the 
problem.
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IDS_SID_ERROR  Error looking up SID.

Explanation: While attempting to read the SID from the registry, an error occurred.

Possible Cause: The user logged in is not an administrator, or an error was returned.

Action: Make sure that the user is logged in as Administrator. If he or she is alre
logged in, obtain a debug version of the SAMMIG.EXE file from Novell 
Technical Services.

IDS_OPENMSDOMAIN_ERROR  Error opening NT Domain.

Explanation: An attempt was made to open the domain and it failed.

Possible Cause: The communication between the server and the domain is down. No d
controllers could be contacted.

Action: Make sure that the NT Domain is accessible through Network Neighborho
Troubleshoot this as a domain communications problem.

IDS_OPENNDSDOMAIN_ERROR  Error opening Domain Object in NDS.

Explanation: A request was made to open the Domain object in NDS to begin the migra
The request failed.

Possible Cause: An NDS error has occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG for an NDS error. Then proceed to troubleshoot w
the information in the NDS error code.

IDS_RIDCOUNTER_ERROR  Error obtaining the RID counter.

Explanation: The IWS:RID Counter attribute could not be read.

Possible Cause: The attribute may not exist, or there may be an NDS problem. In addit
because the IWS:RID Counter attribute is always read from the Master 
replica, this can occur if the Master replica is down or unreachable.

Action: Make sure that you can access the Master replica of the partition that con
the IWS Domain object.

IDS_CREATEDOMAININNDS_ERROR  Error creating Domain Object in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to create the NDS Domain object, the operation failed

Possible Cause: An NDS error was returned during the creation process.
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Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_CREATEGROUPINNDS_ERROR  Error creating NT group in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to create an IWS Group as a subordinate to the Doma
object, an error returned to the Domain Object Wizard.

Possible Cause: NDS returned an error.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_OPENNTGROUP_ERROR  Error opening NT group.

Explanation: While attempting to open the NT global group object in the SAM databas
error was returned to the Domain Object Wizard.

Possible Cause: The local SAM is inaccessible, the global  group has a problem, or the
performing the migration does not have rights to open the group.

Action: Make sure that you can administer the group locally. Check the MOVE.L
file for other errors pertaining to this group.

IDS_SETGROUPINFO_ERROR  Error setting group information in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to set the attributes of the IWS Group object, an error 
returned to the Domain Object Wizard.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_OPENGROUPINNDS_ERROR  Error opening NT group in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to open the IWS Group object, an NDS error was retu
to the Domain Object Wizard.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.
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IDS_ENUMALIAS_ERROR  Error enumerating NT aliases.

Explanation: While attempting to identify the local group in the domain, an error was 
returned to the Domain Object Wizard.

Possible Cause: The local SAM is inaccessible, the group has a problem, or the user 
performing the migration does not have rights to open the group.

Action: Make sure that you see all of the local groups in User Manager for Doma
Check the MOVE.LOG file for other errors pertaining to this group.

IDS_OPENALIAS_ERROR  Error opening NT alias.

Explanation: While attempting to open the NT local group object in the SAM database
error was returned to the Domain Object Wizard.

Possible Cause: The local SAM is inaccessible, the local group has a problem, or the u
performing the migration does not have rights to open the group.

Action: Make sure that you can administer the group locally. Check the MOVE.L
file for other errors pertaining to this group.

IDS_OPENALIASINNDS_ERROR  Error opening alias in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to open the IWS Alias object, an NDS error was returne
the Domain Object Wizard.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_ALIASMEMBER_ERROR  Error obtaining alias members.

Explanation: While attempting to retrieve the members list from the SAM, an error wa
returned to the Domain Object Wizard.

Possible Cause: The local SAM is inaccessible, the local group has a problem, or the u
performing the migration does not have rights to open the group.

Action: Make sure that you can administer the group locally. Check the MOVE.L
file for other errors pertaining to this group.

IDS_ADDMEMBERTOALIAS_ERROR  Error adding member to alias in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to add members to the membership list of the IWS Alia
error was returned to the Domain Object Wizard.
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Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_ALIASMEMBERSHIP_ERROR  Error obtaining alias membership for object.

Explanation: The migration tried to obtain the list of local groups that the object being
migrated is a member of. The attempt failed.

Possible Cause: The object in the SAM has a problem.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG for additional errors. Try deleting and re-creating 
user.

IDS_CREATEALIASNDS_ERROR  Error creating alias in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to create the IWS Alias object in NDS, an error occurr

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_ALIASINFO_ERROR  Error obtaining information for NT alias.

Explanation: While attempting to retrieve attributes of the local group from the SAM, 
error occurred.

Possible Cause: The object in the SAM has a problem, or the user currently performing
migration does not have rights to the local group.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for additional errors. Make sure that the user 
rights to administer the local group.

IDS_SETALIASINFO_ERROR  Error setting alias information in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to set the attributes of the IWS Alias object, an error 
occurred.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.
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DS_ADDUSERTODOMAIN_ERROR  Error adding user to domain.

Explanation: While attempting to add the domain to the IWS:Domain Membership attri
of the user, an error occurred.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_CREATEUSER_ERROR  Error creating user in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to create a user who existed in NT but not in NDS, an 
occurred.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_CREATEWS_ERROR  Error creating workstation in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to create an IWS Workstation object under the Domain
object, an error occurred.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_OPENNDSUSER_ERROR  Error opening user in NDS.

Explanation: While attempting to open an NDS user, an error occurred.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_OPENNTUSER_ERROR   Error opening NT User.

Explanation: The migration attempted to open a user in the SAM, and an error was ret

Possible Cause: The user performing the migration does not have rights to administer th
or the object has a problem.
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Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for additional errors. Make sure that the user 
logged in as a member of the Domain Administrators group. Try deleting 
re-creating the user who may have corrupted data. 

IDS_NTUSERINFO_ERROR  Error obtaining NT user's information.

Explanation: The migration attempted to read the attributes of a user in the SAM, and
error was returned.

Possible Cause: The user performing the migration does not have rights to administer th
or the object has a problem.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for additional errors. Make sure that the user 
logged in as a member of the Domain Administrators group. Try deleting 
re-creating the user who may have corrupted data. 

IDS_SETNDSUSERINFO_ERROR  Error setting NDS user's information.

Explanation: While attempting to modify the attributes of the NDS user, an error occu

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_SETNDSUSERPASS_ERROR  Error setting NDS user's password.

Explanation: While attempting to set the initial password of the NDS user, an error 
occurred.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_GROUPMEMBERSHIP_ERROR  Error getting the groups the user belongs to.

Explanation: The migration attempted to read the group memberships of a user in the 
and an error was returned.

Possible Cause: The user performing the migration does not have rights to administer th
or the object has a problem.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for additional errors. Make sure that the user 
logged in as a member of the Domain Administrators group. Try deleting 
re-creating the user. 
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IDS_ADDMEMBERTOGROUP_ERROR  Error adding member to group.

Explanation: While attempting to modify the IWS:Group Memberships attribute of the u
an error occurred.

Possible Cause: An NDS error occurred.

Action: Check the MOVE.LOG file for the NDS error, and then proceed to the ND
error code referenced for additional troubleshooting.

IDS_REGMIGREG_ERROR  Error adding the Reverse Migration to the registry.

Explanation: During the uninstallation, the Domain Object Wizard was unable to add 
REVMIG.EXE to the Run key of the registry.

Possible Cause: The user does not have rights to write the registry key, or the Run key do
exist.

Action: Ensure that you are logged in as Administrator. Make sure that the Run 
exists. Obtain a debug version of SAMMIG.EXE for additional debugging
information.

IDS_REGRID_ERROR  Error writing domain RID to the registry.

Explanation: During the reverse migration the IWS:RID Counter value could not be rea
could not be written to the WINLOGON key in the registry.

Possible Cause: The Master replica of the Domain object’s partition is not available, or the
performing the reverse migration does not have rights to write the 
WINLOGON key in the registry.

Action: Check the status of the Master replica and correct the issue if one exists. 
sure that the user can edit the WINLOGON key in the registry manually. 
Obtain a debug version of SAMMIG.EXE from Novell Technical Services
further isolate the problem.

IDS_TID_ERROR  This operation requires the latest NDS patch kit.

Explanation: NDS for NT requires at least version 5.95 of NDS to be running on all ser
containing an NDS replica.

Possible Cause: At least one server in the replica ring contains an old version of NDS.

Action: Update to the latest DS.NLM and supporting files for the version of NetW
you are running.
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IDS_INVALIDDOMAIN_ERROR  The SID of the NDS Domain Object does not match the 
SID for this domain controller.  Please select a different NDS Domain Object.

Explanation: The Domain Object Wizard is in Browse mode. This means that the Dom
Controller has lost association with the Domain object and you are relink
them. The SID of the Domain Controller and the IWS:SID attribute of the
Domain object don’t match.

Possible Cause: If you re-created the Domain Controller and did not install it into the ori
domain, the root SID of the domain is now different. Because the SID is u
for security and for all of the other objects in the Domain (in order to selec
NDS object), the IWS:SID must match that of the Domain Controller.

Action: Rebuild the Domain Controller using an Emergency Recovery Diskette. T
will allow you to repair the registry, which contains the SID of the origina
domain. Then rerun SAMMIG.EXE and browse for the object again.

IDS_RUN_ONLY_ON_DC  The Domain Object Wizard can only be run on a domain 
controller.

Explanation: Because NDS for NT runs only on servers with a copy of the Domain 
database, it is necessary to run on the Domain Controllers.

Possible Cause: Either you are running the installation on a member server of the doma
workgroup, or when the API request was made to the server it returned 
incorrect information about the type of server it was.

Action: Run the wizard on the PDC or BDC.

CANNOT_CREATE_DOMAIN  Use the NDS for NT Domain Migration Wizard to create 
a Domain.

Explanation: You must use the Domain Object Wizard to create an IWS Domain obje

Possible Cause: You attempted to create an IWS Domain object through the ConsoleOn
in. Because the domain includes other pertinent information and must be
linked through the registry, it is necessary to use the Domain Object Wiz

Action: Run the Domain Object Wizard and perform a migration of the domain.

SET_PASSWORD_FAILED  Error occurred during the write of the NT password to 
NDS.  Password not stored.

Explanation: An attempt was made to change the password using the Change Both 
Passwords button on the Domain Access Tab. An error occurred and the
password was not changed.
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Possible Cause: The user performing the change may not have rights, or there may be 
problem with the NDS User object or password attribute.

Action: Verify that you have rights to change the password for the user. Use 
DSTRACE and DSREPAIR to check the status of NDS.

LOAD_LIBRARY_FAILED  The library file NDS4NTJ.DLL could not be loaded.

Explanation: The NDS4NTJ.DLL file, which contains functionality for the NDS for NT
snap-in specific to Windows NT, could not be loaded. The NTTOOLS featu
will be unavailable.

Possible Cause: The file does not exist in the current path, or the user does not have rig
read it.

Action: Verify that the file exists and that the user has rights to read it.

NT_ONLY_FEATURE  This feature is available on Windows NT systems only.

Explanation: The function you attempted works only on Windows NT. This includes th
Domain NT Tools functionality.

Possible Cause: You are using NetWare or Windows 95/98 to perform administration of
NDS for NT objects.

Explanation: Try the operation from a Windows NT workstation or server.

DUP_USER_ERRROR  Duplicate Logon IDs not allowed. User Logon ID: is already a 
member of this Domain.

Explanation: Because NDS allows multiple users with the same name to exist in the 
two users with the same common name may end up as part of the domain
causes problems because NT does not allow two users with the same na
For this reason, the ConsoleOne snap-in will not allow you to perform the 
operation.

Possible Cause: A user in another container with the same common name is already a m
of the domain.

Action: Rename the user, or remove the existing user from the domain.

BAD_USER_NAME_ERROR  If you would like to add this user to the domain member 
list you must rename it to be a valid NT username.

Explanation: You attempted to add an NDS user to the Domain, but the user has a nam
is invalid for NT.
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Possible Cause: A valid NT username cannot contain spaces; it can contain up to 20 upp
or lowercase characters except for the following:   \\ / [ ] : ; | = , + ? < >

Action: Rename the user to be a valid NT username.

USER_NAME_TOO_LONG  The user cannot be added to a domain because the user 
name is more than 20 characters long.

Explanation: Windows NT usernames can be no longer than 20 characters.

Possible Cause: The NDS username is longer than 20 characters.

Action: Rename the user to a valid Windows NT username.

ASSIGN_RID_ERROR  Unable to assign a RID for this object.

Explanation: An error occurred either reading the IWS:RID Counter attribute from the
Master replica or setting the IWS:RID attribute of the user, group, alias, o
workstation.

Possible Cause: The Master replica is unreachable, the user does not have rights to the 
object, or NDS is corrupted.

Action: Ensure that the NDS Master replica of the Domain object is available, ch
NDS health using DSTRACE and DSREPAIR, and make sure that the use
rights to read the IWS:RID Counter attribute of the domain.

WS_NAME_ERROR  The workstation name must end in a $

Explanation: NDS represents workstations as an IWS:Workstation with the name of t
workstation appended with a dollar sign ($).

Possible Cause: You are attempting to create an IWS:Workstation using the ConsoleOn
in and did not end the name with a dollar sign ($).

Action: Add a dollar sign ($) to the end of the workstation name.

WS_NAME_CONTAINS_INVALID_CHARACTERS  The workstation name you entered 
contains an illegal character:

Explanation: An invalid NT character was entered in the name of the Workstation obj

Possible Cause: You attempted to name the Workstation object using NDS naming stan
and one of the characters you used is not valid in the Windows NT 
environment.

Action: Rename the workstation to a valid Windows NT name.
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WS_NAME_TOO_LONG  The workstation name may not be more than 14 characters 
long.

Explanation: Windows NT limits workstation names to 14 characters for NetBIOS nam
resolution.

Possible Cause: You are attempting to create a workstation with a name longer than the
maximum length.

Action: Shorten the name of the object you are attempting to create.

IDS_MAILBOX_WITHOUT_NT_INFO  The mailbox does not have an associated NT 
account.

Explanation: The Mailbox Manager Import tool attempted to read the Primary Windows
Account attribute of the Exchange Mailbox from the Exchange directory, 
none was found.

Possible Cause: The mailbox may have become orphaned when a user was deleted thr
User Manager for Domains if User Manager for Domains did not have th
Exchange snap-in.

Action: In the Microsoft Exchange Administrator tool, open the properties of the 
mailbox and specify a new Primary Windows NT Account. Then rerun th
import tool.

IDS_NT_DOMAIN_NOT_IN_TREE  The NT Domain could not be located.

Explanation: The Mailbox Manager Import tool attempted to find the IWS Domain obj
representing the domain where the user’s Primary Windows NT Account
exists and the domain did not exist.

Possible Cause: NDS for NT has not been installed on the domain where the user’s Pri
Windows NT Account exists.

Action: Install the NDS for NT Redirector component on the Domain Controllers
the given domain.

IDS_ANOTHER_OBJECT_EXISTS  The site could not be created in the NDS because 
the specified container already contains another object having the same name.  
Migration of mailboxes will be aborted.

Explanation: When attempting to verify the existence of the site object, another objec
found in the same container, with the same name, but it was not an ASM
object.
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Possible Cause: By default Microsoft Exchange configures the name of the Exchange Si
the Windows NT Domain to be the same. This means that if you attempt
import the site to the same container where the NDS for NT Domain obje
exists, the operation will fail.

Action: Select a different container or rename the Exchange site.

IDS_NOT_AUTHENTICATED  The Import failed as the NDS Admin Rights could not be 
verified.

Explanation: When the import was attempting to verify that the user logged in has righ
NDS, an error occurred.

Possible Cause: The user may not have rights, or NDS may have a problem.

Action: Verify that you are logged in as Admin and that no IRFs exist. Check the
health of NDS using DSTRACE and DSREPAIR.

IDS_SCHEMA_NOT_EXTENDED  FATAL ERROR : Mailbox Manager Schema 
Extensions could not be verified.  Import of Exchange Objects aborted. You must 
extend the schema using the Mailbox Manager Install utility before Importing 
Exchange Information into NDS.

Explanation: The Mailbox Manager Import utility attempted to verify that the NDS schema
has been extended to include the Mailbox Manager schema extensions, b
attempt failed.

Possible Cause: The Mailbox Manager Installation utility is responsible for extending the 
schema. If this utility has not been run for the given tree, then run it and ch
to extend the NDS schema.

Action: Run the Installation utility to extend the schema. Use DSTRACE and 
DSREPAIR to verify that the NDS tree is in sync.

IDS_INSUFFICIENT_RIGHTS   FATAL ERROR : Upload cannot proceed as you do not 
have sufficient Rights to the NDS Tree.

Explanation: The check of the effective rights of the user to the container where the 
ASM:Site object is being created returned a -672 error.

Possible Cause: The user does not have rights to create objects in the specified contain

Action: Make sure that you are logged in as a user who has supervisor rights to 
specified container.
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IDS_INCORRECT_DOMAIN  The Domain entered for this mailbox does not have an  
associated NT User account for this NDS User.  The mailbox will not be created.

Explanation: While the snap-in was attempting to create a mailbox for the user, it coul
find the user in the IWS:Members attribute of the Domain object specified
the Primary Windows NT Account domain.

Possible Cause: The user may not yet be a member of the NT domain.  

Action: To add the user, go to the Domain Access tab of the user and add him o
to the specified domain. Then click OK to save the changes. Now you sh
be able to create the mailbox.
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� Troubleshooting NDS for NT 
Corporate Edition

Once you are familiar with the product and its processes, you will be able t
troubleshoot problems that arise. You can do this by stepping through a 
process to identify what is failing. 

This chapter contains troubleshooting information specific to each of the
components discussed in this document. This information should be use
conjunction with Chapter 2, “NDS for NT Corporate Edition Processes,” o
page 101 to identify and resolve issues. 

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Redirection

The best way to identify the cause of an NDS® for Windows* NT* redirection 
issue is to walk through the processes documented in the Chapter 2, “NDS for 
NT Corporate Edition Processes,” on page 101. However, the following is a 
short list of troubleshooting steps that you can use to quickly identify the
problem:

�� First, check to see if the Novell ClientTM  is operational. You can do this 
by taking a LAN trace and ensuring that the workstation is making S
requests to connect to a server on bootup. 

�� Continue the LAN trace and check to see if the domain is making a lo
request. You should see a Request Resolve Name for the Domain ob
followed by a Begin Authentication request. Make sure that the dom
is logging in successfully.
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NOTE: You can also see from the LAN trace which server the domain 
is being authenticated to. If you are being authenticated to a server 
across the WAN, then performance will be adversely affected.

�� If the Domain is not logging in successfully, it may be necessary to w
15 minutes before logging in to the domain. This is because it takes N
for NT 15 minutes by default to stop trying to connect to NDS and us
cached account information. After 15 minutes you should be able to 
in on the Domain Controller as the user Administrator (this is the use
with the RID 0x1F4 or 500).

�� Once you get logged in, check the status of the NDS local replica. If 
local replica is the only replica in the NDS tree, it will not be possible
log in if it has not started. Normally the redirector will force the local 
replica to start. If it is not starting, check the integrity of the files.

�� If the service is started, launch the NDS Services Control Panel and c
the Connection Monitor to see if the Domain object made a local ND
connection. 

NOTE: In the case of a local replica, a LAN trace will be unable to 
show the initial connection process. It would be necessary at this point 
to contact Novell Technical Services for a debug version of 
SAMSRV.DLL. This version will create a log file that can be analyzed. 
To enable the log file, set the following registry key:

Key: HKLM\Software\Novell\NWSAM

String Value: Debug File Name

Value Data: <path><filename>

�� Check the System Event Log for any error messages that may be co
from SAMSRV, LSASS, or NETLOGON.

�� If the service is being logged in successfully and the user can log in 
successfully, then begin by getting a LAN trace of the operation that 
failing.

�� Use the process to identify what is occurring in the LAN trace. Genera
traces of this nature require tracing all traffic between the workstation 
the Domain Controller while simultaneously tracing all traffic between
the Domain Controller and the replica.
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�� If you still cannot identify where the process is breaking down, conta
Novell Technical Services for a debug version of SAMSRV.DLL and 
return the log file to them for analysis.

���� Check the rights that the Domain object has to the object in question
Under normal circumstances the Domain object has supervisor obje
rights to the users, workstations, and groups that are in the domain. If
is the case, then the user may be unable to log in, or the domain ma
unable to read specific properties correctly. This may also show up a
being unable to access the user through User Manager for Domains

���� Check the general health of NDS by performing a Local Repair on th
server to which the domain is being authenticated.

���� Obtain the NDS for NT Toolkit (NDS4NTUT.EXE) from http://
support.novell.com. This toolkit contains several useful tools for 
troubleshooting NDS for NT problems.

���� Using USERRT.EXE from the NDS for NT Toolkit, ensure that the 
Domain object has rights to all users who are members of the doma

���� Using CHKATTR.EXE from the NDS for NT Toolkit, ensure that the 
Revision attribute on the Domain object is in sync on all NDS replica

Manually Uninstalling NDS for Windows NT Redirection

If it becomes necessary to remove the NDS for Windows NT Corporate 
Edition product at some point, for either troubleshooting or other reasons,
the Domain Object Wizard is unable to uninstall NDS for Windows NT 
Redirection from the Domain Controller, follow these steps to uninstall th
product manually:

�� On the Backup Domain Controller, stop the Novell Service Pack Sen
Service and set the service startup type to Disabled. This will allow you 
to rename the Novell SAMSRV.DLL and replace it with the Microsoft
SAMSRV.DLL.

�� Check the HKLM\Security\NWSAM key to see if the SecureBoot key
exists. This key is saved by Service Pack Sentry if it was set when th
domain was not redirected. If this key exists, create a SecureBoot ke
with the same values under 
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HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Control\LSA. For more information
see the “Novell Service Pack Sentry Process” on page 143.

�� Once the SecureBoot key has been re-created, you can delete the 
HKLM\Security\NWSAM key and NTMIGRATION key. This key is 
used when you attempt to remove the NDS for Windows NT client to
determine whether the Domain Object Wizard should be run.

�� Rename the Novell SAMSRV.DLL to SAMSRV.OLD and the 
MSSAMSRV.DLL to SAMSRV.DLL. This returns the domain to the stat
it was in prior to running NDS for Windows NT. 

WARNING: Manually uninstalling NDS for Windows NT will cause a 
loss of all changes that have been made to the domain since the 
installation of NDS for Windows NT. This means any password 
changes will also be lost, which may prevent users from logging in.

�� Reboot.

�� Remove the NDS for Windows NT Local Replica if desired. This can 
done from DSI or manually as described in “Manually Uninstalling NDS 
for Windows NT Local Replica” on page 458.

�� Remove the NDS for Windows NT management tools from the Add/
Remove Control Panel. Or unshare the SYS: share and delete the 
NOVELL directory that was shared.

�� Remove the NDS for Windows NT client from the Network Control 
Panel.

�� Reboot; the uninstallation of the Backup Domain Controller is now 
complete.

���� Repeat Steps 1-9 on each of the remaining Backup Domain Controll

���� Repeat Steps 1-9 on the Primary Domain Controller.

���� Now that all of the Domain Controllers are no longer talking to NDS, y
should delete the Domain object and its subordinates in NDS. This 
completes the manual uninstallation process.
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Novell Service Pack Sentry

The best way to troubleshoot the Novell Service Pack Sentry Service is t
walk through the “Novell Service Pack Sentry Process” on page 143. Other 
than that, do the following:

�� Check the Services Control Panel and make sure that the Novell Ser
Pack Sentry service is started.

�� Make sure that NWSAMSRV.DLL is the Novell SAMSRV from NDS fo
Windows NT Corporate Edition. This file is found in the 
SYSTEM32\NETWARE directory.

�� Verify that SPSENTRY.EXE exists and is the version that ships on th
NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition CD.

�� In the event that you must rename the SAMSRV.DLL, it is necessary
stop the Novell Service Pack Sentry service.

NDS for Windows NT Emergency Repair Utility

The NDS4NTER utility is used to recover from a failure of the Windows NT 
Server running NDS for Windows NT. In order for NDS4NTER to 
successfully restore the server to a working NDS for Windows NT 
configuration, you need to check the following:

�� Ensure that NDSSETUP.EXE is accessible. With NDS for Windows N
Corporate Edition, this file was renamed to SETUPNW.EXE, and 
because the NDS4NTER is hard-coded to look for NDSSETUP, you m
copy the CD-ROM to the hard drive and then rename SETUPNW.EXE
NDSSETUP.EXE.

�� NDS4NTER requires that the Novell Client for Windows NT not be 
installed. 

�� NDS4NTER requires that the SID of the Domain Controller be the sa
as that stored on the IWS:SID attribute of the Domain object. This me
that the Domain Controller must have been restored from a Windows
Emergency Recovery diskette.
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�� By default NDS4NTER attempts to restore the service credentials sto
in the NWSAM key from the NDS4NT.DAT file. It is a good idea to hav
a backup of this file.

�� If the NDS4NT.DAT file does not exist, then the Domain Object Wiza
will be launched in browse mode. At this point you are able to browse
the NDS Domain object. Once the object is specified and the SIDs ma
the NWSAM keys are re-written and the NDS4NT.DAT file is re-writte

Password Synchronization

If you are encountering problems with password synchronization, these a
the things you should check:

�� Does the user performing the password change have rights to read, w
and compare the Password Management attribute in NDS? If not, then
user cannot change the NDS password.

�� Does the user performing the password change have rights to read t
IWS:Privileges attribute? If not, then the user will be unable to tell if t
Force Password Synchronization flag is enabled and will change only
password.

�� Does the user performing the password change have Read, Compare
Write rights to the IWS:Extended Security A, B, C, and D attributes. 
not then the user will be unable to change the Windows NT domain 
password for the user.

�� Is the user changing the password from User Manager for Domains 
from another Microsoft* interface? If so, the user performing the 
password change is the Domain object, not the NDS user.

�� Is the user changing the password from NetWare Administrator or 
ConsoleOneTM ? If so, the Novell Client for Windows NT 4.51 or higher
or the Novell Client for Windows 9x 3.1 or higher must be used on th
administrative workstation. If this is not the case, the NetWare® libraries 
do not look for the Force Password Synchronization flag on the user
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NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Local Replica

Troubleshooting the local replica on NDS is not covered in great detail in 
document. This is because the replication and other NDS processes and
troubleshooting are already covered in LogicSource II for NDS. However, you 
do need some basic information about how to troubleshoot the NT-speci
components and basic NDS troubleshooting. The following is a list of step
take when troubleshooting the NDS local replica:

�� Check the Services Control Panel to ensure that the NDS Server se
is running. This is the DHOST.EXE module. Because this module is 
NCP execution environment on Windows NT, any additional local replica 
components (DS.DLL) or tools (DSREPAIR) will be unable to load if 
DHOST has not loaded.

�� If DHOST is running, launch the NDS Services Control Panel and ver
that DS.DLL and BINDERY.DLL are running. These are the minimum
.DLLs required to have access to the local replica.

�� If DS is started, then launch DSTRACE.DLL and go to the Miscellaneo
Options. Make sure that the replica is enabled to communicate over 
protocol that is used by the rest of the network. If IP is the only proto
enabled in an otherwise 4.x environment, then communications with the
4.x servers would be impossible.

�� Make sure that in DSTRACE options, the Miscellaneous Options tab
available. If it is not available, then the NDS database files were not 
opened successfully even though DS.DLL is loaded. This could indic
NDS corruption. In this case, go to Step 7.

�� In the DSTRACE tracing options, enable the default flags and then fr
the Misc tab check the Start Replication box. This will start the NDS 
replication process with the rest of the servers in the ring.

�� Check the DSTRACE screen for any synchronization errors. If you 
encounter errors, check Chapter 3, “Error Codes for NDS for Windows 
NT Corporate Edition,” on page 267 of this document for more 
information about how to correct the error.

�� Use DSREPAIR to perform a Local Repair of the replicas on this serv
For more information see “DSREPAIR” on page 64 or LogicSource II for 
NDS. 
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�� Try adding the /SUSPEND_NDS switch to the BOOT.INI line for the 
entry that launches Windows NT server. This allows DHOST.EXE to lo
and DS.DLL as well, but it prevents DS.DLL from opening the NDS 
database. This is the NT equivalent of starting NetWare with a -NDB
switch. Once DHOST is up you can use DSREPAIR to check the datab
for corruption.

Manually Uninstalling NDS for Windows NT Local Replica

Normally the local replica on a Windows NT server can be removed using
NDS for Windows NT DSI tool. This will gracefully clean up the replica from 
the Replica Ring and remove the NCP server from the tree. In the event 
the DSI uninstallation fails, it may be necessary to uninstall the NDS rep
manually.

�� Stop the NDS Server service in the Services Control Panel, or do a 
Shutdown from within the NDS Services Control Panel to stop the 
DHOST service.

�� Stop the Win32 SMDR service in the Services Control Panel. This serv
is the backup agent for the NT server.

�� Delete the NDS Server and Win32SMDR keys from the 
HKLM\System\CurrentControlSet\Services key in the registry.

�� Delete the NDS for Windows NT key from the HKLM\Software\Nove
key in the registry.

�� Delete the NOVELL\NDS directory that contains the DHOST and loc
replica DS files.

�� From the NetWare server with the Master replica of the partition, use
Replica and Partition Operations menu to remove the NT server from
replica ring.

�� Delete the NCPTM  Server object from NDS ManagerTM .

�� The manual uninstallation of the local replica is now complete.
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NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Tools

This section describes how to troubleshoot common problems with the to
that ship with the NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition product. It is also 
a good idea to be familiar with and review the “NDS for NT Corporate Edition 
Processes” on page 101 for the tool in question.

Installation Utilities

As with the other components discussed in this chapter, the best way to 
troubleshoot the installation tools that come with NDS for Windows NT 
Corporate Edition is to use the information in this chapter to walk through
process that describes the installation procedure in question.

Then you can isolate the problem and determine how to fix it. Following 
some generic troubleshooting steps for all of the installation utilities:

�� Most of the installation utilities require you to have supervisor rights to 
the [Root] of the NDS tree. This allows you to extend the NDS schem
include the new NDS attributes.

�� All of the installation programs require you to have Administrator righ
to the NT server or workstation from which you are installing. This allows 
the installation to make registry changes and copy files. If in doubt, t
best policy is to perform the installations as Administrator.

�� If the application requires access to NDS, make sure that the Novell
Client for Windows NT is installed.

�� Make sure you have met the prerequisites for the installation program
For instance, with the NDS installation the Novell Client for Windows
NT must be installed. Another example is that Exchange must be runn
in order to install Mailbox Manager for Exchange.

�� Check your protocol configuration to ensure that the server is configu
with IP or IPX, depending on your NetWare environment. If you have 
NetWare, then you can choose to use either IP or IPX or both in your N
for Windows NT environment.
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Domain Object Wizard

The best way to troubleshoot the Domain Object Wizard is to walk through
process and find where the problem is occurring and then from there ide
why it is failing. The following are general steps for troubleshooting the 
Domain Object Wizard:

�� Ensure that you have an Administrator user. This user must have a R
of 1F4 (500). To identify this you can run the ENUMUSER tool from th
Microsoft Windows NT Server Resource Kit. This will display a list of a
of the users and their RIDs. If you have no user with a RID of 1F4, th
you can contact Novell Technical Services for a utility that will re-create 
this user.

�� Make sure that the user who is running the Domain Object Wizard h
supervisor rights to the [Root] of the NDS tree. This is required beca
the wizard must check for and possibly extend the NDS schema.

�� Make sure you are logged in to the domain as the user Administrato
the user who has the 1F4 (500) RID.

�� Make sure that you do not already have an object in NDS with the sa
name as the Domain object. If the Wizard is in the browse mode, you m
select a Domain object with the same SID as the domain controller’s
domain SID.

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) allows you to read and 
modify NDS information using the industry standard LDAP3 protocol. If yo
have an LDAP application that is failing with LDAP, check the following:

�� Make sure that an LDAP Group object has been created and that the
attribute and class maps are configured to map the LDAP attributes 
are attempting to access to NDS attributes. 

�� Make sure that an LDAP Server object exists and is associated with
LDAP Group object.
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�� Ensure that the anonymous proxy user or [Public] user has rights to 
or modify the requested attributes if the user is not sending a userna
and password with the BIND request.

�� Make sure that if you have SSL enabled, you have configured a valid
NDS Certificate Authority in the Security container of the NDS tree a
that a Key Material object exists for the server. 

�� Make sure that the LDAP Server object is configured to use the certific
object.

�� Make sure that the key size of the certificate key is appropriate. A 56
encryption supports key sizes up to 512 bytes. A 128-bit encryption 
supports key sizes up to 2048.

�� Ensure that the certificate has been exported and then imported on t
client machine to ensure that the SSL hand-shaking process occurs 
correctly.

�� Enable LDAP tracing in the LDAP Server object and in DSTRACE.

Bulk Loader

The Bulk Loader for NDS for Windows NT allows you to use an LDAP 
Information File (LDIF) to import a large number of objects into the NDS 
directory. If you are encountering problems, check the following:

�� Because Bulk Loader uses the LDAP protocol to add the objects to N
the LDAP Server must be running. Make sure it is by going to the ND
Services Control Panel and starting the NLDAP service.

�� LDAP must be configured properly. This means that the attribute and
class mappings must be set up so that that the attributes and classes
LDIF can be mapped to the NDS equivalent. For more information, s
“LDAP” on page 79.

�� Check the validity of the data in the LDIF. This file is just a text file th
has been formatted to the LDIF specification. Check to make sure tha
LDAP attributes specified can be mapped to NDS attributes. Also ma
sure that there are no invalid characters in the file.
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Connection Monitor

The connection monitor utility that ships with NDS for Windows NT 
Corporate Edition is very simple. Following are the possible issues and h
to troubleshoot them:

�� Check the NDS Services Control Panel and ensure that the MONITO
service is running.

�� Ensure that MONITOR.DLL is present in the NOVELL\NDS directory
or the location where you installed the NDS for Windows NT files.

�� Take a trace to see if the connection is really being made or if the atte
to destroy the connection is failing. You can then use this trace with the
“Error Codes for NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition” on page 26 
to identify what is occurring.

Mailbox Manager for Exchange

This section describes how to troubleshoot common problems with Mailb
Manager for Exchange. It is broken into two subsections: 

� “Import Utility” on page 462

� “NetWare Administrator Snap-in” on page 464

Import Utility

The Mailbox Manager for Exchange Import Utility is the second tool that m
be run to successfully provide management of Exchange mailboxes and
distribution lists through NDS. If the import utility fails, complete the 
following steps:

�� Begin by ensuring that the Mailbox Manager for Exchange installatio
has been performed on the NDS tree to which you wish to import the
mailboxes. 

This is necessary because the installation program is responsible fo
extending the NDS schema. Without the NDS schema extensions, th
import utility cannot create Exchange objects in the NDS tree.
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�� Make sure that the workstation from which you are running the Impo
utility is the same one from which the installation was run or that the
Exchange DLLs — MAP32.DLL, GAPI32.DLL, DAPI32.DLL, 
EXHMEM.DLL, and LIBXDS.DLL — exist on the workstation in the 
SYSTEM32 directory. This is because the import uses these .DLLs t
retrieve information from the Exchange directory.

�� Make sure that you can communicate with the Microsoft Exchange se
or servers in the Exchange site you are migrating. This can be done
running the RPCPING.EXE tool that ships with the Exchange Server
product or can be found on the Microsoft Windows NT Server Resou
Kit.

�� Make sure that the Novell Client for Windows NT is running on the 
workstation. This provides the necessary NDS APIs for the import to
create objects in the NDS tree.

�� Make sure that all domains which hold users with Exchange mailboxe
the site are running NDS for Windows NT. This is because the  
ASM:Primary NT Account is mandatory and must contain the name of
IWS Domain object, which only exists for domains running NDS for 
Windows NT.

�� Ensure that the NDS user has rights to create objects in the NDS tre
the container where the Site objects are being created. In addition, t
user must also have rights to modify the User objects to add mailbox
and rights to read the Domain object.

�� Ensure that the Domain user is an Exchange Post Office Administra
This is necessary because Exchange data is being read from the Exch
directory, and normal users are not allowed to read this information.

�� Make sure that each Exchange server in the site contains a user mai
If a server does not contain mailboxes, it will not be imported to NDS and 
you will be unable to add mailboxes to that server until you add one 
through the Exchange Administrator tool and rerun the Import tool.

�� Check the general health of the NDS partition or partitions to which y
are migrating information.

���� Check the Event Viewer in the Application Log for DSImport and 
DSExport calls. Identify any errors.
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NetWare Administrator Snap-in

You can use the following troubleshooting steps to identify problems with 
NetWare Administrator snap-in for Mailbox Manager for Exchange. This 
section covers the case where you are making changes to NDS and they
not being made to either NDS or to the Exchange Directory.

�� Make sure that NA4XC.DLL is in the 
PUBLIC\WIN32\SNAPINS\NTONLY directory and that the user 
running NWADMN32 has Read and File Scan rights to this directory.

�� Make sure that the BACKEND.DLL is located in the WIN32\SNAPIN
directory. This file is used to send the changes made in NDS to the 
Exchange directory.

�� Make sure that the Exchange DLLs — MAP32.DLL, GAPI32.DLL, 
DAPI32.DLL, EXHMEM.DLL, and LIBXDS.DLL — are present on the
machine from which you are running NWADMN32. These .DLLs are
used by BACKEND.DLL to make changes to the Exchange directory

�� Ensure that the Domain user is an Exchange Post Office Administra
This is necessary because Exchange data is being read from the Exch
directory, and normal users are not allowed to read this information.

�� If the snap-in returns an error, check the “Error Codes for NDS for 
Windows NT Corporate Edition” on page 267 for more information.

�� Check the Event Viewer Application Log for DSIMPORT or 
DSEXPORT errors. Check the “Error Codes for NDS for Windows NT 
Corporate Edition” on page 267 for more information.

�� Make sure that you can communicate with the Microsoft Exchange se
or servers in the Exchange site you are administering. You can do thi
running the RPCPING.EXE tool that ships with the Exchange Server
product or that can be found on the Microsoft Windows NT Server 
Resource Kit.

�� If information appears in the Exchange directory and not the NDS 
directory, then rerun the Import tool to synchronize the databases.

�� Check the “NDS for NT Corporate Edition Processes” on page 101 to 
identify where the problem is occurring and what may be causing it.
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In addition to the troubleshooting steps covered in this chapter, you shou
also review the “NDS for NT Corporate Edition Processes” on page 101 and 
Appendix A, “NDS for Windows NT Top Issues,” on page 503.  Between 
these three chapters you should be able to diagnose the majority of issue
NDS for NT Corporate Edition.
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� Optimizing NDS for NT Corporate 
Edition

You should design your NDS® structure to accommodate the redirection 
issues with NDS for Windows* NT* Corporate Edition in the most efficient 
way possible. This chapter describes how to optimize your environment in
following instances:

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Redirection

The NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Redirector redirects all NDS
authentication requests. So, for optimal performance, you should design 
NDS environment with the following requirements in mind:

� NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition must be installed on all Doma
Controllers

No event service is available in NDS for Windows NT to allow chang
made in NDS to be signaled to the Primary Domain Controller (PDC
Therefore, you must install NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition 
redirection on all Domain Controllers in the network.

Once NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition has been installed, the
partial synchronization of the domain should no longer occur, and th
domain change counter will never be incremented.

Requests for full synchronization will still be answered, but when the
Backup Domain Controller (BDC) receives the information, it will be 
discarded with a success message because no synchronization is req

� Verify Revision attribute is in sync
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Due to an NDS bug, the Sync Upto Vector may become lost on spec
attributes. To correct this bug make sure you are running DS.NLM v 6
or higher on all of your NetWare® 4.11 servers. In addition you will need 
to use the CHKATTR.EXE utility that comes with the NDS for Windows 
NT Corporate Edition Toolkit (NDS4NTUT.EXE) and check the 
Revision attribute on the Domain object.

If this attribute is not in sync on all NDS replicas containing the Doma
object, additional domain synchronization requests can occur. If it is 
of sync, you should remove all replicas that are out of sync with the 
Master replica and add the replica to those servers again.

� Domain Controller Placement

Novell® recommends placing a domain controller in each remote 
location. This allows workstations at those sites to authenticate to th
local domain controller instead of having to traverse the WAN for 
authentication. In addition the general Microsoft* recommendations, 
such as one domain controller per 500 users, apply.

� NDS Replica Placement

Novell recommends placing a copy of the domain partition on each m
WAN site. NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition requires access to an
NDS replica to provide authentication, so it is necessary to have a cop
the same LAN site as the Domain Controller.

This can be designed around your network infrastructure, depending
the speed and reliability of your WAN connections. Figure 130 on page 
469 demonstrates graphically the replica placement of NDS for Windo
NT Corporate Edition replicas in a large enterprise environment.
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Figure 130 WAN Environment

Figure 131 Replica Placement of WAN Environment
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In Figure 130, “WAN Environment,” on page 469, the replicas are placed
so that a copy of the domain partition is at each location. In addition, a 
copy of the local partition is located where the users exist on each site

These placements have two advantages in a large enterprise environ
First, local users can authenticate locally. Second, when remote use
authenticate to the domain, it does not contact remote servers conta
a copy of the NDS Domain object.

If you store the Domain object’s partition and the User object’s partiti
on the same remote server, a local Domain Controller can contact a 
remote replica for user information that exists in another site and the
continue to use that replica for domain information as well because i
contains a copy of the domain replica. 

In Figure 130, “WAN Environment,” on page 469 the Houston site has no
NetWare server; therefore, the replicas are stored on the Windows N
server.  Notice that the servers containing NDS replicas are Windows
member servers, not Domain Controller. This arrangement has the 
advantage of off-loading the NDS synchronization load to servers ot
than the BDC.

Novell recommends that you have no fewer than three replicas for a
partition and no more than 8-12, depending on your hardware. This 
number allows for fault tolerance and synchronization while limiting th
number of servers to which the partition must be replicated.

In addition to having a copy of the partition where the NDS for Windows 
NT Corporate Edition Domain object exists, Novell also recommends
placing a replica of the containers where the NDS users exist on the l
site. This includes only those users who log in most often from this s

� NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Local Replicas

For NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition redirection, Novell 
recommends only using the NDS local replica in a branch office or in
environment where there is no local NetWare server on which an ND
replica can be hosted.

This is due to the fact that the NDS for Windows NT Corporate Editio
replica is still slower than a replica on NetWare, which in turn is due 
the additional overhead required by Windows NT.

In addition, if you must store a copy of NDS on a Windows NT serve
make every effort not to store this copy on the Primary Domain Contro
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(PDC). This is due to the many other tasks for which the PDC is 
responsible, especially servicing all administration requests. Installing a 
local replica on the PDC can cause high utilization and memory 
utilization.

� Fast User Display

In a WAN environment it is advisable to enable the Fast User Displa
option on the Domain Identification tab in ConsoleOne. This option 
limits the amount of data that is sent when User Manager for Domain
launched.

This will increase the performance of User Manager for Domains wh
administering the domain. This is especially important in branch offic
because User Manager for Domains will still request the domain 
information from the PDC.

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Local Replica

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition has the same optimization 
recommendations as NDS for NetWare Corporate Edition. Some of thes
recommendations are listed here:

� Time Synchronization

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition does not ship with a native tim
synchronization solution. Because NDS uses timestamps for 
synchronization, you should implement a Network Time Protocol (NT
solution for time synchronization.

In an NTP solution you would select one Windows NT server to be th
NTP time source, in which case you would have to install an NTP tim
server on the Windows NT server and then point all of the other Windo
NT servers holding replicas to that server as the NTP time source.
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Figure 132 NTP Scenario 1

Another NTP solution would be to point all of your Windows NT serve
that hold NDS replicas to an external time source. Each server would
an NTP client allowing all servers to be kept in time synchronization.

In a mixed NT and NetWare environment, you would use the same 
external time source for the NetWare servers running TIMESYNC.NL
as you are using for the Windows NT servers.

Figure 133 NTP Scenario 2

� Replica Placement

Make sure that you do not span the WAN. This means that you shou
store copies of objects on a site. In addition, Novell recommends hav
at least three copies of a given partition for fault tolerance purposes.
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� Protocol Selection

Use the DSTRACE tool that ships with Windows NT to control which
protocols the NDS replica attempts to synchronize with other NDS 
replicas. You should select TCP or UDP only if you are currently usin
NetWare 5TM  servers or if you have other Windows NT servers. If you
have NetWare 4.x servers, you should make sure that IPX is enabled.

By using only the necessary protocols in your environment, you can 
reduce the bandwidth required for NDS synchronization as well as th
time it takes to complete a successful synchronization.

� WAN Traffic Manager

The WAN Traffic Manager tool is installed by default but set to manu
start. This tool allows you to configure WAN and LAN sites with 
ConsoleOne or NetWare Administrator and specify how the NDS 
replication should occur. This allows you to specify how often NDS 
replicates, how much bandwidth it uses, and so on.

� NDS Version Interaction

NDS v8 is currently supporting a mixed NetWare 4.x/5.x environment.  
For correct operation, ensure that time is in sync, the DS.NLM is the la
version for NetWare, and that replication is configured properly.

For more information about optimizing NDS in general, see LogicSource II 
for NDS.
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� Novell Integration with NDS for NT 
Corporate Edition

Novell Directory Services® (NDS®) for Windows* NT* Corporate Edition 
provides the ability to host an NDS replica; therefore, it is possible to run
many of Novell’s NDS-enabled products in an environment where only an
server is running and hosting the NDS tree. 

This chapter documents common problems with using the following Nove® 
products in this type of environment:

� “Novell Directory Services” on page 475

� “Novell ZENworks 2” on page 490

� “Novell GroupWise 5.5” on page 492

Novell Directory Services

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition has the same NDS interoperabi
issues as NDS for NetWare® Corporate Edition has. However, in addition to
these issues, the redirector and Mailbox Manager components make sev
modifications to the NDS schema. Following is a list of the schema extens
that are made and a brief description of them.

Redirector Schema Classes

A schema class is an object added to NDS by some products. The redire
component of NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition adds the following
classes:
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Table 6  NDS Classes Added By Redirector

Redirector Schema Attributes

A schema attribute is a new property of an object; for instance, the first n
of a user. NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition’s redirector adds the 
following schema attributes to NDS:.

Table 7  Redirector Attributes

Class Name Description

IWS Domain This is the NDS for Windows NT Domain Group object. This object is used to add 
members to a domain and manage intruder detection. This object is also a 
container that can contain IWS Groups, IWS Aliases, and IWS Workstations.

IWS Group This is the NDS for Windows NT Domain Global Group object. This allows you 
to create and add members to Windows NT global groups through NDS.

IWS Alias This is the NDS for Windows NT Domain Local Group object. This allows you to 
create and add members to Windows NT local groups through NDS.

IWS Workstation This is the NDS for Windows NT Workstation object. This object represents 
Windows NT workstations and servers in the domain. This allows workstations 
or member servers to be added to the domain via NDS.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose

IWS:SID IWS Domain The attribute contains the root SID of the domain. The 
root SID is half of what makes up a user’s unique SID. 
This attribute is not available through a management 
utility; it is used directly by the redirector.

IWS:RID Counter IWS Domain This attribute is the other half that makes up the user’s 
SID. Each time this number is read, it is incremented. 
This attribute is presently read only from the Master 
replica of the partition where the Domain object exists. 
This attribute is not available through a management 
utility; it is used directly by the redirector.

IWS:OEM Information IWS Domain This attribute can only be written by OEMs that set 
domain-specific information.
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IWS:Service User IWS Domain This attribute is not used currently. It is reserved for 
future functionality.

IWS:Domain Servers IWS Domain This attribute contains a list of all of the PDCs and BDCs 
in the domain. This attribute is not available through a 
management utility; it is used directly by the redirector.

IWS:User Container IWS Domain This attribute specifies the container where users 
created through User Manager or other SAMLIB calls 
should be created in NDS.

IWS:User Template IWS Domain This attribute is currently not used. It is reserved for 
future functionality.

IWS:Member IWS Domain This attribute contains a list of backlinks to the User 
objects who are members of the domain.

IWS:Attribute IWS Group This attribute contains the attributes about the global 
Group object.

IWS:RID IWS Group

IWS Alias

IWS Workstation

User

This attribute contains the object’s unique identifier used 
by Windows NT to assign file rights, manage access, 
and identify the user to most domain-aware 
applications.

IWS:Privileges IWS Domain

IWS Group

IWS Alias

IWS Workstation

User

This attribute is used to store information about how the 
object behaves. On the User object this controls 
whether password synchronization is performed. On the 
Domain object this includes the options for Fast User 
Display, Read Group Attribute, Force Password Sync, 
Force Password Change, and Allow Anonymous User 
Login. Most, but not all, of the IWS:Privileges attributes 
are manageable through the snap-ins.

IWS:Security 
Descriptor

IWS Domain

IWS Group

IWS Alias

IWS Workstation

User

Used to store information about what an object has 
rights to do in the domain. This is not directly editable 
through the management tools. Adding group 
membership can change this value.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose
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IWS:Foreign 
Members

IWS Alias Because Windows NT allows a user or group that is not 
necessarily part of the domain to be a member of a local 
group in a trusted domain, it is necessary to store these 
memberships. This attribute contains a list of users who 
are members of a trusted domain. The user does not 
have to exist in NDS. This is only editable by adding a 
user in a trusted domain to the local group through User 
Manager for Domains.

IWS:Last Logoff User

IWS Workstation

This attribute contains the date and time of the last time 
the user or workstation logged off the domain.

IWS:Home Dir User

IWS Workstation

This attribute contains the path specified for the user’s 
home directory in User Manager for Domains.

IWS:Profile Path User

IWS Workstation

This attribute contains the profile path specified in User 
Manager for Domains.

IWS:Home Drive User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is used to store the directory to which your 
home directory should be mapped in User Manager for 
Domains.

IWS:Script Path User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is used to store the path and filename to 
your Windows NT login script.

IWS:Workstations User

IWS Workstation

This attribute stores the list of workstations from which 
the user is allowed to log in to the domain.

IWS:User Comment User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programmatic interfaces.

IWS:User Parameters User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programmatic interfaces.

IWS:Private Data User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programatic interfaces.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose
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IWS:Domain 
Membership

User

IWS Workstation

This attribute contains the domain or domains that the 
user or workstation is a member of.

IWS:Account Control User

IWS Workstation

This attribute contains information about the user. This 
contains information such as whether the account is 
enabled or disabled and whether the machine exists in 
the domain or locally.

IWS:Logon Count User

IWS Workstation

This attribute contains a count of how many times the 
user or workstation has logged in to the domain.

IWS:Country Code User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programatic interfaces.

IWS:Code Page User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programatic interfaces.

IWS:Private Data 
Sensitive

User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programatic interfaces.

IWS:Extended 
Security A

User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programatic interfaces.

IWS:Extended 
Security B

User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programatic interfaces.

IWS:Extended 
Security C

User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programatic interfaces.

IWS:Extended 
Security D

User

IWS Workstation

This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by User 
Manager for Domains or other programatic interfaces.

IWS:Workstation Role IWS Workstation This attribute contains information about the role of the 
workstation. A workstation can be a PDC, BDC, Member 
Server, or Workstation. This information is used by 
Server Manager.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose
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IWS:Workstation 
State

IWS Workstation This attribute is a direct mapping of an existing SAM 
field and is used to store information written by  
programatic interfaces.

IWS:Update Cache 
Enabled

IWS Workstation This attribute contains information to determine whether 
the caching of the workstation is enabled.

IWS:Update Cache 
Time

IWS Workstation This attribute contains a time indicating when the 
domain cache should be updated.

IWS:Group 
Membership

User This attribute contains the list of global groups the user 
is a member of.

IWS:Alias 
Membership

User This attribute contains the list of the local groups the 
user is a member of.

IWS:Bad Password 
Count

User This attribute is a counter of how many attempted logins 
made by the user failed. This is used when the limit is 
approached.

IWS:Bad Password 
Time

User This attribute stores the date and time of the last failed 
login attempt. This is used in conjunction with the 
timeouts to identify when the attempt should be cleared.

IWS: Domain 
Trustees

User This attribute contains a list of IWS Domain Objects that 
can fully administer the user’s NT attributes.

IWS:Initial Password Template This attribute stores the password set by the 
administrator on the Domain Access tab of the template 
object. This password is then used as the password for 
all users created with the template.

IWS:Create 
Exchange MB

Template This attribute tells the snap-in whether or not to create 
an Exchange Mailbox when creating a user using a 
template. If this is enabled, the snap-in calls the Mailbox 
Manager snap-in to create the mailbox. This can only be 
done through NetWare Administrator running both the 
IWSAM.DLL and NA4XC.DLL snap-ins.

IWS:Exchange Site Template This attribute contains the distinguished name of the 
ASM:Site object where the user’s mailbox should be 
created.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose
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In addition to the attributes that NDS for Windows NT adds, the following
existing NDS attributes are also used, because many of the Windows NT
properties overlap with NDS properties:

Table 8  Existing Attributes Used by the Redirector

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose

Password Expiration 
Interval

User This attribute is used for both the NDS and Windows NT 
password settings. This setting determines how often 
the user must change his or her password.

Login Expiration Time User This attribute specifies when the user’s account expires. 
After this date the user will be unable to log in to either 
NDS or the domain.

Password Expiration 
Time

User This attribute specifies the date and time when the user 
must change his or her password. This applies to both 
the Windows NT and NDS password.

CN User This attribute is used to control the username for both 
NDS and NT. This is also the attribute used by the 
Domain Object Wizard when searching for matching 
users. 

Full Name User This attribute stores the full name of the user for both 
Windows NT and NDS.

Description User

IWS Domain

IWS Workstation

IWS Group

IWS Alias

This attribute allows the administrator to enter a 
comment about the object for other users or 
administrators using NetWare Administrator or 
ConsoleOne.

Login Allowed Time User This attribute stores the time restrictions for both NDS 
and Domain login. 

Password Minimum 
Length

User This attribute stores the length required for NDS or 
Domain passwords.
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Detect Intruder IWS Domain This attribute exists prior to installing the redirector on 
users. Because Domain Intruder detection affects all 
users in the domain, this attribute is added to the 
domain. This attribute controls whether intruder 
detection is enabled for the domain.

Intruder Attempt 
Reset Interval

IWS Domain This attribute exists prior to installing the redirector on 
users. Because Domain Intruder detection affects all 
users in the domain, this attribute is added to the 
domain. This attribute specifies how long bad attempts 
should be stored.

Intruder Lockout 
Reset Interval

IWS Domain This attribute exists prior to installing the redirector on 
users. Because Domain Intruder detection affects all 
users in the domain, this attribute is added to the 
domain. This attribute determines when a lockout due to 
bad password information is reset. 

Lockout After 
Detection

IWS Domain This attribute exists prior to installing the redirector on 
users. Because Domain Intruder detection affects all 
users in the domain, this attribute is added to the 
domain. This attribute determines whether a user’s 
account should be locked when he or she hits the 
maximum number of attempted logins. 

Login Intruder Limit IWS Domain This attribute exists prior to installing the redirector on 
users. Because Domain Intruder detection affects all 
users in the domain, this attribute is added to the 
domain. This attribute specifies how many tries the user 
gets to log in. 

Login Disabled User This attribute determines whether the user’s account is 
locked. If the user’s account is locked, then the user 
cannot log in.

Private Key User

IWS Workstation

IWS Domain

This attribute is used by the object during the NDS 
authentication process. It contains the RSA private key 
data.

Public Key User

IWS Workstation 

IWS Domain

This attribute is used by the object during the NDS 
authentication process. It contains the RSA public key 
data.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose
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Mailbox Manager for Exchange Schema Classes

Just as the NDS for Windows NT redirector extends the schema to inclu
information about the Domain objects, so too does Mailbox Manager for 
Exchange. The following NDS classes are added to the NDS schema du
the installation of Mailbox Manager:

Table 9  Mailbox Manager Schema Class Extensions

Mailbox Manager for Exchange Schema Attributes

In addition to the schema classes added, the following schema attributes
also added during the installation of Mailbox Manager for Exchange:

OU IWS Domain This attribute is used as the name of the domain and 
allows the Domain object to contain other objects.

Class Name Purpose

ASM:Distribution List This class represents the Microsoft* Exchange Distribution List object. This 
object is editable through the NetWare Administrator tool running NA4XC.DLL.

ASM:Site This class represents the Microsoft Exchange Site. This object is a container that 
can contain Recipient Containers and Exchange Servers.

ASM:Recipient 
Container

This class is used to represent the Recipients container object in the Microsoft 
Exchange directory. A mailbox must be a member of a Recipients container.

ASM:Exchange 
Server

This class is used to represent the Exchange Server object in the Exchange 
Directory. The server is a mandatory class for a mailbox. This is where the user’s 
data store is located.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose
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Table 10  Mailbox Manager Schema Attributes

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose

ASM:Accept 
Messages From

User

ASM:Distribution List

This attribute allows the administrator to specify who the 
user or distribution list should accept messages from.

ASM:Accept 
Messages From DL

User

ASM:Distribution List

This attribute allows the administrator to specify which 
distribution lists the user should accept messages from.

ASM:Administrative 
Note

User

ASM:Recipients 
Container

ASM:Distribution List

ASM:Exchange 
Server

This attribute allows the administrator to make notes 
about the object in question.

ASM:Allow Out of 
Office Messages

ADM:Distribution List This attribute determines whether the distribution list will 
allow Out of Office messages, which are automated 
messages indicating that a user is out of the office.

ASM:Alternate 
Recipient

User This attribute allows the user or administrator to add a 
recipient. This is useful when you plan to be out of the 
office and want to have someone else watch your e-
mail.

ASM:Assistant User This attribute stores the Administrative Assistant for the 
user. This is useful for organizational information.

ASM:Assistant 
Telephone

User This attribute stores the Administrative Assistant’s 
phone number.

ASM:Business2 User This attribute stores the second business telephone 
number. The first business telephone number comes 
from the Phone Number attribute of the user’s NDS 
object.

ASM:Can Send on 
Behalf of

User This attribute grants the user rights to be able to send a 
message as a different user. 

ASM:Comment ASM:Distribution List

User

This attribute is a free field. This can be entered in the 
Notes field of the snap-in.
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ASM:Company User This attribute stores the company name.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 1

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute and the following nine.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 2

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute and the following eight.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 3

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute and the following seven.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 4

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute and the following six.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 5

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute and the following five.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 6

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute and the following four.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 7

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute and the following three.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 8

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute and the following two.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 9

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute and the following one.

ASM:Custom 
Attribute 10

ASM: Distribution List

User

Exchange allows you to define custom attributes. The 
information in these custom attributes is stored in this 
attribute.

ASM:Deliver to Both User If an alternate recipient is set, then this attribute can be 
used to force Exchange to send the message to both the 
mailbox owner and the alternate recipient.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose
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ASM:Direct Reports User This attribute stores a list of other mailboxes that report 
to this individual. This is useful for organizational 
information.

ASM:Directory Name User

ASM:Site

ASM:Recipients 
Container

ASM: Distribution List

ASM:Exchange 
Server

This is the name of the object as it will appear in the 
Exchange directory. When going into Exchange 
Administrator, the object will appear as this name.

ASM:Distribution List 
Membership

User

ASM:Distribution List

This attribute contains a list of distribution lists that the 
mailbox or distribution list is a member of.

ASM:Exchange 
Country

User This attribute stores the country for the mailing 
information. The other mailing information is retrieved 
from the User’s Postal Address attribute on the NDS 
user. 

ASM:Exchange 
Display Name

User

ASM:Site

ASM:Recipients 
Container

ASM: Distribution List

This is the display name of the object. This is how the 
object will appear in the address book as opposed to in 
the Exchange Administration tools.

ASM:Exchange Name User

ASM:Site

ASM:Recipients 
Container

ASM:Distribution List

ASM:Exchange 
Server

This attribute stores the name of the Exchange object. 
This is the real name of the Exchange object as 
opposed to how it displays.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes
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ASM:Expansion 
Server

ASM:Distribution List This attribute is not manageable through the snap-in. It 
is the server where the distribution list’s mail is sent. 
Once the mail reaches that server, it is expanded and 
sent to the users.

ASM:Hide from 
Address Book

User

ASM:Distribution List

This attribute specifies that the user or distribution list 
will not be shown in the Exchange address book.

ASM:Hide DL 
Membership

ASM:Distribution List This attribute prevents the user from seeing that he or 
she is a member of the specified distribution list.

ASM:Home User This attribute stores the user’s home phone number.

ASM:Home2 User This attribute stores the user’s second home phone 
number.

ASM:Home Server User This attribute stores the common name of the Exchange 
Server which contains the user’s mailbox.

ASM:Home Server 
DN

User

Template

This attributes stores the distinguished name of the 
Exchange Server which contains the user’s mailbox. 
This is one of the three mandatory attributes for the 
Exchange Mailbox in NDS.

ASM:Incoming User

ASM:Distribution List

This attribute stores the incoming message limit 
information. This allows you to limit the size of incoming 
messages addressed to the user or distribution list.

ASM:Issue Warning User This attribute decides whether a warning is issued if you 
limit the amount of space that can be used by a user in 
the information store. If this attribute is enabled, a 
warning is displayed indicating that you are approaching 
the limit.

ASM:Mail Nickname User

ASM:Distribution List

This attribute stores the alias of the mailbox.

ASM:Mailbox List ASM:Recipients 
Container

ASM:Exchange 
Server

This attribute keeps a list of all the mailboxes in the 
specified container or on the Exchange server.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose
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ASM:Manager User This attribute stores the Manager’s name and mailbox. 
This is useful for organizational information.

ASM:Mobile User This attribute stores the user’s mobile telephone 
number.

ASM:Outgoing User This attribute stores the outgoing message limit 
information. This allows you to limit the size of outgoing 
messages addressed to the user or distribution list.

ASM:Owner ASM:Distribution List This attribute specifies the Exchange User who is the 
owner of the Distribution list. This is the user who 
manages the list.

ASM:Pager User This attribute stores the pager number of the user.

ASM:Primary NT 
Account

User

Template

This attribute stores the name of the IWS Domain object 
that contains the user’s NT account. This is the second 
mandatory mailbox attribute. This also means that in 
order to manage mailboxes, the NT domain where the 
users exist must be managed through NDS for Windows 
NT.

ASM:Prohibit Send User This attribute contains the size limitation for the user, 
which is set up by the administrator.

ASM:Recipient 
Container DN

User

Template

This attribute contains the Recipient Container where 
the mailbox exists. This is the final mandatory attribute 
for an Exchange Mailbox.

ASM:Reject 
Messages From

User

ASM:Distribution List

This attribute stores a list of users whose messages will 
be rejected by the specified user or distribution list.

ASM:Reject 
Messages From DL

User

ASM:Distribution List

This attribute stores a list of distribution lists whose 
messages will be rejected by the specified user or 
distribution list.

ASM:Report to DL 
Owner

ASM:Distribution List This attribute decides whether to report the status of 
messages that are sent to the distribution list to the 
owner of the distribution list

ASM:Report to 
Originator

ASM:Distribution List This attribute decides whether to report the status of 
messages that are sent to the distribution list to the 
originator of the message.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes
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Other than the schema extensions used by the Redirector and Mailbox 
Manager, NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition behaves the same wa
the NetWare edition. Therefore, it is necessary to follow the guidelines be

� Make sure that you have the latest DS for the version of NetWare, NT
Unix* on which you are hosting an NDS replica.

� Ensure that partitions do not span the WAN. This will prevent bandwid
utilization for unnecessary operations.

� Make sure that you have physical access to the Master replica of the
partition containing the Domain object. If access is not available, you will 
be unable to add users or workstations to the domain from any tool.

� Because NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition does not ship with
native time synchronization product, it is necessary to implement the
Network Time Protocol (NTP) in your environment. A variety of 
freeware, shareware, and commercial solutions are available for this
purpose. For more information see http://www.cstv.to.cnr.it/toi/uk/
ntp.html.

ASM:Simple Display 
Name

User

ASM: Distribution List

This is the short name of the user’s display name. Can 
be used to log in as opposed to having to use the longer 
name.

ASM:Trust Level User

ASM: Distribution List

This attribute contains the trust level. The trust level is 
used to decide which objects should be replicated by the 
Exchange directory. For more information, see the 
Microsoft Exchange Server documentation.

ASM:User Info Store 
Defaults

User This attribute specifies whether to use the default 
information store settings such as maximum usage and 
send message size.

Member of Template ASM:Distribution List Specifies which user mailboxes are members of the 
distribution list.

Attribute Name Attribute Class or 
Classes

Purpose
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Novell ZENworks 2

Novell ZENworksTM  2 allows you to easily manage your users’ desktops, 
workstations, and applications through NDS. Because NDS for Windows
allows you to store an NDS replica on the NT server, you can now perfor
most of the ZENworks functions in an all-Windows NT environment.

For information about ZENworks 2 and its processes, see LogicSourceTM  for 
ZENworks. Following is a description of some known issues with ZENwor
2 in an NDS for Windows NT environment.

Dynamic Local User

The Dynamic Local User functionality of ZENworks does not work on a 
Windows NT Domain Controller. This is because of the difference in the 
registry structure of the users on a Domain Controller. 

In addition, users who are being managed through DLU do not log in to t
domain; instead, they are logged in using the Windows NT workstation’s lo
SAM. This causes the Windows NT workstation to use untrusted 
authentication methods when accessing domain resources. The next few
paragraphs explain untrusted authentication.

Unless trust relationships are established, it is impossible for a SID for a u
local group, or global group from one Domain to be assigned to the ACL 
resource in another. So without trust relationships, the only way a user c
access a resource in another domain is through the "Untrusted Authentica
attempt. 

If both domains are migrated to NDS for Windows NT and the NDS user
listed as a member of both domains, then the username and password wil
and be the same for any Domain Controller in either domain. This ensures
a single user can access resources in both domains using "Untrusted 
Authentication" (provided that the user is a member of a group that has b
granted sufficient permissions/rights).

This is why attempts to access resources in other Domains that are on the
or BDCs will work, but attempts to access resources in other Domains on
Member Servers and Workstations will fail (even if the user is made a mem
of the appropriate Domain Global Groups). For the Member Servers and
Workstations, the login is trying to authenticate the user to the local SAM
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database. In addition to this, applications written for the NT Domain 
infrastructure (such as Exchange or SQL Server) will generally use the u
SID to manage security rights to or for the application. 

This means that if you move a user from one domain to another, the user
no longer have the security rights to the application that he or she had be
(because the SID has now changed). In this case, you would have to con
using trusts as dictated by your domain model. 

Roaming Profiles Through ZENworks

Because NDS for Windows NT does not provide NDS administration of t
Windows NT file system, it is not possible, currently, to have the user's N
home directory located on a Windows NT server. For this reason you mu
select the "File System" option of the roaming profiles tab. Then specify 
UNC path to the user's profile directory. Variables can be used in this pa

For instance, you could use \\NTSERVER\PROFILES\%USERNAME%. 
This would store all users’ profiles in a subdirectory under the PROFILES
share. The only caveats with this approach are that the directory must exis
you must set the rights on the NT directory manually.

Printer Policies

The current implementation of printer policies allows printer drivers to be
pushed down for NetWare Print Queues or NDPS printer agents only. It is
possible at this time to create either type of printer on an NT server. This
means that Printer Policies will not work in an all-NT environment. Instead
using ZENworks you should use Microsoft printer shares. This allows us
to have the driver downloaded automatically the first time they connect to
printer.

Hardware and Software Inventory

The Sybase* Adaptive Server Anywhere that functions as the database 
containing the hardware and software inventory information cannot be run
Windows NT. This is because the version of ASA that ships with ZENwo
2 is NLMTM  based and as such cannot be loaded on Windows NT.
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This means that in order for inventory to function correctly in an NT 
environment, at least one NetWare server would be required to store the
information. The scanner can be run from an NT server and configured to s
the data on the NetWare server.

Remote Management

In order to get the remote control agent installed on an NDS for Windows
Domain Controller, you must first install the Workstation Manager service a
the remote management agent using the Network Control Panel. The cu
client installation detects that the installation is being performed on a Dom
Controller and removes these from the custom options. 

Once you have installed the necessary agents manually, you can import
workstation and then create the appropriate policies for remote managem
Once this is completed successfully, remote control of the NT server is 
possible. Note that in the current ZENworks product, remote control requ
both the workstation and user to have access to the Master replica of the
workstation's partition.

Software Metering

Software metering requires the Novell Licensing Services (NLS) NLMs to
loaded. This means that in the current implementation of NDS for Windo
NT, it is not possible to use the software metering functionality in an all-N
environment. Like hardware and software inventory, you would have to 
implement at least one NetWare server to support software metering.

With the exception of these issues, the ZENworks functionality should be 
fully operational in a Windows NT environment.

Novell GroupWise 5.5

Novell GroupWise® 5.5 utilizes NDS to manage the GroupWise users and 
directory. In addition GroupWise ships with Windows NT agents. This mea
that with NDS for Windows NT providing the NDS replica information, it i
possible to use GroupWise in an all-NT shop. This allows you to choose 
best of breed messaging system regardless of the server operating syste
your environment.
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NT 
The only issue is that the Windows NT agents must be used in this 
environment. Novell is in the process of converting all of the gateways to
Windows NT, but currently not all gateways are available on the Windows 
platform. For more information about Novell GroupWise, see LogicSource for 
GroupWise.
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� Third-Party Integration with NDS for 
NT Corporate Edition

Because NDS® for Windows* NT* Corporate Edition (NDS v8) enables you
to redirect domain requests to NDS, you should be able to manage your
Windows NT environment and integrate with domain-enabled application
This chapter covers common problems with the following third-party 
components:

� “Microsoft Exchange Server 5.5” on page 495

� “Microsoft Cluster Server 4.0” on page 497

� “Thin Client Servers” on page 498

Microsoft Exchange Server 5.5

Microsoft* Exchange Server is Microsoft’s preferred electronic messagin
solution. Like all of the Microsoft BackOffice products, Exchange Server 
domain aware. This means that for each Exchange mailbox there is a Pri
Windows NT account specified that corresponds to the mailbox. This prov
authentication services for access to the mailbox through the domain 
authentication process.

Because Exchange is integrated with the domain services, it is important
you remember the following points:

� The Primary Windows NT account is domain specific

This means that the user account is specified in the Domain/Userna
format and that if the user did not specify to log in to that domain, he
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she will be subject to untrusted domain authentication methods. For m
information about untrusted authentication, see “Dynamic Local User” 
on page 490 in Chapter 6, “Novell Integration with NDS for NT 
Corporate Edition,” on page 475. 

This is important because NDS for NT Corporate Edition allows you 
have users who are members of multiple domains. However, becaus
the inherent weaknesses in the Domain model, you will still need to 
implement domain trust relationships in the event that the Exchange
Server exists in a domain other than the user’s Primary Windows NT
Account.

For this reason, Novell® recommends migrating only the user account
domain or domains to NDS in a master and multiple master domain 
model.

� Microsoft Exchange Service Account

The Microsoft Exchange services, such as the Exchange MTA, Direct
Service, and System Attendant, all log in as a user you specify during
installation. This means that if you are migrating your Exchange dom
to NDS, you should ensure that the user the services are using is migr

Furthermore, you should make sure that you do not select the Expire
Passwords During Migration option. This is because the password fo
your services would expire, and the services would not start until l ogging 
in as the Exchange service and changing the password, or changing
password through ConsoleOneTM  or User Manager for Domains.

� Administering Microsoft Exchange Server

NDS for NT Corporate Edition includes the Mailbox Manager for 
Exchange component. This component allows you to manage your 
Exchange mailboxes and distribution lists through NetWare 
Administrator (NWADMN32). 

If you have migrated the user domain (where the mailbox’s Primary 
Windows NT Accounts exist) to NDS, you can use the Mailbox Manag
component. For more information about Mailbox Manager for Exchan
see “Understanding Mailbox Manager for Exchange” on page 90, 
“Mailbox Manager for Exchange Processes” on page 248, and “Mailbox 
Manager for Exchange” on page 462. 

In addition to Mailbox Manager for Exchange, Novell also sells 
Netvision*’s Synchronicity* 2.0 which includes bi-directional 
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administration of Exchange. For more information about Synchronici
contact Novell Product Information at 1-800-858-4000 or visit http://
www.novell.com.

� Exchange and Domain Controllers

Both Novell and Microsoft recommend having Microsoft Exchange 
server installed on member servers in the domain. This is to allow th
Domain Controllers to provide optimal authentication. 

Although there are currently no known issues with Microsoft Exchan
Server and NDS for NT Corporate Edition, you should attempt to offlo
domain authentication to other servers if possible. In this configuratio
NDS for NT would be installed on the Domain Controllers and not on 
Exchange servers.

Microsoft Cluster Server 4.0

Microsoft’s Corporate Edition version of Windows NT Server 4.0 includes
Microsoft Cluster Servers (MSCS). This product allows you to use a sha
disk array between two servers and in the event of a server failure allow
standby server to continue providing application and file services to clien

Although Novell does not currently test NDS for NT Corporate Edition 
running on an MSC-enabled Domain Controller, the following 
recommendations apply:

� Do not use MSCS clusters as domain controllers.

Domain authentication is already fault tolerant. If you have both a PD
and BDC it is not necessary to cluster the Domain Controllers in you
environment. Microsoft and Novell recommend using Domain 
Controllers only for authentication. 

Therefore, it is Novell’s recommendation that if you use MSCS for da
and application fault tolerance, you should run the servers in Membe
server mode. This allows authentication to the files and application to
provided by normal NDS for NT methods, while not requiring the ND
for NT Corporate Edition to be installed on the MSCS cluster.

� Do not install the NDS for NT Corporate Edition local replica on MSC
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Novell is aware of problems in accessing MSCS fault-tolerant shares
the NDS for NT Corporate Edition local replica is installed on the MSC
cluster. Because NDS is fault tolerant by design, Novell recommends
installing the local replica on the MSCS clusters but on separate ND
servers or on the Domain Controllers in the case of an all-Windows N
environment.

Thin Client Servers

More and more companies are using thin client solutions such as Micros
Windows NT 4.0 Terminal Server and Citrix* MetaFrame* 1.8 to provide 
access to applications. This is because of the low bandwidth overhead, l
client hardware requirements, and centralized administration that these 
solutions offer. 

NDS for NT Corporate Edition includes the Novell Client for Windows NT
4.0. This client will support both Microsoft’s Terminal Server and Citrix’s 
MetaFrame product. The following are issues and recommendations with
regard to NDS for NT Corporate Edition running on either of these two 
platforms:

� Do not use thin client servers as Domain Controllers.

All of the client processing occurs on the thin client server, so Novell
recommends not installing your thin client servers as Domain Controlle
If you do, authentication performance may be adversely affected beca
of the server-side overhead required by the thin client server proces

� Install Terminal Server Service Pack 4.

The Novell Client for Windows NT can operate on a thin client serve
This means that if you have chosen to install your thin client servers
Domain Controllers, you can still take advantage of the NDS for NT 
product. However, in the event you wish to install NDS for NT on the th
client server, you must have Service Pack 4 for Windows NT Termin
Server installed.

The Terminal Server APIs were not exposed publicly until SP4. As a
result, there are numerous functionality issues when running the Nov
Client for Windows NT on an unpatched Terminal Server. 
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In addition, the NDS for NT Corporate Edition product cannot be 
installed on a Citrix WinFrame server because the Novell Client for 
Windows NT no longer supports the Windows NT 3.51 operating syst
on which the WinFrame solution is based.

� Administer thin client properties.

When either Microsoft Terminal Server or Citrix MetaFrame is installe
it extends User Manager for Domains to include management of thin
client-specific properties. Currently you cannot administer these 
properties from NetWare Administrator or ConsoleOne. This feature m
be added in a future release. 

In the current Corporate Edition release, you would have to launch U
Manager from either the Domain Controller itself or from within the N
Tools tab of the Domain object to administer these properties.

� Address known issues.

The Novell Client for Windows 4.6 Service Pack 2 which ships as the
client for NDS for NT Corporate Edition has the following issues whe
running on a Windows NT Terminal Server or Citrix MetaFrame serv

� Global NetWare GINA settings

When using the Novell Client for Windows NT 4.6, the Microsoft
Graphical Identification and Authentication module 
(MSGINA.DLL) is replaced with the Novell equivalent 
(NWGINA.DLL). These modules provide for the way in which the
user sees the login as well as many background processes such
user profiles and policies. 

When using the MSGINA, the information about the NDS user’s
name, tree, and context are stored in the user’s profile. This allo
the GINA to log in to the Windows NT domain, load the user’s 
profile, and then retrieve the information about the user’s NDS 
credentials. 

However, when using NWGINA, the user is first logged in to ND
and then NT, and then the user’s profile is loaded. This means tha
of the login information is stored in the global 
(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE) hive and will apply to everyone.

The best solution for this problem is to install a single NetWare 5
server in the same site as the thin client server. You can then 
configure catalog services and the contextless login functionality
Third-Party Integration with NDS for NT Corporate Edition ���
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the Novell Client for Windows NT. This allows the user to enter h
or her username and password and have the NDS context found
automatically.

An alternative to contextless login is to use the location profiles 
feature to set up a different location for each container or group 
users who may log in. You can then set the properties of the login
that the context is different for each profile and prevent changes fr
being saved. The users would then only need to select the approp
location profile, instead of having to remember their NDS contex

� Map rooting of Terminal Server home directory

In the Profile tab of the user in User Manager for Domains, there
an option to specify a home directory and a check box that says M
Root (NetWare only).

This check box is supposed to allow the home directory to be ma
rooted. However, at the current time this box has not been expo
through a public API, so the Novell Client for Windows NT canno
read it.

� Anonymous User Login and Passed-In Credentials

The Terminal Server client and Citrix client both give users the 
option to pass in users’ Windows NT credentials. In addition the IC
client also provides users with the ability to access published 
applications as Anonymous users. In this instance you may wish
have users prompted for NDS authentication. To do this you mu
add the following registry value: 

Key: HKLM\Software\Novell\Login

DWORD Value Name: AutoAdminQueryNDS

Data: 1

By doing this the user will be logged in automatically to NT with th
specified credentials but will then be prompted by NDS to 
authenticate. If this option is not set, then the user will not be 
authenticated to NDS but will only be logged in to Windows NT. 
you wish to perform an automated login to both, you must set th
following registry key:

Key: HKLM\Software\Novell\Login

DWORD Value Name: DefaultLocationProfile
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Data: Name of the location profile to use for settings

By setting this option the user will then be logged in to NDS usin
the same username and password and will retrieve the treename
context from the location profile you specify. For these options to
work, you must be running the Novell Client for Windows NT 4.6
SP2 on the thin client server.

NDS for NT Corporate Edition should support any domain-aware applicat
If you encounter problems that appear to be related to NDS for NT and a
specific application, attempt to isolate the problem using the information 
“Troubleshooting NDS for NT Corporate Edition” on page 451 and “NDS for 
NT Corporate Edition Processes” on page 101. Then contact Novell Technical
Services to report the defect if one exists.
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$ NDS for Windows NT Top Issues

This appendix discusses the most frequently encountered problems and i
with NDS® for NT. Because Corporate Edition was just shipping as of the
writing of this document, this appendix addresses NDS for NT v 2.01.

NDS for Windows NT Corporate Edition Redirection

The following are the most frequently encountered issues in the Technic
Information Documents (TIDs) for NDS for Windows* NT* v 2.01 (also 
referred to as NDS v8).

� “User Manager for Domains Shows Another User’s Properties” on pa
503

� “PDC Shows as BDC in Server Manager” on page 504

� “Trust Relationships and NDS for NT” on page 508

� “Passwords Don’t Synchronize” on page 509

� “NDS for NT 2.01 Issues Resolved with Corporate Edition” on page 5

User Manager for Domains Shows Another User’s Properties

A large number of NDS for NT 2.0 users experienced this problem when
Novell ClientTM  for Windows NT 4.6 was released.
NDS for Windows NT Top Issues ���
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Symptom

When the administrator attempted to view or modify the properties of a 
specific user in the domain, User Manager for Domains would show the 
properties of a different user.

Solution

Apply the IWSAM.DLL and IWSAMRES.DLL from NDS for NT 2.01 or 
higher to all servers and workstations from which NetWare Administrator c
be run.

Cause

The Novell Client for Windows NT 4.6 changes the way in which some of 
NDS calls used by NDS for NT redirection work. The result is that the  
IWS:RID Counter attribute is read from replicas other than the Master repl

This means that a large number of users added at roughly the same time
read the attribute from two different replicas, neither of which knows that 
other has been synchronized. The result is that two users have the same
The duplicate RID causes major problems with User Manager and other
domain-aware applications that use the RID of the user for security.

PDC Shows as BDC in Server Manager

A few customers working in large NDS for NT environments have 
encountered this problem.  

Symptoms

This problem has several symptoms, as follows: 

� When the Administrator looks in Server Manager on the Windows NT
PDC, Server Manager shows only BDCs and workstations. The PDC m
appear as either a BDC or a workstation.

� When the Administrator selects View | Domain Members Only to view
the SAMSRV view of the machines in the domain, the PDC does not
appear in the list of objects in the domain.
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� Users are unable to log in, and they receive an error message indica
that no logon servers were available or that no Domain Controllers w
available to validate the user’s login.

� When the Domain Controller is restarted, the NETLOGON, SERVER
and BROWSER services fail to load with a %1 %2 error message.

Solutions

The root cause of this problem is explained below in the Causes section
correct the symptoms and solve the problem, do the following:

�� Make sure that a fast, stable connection to the nearest NetWare® server 
holding a replica of the Domain object and any users who are membe
the domain is available. In a large environment it would be preferable 
to the way the client resolves names and reads NDS information to h
the Domain object and User object reside on two different servers in
same LAN.

�� If you are in a WAN environment with slow links, make sure that you
have a routed environment. This allows the client to cost the servers
containing replicas of the Domain object’s partition. As a result, the 
Domain Controllers can communicate with the local NDS replica.

�� Ensure that the Revision attribute of the NT Domain object is the sam
for all replicas. Use the CHKATTR utility in the NDS for NT Toolkit 
(NDS4NTUT.EXE) to identify the problem. If the Revision count is ou
of sync, remove all replicas but the Master and then re-add the replic
Otherwise, you can contact Novell Technical Services to perform a d
in. To prevent the problem from recurring, ensure that all NetWare 4.
servers are running DS.NLM v 6.06 or newer.

�� Ensure that the NT Domain object in NDS has sufficient rights to the
NDS users who are members of the NT Domain. Use the 
USRRIGHT.EXE utility included in the NDS for NT Toolkit 
(NDS4NTUT.EXE) to identify the problem. Then add the Domain obje
as a supervisor trustee to the identified objects to which it has lost rig

�� Ensure that you are running Service Pack 2 for the Novell Client for 
Windows NT 4.6 on all Windows NT Domain Controllers. A defect in th
NETWIN32.DLL cross-platform library created the potential for two 
NDS calls to overwrite each other’s data. If this happens, C0D5FED1 
NDS for Windows NT Top Issues ���
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C0D5FECB err7will generally occur in the Event Viewer data decode
You can check to see if you have the update by clicking on the prope
of the NT Client under Network/Control Panel. Or, you can ensure th
the NETWIN32.DLL in the WINDOWS\SYSTEM directory is at least 9
2/99.

�� Make sure that the Workstation object for the PDC exists under the 
domain in NDS. If it does not, you can re-create it in NetWare 
Administrator (NWADMN32) or within Server Manager. Then reboot th
PDC so that it will attempt to log in as the PDC Station object.

Causes

This problem generally occurs when the NETLOGON service either times
a request or receives a failure response for a request to resolve the Dom
user/workstation. The following are known causes of this problem: 

� Timeout due to slow responsiveness from the NetWare server holding
NDS replica of the Domain object. If the NetWare or NT server that t
NT Domain Controller (PDC or BDC) has connected to is experienci
high utilization, then NDS for NT may not be able to provide the 
requested information prior to NETLOGON Service timing out. 

Use one of these two ways to determine which NetWare server the 
Domain Controller is reading its SAM information from: 

� The first is to check Connections under MONITOR to look for an
authenticated connection as the NT Domain object (the MAC of t
connect must be the Domain Controller’s MAC).

� The second is to take a trace filtered on the Domain Controller’s I
address (might be IP if using NetWare 5TM  servers in your 
environment). Looking in the trace, you will be able to see NDS 
requests for the NT Domain object attributes or for users who ar
members of the Domain.

� Timeout due to a slow connection to the NetWare server holding the N
replica of the Domain object. NDS for NT uses the Novell 4.6 Client co
base to communicate with a NetWare server that holds a replica of th
NDS partition of the NT Domain object.

The Novell 4.6 Client uses hop counts (via a RIP packet) to determin
which server in a replica ring is "closest" to the requesting station. If 
��� LogicSource for NDS for NT
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WAN is bridged, then this will cause each NetWare server to respond
if it were one hop away, even if it is across two slow WAN links (becau
it is bridged, not routed). 

� The NETLOGON process has a hard-coded timeout for how long it w
wait before failing a request. When the Novell Client is connecting acr
several slow WAN links to the NetWare server, some NETLOGON 
requests cannot be completed before the timeout occurs. When this
happens, the NETLOGON Service is stopped (thereby removing itse
a logon server). Now the Browse Master will show the PDC as a BDC. At 
this point any future NETLOGON requests will fail (that is, attempts t
log in to the domain).

� The NDS Replica ring has different values for the Revision attribute 
the NT Domain object. NDS for NT will refresh its cache when it detec
that the Revision attribute of the NT Domain object has incremented

If different replicas of the NT Domain object report as being different
values, the NT Domain Controller may be caught in a continuous Ca
Refresh state. This will usually cause high utilization on the NDS ser
from which the NT Domain Controller is reading its information and al
on the NT Domain Controller. 

As the Domain Controller becomes busier, it will eventually be unable
respond with the information that NETLOGON requested before the 
NETLOGON Service times out. This will then stop the NETLOGON 
Service, and any future NETLOGON requests will fail.

Novell® has developed a CHKATTR.EXE utility that will display the 
Revision value for each server that holds a replica of the NT Domain
object. All servers must have the same value; otherwise, an NDS 
synchronization problem will occur or an NDS value will become 
corrupted.

� The NT Domain object does not have sufficient rights to NDS User 
objects who are members of the Domain (listed on the IWS Member
attribute). When you (or another NT administrator) attempt to add us
groups to a Domain or modify existing users/groups, you are attemp
to make changes within NDS using the rights granted to the NT Dom
object. 

If the NT Domain object does not have sufficient rights for the reques
operation, then NDS for NT will return a failure code to NETLOGON
NDS for Windows NT Top Issues ���
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The NETLOGON Service will then stop itself and all further 
NETLOGON requests will fail.

Novell has developed a USRRIGHT.EXE utility that will read the fully
distinguished names of all NDS users who are members of the NT 
Domain and will then check to see if the NT Domain object has suffici
rights to each of these NDS users. This process can take a very long
for larger domains and should not be attempted during production ho
unless serious problems already exist. 

� The NETWIN32.DLL in use does not have the multiprocess library fixe
A problem with the NETWIN32.DLL shipped with the 4.6 NT Client an
Client SP1. When multiple SamrLookupNamesInDomain() requests 
were issued, the SAMSRV could not distinguish which response wen
with which request. The SAMSRV debug log would show a line simil
to "[SAMSRV]  -  WARNING  !!!  Found NULL name". This problem is
fixed by applying the SP2 for the 4.6 NT Client (has NETWIN32.DLL
dated 9/2/99).

� The Workstation object for the PDC had been deleted in NDS. This 
prevents the Domain Controller from being able to access the doma

Trust Relationships and NDS for NT

Novell marketing materials tout the ability of NDS for NT to eliminate the
need for Windows NT domain trust relationships. Although NDS for NT do
eliminate that need, the following problems may occur if you get rid of 
Windows NT domain trust relationships.  

Symptom

You have installed NDS for NT, redirected both the master and resource
domains in the environment, and made the users members of all of the 
redirected domains. Now you are prompted to authenticate to the resour
domain or to the local workstation when attempting to use a resource ou
of the domain from which you logged in.

Solution

Because NDS for NT can manage only users and groups, Novell recomm
that you migrate only your master or account domain (or domains) to ND
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Then keep the trust relationships to your Windows NT resource domains, 
as Exchange domains and computer domains, intact.

Cause

When you log in to a Windows NT domain, you must specify the Window
NT domain to which you wish to authenticate. This domain specifies the 
unique RID of the user for each user. Although a single NDS user accou
exists, as a member of multiple domains the user has a different RID for e
Windows NT domain.

Windows NT domain-aware applications use the RID of the user to ident
security and other attributes. When the user attempts to pass in the RID o
domain to which he or she logged in, the RID cannot be found and the us
prompted to log in using untrusted authentication mechanisms. This hap
because no trust relationship exists between the master and the resourc
domains.

For more information about untrusted authentication, see “Dynamic Local 
User” on page 490.

Passwords Don’t Synchronize

Many customers expect that when the initial migration of the Windows NT 
accounts is performed, using the Domain Object Wizard, the passwords o
users are synchronized.

This is not the way the migration process is designed to work. Instead, y
must choose to expire the password during the migration, forcing the use
change the password at least once. The reason for this is that both the 
Windows NT and NDS passwords are encrypted. To synchronize passw
NDS for NT must have cleartext passwords.

In addition, any newly created Windows NT account or NDS account will
have a blank password and not the password of the existing counterpart
Once again this is due to the encryption of the passwords. For more 
information about password synchronization, see “Changing the Windows NT 
Domain Password” on page 133 and “NDS Password Change” on page 235.
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NDS for NT 2.01 Issues Resolved with Corporate Edition

This section contains information about software defects found in NDS for
2.01 that were resolved in the Corporate Edition version. These issues are
addressed with the latest patch for NDS for NT v2.01 (NDS4NTIx.EXE) a
the Novell Client for Windows NT 4.6 Service Pack 2.

� Admin cannot change the domain password through MS Outlook.

Prior to the NDS for NT Corporate Edition or 2.01 patch, the 
SAMSRV.DLL did not check for the existence of the Exchange client
support keys in the LSA key of the registry. This meant that the Excha
listeners were not active and no NULL connections were available to
change the password prior to the user authenticating against the dom

� Unprotected client libraries cause unpredictable results.

The NETWIN32.DLL that shipped with all versions of the Novell Clien
for Windows NT 4.6 Service Pack 1 and earlier had a defect that allow
data to be overwritten when two threads attempted to access NDS a
same time.

This resulted in various NDS for NT symptoms such as excessive 
synchronization traffic and the NETLOGON and supporting services
failing to start. This issue is resolved in Service Pack 2 for the Novel
Client for Windows NT 4.6. 

� Account operators are unable to manage users.

SAMSRV.DLL had a defect that prevented account operators in a 
redirected NT domain from creating and managing users. In addition
account operators were not restricted from modifying other account 
operators.

� LSASS.EXE performed an illegal operation.

When a large number of users were in the Windows NT domain and U
Manager for Domains was opened, the information in NDS was read 
LSASS.EXE would cause a general protection fault (GPF). This was
found to be a defect in the display caching and was corrected in the N
for NT patch kit and Corporate Edition.
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NDS for NT Corporate Edition Local Replica

The following are the most common issues encountered with the Local 
Replica component of NDS for NT.

� “Bulk Loader Cannot See Mapped Drives” on page 511

� “Unable to Access Windows NT Shares” on page 511

� “Windows NT Server Responds to GNS” on page 512

Bulk Loader Cannot See Mapped Drives

DHOST is implemented as a Windows NT service and BULKLOAD.DLL 
runs in the DHOST service memory space; therefore, it is not possible fo
Bulk Loader to access a user’s resources. This is because of security mea
that prevent services from accessing user resources. This is working the
the Novell Client for Windows NT was designed to work. To use a  
Lightweight Directory Information File (LDIF) from a network location, you
must specify a UNC path to the filename.

Unable to Access Windows NT Shares

When using NDS for NT 2.01 with a local replica installed and using DNS 
name resolution, it was not possible to browse the Windows NT shares on
server. This occurred because the NetWare server would generally respo
the request, since it was using the TCP/IP protocol for communications a
had a DNS entry.

This problem was corrected with NDS for NT Corporate Edition, which 
prevents NDS for NT servers from responding to NetWare file system 
requests, this causes the client to ignore file system responses from the 
server on the Windows NT server. This was corrected in Service Pack 2 fo
Novell Client for Windows NT 4.6, which is included in Corporate Edition
and must be applied to all clients needing access to file system resource
NDS for Windows NT Top Issues ���
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Windows NT Server Responds to GNS

After you install the NDS local replica on a Windows NT server, that serv
may begin to respond to Get Nearest Server requests. This can cause pro
with RCONSOLE because the Windows NT server does not keep a list o
SAPs that can be returned to RCONSOLE.  

To prevent this you can uncheck the Reply to Get Nearest Server option i
DSTRACE | Miscellaneous Options screen. This has the same effect as se
Reply to Get Nearest Server to Off in a NetWare environment.

NDS for NT Corporate Edition Tools 

The only issue of mention with the tools is the following.

Users Imported Through Bulk Loader Don’t Associate

Sometimes users who are bulk imported have the CN attribute set to 
something other than the username, because LDAP uses the UID field a
preferred location of the username.

A user you created by performing a bulk import using the Bulk Loader to
may not find that his or her username is the same when running the Dom
Object Wizard and performing the search option. To correct this problem
ensure that in addition to the UID attribute the LDIF also sets the CN attrib
to the user’s username.

Mailbox Manager for Exchange

There is only one issue of mention of the Mailbox Manager component o
NDS for NT. That issue follows.

Can’t Clear Distribution List Message Limit

If a message limit is set for the distribution list inside of NetWare 
Administrator and then you attempt to set this to "No Limit," the snap-in s
the message limit to OK. This prevents users in the list from receiving e-m
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 set 
To correct the problem, use the Microsoft* Exchange Administrator tool to
the option to "No Limit."
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